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ABSTRACT

This report treats the feasibility of safeguarding a wide-scale domestic mixed oxide ;
industry, it presents the results of an ef fort originally undertaken as cart of the GESMO
environmental impact statement and is being published as a technical report in order to provide
information which would otherwise be unavailable due to the termination of the GESMO activity.

The characteristics of a pro,jected wide-scale MOX industry, the Derceived threat to that
industry, and the possible consequences of sabotaae or thef t of nuclear paterial are discussed,

Safeauards strategies, technical approaches, and currently existino safeauards requirements and
their applicability to a M0X industry are examined. Several alternative approaches to safe-
quarding a M0X industry are discussed and their economic costs and societal impacts assessed.
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j- FOREWORD

!
'

| This document is a staff technical report. The Connission has not specifically addressed
many of the policy issues in the specific context of this report, and has, therefore, notr

approved its conclusions. The Cornission has authorized' publication because it believes that i

j the information should be available to the public.
a

The content of this report is current as of mid-1977 and was originally intended to provide
1

|
the basis for a supplement to the generic environmental impact statement (flVREG-002) on the use

i of recycle plutonium in mixed-oxide fuel for light water reactors (CESMO). Its content focused i

| on the feasibility of safeguarding a domestic U.S. mixed-oxide industry. The issues of inter-

| national safeguards, the possible effect of a domestic mixed-oxide industry on international

j considerations, and any influence on international nuclear proliferation were beyond the scope
of this report.

g
,

4

{
Prior to completion and publication of this document as an environmental impact statement,

i President Carter, on April 7, 1977, announced some of the conclusions he had reached following
.

a

j a thorough review of nuclear power issues. The issues raised by the President's statement were |
j suf ficiently fundamental to cause Commission reassessment of the course being followed with

! respect to GESMO. As a result of the reassessment, which included consideration of public

1 comments and the views of the Executive Branch, the Commission announced termination of the

GESMO proceedings in 42 FR 65334.

While directing the termination of the GESMO proceedings, the Commission recognized the

| value of making the results of the ef fort devoted to the study of safeguards issues available

| to the public. Accordingly, the NRC staff is providing such information with its publication

]
of this document as a technical report. Thus, the information contained herein becomes

] publicly available for use in addressing nuclear power issues. Any questions or comments on
! this document should be referred to the Director, Division of Safeguards U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
4

j Commission, Washington, D.C, 20555.
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|
AC Access Control Station

i

1 ACLU American Civil Liberties Union
1

l' AEC- Atomic Energy Commission
i
'

BEIR Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiations

a BWR Boiling Water Reactor
i

CAS Central Alarm System

CCTV Closed Circuit TV -

d2Cf Californium

i CFR Code of Federal Regulations
|

CIA Central Intelligence Agency

244
Cm Curium

f
60

Co Cobalt

! DOE Department of Energy
,

t 000 Department of Defense
!

j ERDA Energy Research and Development Administration

j FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation

| FES Final Environmental Statement
,

FFBI's Full-field Background Investigations,

| FFTF Fast Flux Test Facility
4

,

FGF Federal Guard Force

FR Federal Register
a

; GESMO Generic Environmental Impact Statement or, the use of
' recycle plutonium in mixed-oxide fuel for light water
{ reactors
|

gm gram

HEPA High-efficiency Particulate Air

| HEU High Enriched Uranium
?

j IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
i

) ICA Item Centrol Area
,

| ICV Integrated Container - Vehicle

IFCF Integrated Fuel Cycle Facility
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CHAPTER 1
,

INTRODUCTION

!

f In considering the proposed wide-scale use of mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel in light water
; nuclear reactors, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) prepared an environmental impact

! statement in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). In its
i notice of November 1975 (40 FR 53056), the Commission described the scope, procedures, and

schedule for completing that statement and indicated that before it reached a decision on the I
,

wide-scale use of mixed oxide fuel, there must be a full assessment of safeguards issues.

| Toward that end, the Conunission directed its staff to prepare, and to circulate for written
| comment, a Draf t Safeguards Supplement to GESMO, the Domic Energy Coninission's " Generic

Environmental Statement on the Use of Recycle Plutonium in Mixed-Oxide Fuel in Light Water
Cooled Reactors." The draf t GESMO (WASH-1327) was issued in August 1974, and the Health,

! Safety, and Environment portion of the final GESMO (NUREG-0002) was issued in August 1976. In
its notice of December 30, 1977 (42 FR 65334), the Commission stated its decision to publish
the Draf t Safeguards Supplement to GESMO as a staff technical report. This report is that
document.

The draf t GESMn (WASH-1327) reviewed the then current safeguards program, presented some
cost estimates for safeguards, and noted numerous measures that could contribute to upgrading
the program. In the draft, the AEC staf f concluded that the safeguards problems would be
manageable and that there did not appear to be any safeguards-related rationale sufficient to
delay a decision on the wide-scale use of mixed-oxide fuel for light water reactors,

Ie

1

In consnenting on the draf t GESMO, the President's Council on Environmental Quality, in a
January 20, 1975, letter to the NRC, expressed the view that, although the statement was well
done and reflected a high quality effort, it was incomplete because it failed to present a
detailed and comprehensive analysis of the environmental impacts of potential diversions of
special nuclear materials and of alternative safeguards programs to protect the public fiom
such a threat. The Council believed that such a presentation should be made by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission before it made its final decision on the wide-scale use of mixed-oxide
fuel. This report is intended to be fully responsive to the views offered by the President's
Council on Environmental Quality, other expressions of views, and to a directive from the

Commission to its staff.

This report addresses only the safeguards that would be associated with LWR mixed-oxide
fuel * Other aspects of environmental impacts associated with LWR mixed-oxide fuel were
treated in the draf t GESMO, and subsequently in the Health, Safety, and Environment portion of

the final GESMO (NUREG-0002).
.

* Safeguards are defined as those measures employed to prevent the thef t or diversion of special
nuclear materials (plutonium. 233U, or uranium enriched in the 235U isotope) and the sabotage
of nuclear facilities.

1-1
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The basic issue addressed in this Supplement is the safeguarding of the additional nlu-
tonium or plutonium-containina materials that would be introduced into commercial operations by
the wide-scale use of mixed-oxide fuel in licht water reactors. The safeauards concerns about
plutonium arise from its potential use in nuclear exolosives and its radioloaical toxicity.

The quantities of these materials now in the licensed industry are limited to those present in
the spent fuel of light water nuclear reactors, and to those used for R&D purposes. Appro' val j

of the LWR mixed-oxide fuel cycle would result in the introduction of much larcer quantities,
in more accessible form, in consnercial operations. |

The ouestion of whether safeguards are adeouate can be discussed only on a dynamic basis.
There are no static answers because both the nroblems and the solutions chance as the nuclear
industry, the perceived threats to society, and the security technologies that can be brought
to bear continue to change.

|Chapter 2, BACKGROUND, treats in creater detail the history which led to the preparat4n
of this document. The remaining chapters are based, as indicated below, on providing arswers
to three basic questions:

1. What would be the potential incremental risks to society from malevolent acts
directed at larae quantities of plutonium in the commercial sector? The answers to this ques-
tion are to be found in the characteristics of the projected mixed-oxide fuel cycle industry,
the notential threats to that indust *y or its commerce, and the consequences those threats
would brina if they were carried out successfully (i.e., if safeguards failed). These matters i

'
are dealt with in Chapter 3, SAFEGUARDS CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE M0X FUEL INDUSTRY.

Section 3.2, " Description of a Nature MOX Fuel Industry," uses an industry model to 1

describe the characteristics such an industry would have--including the numbers and nature of
|facilities which would exist and the operations which would be conducted in them--and describes
|the requirements for safeguardina the resulting commercial transport of plutonium-containina

materials, This industry description is based on the same crowth orojections as are used in
the Health Safety, and Environment portion of the final GESMO (NUREG-0002), projections which

Ireflect sianificant changes which have occurred in estimates of nuclear industry arowth rates
since publication of the draft GESMO (WASH-1327).

,

Section 3.3, " Threats to a M0X Industry," and Section 3.4, "Possible Consequences of Thef t !

or Sabotane," describe the threats of thef t and sabotaae that minht be brought to bear anainst
the M0X industry and the consequences that might result. The discussion of potential threats
characterites classes of groups and individuals who miaht be considered as potential adversaries'

it describes their motivations, their aims and objectives, and their potentials for undertaking
activities threatening to a mature M0X industry. The discussion of notential consequences
treats the dif ficulties which adversaries might encounter in manufacturing and employing crude
nuclear explosive or dispersal devices and in carrying out sabotage for the release of radia-;

tion, as well as the extert of public injuries and damage which might result therefrom.

1-2
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2. Could M0X in wide-scale commercial use be sufficiently well-protected, under the
concept of continued civil order, to assure that the risks to society from malevolent acts
would be acceptably low? Chapter 4, APPROACHES TO SAFEGUARDS, describes the strategies,

technical means, and existing regulations through which safeauards can be implemented, now and
in the future.

Chapter 5, THE REFERENCE SAFEGUARDS SYSTEM, describes a set of inteorated measures which

could be employed to ach'ieve an adequate safeauards system (referred to as a reference system)
for protection of a nature M0X industry, explains why the system is considered adequate and
estimates its cost.

Chapter 6, ALTERNATIVE SAFEGUARDS OPTIONS, considers potential alternatives to the

reference system which might enhance safeguards effectiveness or mitigate the reference
system's economic or societal imnacts. It discusses the ef fectiveness and costs of these
alternatives and the extent to which they mioht involve new legislation, additional societal
burdens, or possible perturbations to the model industry.

3. If adequate safeguards could be provided, would their economic and other societal
imnacts (i.e. , on civil liberties, laws, institutions, nhysical environment, etc.) he
acceptable? Some answers to this question are provided in Chapter 7 SOCIETAL IMPACTS, which
describes the societal impacts of the reference safeguards system and compares them with the
impacts of programs which would be needed to protect a mature nuclear industry without mixed-
oxide fuel. The impact of the reference system on civil liberties receives special attention i

followed by a discussion of the societal impacts of the alternative safeguards aporoaches, and
a comparison between these impacts and those of the reference system.

Due to geographic and social characteristics, the analysis and conclusions expressed in
this report pertain only to the United States. Also, this renort does not address the possible
imoact of domestic recycle on international questions, including any potential effect on the
nroliferation of nuclear weapons. Other Government agencies such as DOE, the Arms Control and
Disarmament Acency, and the Department of State, with lead responsibility in this area, are
currently studyinq such questions.

This report does not address an overall GESMO final cost-benefit analysis 're emphasis
is on settinn forth a factual and conceptual basis for assessinn the adequacy and the costs of
safeouards fc= wide-scale use of mixed-oxide fuel. A substantial body of technical information
upon which the document relies can be found in the references cited at the end of each chapter.

1-3
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

2,1 GENERAL

Unlike fossil fuel plants, which discharge ash with no fuel content, nuclear reactors
produce fuel residues containing appreciable quantities of fissile uranium a,1d plutonium. From
the early days vf the nuclear power industry, electric utilities have anticipated that this
spent fuel would be chemically reprocessed to recover the plutonium and uranium and that these
recovered elements would be recycled into fresh reactor fuel. Projections of nuclear power

*

industry growth indicate that by the time the industry matures, each year's production of such
residues could have a fuel value in excess of $1 billion,*

Anti Mpating such economic incentives, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), from 1956 to
1972, conducted a Plutonium Utilization Program which demonstrated the technical feasibility of
plutonium recycle. In 1967, major industry programs were initiated by Festinghouse Electric
. Corporation and the General Electric Company, supported by the Edison Electric Institute, on
mixed oxide fuel development and testing. These were followed by a performance demonstration
proaram in commercial reactors. Larae M0X fuel research programs have also been conducted in |

Belqium and Italy and smaller ones in Sweden, Norway, Germany, England, and France. These
programs have confirmed that recycle is technically feasible. Three licht water nuclear power
reactors (Bia Rock Point in Michigan, and nuaa-Cities 1 and Dresden 1 in Illinois) are now
licensed to operate on an experimental basis with a limited amount of M0X fuel.

I

It is expected that future reprocessing plants would each be able to process 1,500 to
2,000 metric tons of spent fuel annually, while MOX fabrication plants would have annual capaci-
ties of approximately 300 tons. Currently, no plants with such capacities are in operation.
The Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. reprocessing plant at West Valley, New York, which has been
shut down, operated between 1956 and 1971, during which period it processed 640 metric tons of
spent fuel. A number of small fabrication plants capable of producing modest quantities of M0X
fuel (approximately 50 tons per year) have been licensed, and the Nuclear Reaulatory Commission

has pending several related licensing actions, the most advanced of which areW

Allied-General Nuclear Services' separatiens and uranium conversion facility and
spent fuel storage facility in Barnwell, South Carolina, the construction of which is
nearinq completion.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation's application for approval to construct a M0X fuel
fabrication plant near Anderson, South Carolina.

*NUREG-0002, Volume 4, Page XI-1, shows a net cumulative fuel value, 1976-2000, of $18 billion,
with most of this value accruing after the industry matures.

**
The Commission announced its decision to terminate the proceedings on these licensing actions

I in 42 FR 65334 on December 30, 1977.

, 2-1
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Exxon Nuclear Company's applicatica for approval to construct separation and conver-
| sion facilities near Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
\
.

2.2 DRAFT GESMO, WASH-1327.

On February 12, 1974, in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969

! (NEPA), the AEC directed its regulatory staff to prepare an environmental impact statement on

f the use of M0X fuel in light water reactors (LWR's). At first, health and safety considerations

| dominated the AEC analysis. During the course of document preparation, however, Government

} and public perception of the issues changed as increased incidence of worldwide terrorism led

i to greater concern that nuclear materials might be diverted from the fuel cycle in order to

j fabricate explosives or dispersal devices. The draft statement was therefore modified to give
i greater emphasis to security considerations,

.i

| On August 5,1974, the AEC's regulatory staff issued for public comment its draf t Generic |
1 Environmental Statement on the Use of Recycle Plutonium in Mixed 0xide Fuel in LWR's (WASH-1327, I

I referred to as GESMO). The 1,000-page document concluded that the wide-scale use of M0X fuel

f should be approved. This conclusion was based ir, part on findings that plutonium recycle would |
1 actually reduce slightly the adverse environmental impacts of the nuclear fuel cycle while j

'

j causing no change in the safety of reactor operations; that it would extend the life of uranium

! reserves; and that it would reduce requirements for uranium enrichment. After noting that a

j decision on specific safeguards measures for a mature M0X fuel industry should be made within a
j year af ter issuance of the final impact statement, the draft GESMO concluded further that safe-
E guards problems were manageable, and that there were no safeguards issues which should delay a

i decision on whether to allow use of M0X fuel,

a

:
j 2.3 THE ENERGY REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1974*
4

j On January 19, 1975, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 became ef fective. It abolished

j the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and assigned its responsibilities for the regulation of the
j nuclear power industry to a newly created agency, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The

{ statute reflected, in several ways, congressional concern about the need to protect the public

; against the consequences of nuclear thef t or sabotage. For example, the legislation provided

i for an Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards within NRC and provided both broad and

| specific guidance concerning the safeguards functions of that Office.
4

i
i 2.4 COMMENTS ON DRAFT GESMO

3
i In a January 20, 1975, letter to the newly formed NRC, the President's Council on Environ-
4

j mental Quality (CEQ) expressed the view that, although the draf t environmental statement (GESMO)

{ was in general a high quality effort, it was incomplete because it failed to present a detailed
i and comprehensive analysis of the environmental impacts of the potential diversion of special
1
i nuclear materials and of alternative safeguards programs to protect the public from such a

4
threat. The Council contended that the NRC should make such a presentation before reaching its

: .

The Council also expressed the view that care should be! final decisions on plutonium recycle.
4

1
taken to avoid actions which would foreclose safeguards alternatives or which would result in

{' unnecessary "grandfathering" during the period in which the safeguards issue was being resolved.
;

*42 U.S.C. 5 6 et seq.
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Approximately.100 letters were received from the public relating to the draft GESMO, and
approximately 40 percent of these raised issues related to safeguards. The analysis contained
in this report responds to this public expression of concern as well as .the points raised in
the CEQ letter.

2.5 SAFEGUARDS STUDIES

In addition to providing for an Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards within
NRC, Section 204 of the Energy Reorganization Act directs the Office to conduct an overall
review of safeguards needs. The Act specifies that the Office should review the "need for, and
feasibility of, establishing a security agency within the Office for the purpose of performing
safeguards functions." The Act also requires that NRC make a review of the advantages of
locating on the same site facilities performing sucessive steps in the nuclear fuel cycle. In
compliance with these requirements of the Act, the NRC prepared reports known as the Security
Agency Study and the Nuclear Energy Center Site Survey, respectively (Refs. I and 2). In addi-
tion, the NRC initiated a program of special safeguards studies designed to address safeguards
questions raised after publication of the draf t GESMO. The results of NRC's study efforts in
these three fields are suminarfred below.

2.5.1 Security Agency Study

The Security Agency Study concentrated on the merits of using Federal guards, organized in
a Federal security agency, to protect nuclear facilities and materials, in place of the present
system of utilizing guards hired by private industry. Much of the study group's effort was
devoted to onsite visits, to meetings with Government and industry groups familiar with nuclear
plant and materials security, and to meetings with legal, academic, and public interest groups. |

The study found that creation of a special security force within NRC would not result in a
higher degree of guard force effectiveness than could be achieved by use of private guards. It
concluded that no need exists for the Federal Government to assume operational responsibility
for security forces to protect the licensed commercial industry and, accordingly, that there is
no need to create a security agency within the Nuclear Regulatory Connission. The study's
analysis of the existing regulatory structure indicated that NRC can fulfill its responsibili-
ties to ensure adequate physical protection of licensed facilities and materials through appro-
priate regulations, stringently enforced, and through an increased role for NRC in functions
related to the qualification, training, and certification of private guard forces.

2.5.2 The Nuclear Energy Center Site Survey

The Nuclear Energy Center Site Survey analyzed the practicability and feasibility of three
different types of nuclear energy centers: power-plant centers, in which 10 to 40 nuclear
power plants would be grouped together; fuel cycle centers, which would group together spent

,

fuel reprocessing plants, mixed oxide fuel fabrication facilities, and waste management facili-
ties; and combined centers, which would collocate both power plants and fuel cycle facilities.

The study concluded lhat power plant centers and fuel cycle centers are feasible and
practical, but that no compelling need for such centers is evident. The study also noted that

1
I
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) fuel cycle centers might offer safeguards advantages by reducing the routine shipment of plu-

_

tonium compounds between fuel reprocessing and fuel fabrication plants.*
_

2.5.3 The Special Safeguards Study

In February 1975, as an outgrowth of previous USAEC consideration on the widescale re-
,

! cycling of plutonium in light water reactors, the NRC directed that an effort to determine a
j safeguards program for plutonium recycle be established. These efforts were known as the i

j "Special Safeguards Study" (Ref. 3) and included support by various contractors. lhe results

i of the Special Safeguards Study were extensively utilized in preparing this document, and
references to the contractor reports are included as appropriate.

1

j 2.6 NRC PROVISIONAL VIEWS OF MAY 8,1975

In the May 8,1975, Federal Register (40 fR 20142), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
; stated its provisional views on the process to be used in reaching decisions on the possible

i wide-scale use of MOX fuels, and requested public conment thereon. Subject to consideration of

) comments to be received and the results of then ongoing studies,'the Commission view was that

! before it reached a decision on wide-scale use of mixed-oxide fuels in light water reactors, a

! cost-benefit analysis of alternative safeguards programs should be published in both draf t and

I final environmental impact statements,
!

!

! In response to the May 8 notice, more than 200 corments were received by the NRC.** These
f

focused on the following issues:.

i
I
5 - Whether the Connission's decision on wide-scale use of M0X fuel in LWR's should be
i delayed, pending the completion of a cost-benefit analysis of alternative safeguards '

! programs.

|

; - Whether current NRC regulations for related licensing actions are adequate to protect |
i against thef t or diversion of plutonium. I

1
s

i

f - What procedures should be utilized by the Commission in reachino its decision on
wide-scale use of M0X fuel, and what should be the procedures for public hearings>

j related to that decision.
i
i
7 2.7 NRC ANNOUNCEMENT OF CONCLUSIONS **

|
i On November ll,1975, the Connission announced the conclusions it had reached after review
1

4 of the extensive public comments on its published provisional views and further deliberations.

| The following were highlights of the announcement: 1
|

1 \

- A cost-benefit analysis of alternative safeguards programs for the wide-scale use of |

M0X fuel would be prepared as a supplement to the draft GESMn published by the AEC in

*A discussion of the possible sa feguards advantages and disadvantages of collocation of fuel
cycle facilities appears in Chapter 6 of this' report.

**These comments have been placed in the Commission's Public Docum2nt Room, 1717 H St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C., and are available for review by the public.
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August 1974'(thereby establishing this report supplement to the GESMO as a separate
document moving forward on a separate but compatible time schedule). In the meantime,
the final statement on health, safety and environmental matters would be prepared,
based .on. portions of the draft GESMO (WASH-1327) and on analysis of public comments.

An overall cost-benefit analysis would be published at the time that this report
was issued.

- Proposed rules to be applied in the event of wide-scale use of MOX fuel would be
published for comment concurrently with publication of final portions of the GESMO.

- In the event of a favorable decison on wide-scale use, final rules would be issued

at the time of the decision.

- The public would have an opportunity to participate in the ultimate decison by
commenting on the draft of this report and the proposed rules and by participating
in hearings.

- The NRC staff would continue reviewinq applications already submitted for tiOX-fuel-
related activities and would commence review of any new application received.

2.8 JOINT NRC/ERDA TASK FORCE STUDY

The report of a Joint NRC/ERDA (now DOE) Task Force on Safeouards was presented to the

Commission in July 1976 and published in February 1977 (Ref. 4). The Task Force addressed
the current status and future direction of physical security safeguards at 15 NRC-licensed
fuel cycle facilities, the majority of which process nuclear materials under DOE contrcets.

The Task Force found no evidence of any imminent threat of thef t or diversion of SSNM,
in the absence of evidence of threats, the Task Force report indicated that safeauards
planning must necessarily be based on assumptions of motivations and estimates of capabilities
of hypothetical threats. However, the Task Force concluded that prudence requires providing
higher levels of security to increase assurance to cope with threats that might develop in'the
future. Accordingly the Task Force proposed that future safeguards be designed to provide
more effective protection against internal conspiracles and determined violent assaults.

The report recommended that: (a) the NRC/ERDA/D0E approach to raising the levels of
future safeguards for weapons-grade nuclear materials be a continuation of current upgrading
programs; (b) HRC and ERDA/D0E maintain comparable safeguards: and (c) the safeguards design
level for all significant quantities * of strategic special nuclear material be raised for both

,

existing and future facilities.**

*5ignificant guantities are defined as two kilograms or more of plutonium or five kilogramsor more of 2 SU (contained in uranium enriched to 20% or more in the 2350 isotope). The;

significaqt quanti *.ies for special nuclear materials are established at a level judaed toI
' be substantially less than that required for the illicit manufacture of a nuclear explosive.
| In general usage, the term " strategic" quantity is synonymous with the term "significant"

quan*ity.
**A further discussion of enhanced safeguards is given in Chapter 5 of this Supplement.'

,
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In a January 21, 1977, press release, the NRC announced plans, consistent with the fore-
4

.

|

} going, for an orderly upgrading of existing safeguards. On July 5, 1977, in keeping with this
.

| plan, the NRC published for comment proposed changes to 10 CFR Parts 70 and 73, changes which,

| 1f adopted, would implement the upgrading.*

i 2.9 FINAL GESM0: HEALTH, SAFETY, AND ENVIRONMENT
4

! The Health, Safety, and Environment portion of the Final Generic Environmental Statement

on the Use of Recycle Plutonium in Mixed 0xide Fuel in Light Water Cooled Reactors (NUREG-0002) |

| was published in August 1976.
!
*

| In this document the NRC staff considered five fuel cycle alternatives and evaluated them

| on the basis of health, safety, and environmental--but not safeguards--effects. Principal
staff findings were as follows:.

;

- The safety of reactors and fuel cycle facilities would not be af fected significantly
by recycle of fissile materials.

- Nonradiological environmental impacts resulting from a fuel cycle involving recycle

{ of fissile materials from spent fuel would be slightly smaller than those from a fuel
i cycle without recycle.
1

1

]
- Plutoniun recycle would extend uranium resources and reduce enrichment requirements,

j while requiring reprocessing and fabrication of plutonium-containing fuels.
i

)
f - While there are uncertainties, wide-scale recycle Lould probably have an economic
f advantage over a fuel cycle without recycle. |

1

- Differences in health effects attributable to recycle are too small to provide a
; significant basis for choosing among fuel cycle options.
!
J

j - No waste management considerations were identified that would bar recycle of uranium
1 and plutonium.

|
. The statement reiterated the Commission's position that a final decision on wide-scale
#

j use of M0X fuel would be based on analysis of both the Health, Safety, and Environment state-
ment and the final report supplement to GESMO, as well as on the results of the public hearings

j to be held on the two statements. Publication of an overall cost-benefit analysis was deferred
* pending completion of this report.

1

2 2.10 PRESIDENTI AL STATEMENT OF APRIL 7,1977
}
j On April 7,1977, President Carter announced some of the conclusions he had reached
J following a thorough review of nuclear power issues. Among other things, he concluded that the
i

3

Mederal Register, Vol. 42, No.128 July 5,1977, pp. 34310-34326.

1
4
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risks of proliferation of nuclear weapons required a major change in U.S. domestic nuclear
programs and a concerted ef fort among all nations to prevent proliferation.

As to specific programs, the President announced his intent to:

- Defer indefinitely U.S. commercial reprocessing and recycling of plutonium.

- Rastructure the U.S. breeder program to give greater priority to alternates to the ;

plutonium breeder and to defer the introduction date of a commercial breeder.

- Redirect the U.S. nuclear R&D program to accelerate research into alternate fuel
cycles not involving direct access to materials useful for weapons production.

- Increase U.S. enrichment capacity so that the United States can be a reliable
supplier for both domestic and foreign needs.

- Propose necessary legislative steps to permit the United Statr:s to sign firm supply
contracts with other nations.

- Continue to embargo the export of equipment or technologies needed for enrichment
or chemical reprocessing.

I
- Continue discussions with supplier and recipient countries on a wide range of inter- )

national approaches and frameworks which permit all countries to achieve their own
,

energy needs while at the same time reducing the spread of nuclear weapons capability.

|
'

2.11 COMii!SSION DECISION ON DRAFT SAFEGUARDS SUPPLEMENT TO GESMO

The issues raised by the President's statement were sufficiently fundamental to cause
Commission reassessment-of the course being followed with respect to GESMO. As a result of
the reassessment, which included consideration of public comments and the views of the

Executive Branch, the Commission announced tennination of the GESMO proceedings in 42 FR 65334.

While directing the termination of the GESMO proceedings, the Conunission recognized the
value of making the results of the effort devoted to the study of safeguards issues available
to the public. The President's statement, by its very emphasis on the dangers of proliferation
of nuclear weapons, highlights the need for a comprehensive source of information on the types
of nuclear safeguards available, their probable cost, and their possible societal impacts.
Accordingly, the document, originally conceived as the Draf t Environmental Impact Statement
Safeguards Supplement to NUREG-0002, is published herewith as a Technical Report.

|
|
|
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CHAPTER 3

SAFEGUARDS CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE M0X FUEL INDUSTRY *

3.1 INTRODUCTION

'Plutonium is the natural byproduct of the operation of today's uranium-fueled light water
25power reactors, its fuel value is roughly equivalent to that of 0 Some of the plutonium

p' Juced in a reactor is fissioned in place, but about half of the bred-in plutonium, about
; 'lograms per metric ton of uranium fuel, remains in the spent fuel. Spent fuel can be stored |

so that its highly radioactive properties do not present health hazards, or it can be repro-
|

cessed so that uranium or plutonium or both can be recovered and used in new fuel. If plutonium j
is recovered and reused, the recycle fuel is a mixture of plutonium oxide and uranium oxide, j

referred to as " mixed oxide" (NX).

If plutonium recycling is encouraged and a M0X industry is initiated, public risks which
are not now present might result. These risks would arise from the increased radioactivity of 1

the spent fuel and the possible malevolent use of plutonium compounds in nuclear explosives or
radiotoxic dispersal devices. It is of concern that the use of MOX as a standard fuel would

greatly expand the presence of plutonium in the commercial nuclear power industry and that tnere
|

may exist individuals and groups who would wish to threaten or inflict destruction upon society I

by means of plutonium-containing devices. Those factors involved in examining the safeguards
]

considerations of a commercial power industry based on the wide-scale use of M0X fuel are
|
'

treated in this chapter.

!

- Section 3.2 presents a description of a future MOX fuel industry. The description
assumes a technologically well-developed industry, still growing, that includes 507
light water reactors and supporting facilities to process spent fuel and fabricate
fresh fuel.

* The safeguards considerations presented in this chapter are based upon the estimated size of4

the M0X fuel industry for the United States if plutonium recycle should be approved. The
analysis and conclusiens regarding safeguards assume current and expected geooraphic and social
characteristics specific to the United States. rieographic factors include a land area suffi-
tient to allow extensive acreage as part of the physical safeguards of a facility, but also
requiring lengthy transportation of SNM; lengthy unguarded borders allowing fairly free move-
ment of would-be malefactors; and many areas of geographic remoteness available as a base for,

malevolent acts. Social and political factors include: a democratic / Federal form of govern-
ment; extensive protection of civil liberties by Constitution and law; unrestricted internal
nobility of citizens; an interconnected network of State, Federal, and local law enforcement
officials possessing highly sophisticated surveillance and communication equipment; a histori-
cally conditioned reluctance of citizenry to commit malevolent acts against society at large;,

extensive public participation in political and regulatory decision-making processes; an
extensive and excellent internal highway network; virtually unlimited individual access to
vehicles and small aircraf t; an absence of any national requirement for individual identity

,

papers; and very limited firearms controls. Thus, the observations and conclusions made here-- 1

particularly those regarding threat assessment--may be of limited applicability to other
countries, where geosocial conditions vary significantly from those in the U.S.

1
i
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Section 3.3 discusses, in generic terms, the nature of the potential threat from |

nelevolent activity to a mature M0X industry. Adversary groups which are considered
able to develop and implement such threats are discussed in terms of their aims and
objectives. ' Currently, there appears to be little basis for believing that such
groups would be motivated te engage in illicit nuclear activities; nevertheless,
prudent planning demands that MOX industry safeguards be identified for dealing effec-
tively with the threats considered to be within their capabilities.

Section 3.4 discusses in some detail the potential consequences 01 ' heft of nuclear
materials or sabotage of a nuclear facility or transport vehicle. It emphasizes the
wide range of expert opinion on how difficult it is to use plutonium illicitly and
concludes that specific answers are less important than the fact that even the lower ,

range of effects caused by the malevolent use of plutonium is sufficient to require a
safeguards system that minimizes the risk of loss of plutonium-containing material,

t

3.2 .DESCRlpTION OF A MATURE M0X FU(L INDUSTRY

This section presents a snapshot of a tiOX fuel industry, growing at a rate of about 5 per-
cent per year, as it might exist when fuel processing techniques have giatured and there are
507 nuclear power reactors of 1,000-MWe generating capacity each.' The description of this

" mature" M0X industry is consistent with projections for the year 2000 used in the final GESMO
(NUREG-0002). The facilities of such a M0X fuel industry are, with a few exceptions, not even
designed or under construction. To aid in establishing the safeguards needs of this " mature"
MOX iriustry, generic descriptions of plutonium-handling facilities are also presented in this f
section, as well as a discussion of the accessibility of plutonium in these facilities. Final-
ly, types of plutonium-bearing materials are defined.

For comparative pceposes, the safeguards needs of this projected M0X industry are measured

against the safeguards needs of an LWR industry providing the same level of power generation but
pernanently storing its spent fuel rather than reprocessing it. This reference industry is
referred to as the " throwaway" industry. Such an industry would have no spent fuel reprocessing
so that plutonium would be found only in its reactors and in spent fuel, which would be stored
in cooling pools on reactor sites, in permanent storage, or in transit to permanent storage.

3.2.1 Overview |

The magnitude of the nuclear safeguards problem and its societal implications depends in ,

part on the characteristics of the various nuclear materials involved and on the forms, contain-
'

ment, and locations of these materials throughout the industry.

Figure 3.1 depicts the facilities and material flow paths of a mature M0X industry. A
comparison of the projected number of facilities in the M0X and throwaway industries and of J

their annual production rutes is given in Table 3.1.

I
|
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'
TABLE 3.1

COMPARISON OF PROJECTE0 " THROWAWAY" ANO M0X
'

LIGHT WATER REACTOR INOUSTRIES IN THE YEAR 2000
,

bNumber of Facilities Annual Industry Production
i

Industry Annual Throwaway M0X
Component Capacity *b (GESMO Alt. 6) (GESMO Alt. 3) Throwaway MOXa

LWR's 1,000 MWe 507 507 2.9x10 kWh bx101212
kWh

Mines

Underground 20,000 ST ore 5,600 4,000 - -

.
Open Pit 200,000 ST ore 240 170 - -

Mills (model) 1,050 ST V 0 HD 80 H 0,000 ST 81,000 ST
38

ufo Conversion 15.000 MTU 7 5 87,000 MTU 59,000 MTU
Plants (Natural Uranium) |

Enrichment Plants 8.800 MT-SWU 6 5 45,000 MT-SWU 36,000 MT-SWU

Fuel Assembly 2,000 MTM 9 7 13,500 MTU 9,400 MTU
CFabrication Plants 4,100 MTM

(in M0X)

Reprocessing Plants 2,000 MTM 0 5 0 10,000 MTM

M0X Rod Fabrication 360 MTM 0 8 0 2,600(fTM
Plants

3Federal Repository for 2 2 8,400 MTM 720 M |
Spent fuel, High Level H-Level
Waste and Transuranic Wasted
Waste

6 3
Commercial Burial lx10 cu. ft. 11 11 - 12,000 M

Grounds Transuranic
waste

aAnnual capacity means the amount of output that can be reasonably expected under normal
operating conditions. It is lower than a maximum practically achievable capacity by
10 to 20 percent. in general, most plants in these LWR industries would operate at some-
what less than the rated annual capacity because of variable rates of production and the small
number of plants. For this reason, the rated annual capacity multiplied by the number of
facilities will not exactly equal the respective annual production rates in the above table.

bUnits for capacity and production rate are the same, except where noted. MT = metric tons,
ST = short tons, SWU = separative work units, MTM = metric tons metal, and MTU = metric tons
uranium,

c fuel rod fabrication, andThese plants include facilities for UFs to UO2 conversion and UO2
facilities for U02 and M0X assembly fabrication. In the throwaway case, the annual capacity
is 1,500 MT of UO2 per plant.

dTo be solidified by the year 2005 and shipped to repository by the year 2010.

3-4
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The models presented herein for the mature M0X industry and for the throwaway industry are
based on descriptions presented and discussed in NUREG-0002. The mature M0X industry is repre-
sented by GESMO Alternative 3, and the throwaway industry by GESMO Alternative 6. For purposes

of this assessment, it is essumed that in both cases there would be 507 LWR's of 1,000-MWe gener-

ating capacity each.

The safeguards needed for the M0X industry would clearly exceed those needed for the throw-
away industry due to the great amount of plutonium (a flow of about 82 metric tons of fissile
plutonium each year) that would be processed and trensported by licensees. Special facilities
would be needed for spent fuel reprocessing, M0X fuel production, and M0X fuel rod fabrication
and M0X fuel element assembly. There would also be a requirement for the transportation of
plutonium-bearing materials and other radioactive products between these facilities. An industry
based on GESMO Alternative 5 (uranium recycle only) would also require incremental safeguards,
as compared to the throwaway industry, if the plutonium were separated at the reprocessing plant,

'

but not if it were lef t in the spent fuel wastes.

3.2.2 MOX Fuel Cycles

As shown in Figure 3.1, a mature M0X industry would involve two segments, or cycles, one
for low-enriched uranium fuel and the other for M0X fuel. It is useful at this point to include
a brief description of each of these fuel cycles.

3.2.2.1 L'ranium Cycle

The front end of the uranium fuel cycle in a M0X industry would parallel the cycle now |

employed for LWR's. This begins with the mining of uranium ore, transportation to and proces- I

sing at mills, where the uranium is extracted from the ore as yellowcake (U 0 ), and shipment to |38
and processing at conversion plants where the yellowcake is converted to uranium hexafluoride !

(UF). This conversion to UF6 produces a very pure compound which is solid at room temperature6
and pressure, but which is a gas at either a slightly elevated temperature or at reduced
pressure.

The next step is enrichment of the UF in the isotope U from the natural form (0.7%
6

235 ) to a low enrichment (31-51 235 ). The low-enriched UF is then shipped to a conversionU U
6

plant where it is converted into a U02 p wder. The UO fuel rod fabrication plant forms the U02 2

powder into pellets and seals the pellets in Zircaloy tubes approximately 12 feet long and up to
1/2 inch in diameter, These fuel rods are then collected into fuel assemblies, each of which
contains approximately 300 rods.

Fresh fuel assemblies are shipped to reactor sites where they are stored until used. About
once a year, a reactor is shut down for refueling, spent fuel is removed and new fuel assemblies
are inserted. From one-fourth to one-third of the fuel in light water reactors is replaced in
this manner each year. Since the spent fuel is highly radioactive, it is stored for at least
four months in cooling pools at the reactor site to permit the level of radioactivity to
decrease. 1

i

,
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If reprocessing plants were in operation, the spent fuel would then be shipped to them in
heavily shielded casks. At the reprocessing plants the assemblies would first be stored until
suitable further decay of radioactivity takes place. Then they would be chopped into pieces,
and the fuel dissolved in nitric acid and separated into uranium, plutonium, high-level radio-
active wastes, and Zircaloy hulls. The radioactive wastes would be solidified and sent to a

'federal repository for disposal. The recovered uranium would be converted to UF and shipped to
6

an enrichment plant, as previously described, thus closing the uranium fuel cycle. The separated
plutonium would be recycled in LWR's as described below. ,

3.2.2 2 Plutonium Cycle

Plutonium would be recovered from spent fuel at reprocessing plants as a plutonium nitrate

solution Pu(NO )4 It would then be converte ' 'n plutonium dioxide (Pu0 ) p wder. The oxide
3 2

powder would next be blended with natural UO2 ' , make a mixed oxide (M0X), a blend of about
5% pug and 95% UO . In a manner similar to th t employed for enriched UO , MOX fuel rs ds j

2 2 2

would be made by pressing M0X powder into pelle i which would be inserted and sealed into
tubes. The M0X rods would be fabricated into fuel rod assemblies containing both MOX rods
and low-enriched U0 r ds or assemblies containing only M0X rods. These M0X fuel assemblies

2
would then follow the same steps through the reactor to the reprocessing plant as do the
uranium assemblies. '

3.2.3 Facilities in the Industry

The following paragraphs present a summary description and discussion of the facilities
which would comprise the fuel cycle portion of a mature MOX industry. The facilities involved

,

would include spent fuel reprocessing plants MOX fuel rod fabrication plants, low-enriched ]
UO -M0X fuel assembly fabrication plants, and waste storage facilities. Each type of facility

2
is described in terms of its processes, capacity, and flow of materials. Greater descriptive i

detail can be found in NUREG-0002, Chapter IV. The estimates used herein on the future growth
of nuclear power as well as those on raw material and fuel cycle production levels needed to
meet anticipated demands are also based on data presented in NUREG-0002.

3.2.3.1 Nuclear Power Plants

The net generating capacity of each individual power reactor is taken as 1,000 MWe. Each
nuclear power facility would contain one or more reactors and the storage areas for new and
spent fuel, All the reactors would be light water reactors (LWR's) of either the pressurized

,
'

water reactor (PWR) or'the boiling water reactor (BWR) type. It is assumed, for both the throw-
away and the mature M0X industries, that there would be 507 LWR's, of which two-thirds would be

PWR's and one-third BWR's. In the mature M0X industry, 250 reactors would use some M0X fuel,

and 257 would use only low-enriched UO fuel (see Table 3.2).
2

l<

in the BWR's'using M0X, 40% of the rods in each assembly would be M0X; whereas in the PWR's

using M0X, 40% of the assemblies would consist of M0X rods only and 60% of low-enriched U02 r ds

only.

3-6
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TABLE 3.2

LWR's IN MATURE MOX INDUSTRY

Fuel
Type UO 0nly M0_,X TotaT

2

PWR 171 167 338

BWR 86 83 169

Total 257 250 507 !

In order to maintaim reactivity and to remove poisons, approximately one-third of the fuel
.

assemblies in each PWR and one-fourth of the assemblies in each BWR would be replaced each year. !

The irradiated fuel would be stored in cooling pools at individual reactor sites for 4 to 6
months to allow short-lived isotopes to decay. Spent low-enriched uranium fuel contains up to
9 kg plutonium per MT of fuel, while spent M0X fuel contains up to 20 kg of plutonium per MT.
Additional safeguards would be required at those LWR's using M0X fuel in order to protect the
new M0X fuel assemblies until they are loaded into the reactor core. Although the intense
radiation field of the spent fuel generally provides thef t protection, it must also be protected
from sabotage. The heavy shipping cask, required for health and safety reasons, could provide
this protection during shipment, but would not be used during storage. ;

3.2.3.2 Reprocessing Facilities

It is projected that a mature M0X industry would include five reprocessing plants, each
with a capacity to process 2,000 metric tons of heavy metal (MTM) per year. These five plants
would process a total of 10,000 MTM/ year of spent fuel, yielding 123 MT/ year of plutonium. Each
metric ton of plutonium would contain 0.67 MT of fissile plutonium (Pu ),* which would be equiva-

f

lent to 1.13 MT of Pu0 '
2

Spent fuel assemblies arriving at a reprocessing facility from pool storage at the reactor
site would be stored an additionc.1 3 to 6 months to permit further decay of radionuclides into
more stable products. Af ter a suitable storage period, the assemblies would be subjected to a
series of physical and chemical processes yielding plutonium in the form of oxide, recycle
uranium in the form of uranium hexafluoride, and high- and low-level wastes. The discrete steps

involved would be:

1. Storage of spent fuel

2. Shearing of spent fuel assemblies and rods
1

3, Dissolution of fuel pellets ,

4. Separation of uranium and plutonium from fission products

5. Separation of uranium from plutonium and purification of each separated product
,

i

l
6. Conversion of recovered uranium to UF

6

91ssile plutonium refers to those plutonium isotopes which will fission on interaction with ,

with thermal neutrons, namely, 2"Pu and 2''IPu.
-
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7. Conversion of recovered plutonium to Pu0
2

8. Storage of recovered UF and Pu0
6 2

9. Conversion of some liquid wastes to solids and storage of both liquid and solid radio-
active wastes.

During these steps, plutonium would require protection from thef t and sabotage.

3.2.3.3 Fuel Rod Fabrication Plants

Pu0 w uld be shippe,d from the reprocessing facility to be blended with natural UO at a2 2
M0X fuel rod fabrication plant. It is projected that in the mature MOX industry, there would be
eight such plants, with an annual production of 360 MTM each. These would convert a total of 82

MT Puf per year into 2,600 MTM of M0X fuel rods. The fabrication processes would consist of the
following operations:

1. Receiving, unloading, and storage of Pu0 and natural UO
2 2

2. M0X powder blending and storage

3. M0X pelletizing and green pellet storage

4 Pellet sintering and storage

5. Pellet grinding, inspection, and storage

6. Fuel rod loading, inspection, and st,orage

7. Loading of fuel rod shipping containers and shipment to a M0X fuel assembly fabrica-
tion facility

8. Pu scrap recovery operations.

Each of these operations would have safeguards significance, especially numbers 1 and 8.

3.2.3.4 Fuel Assembly Plants

M0X fuel rods would be shipped from a MOX fuel rod fabrication Plant to a UO -M0X fuel
2

assembly plant to be incorporated into M0X fuel assemblies. It is assumed that these plants
would have two process lines, one for low-enriched U0 assemblies, and a specially safeguarded

2
one for M0X assemblies. It is assumed further that these plants would include facilities for
converting UF to UO , and f r UO fuel rod fabrication. The individual assemblies for a M0X-

|6 2 2
fueled PWR would contain either slightly enriched U0 or M0X rods, but not both, whereas each

2
assembly for M0X-fueled BWR reactors would have a mixture of low-enriched UO r ds (60%) and M0X

2
rods (40%). In the mature LWR industry, seven 2,000-MTM/ year * fuel assembly plants would produce

*The capacity refers to the rated individual plant production rates of UO., and MOX fuel rod
assemblies. Individual plants would probably operate at slightly under this rated annual
capacity. (See Table 3.1, footnote a).
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approximately 13,500 MTM of assemblies annually, of which 6,600 MTM would be for the 240 M0X-
fueled reactors. Since 60% of the assemblies for a PWR using M0X would not contain plutonium,
only about 4,100 MTM of the assenblies for PWR's and BWR's combined would contain plutonium and
require plutonium-related safeguards. :

The steps of safeguards significance in the manufacture of M0X fuel assemblies would include:

1

1. Receiving and unloading M0X fuel rods

2. Storage of M0X Fuel rods

3. Fabrication of MOX fuel assemblies
4. Storage of M0X fuel assemblies

5. Shipment of M0X fuel assemblies to the reactor.

3.2.3.5 Waste Storage Facilities
|

With either uranium or plutonium recycle, the high-level radioactive wastes produced at |

fuel reprocessing facilities would contain more than 99 percent of the total radioactivity of
all the wastes produced in the fuel cycle, including mill tailings. The reprocessing wastes
would contain virtually all of the fission products, about 0.5 percent of the uranium and pluto-
nium originally present in the spent fuel, and all the other actinides which were present.
These high-level wastes could be stored temporarily as liquids at reprocessing facilities until
processed into solid form and transferred to a Federal repository.*

J

In the uranium only recycle case, Alternative 5 of GESMO, facilities and safeguards for
waste disposal would generally be the same as for Alternative 3 (prompt recycle of uranium and
plutonium). The basic difference between the two would be that some care would have to be taken
in Alternative 5 to avoid criticality problems with plutonium-bearing wastes.** This can be
accomplished using existing materials-handling techniques.

Wastes other than high-level wastes are also generated during reactor operations, during
M0X and 00 fuel fabrication, and during fuel reprocessing. Such wastes would be stored at

2

Federal repositories or commercially operated burial sites.i

Radioactive wastes require protection from sabotage or theft, but much of this protection
would be provided by the nuclear shielding and container integrity already required for health
and safety reasons.

|

,

i ~ilhe technology for long-term management of high level nuclear waste and eventual disposal is
I being developed and actual demonstration by DOE and licensing by NRC have not yet occurred,
l Existing safeguards technology appears more than adequate to accommodate future waste manage-

ment practice. A more pertinent consideration, however, is the fact that proper waste manage-
ment procedures will be required with or without plutonium recycle.

**1f plutonium should be separated from the waste for storage, this would simplify the waste I
storage problem, but it would generate a requirement for secure storage of the separated
plutonium.

l

I
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3.2.4 Transportation Requirements

The characteristics of fuel transportation in the mature M0X industry are summarized in

| Table 3.3. Because of safeguards concerns, the use of special' transport vehicles, described in

| Section 3.4.3.3 and in Chapter 5, is assumed. Estimated costs for transportation are included
in Appendix A.

,

! TABLE 3.3

h FUEL SHIPMENTS IN MATURE M0X INDUSTRY
i
j Quantity Shipped Average Shipping Number of One-
| Facility form of Plutonium PerYgar Distance Way Trips per Year

(MTM) (Miles).

:

Reactor Irradiated Fuel 10,000 1,000 2,700
to Assemblies

Reprocessing
.

; Reprocessing
4 to Pu0 123 300 280

2
! M0X Fuel Rod

Fabrication,

i
j MOX Fuel Rod M0X Fuel Rods 2,600 200 . 810
: Fabrication
i to

. MOX Fuel Assembly
i Fabrication
!
! M0X Fuel Assembly

Fabrication Unirradiated M0X 4,100 1,000 1,310-

to Fuel Assemblies
,

; Reactor
!
l

' Note: Numbers have been rounded,

i
i a l MTM (metric ton of metal) = 1.13 MT of oxide (UO , Pu0 , r M0X); thus, 123 MTM of Pu

2 2

{ becomes 139 MT of Pu0 '
2

3

| In determining the number of trips in each transportation leg, it was assumed that the

[
vehicle could carry up to:

f - 10 irradiated (spent) PWR assemblies (4.3 MTM), or 24 irradiated BWR assemblies (4.5
MTM) from a reactor to a reprocessing plant;

- 500 Kg of Pu0 from a reprocessing plant to a M0X fuel rod fabrication plant;
2;

e

|
;. - 3.4 MT of PWR M0X fuel rods or 3.0 MT of BWR MOX fuel rods from a M0X fuel rod fabri-

! cation plant to a fuel assembly plant; and

0 - 8 PWR assemblies (3.4 MT) or 16 BWR assemblies (3.0 MT) from a fuel assembly plant

to a reactor..
;

| It was also assumed that solidified high-level waste would be shipped from a reprocessing
plant to a Federal repository by rail in casks estimated to weigh between 70 MT and 100 MT.

| 3 10
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Each cask could contain 12 canisters of waste. Each canister, about i foot inside diameter by

10 feet long, would hold the waste from about 3.2 MT of spent fuel.

f
3.2.5 Facility Safeguards Features

Two former reprocessing plants, one at West Valley, N.Y. owned by Nuclear Fuel Services,
Inc., and one at Morris. Ill. , owned by General Electric, are being used to store spent fuel.
At Barnwell, S.C., Allied-General Nuclear Services is building a reprocessing plant which is in
the final stage of construction. This plant must incorporate features to meet the NRC safeguards
requirements specified ih 10 CFR Parts 50, 70, and 73.*

3.2.5.1 Plant Areas For Safeguards Purposes

A general layout for a typical reprocessing or MOX fuel rod fabrication plant is illustrated
in Figure 3.2. In this layout, plutonium is confined to certain areas known as material access
areas (MAA's)--whether it is being stored, processed, or analyzed--whenever it is not in transit
between facilities.

Areas which do not contain plutonium but do contain equipment or material whose failure,
destruction, or release could directly or indirectly endanger public health and safety are
called vital areas (VA's). Examples of VA's are those containing emergency utilities, filter
banks, and radioactive waste and scrap. Access to MAA's and VA's would be limited to persons
who require such access to perform their duties.

Because of the radiotoxicity of plutonium, a slight negative pressure with respect to the
atmosphere would be maintained in MAA's for health and safety reasons; also, personnel would be
required to wear work clothes inside the MAA's, and to shower before leaving. A system of
pressure control and work clothing changes is already standard procedure for all existing facil-
ities handling plutonium,

in order to achieve adequate process and quality controls, detailed material controls would
be required throughout the MAA's. To perform these functions, an analytical laboratory is
needed, and each MAA would be partitioned into material balance areas (MBA's) and item control
areas (ICA's). Examples of MBA's would include well-defined operations areas such as pellet
sintering or grinding areas, and analytical laboratories. Storage areas and vaults would be
examples of ICA's. In order to control and account for the movement of plutonium through a
facility, sensitive instruments would be used to identify materials, count or weigh them, measure
heat generation or various types of nuclear radiation, and perform chemical or nuclear assays.

Each facility would have an area protected from unauthorized intrusion, called the protected
a rea . It would contain the MAA's and.VA's. The perimeter of the protected area would consist
of various physical barriers, such as walls or fences, and intrusion detection devices. An open
isolation zone would be located along the perimeter, and plant functions not requiring safeguards

CThe Commission announced its decision to terminate the proceedings on this licensing action in
42 FR 65334 on December 30, 1977.

!
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Figure 3.2 Layout of Safeguards Features in a Typical Fuel Cycle Facility
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would be located outside the isolation zone. Thus, administration buildings, employee parking
lots, warehouses, cooling towers, pumphouses, stacks, and auxiliary chemical processing plants
might be so located.

All of the detectors at the perimeter and within the protected area would be connected with
both the central alarm station and a secondary alarm station. These alarm stations would monitor'

plant activity and respond to alarms by dispatching physical protection forces (guards) and by

i. notifying local law enforcement or other backup response forces.

3.2.5.2 Reprocessing Facilities

Facilities at a reprocessing plant not reouiring safeguards might include: a utility area,'

a fluorine plant, and warehouses to receive process chemicals (e.g., nitric acid), replacement
parts, and other non-nuclear materials. All these could be located outside the isolation zone.

,

The warehouses also oulo provide temporary storage for products, scrap, and waste not requiring
safeguards.

Trucks and railroad cars carrying the cooled and shielded casks or containers used for a

|delivery of spent fuel assemblies and for removal of high- and low-level radioactive waste
would be admitted into the protected area. Trucks would also be admitted to transfer the

,

Pu0 '
2

The central facility might include a lunch room, clean storage areas, and the following i

ICA's: a spent fuel receiving and storage area (where casks would be lif ted from trucks or rail
cars, the spent fuel assemblies unloaded into a storage pool, and the cask returned to the j

vehicle); a Pu product storage vault; and a Pu0 shipping area. MBA's might include a separa-
2 i

tions area where the assemblies would be chopped and the contents dissolved and separated; an

analytical laboratory; a plutonium nitrate-to-oxide conversion area; and waste storage areas.,

VA's might include an emergency utility building; an enclosed waste tank equipment gallery;
waste tanks; and a process area ventilation blower station, including high-efficiency particu-

late air (HEPA) filters.

.

Most of the steps in the processing of spent fuel are either highly automated or require
remote handling in order to protect the personnel from radiation and chemical hazards. The
plant areas of special safeguards concern would be those containing plutonium af ter it is
separated from the high-level radioactive fission products, especially those areas where the
plutonium is in concentrated form.

3.2.5.3 Fuel Rod Fabrication Plants

facilities not requiring safeguards which could be located outside the isolation zone of a
MOX fuel rod fabrication plant could include a utility area, and warehouses which would receive

!natural U0 , Zircaloy tubes, and other materials not requiring safeguards.
2

and shipment of M0XProtected area access control systems would control delivery of Pu02
fuel rods and low-level waste. VA's might include an emergency utility area, waste and scrap
storage buildings, ventilation equipment, and HEPA filter banks. The central facility could

,
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include a lunchroom, a U0 receiving and storage area, other storage areas not requiring safe-*

2

! guards, and the following MAA's: Pu0 receiving and storage areas; the fabrication area; fuel
2

rod inspection, storage, packaging, and shipping areas; and the analytical laboratory.

i

These MAA's could be further subdivided into MBA's. For example, the fabrication area
could be compartmentalized into MBA's where the'following processes were performed: blending'

Pu0 with UO , pressing the M0X into pellets, sintering the pellets, grinding the pellets,
2 2

j loading the pellets into the Zircaloy tubing and sealing the fuel rods, plus all the storage and )

| inspection steps in between,
t

! ' 2.5.4 Access to Plutonium.

I
j Because of the radiotoxicity of plutonium compounds, they must be contained in gloveboxes

or in sealed containers in order to avoid health hazards to employees. In addition, most opera-*

,

! tions involving large quantities of these naterials are carried out behind thick shielded

| walls either by automated machinery or with remote handling equipment. Small quantities can be

j handled in gloveboxes, as in the analytical laboratories. At the reprocessing plants, Pu0
2

| containers could be loaded and sealed either in gloveboxes or by renote handling. At the MOX
j fuel rod fabrication plants, these seals would be broken and the Pu02 p wder unloaded, also in
! gleveboxes or by remote handling.
!

4 At the end of the M0X fuel rod fabrication line, sealed fuel rods, each about 6 to 12 fret
1

j long, weighing about 2 kilograms, and holding about 80 grams of Pu0 in MOX pellets, could be |
2

t handled in the open. The fabrication of M0X fuel assemblies could also be done in the open.
!
1

1 During planned maintenance, or af ter abnormal occurrences such as a machine failure or a
! leak, some maintenance personnel might be given direct access to plutonium compounds. Under

such circumstances, however, the safeguards system would be alerted and special controls |

instituted,

i

j 3.2.6 Forms and Quantities of SNM

| Special nuclear material (SNM) is defined as plutonium, 233 , or uranium enriched in theU

j 235 isotope. Strategic SNM (SSNM) is a subset of SNM that includes only thosc materials which
! could be used in the fabrication of a nuclear explosive. This subset includes plutonium, 233 ,g
i
1 and uranium enriched to 20% or more in the 235 isotope.
i

i In a mature M0X industry, plutonium would be present in fixed facilities as well as in the
transportation links between them. It would be present not as a metal but as a chemical com-,

; pound, such as the oxide or nitrate, and in mixtures such as M0X. Table 3.4 summarizes the

}- forms of plutonium in the M0X fuel cycle, the amount of each form necessary in order to have 2
kg of contained plutonium, and the processes necessary to convert the material to pure Pu0 '

2

i
j The difficulty a nalefactor faces in attempting to fabricate a nuclear explosive or disper-

sal device depends greatly on the nature of the materials available to him. For purposes of,

;

;

i
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TABLE 3.4

FORMS OF PLUT0NIUM IN THE M0X FUEL CYCLE

Chemical 1

'

Where Found Approximate Amount Processing-

in Fuel for 2 kg of Necessary to
aMaterial he, Cycle Contained Pu Convert to Pu0

2
!

Pu0 I Reprocessing, 2.3 kg None
2 M0X fuel rod I

Ifabrication,

transport

b

Pu(NO )4 II Reprocessing 36 liters of 10% 0xalate conversion
3 solution (40 kg)

M0X II M0X fuel rod 60 kg powder, or Chemical
(4% pug ) fabrication 6,000 pellets separation

2
cMOX fuel rods II M0X fuel rod 30 rods (60 kg) Open tubing, then

fabrication, same as M0X
M0X fuel assembly
fabrication,
transport

dUnirradtated II MOX fuel assembly 1 BWR or PWR assembly Cut out M0X fuel
M0X fuel fabrication, rods, then process
assembly reactor, transport as above

2 - BWR assemblies,eIrradiated III Reactor, reproc- 2 U0
PWR assembly,ffuel assembly essing, transport or i U0

or 1 MO$ BWR assembly,-

or 1 M0X - PWR assembly

a Special safeguards are required by 10 CFR Part 73 for quantities of plutonium exceeding 2 kg.
Several times this amount may be needed in order to fabricate a nuclear explosive,

bFor oxalate conversion process, see NUREG-0002, Figure IV D-1. pug can also be produced by
2direct denitration.

CEach M0X fuel rod contains approximately 2 kg of M0X.
dAssumes: 0.188 MTM per BWR assembly

0.428 MTM per PWR assembly
eAssumes a spent UO r d has 0.8% plutonium; a spent M0X rod has 2% plutonium.

2
IProcess would entail: remote handling, cutting out M0X fuel rods, cutting them up and
dissolving MOX. chemically separating plutonium from uranium and fission products, and
either oxalate conversion to pug or direct denitration.

2

|

,

o
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| safeguards discussion, plutonium-bearing materials can be divided into three types,* ranked in
s

; increasing order of difficulty for illicit use, and thus in decreasing order of attractiveness
; to a malefactor:
i
i

j - Type I. Those materials whose physical, molecular, and isotopic form makes them
j suitable either directly or with relatively minor processing for use in the manufac-
j ture of nuclear explosives. These include plutonium oxide, plutonium spiked for

[ detection or aggressor disablement, and mixed oxide compounds having a high content of
! plutonium.
.

|
t - Type 11. Thos,e materials which require relatively modest facilities and effort for

conversion into Type I materials (Ref.1). Although it may be theoretically possible
j to use materials in this category directly in nuclear explosives, very large quanti-
! ties would be required. Within the M0X fuel cycle Type 11 materials include M0X

powder, including concentrations as low as those of the Puechl concept (0.12 to 1.0%

j Pu0 );** M0X fuel pellets, both sintered and unsintered; M0X fuel rods; unirradiated
2

M0X fuel assemblies; and plutonium spiked to degrade weapon performance. As discussed*

in Chapter 6, means are available to convert material frou Type I to Type II early in
j the fuel cycle.

|
i

;

j - Type Ill. Those materials, such as spent fuel assemblies, which require major
j facilities and processing efforts for conversion into Type I materials. Because
i they require such facilities and efforts, these materials are considered to be
j essentially self-protecting from theft. ihey nnst, however, be protected from such
i sabotage as could lead to the release of radioactivity into the environment.
4

i

i Reactor-grade (recycled) plutonium is sonewhat less desirsble for use in an explosive
,

239device than weapons-grade plutonium, which has a substantially higher fraction of Pu. The
9 2I! isotopic composition of recycled plutonium is shown in Table 3.5. The isotopes Pu and Pu

O 242have similar fission cross sections. The isotopes Pu and Pu are similar in that both have
''

poorer fission cross sections for fission spectrum neutrons and are thus less reactive than
l 239Pu and "IPu. Therefore, the amount of material required for an explosive device will

240 242
,

increase as the Pu and Pu concentration increases. Nevertheless, the critical mass of
j even fourth generation recycled plutonium is smaller than the critical mass of high-enriched-

| uranium.
i

!

j Weapons fabrication using reactor-grade plutonium is further complicated by the increased
238Pu, 240Pu, and Pu

242i neutron background due primarily to the spontaneous fission of isotopes
j and to alpha-neutron reactions when an oxide form is present. This increased neutron background

i
:

*This categorization, employed for the purposes of this document, should not be confused with
categories employed by other agencies, such as the IAEA, for other purposes.

**For a discussion of the Puechl concept, see Section 6.4.2.3.

1

4
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TABLE 3.5
1

'
| APPR0XIMATE ISOTOPIC CONTENT OF PLUT0NIUM
'

(AGED 1 YEAR AFTER REPROCESSING)

Percent of Total Weight
,

_I_S otope 1st Recycle 2nd Recycle 3rd Recycle 4th Recycle i
1

238
Pu 3 3 4 5

239.
Pu 57 40 34 31

240
Pu 23 30 30 27

241
Pu 11 15 16 16

242
Pu 5 10 15 20

241 *
Am 1 1 1 1

Source: Adapted from NUREG-0002, Table IV D-5. Totals do not necessarily add to 100,
due to rounding.

24I*Results from decay of Pu during the first year af ter reprocessing.

causes handling problems, and it could cause premature detonation of weapons, resulting in
substantially reduced yield. Nevertheless, since nuclear explosives can be constructed using
reactor-grade plutonium, appropriate safeguards measures would be necessary.

i

A mature M0X industry would include a significant quantity of Type I and Type !! materials

in the form of Pu02 pellets, fuel rods, or unirradiated fuel assemblies.* The amount of pluto-
nium likely to require safeguards protection at any given time was calculated as follows:
reprocessing the spent fuel 'and shipping the Pu0 for fabrication would require about 3 months

2
(Ref. 2). For approximately half this time, the plutonium would be in the form of Pu0 . It*

2

would take approximately 6 months from the time plutonium enters the fuel rod fabrication plant
until the finished fuel assemblies are put into the reactor (Ref. 2). This would include the
time spent in fuel rod and fuel assembly fabrication, shipping, and preloading inventories.
Based on such process times, the projected quantity of unirradiated plutonium (the plutonium
requiring safeguards protection) at any particular time would amount to the reprocessing plant
output for about 7-1/2 months.

Table 3.6 shows the projected annual reprocessing plant output of plutonium for selected
years, based on the " low growth" M0X industry, Alternative 3 in NUREG-0002, Chapter 3. The

plutonium inventory that would need safeguards protection, as estimated by the method discussed
above, is also shown. While the plutonium would occur only in oxide form, it is convenient for
purposes of comparison with high-enriched uranium (HEU) and other forms of SSNM to refer to the

amount of metal in the oxides.

*0nce fuel assei611es are used in a reactor, they become so radioactive as to be virtually
I self-protecting from theft or diversion. Accordingly, the plutonium inventories of primary

safeguards concern are those not yet irradiated.

3-17
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TABLE 3.6

a
PROJECTED ANNUAL P.UT0NIUM PRODUCTION AND SSNM INVENT 0RY

bMetric Tons of Metal

1976 1980 1985 1990 199_5_ 2000 I

Annual Reprocessing Pu Output 5 21 47 87 123

c
Plutonium (pug 2 + M0X) Inventory 1 10 13 29 54 77 '

dHigh-Enriched Uranium Inventory >20 >20 >20 >20 >20 >20

a Material handled by licensees under NRC regulation. Excludes material
in weapons programs. The clutonium inventory is approximately 5/8 of the
annual production. (See text.) j

The plutonium and uranium used in M0X fuels occur only in oxide form.
The weights shown here refer only to the metal contained in the oxides. ;

lApproximately 20 percent of this quantity would be in the form of Pu0|; thec

remainder would be in plutonium concentrations of less than 10 percent,
primarily as M0X fuel,

dAssuming no major changes in the programs, taken as a whole', which use HEU.

To complete the projection of SSNM under licensee control, Table 3.6 also includes the pro-
jected quantities of high-enriched uranium. Not shown in T6ble 3.6 are the larger quantities of
SSNM processed by AEC/ERDA (now DOE) during the past 30 years in support of the nation's weapons

pro grams . Safeguards programs for a M0X fuel industry would build on the safeguards experience
gained to date in handling both the HEU shown in Table 3.6 and the additional SSNM involved in
weapons programs. For example, in the year 1972 alone, there were between 1,200 and 1,300 ship-
ments of plutonium and high-enriched uranium over substantial distances in the U.S. in support
of D0D-oriented programs (Ref. 3, p. 63). ,

3.2.7 Effect of Fuel Cycle Alternatives on. InduD tharacteristics |

The Health, Safety, and Environment portion of the final GESMO, NUREG-0002, discusses five

of the alternatives treated in the draf t GESMO (WASH 1327). The sixth alternative discussed in
WASH 1327 ( Alternative 4) is essentially the same as Alternative 3. The five alternatives
treated in NUREG-0002 are:

.

- Alternative 1: vompt fuel reprocessing, prompt uranium recycle, delayed plutonium ]
recycle

- Alternative 2: delayed fuel reprocessing followed by uranium and plutonium recycle |

i

l

Alternative 3: prompt uranium and plutonium recycle (-

l

!
- Alternative 5: uranium recycle, no plutonium recycle

- Alternative 6: no uranium or plutonium recycle

:

I
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The description of a future industry given thus far in this section has focused on
Alternative 3. Figure 3.3 displays all the alternatives. The following discussion shows the
effects which adoption of other alternatives would have on industry characteristics.

|
' 3.2.7.1 Alternative 1

This alternative involves prompt fuel reprocessing (1978), prompt uranium recycle (1978),
and delayed plutonium recycle (1983), with temporary plutonium storage before plutonium recycle

,

begins. The resulting mature industry would be essentially the same as that for Alternative 3, i

although its size in a given year could differ slightly, depending on how rapidly the stored
plutonium is assumed to I$ ave been recycled. Before 1983, however, there would be no plutonium
recycle, and a flow diagram such as Figure 3.1 for this alternative would show no M0X fuel rod

!fabrication or fuel assembly plants and no M0x assembly storage. There would still, however, be

incremental safeguards (as compared to Alternative 6) associated with plftonium storage and
transportation of the plutonium from the reprocessing plants to the temporary storage facility. )

|By 1983, the temporary storage facility would hold 34 MT of Pu0 '
2

|

3.2.7.2 Alternative 2

This alternative involves delayed spent fuel reprocessing (1986) with temporary storage of
spent fuel eiements until reprocessing begins. Apin, the mature industry would have essen-
tially the same characteristics (including size) as that for Alternative 3. Before 1986, the

industry description would be essentially the same as that of the present industry. There would
be no incremental safeguards before 1986, as the plutonium is considered to be self-protected in
the spent fuel assemblies,

in the years imediately following 1986, the Alternative 2 industry would resemble a ' delayed
Alternative 3 industry. While Alternatives 1 and 2 result -in less SSNM to be safeguarded in
earlier years than Alternative 3, this situation is reversed during intermediate years, causing
the cumulative totals of SSNM transported to reach about the same level for all three by the
year 2000. Thus, the overall safeguards requirements would not be significantly affected by the
delays involved. Technical advances in reprocessing and safeguards that could occur during the
years of delay might confer an advantage on Alternatives 1 and 2 relative to Alternative 3.

3.2.7.3 Alternative 5

This alternative involves delaying spent fuel reprocessing and uranium recycle until 1986
(a time when it is forecast that the price of uranium would warrant utilization of recovered
uranium) and permanent storage and dispcsal of the plutonium either as separated Pu0 r as part

2

of the spent fuel wastes. The mature industry would have no M0X fuel rod or fuel assembly
fabrication facilities or M0X assembly storage at reactor sites. The M0X fuel cycle shown in
Figure 3.1 would thus be absent. If the plutonium were separated from the wastes, one or more i

plutonium storage facilities would be needed. Then, by the year 2000, a cumulative total of ]
approximately 1,200 MT of PuC w uld be in permanent storage and would require special safe- |2
guarding. Incremental safeguards would be needed to protect pug during transportation from

2
reprocessing plants to permanent storage and disposal facilities. This plutonium would have to
be guarded in perpetuity, or until it is reused for some future purpose. If plutonium were lef t
in the wastes, on the other hand, no special plutonium storage facilities would be required
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I

because, as part of the spent fuel wastes, it would be so radioactive as to be "self-protecting."
| In this event, no incremental safeguards would be required.

3.2.7.4 Alternative 6

This would be basically the same as the present industry except for size. There would be
no recycle of spent fuel. By definition, no incremental safeguards costs would be associated
with this alternative, as it constitutes the base against which the safeguards of all the other
alternatives are measured.

3,3 THREATS TO A M0X INDUSTRY

3.3.1 Background

A common public perception is that public health and safety are presently in jeopardy
because of threats to the nuclear power industry, and that the jeopardy would increase if that
industry undertook to recycle plutonium. An example of this perception is the following
quotation:

Nuclear power represents an added dimension to the issue of public health and safety,
one that arises from the fact that the same nuclear material that is capable of provid-
ing light for a city's thoroughfares, buildings, and residences is, when fabricated
correctly and employed as a weapon, also capable of obliterating that city and its
inhabitants. (Ref. 4, p.120)

The evidence upon which such perceptions are based consists of violent incidents in the
past involving targets other than nuclear industry; speculations based on this history concerning
potential threat actions and potential adversary attributes; and current intelligence. The evi-
dence is interpreted against a background which involves increased evidence of terrorism through-
out the world and a willingness to tolerate terrorism on the part of some governments, which
appear to accept it as falling within the bounds of acceptable human behavior. Such tolerance
has been manifested by the willingness of some governments to supply terrorists with modern
weaponry and training, and the readiness of terrorists to avail themselves of such weaponry and
training.

In studies done barely 10 years ago, safeguards concerns relating to plutonium and nuclear
power generation were primarily directed at the danger of nuclear weapons proliferation (Refs. 5
and 6) among additional national states. While such concerns persist, current concerns relate
also to the ability of subnational " adversary groups" (including terrorists) to endanger the
public health and safety through nuclear means (Refs.1, 7, 8, 9). These means are generally
recognized as falling into three categories of maximum potential effectiveness, which, in
descending order are: the detonation of a clandestine nuclear device, the dispersal of radio-
active substances (in particular, plutonium), and the sabotage of nuclear facilities, It is
difficult to. estimate the probability that threats, in any of these categories, actually exist
now, or will exist.in the future. It is in fact quite uncertain that threats against the nuclear
industry can be predicted with any confidence, from the fund of knowledge now in hand about
conventional forms of violent activity.

I
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There is a considerable, and growing, amount of literature about potential threats from
societal segments thought to have the capability to inflict serious harm on the public health
and safety by subverting elements of nuclear fuel cycles--in particular, cycles in which plu-
tonium is recovered and used in mixed oxide fuels. These societal segments, or adversary groups,
have been chbacterized in varying degrees of detail on the basis of recent historical events.
Their perceived capabilities are often described in terms of their various accomplishments, as
well as in terms of what is known concerning their manpower resources, geopolitical af filiations,
funding, armaments, motives, dedication, and other attributes.

Studies thus far undertaken of threats to the nuclear industry have generally been based on
extrapolations of historical data dealing with conventional forms of violence. Such extrapo-
lations are tenuous, because violence directed against nuclear targets would be likely to involve
quite different motivations, skills, resources, and commitments, both qualitatively and quanti-
tatively, than attacks against other targets, Based upon compiled chronologies of terrorist
events (Refs.10,11), one BDM Corporation study (Ref,12) examined adversary group sizes in
detail. Af ter noting that there was wide use of a rather arbitrary figure of a twelve men
attack force in safeguards debates, the study stated that " ..when considering the variables of
motivations and resources needed for an attack on a nuclear facility coupled with past experi-
ence with respect to group size, it seems that this figure (12) is higb." The BDM study further
concluded that, " .the probability of more than twelve attackers attempting such an attack in
today's environment is less than one percent, while the probability of seven to twelve is some-
where around four percent." These conclusions were based entirely upon extrapolations from
historical data involving non-nuclear targets and consequently, for reasons noted above, their
relevance to the nuclear industry may be questionable.

An accurate prediction of the anticipated threat to a meture M0X industry is not in fact
possible at this time. Even the existence of any actual threat cannot be definitely proven.
Consequently, the performance criteria for the design of a safeguards system for a projected M0X
industry must be based in large part on the judgment of experts in the field (see Chapter 5).

The discussion which follows addresses some of the more salient aspects of potential threats
to a M0X nuclear industry and the resulting safeguards converns for that industry, under prevail-
ing civil order.

3.3.2 Threat Categories

Threats can be categorized as being of high or low consequence, based on their potential
effects on the public. Estimates of these potential effects depend on such factors as the
nature of the threatened event, its likelihood of success, and the number of people who might be
affected. The latter, in turn, would depend on such factors as population density, proximity to
the event, and prevailing meteorological conditions.

Such threat categorizotion is somewhat arbitrary; the placement of threats into a high or
low consequence category was primarily based on the maximum public risk each threat represents.
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3.3.2.1 High-Consequence Threats.;
4

- 1
i There are several classes of social groups and individuals which have, in the past, been |

| suggested as posing a potential threat to the nuclear industry. The mere fact that such groups

i could exist contemporaneously with a mature M0X industry leads some to perceive them as threaten-

| ing to that industry. The potential threats they might represent are describable in terms of a
! range of threat alternatives. These alternatives, unsupported by specific evidence, are based

j on inferences from histo,rical data ead cover a wide spectrum in which putative perpetrators of
j threats are deemed to include disaffected employees in the nuclear industry, representatives of

i organized crime, and terrorists. Speculations concerning the motivations of such groups to
commit hostile acts against a mature M0X industry include desire for revenge, financial gain or

j publicity, and intent to create mass destruction. The scenarios developed to satisfy these
motives include sabotage of nuclear facilities such as to cause substantial offsite release of'

radioactivity, theft of SSNM, establishment of a black market in SSNM, construction of a clan-
destine nuclear device with stolen 3SNM, and detonation of a clandestine nuclear device. For

M0X safeguards planning purpms, threats should be considered to involve individuals outside
the nuclear industry, individuals within the industry (including management and security forces),
and individuals inside and outside the industry acting in collusion.

Insiders. There are numerous credible, though not necessarily probable, threat scenarios
I involving employees within a M0X nuclear industry. Those scenarios with the greatest potential

significance, insofar as public health and safety are concerned, include sabotage of a MOX
facility and collusion for purposes of diverting SSNM.

With respect to sabotage of a MOX industry facility, those acts which could have greatest
potential for harming the public would be sabotage of a nuclear power reactor--this could be
equally harmful whether or not plutonium is recycled--or sabotage of the high-levei liquid waste
storage facility of a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant.* Sabotage of either of these types of
facilities could conceivably lead to a significant of fsite release vf radioactivity.

A Sandia Laboratories report, (Ref.13, p.8), discusses sabotage of reactors. This study
indicates that such an act w.uld be within the capabilities of a group of several dedicated and
highly talented individuals with an intimate knowledge of the operation of the reactor and its
engineered safety systems. It would be only marginally within the capabilities of a single
technically qualified insider, however, because the operating status of a reactor is contin-
uously monitored by control room operators and other individuals throughout the facility who
should be able to override actions of a single would-be saboteur.

Assessing the threat of sabotage to high-level liquid waste storage facilities at nuclear
fuel reprocessing plants is nere difficult, since such facilities are not yet operational.
However, there is some analogy between them and the spent fuel storage pools at nuclear power

reactors which may currently contain approximately one-half the radioactive inventory of the
reactor core itself. Some reactor storage pools are above grade (above the level of the sur-
rounding ground surface), while others are below grade. Using the only available test data,

'for more discussion of facility sabotage, see Section 3.4.3.
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which are for above-grade pools, the Sandia Laboratories study (Ref.13) indicates that an act
of sabotage on spent fuel storage pools which would be sufficient to cause an offsite release of
radiation would require sophisticated knowledge of explosives. (Stand-off weapons, such as
rocket or missile launchers with armor-piercing munitions, would be inadequate.) It would also
require quantities of explosives that, on the one hand, would be difficult at best for even two
disaffected employees to manage physically, and, on the other hand, would be subject to virtual-
ly certain detection by site security measures.

Existing high-level liquid waste storage facilities, used for defense-related nuclear
programs, are all constructed below grade. To produce an offsite release of radioactivity by
sabotage of such vault-like structures would be extremely difficult. A sabeteur would first
need to attain access to the containment structure, which in some instances is accessible only
after several feet cf covering soil are removed. A large quantity of explosives, configured for
breaching purposes, would be required to penetrate the containment. Then additional large
quantities of explosives would have to be placed within the structure, under very high radiation
fields, to explosively discharge some quantity of the high-level wastes from the containment.
In addition to this, the roof over the storage facility would have to be breached in order to
disseminate some fraction of the explosively discharged liquid wastes into the atmosphere
outside the building.

It is quite possible that high-level liquid waste facilities may not exist in a future M0X
industry. A trend is beginning, even now, to solidify high-level wastes in the process stream
through a process of calcination and/or vi.trification. Explosive dispersal of these wastes
. uld be not only difficult to achieve but highly inefficient, since the material is not of a
p. eticle size which could easily be dispersed offsite, even under favorable meteorological
cor.Ji tions.

It is conceivable that one or more disaffected employees might engage in collusion with
outside groups for the purpose of diverting SSNM or of sabotaging a nuclear facility. The like-
lihood that outside groups would be interested in such collusion is considered in the following
pa ragra phs.

Organized Crime. Organized crime is of interest as a potential adversary group because
much of its experience seems adaptable to actions against a M0X industry. For example, it is
well known that members of these groups: (1) regularly engage in cargo hijacking and burglary;
(2) use violence as a standard method of enforcement; (3) are involved in extortion on virtually
a daily basis; and (4) utilize black market activities to obtain both illegal goods and services
( Re f. 14 ) .

Some question has been raised as to whether organized crime would be inclined to become

involved in hostile acts against the nuclear power industry. It has been stated, for example,
that patriotism would prevent such activities, at least those which could lead to mass destruc-
tion. That conclusion is doubtful. First and foremost, organized crime is in the business of
making money. Nothing in its past history (Ref. 15) indicates that it would be dissuaded from
this objective by sentiments of patriotism. During World War II organized crime was involved in
black market activities as well as in racketeering involving defense industries. There were
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also indications of collaboration between organized crime and Mussolini after he was considered
an enemy of the United States. Organized crime has also served foreign governments through
assassination, gunrunning, and political influence-peddling.

A amber nr arguments may be made that in spite of its talents, organized crime, which can
be characterized as a relatively stable, profit-making enterprise (Ref.16), would not be likely
to become involved in illicit nuclear activities, even'the indirect on,e of black market opera-
tions in SSNM, which could adversely affect the public because of fear of public and government |

'

reprisals. They are acutely aware that

[C] rimes of violence, particularly against innocent victims [are] sure to arouse even
the most complacent (Ref.17, p. 37).

One observer of organized crime maintains that it is interested in public relations to the
extent that

. .all strong actions which might influence the public must be cleared with the Cosa.

Nostra leaders. . . (Ref.18, p.14).

Other authors cite a tendency towards specialization as characteristic of organized crime
(Refs. 18 and 19). This is consistent with organized crime's goal of maximizing profits while
limiting effort and risk. The risk of activities threatening to a mature M0X industry would be
high and the potential payoff relatively small compared to other activities of organized crime.
Under many circumstances, moreover, this type of activity would be limited to a one-shot affair.
As has been noted, organized crime

. .is not the type of triminal activity in which the criminal can make a few secre-.

tiv'e hit-and-run sorties end hope to retire. It is essentially a continuous, fairly
open life of criminal activity (Ref. 20, p. 22).

Neither would an SSNM black market, characterized by a necessarily limited number of customers,
small likelihood of repeat business, and much secrecy, seem a pursuit likely to attract the
efforts and resources of organized crime.

Terrorists. Of all the adversary groups which are thought to pnse a threat to the nuclear
industry, terrorists have received the most attention. They and the threat they represent have
been the subject of numerous books, reports and monographs, a few of which are cited in the
references at the end of this chapter (Refs. 9,10,21-27).

I
i Terrorism has been defined as
|

. . . symbolic [ action] designed to influence political behavior by extranormal means,
entailing the use or threat of violence (Ref. 28, p.73).

The analyses of terrorism found in the popular press often state the concern that terrorists
will ultimately acquire a nuclear capability (obtaining material from either civilian or military
sources), and then be in a position to wield extraordinary powers of extortion or political
blackmail (Refs.29-33). Similar sentiments have been expressed in various monographs and
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studies about terrorists (Refs. 25,34,35). Recently, however, the raison d'etre of terrorist
movements has been reassessed. The once prevalent assumptions that terrorists would eventually
acquire means for inflicting ness destruction as a natural evolutionary sequence are no longer
so strongly supported (Ref. 36-39).

There -is no question that, under appropr'ste circumstances, terror is an effective and
efficient psychological weapon. No other technique is as immediately available or offers as
much return for'relatively small investments. Conditions are important, however, and

,

. . .the competent practitioners of terrorism usually know how their actions will
af fect their enemies and what reactions they can expect from those not directly
involved (Ref. 40, p. 66).

Implied in the above quotation is the requirement that there be limitations to any terror
campaign. Most authorities agree that non-institutionalized terrorism is generally a tactic of
the weak. This being the case, in order for terror to be an effective tactic for coercion,
terrorists must be able to make the public understand what is being attempted, that there are
limited penalties involved and that innocents will be spared to.the degree possible (Ref. 41).
Indiscriminate use of weapons of mass destruction, such as clandestine nuclear devices, violate
these criteria. Such use could kill or injure innocent people in very large numbers, a penalty
far in excess of presently accepted norms; and the terrorist message would likely be lost in
the ensuing revulsion.

The recent shift in perspective--from perceiving the terrorist (in particular, the trans-
national terrorist) as naturally progressing to a nuclear capability to the current, more
realistic appraisal of terrorism, its uses and objectives-has revealed some analytical short-
comings in the earlier literature. Only recently'have there been attempts to reexar.ine the
terrorist movement in terms of ultimate capabilities and objectives, especially insofar as its
potential employment of weapons of mass destruction is concerned. For example, a recent exhauf-
tive search of the literature dealing with the Arab terrorist fedayeen, which is replete with
references to non-nuclear military and guerrilla strategies, has revealed only one reference to
the possible fedayeen use of nuclear explosives. This reference arose in an interview with a
Western scientist who discussed the potential ease of manufacture of a clandestine nuclear

device (Ref.37).

Histnrians and social scientists are beginning to point out that many of those terrorist
organizations with the capability to engage in transnational terrorism are heavily subsidized by
some governments and in a few instances may even be connected to governmental branches

(Refs. 35 and 36). This in itself is conducive to caution in the emplovinent of weapons of mass
destruction, since such employment could lead to countermeasures against any government
involved,

Since terrorist organizations not aligned with a government would also be constrained from
deploying mass destruction weapons (by factors considered earlier: aversion to risking the
lives of very large numbers of people, excessive penalties, and loss of sympathy for t' e move-h

ment), it is difficult to discern an.y set of conditions short of sheer desperation which would

|
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systematically and logically lead terrorist groups to the conclusion that it was in their inte-
rest to employ a weapon of mass destruction.

With respect to the possibility that a clandestine nuclear device might be used in despera-
tien, several observations may be rade. Obtaining material for such a device, manufacturing the
device, and taking steps to use it would require very thorough and detailed advance planning.
This seems the obverse of desperate action. Even if it were conceded, against apparent logic,
that a plan to use weapons of mass destruction could be included in the strategy of a terrorist
movement, there are muctr easier and more certain ways of going about it than stealing SSNM and
attempting to fabricate a nuclear device which may or may not function, it is universally
concluded that chemical and biological weapons require less technological skill than nuclear
weapons; that they expose the perpetrators to less risk of detection or personal harm; that they
require orders of magnitude less in terms of resources; and that they require raw materials )
which are much more easily obtained than SSNM. Moreover, the processes required to cause mass !

|destruction with a chemical or biological weapon, including the necessary chemical, biological,
and delivery methods, are available in the open literature.

There is also the frequently cited scenario of terrorists holding a city or government
hostage for purposes of extortion by threatening the use of a weapon of mass destruction.
However, there are still, as must be apparent, effective non-nuclear means of hostage-taking for
ransom; and there is as yet no indication that terrorists have reached the upper bounds of what
governments or corporations will pay for the return of kidnapped representatives. This is not
to say, of course, that there is no upper bound. Hostage-takers cannot, for examole, demand
more than can be paid. They cannot demand of a government more than the government's constitu-
ency is prepared to give. Nor can they demand the dissolution of a government, or even a
major policy change, since such demands would be unenforceable unless the terrorists could
maintain a long-term enforcement caoabilitv.

1

l

Terrorists are generally aware of these considerations; the most capable terrorist organi-
zations are politically astute. Thus, the more the city- or government-hostage scenario is
examined, the more unlikely it seems to become, j

What seems a most credible scenario, however, is that in which a city or government might

be held hostace for the release of prisoners with whom the terrorists are in sympathy. In this
,

case, there might be no money demand; the time for compliance could be relatively short; and
once tne demand was met, there would be no continuing requirement for the terrorists to maintain
the threat. This is not to say that many other difficulties, both practical and political, do
not stand in the way of perpetrating such a threat. The practical difficulties are discussed in
Section 3.4 of this document; some of the political difficulties are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

Many of the organizations with the resources needed to mount a nuclear threat, or ones
which may have ties to a parent organization which can provide those resources, also have ties
to one or more legal governments. Moreover, these governments are of ten the ultimate source of

|
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|
: the support for the terrorist organizations. Thus, there might well be acute political problems
I

if such a threat were mounted.*

,

; The question that must be asked, then, is what can transnational terrorists accomplish
I through the use of nuclear terror that they could not accomplish with conventional military and )
I '

; guerrilla methods at less risk and cost, and without the almost certain increase in public

| abhorrence and potential retaliation for their u.athods.

!

j Indigenous terrorists (those who operate ale:ost entirely within their own countries) would
1 be under additional constraints against the use of weapons of mass destruction. They must
1

| retain a reservoir of favorable public opinion in order to satisfy at least some of their objec-
j tives. Recent history shows several instances where indigenous terrorist violence was curbed.

| Wohlstetter (Ref. 37) points out that during the Cuban revolution, indiscriminate use of vio- 1

I lence by the 26 of July Movement had to bo curbed because of unfavorable public reaction. In

{ Uruguay, violence perpetrated by the Tupamaros reached such proportions that the Uruguayan

; government finally acceded to its army's request for special powers to destroy the movement,
I which was done, although at a considerable cost to civil liberties (Refs. 24 and 42).
!

It should be further noted that as yet there has been no identifiable threat, of the type
j under discussion, to the nuclear power industry. Nor has any group with the motivation to
' establish such a threat been identified, and no such domestic threat has occurred in the past.

It is, however, a matter of record that one poorly conceived attempt was made to precipitate a
l mass destruction event through the use of biologicals (Ref. 43). Although mustard gas is not a

| particularly lethal form of poison gas, it is, severely incapacitating and capable of inflicting
j mass casualties. It is a matter of record that 53 canisters of mustard gas were stolen from a

storage depot in West Germany in 1975 (Ref. 44).

Weapons of great mass destruction have been available 'or the last two or three generations.f

3 Mass destruction itself has been practiced since the beginning of recorded history, although it
j was, until recently, technology-limited. Methods for manufacture of such weapons have been
i available in the open literature for at least a generation. The single recorded attempt men-

tioned above to employ biologicals was by a group with ill-defined objectives, and since it was

| poorly conceived and clumsily executed, it was not carried out to completion. It appears that,
j while terrorists may indulge in other acts which can only be viewed with revulsion, they have

; not yet chosen to cross the threshold and use weapons of mass destruction.**
i
4

I 3.3.2.2 Low-Consequence Threats

! Up to this point, the discussion of threat considerations has focused on what are termed
| high-consequence threats, those involving diversion of SSNM for purposes of constructing a
1

; clandestine nuclear device, or sabotage of a nuclear facility in order to endanger local popula-

|
tions. However, low-consequence threats are probably more credible than are high-consequence
threats. A useful listing of low-consequence threats may be derived from Jenkins (Ref. 36).

;

; *This assumes, of course, that the governments involved behave rationally according to Western
j standards, which may not always be the case.
! **See Section 3.4.4 for additional discussion of this subject.
.

|
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For purposes of this discussion they include: nuclear hoaxes, low-level sabotage of a nuclear
facility, seizure of a nuclear facility, radioactive contamination of a symbolic target, and
dispersal of plutonium.

The nuclear hoax may take and has in fact taken several forms. Perhaps the most publicized
was the Orlando, Florida event which involved an extortion demand by a teenager who claimed to

' have constructed a nuclear device, and who provided some substantiation to back up that claim.
ERDA (now 00E) received several threats (as did its predecessor. the AEC) in which the perpetra-
tor claimed to possess a nuclear device or a plutonium dispersal weapon. All appear to have

,

'
been hoaxes.

Between May 1969 and the end of December 1975, 99 threats of violence against licensed
nuclear facilities were recorded (Ref. 44). Of these, 75 were bomb threats to reactors which
were never carried out. A small number of the remaining threats actually involved small pipe
bombs or incendiary devices which were found at research facilities, or at the offices of corpo-
rations in the nuclear industry. A smaller number yet of these 99 incidents involved break-ins,

; or apparent attempts to break in (Ref. 45).

The well-publicized intentionally set blaze at the Indian Point #2 reactor site, the bom-
bing of the Fessenheim reactor construction site in France, and the bombing at the Mt. D'Aree
reactor site (also in France), are the best known incidents involving low-level sabotage of a
nuclear facility. The Indian Point incident was caused by a maintenance worker before the
reactor became operational. Damage was extensive, but confined to a reactor auxiliary building.

There have been no instances in the U.S. of seizure of a nuclear facility. The single
,

publicized incident of this ' ature was at the Atucha reactor construction site in Argentina.n

This incident involved the occupation for a short time of som reactor buildings by urban
guerrillas, who painted slogans, stole some weapons, and then left.

Radioactive contamination of a symbolic target has never occurred in the U.S. A mentally

deranged individual did, however, contaminate two or more railroad coaches in Austria with
radiopharmaceuticals stolen from a hospital (Ref.10).

'

Plutonium dispersal is placed in the category of potential low consequence threats for |r

several reasons, all of which relate to questions about its toxicity (see Section 3.4 for addi-
tional discussion). For plutonium to be a significant toxic hazard, it must be converted into
an aerosol (Refs. 46 and 47). The problems involved in creating and effectively dispersing an
aerosol of plutonium serve to limit the actual threat represented by plutonium toxicity (Ref.'

46). Furthermore, effects from plutonium dispersal are very difficult to predict. Such effects
on individuals as may result are not likely to occur until a mean time of about 15 years subse-,

quent to exposure; it is almost certain that there would be no immediate measurable radiobiolo-
,

' nical effects. This delay in results limits the utility of plutonium dispersal to a terrorist.

Purposeful dispersal of plutonium is not known to have occurred anywhere in the world (with
the possible exception of an incident which may have involved surreptitious removal of trace
amounts of plutonium from a plant by an employee).

|
i
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Although plutonium dispersal seems to lack the essential threat ingredients of immediate
effects and an obvious cause-ef fect relationship, its potential long term biological effects and
the potential economic penalties associated with the area exclusion and decontamination which
would follow such an action require that M0X industry safeguards be designed to protect against
it. In general, the industry can be protected against low-consequence threats through prudent
planning of safeguards against high-consequence threats. The requirements for such safeguards
are discussed in Chapter 5.

It should be noted that the most severe low-consequence threats represent levels of adver-
sary actions comparable in many ways to acts of industrial sabotage or vandalism. With the
exception of plutonium dispersal, there is nothing about such threats which is unique to the M0X
industry. That is to say, the likely results of those low-consequence threats which might
actually be implemented differ very little, if at all, from the same level of violence expressed
against other parts of the industrial sector. Furthermore, with the exception again of pluto-
nium dispersal, there would be little difference in this regard between a MOX nuclear industry
and a non-M0X one.

3.3.3 The Regulatory Approach

' The present regulatory approach to safeguards permits some latitude in the nature of threats
against which safeguards are expected to be effective. Even without a specific definition of

,

the potential adversary, regulations can be drafted to prescribe the measures a licensee should
follow. Currently, licensees possessing SSNM must implement a level of safeguards which will be
effective against what may be termed a limited terrorist threat aided by an employee.

1

for contingency planning purposes, several formal and informal information exchanges with
other federal agencies concerned with security and safeguarding domestic interests have been ;

undertaken by NRC. These exchanges have strengthened NRC's posture in meeting perceivable
threats, and have contributed to safeguards planning.

After several years of operating experience at NRC safeguards levels, there is no indi-
cation that during this period, serious attempts have been made by malevolent interests to
exploit them. Nevertheless, it was considered prudent in today's climate to upgrade safeguards
for all facilities handling SSNM, including any future mature M0X industry, to deal with acts
of collusion and violent armed assault. (The rer ,trements of a system which meets these
objectives are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.)

;

] 3.4 POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES OF THEFT OR SABOTAGE

I If an adversary should acquire significant quantities of SSNM, or attain a position where ]
'he could commit an act of sabotage to a facility containing such materials, there would be a

broad spectrum of possible consequences. Most important of these would be:

The detonation of a nuclear explosive.-

The dispersal of plutonium-derived radiological agents.-

i
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|

Sabotage of nuclear facilities in such a way as to cause the release of radioactive
materials outside the boundaries of the facility.

- Threats to use the nuclear materials for malevolent purposes unless certain demands

were met (blackmail or extortion).
6

In defining the possible consequences of such adversary actions, it is useful first to look
at the steps which an aggressor would have to undertake and the case or difficulty of accom-

~

plishing them. A collateral benefit of the study of the ease or difficulty of constructing and
exploiting a nuclear explosive or dispersal device is the light which it sheds on the attrac-
tiveness, or lack thereof, of nuclear materials and facilities to terrorists.

3.4.1 Nuclear Explosions

3,4.1.1 Fabrication of Explosives
,

As indicated in Section 3.2, some of the processed plutonium.containing materials that i
*would occur at various points in the M0X fuel cycle would be suitable for use in nuclear explo-

sives with little or no processing, while the fuel involved in the current low-enriched fuel
cycle could not be so used without major facilities and processing efforts. Accordingly,
intense public concern and speculation have centered around the ease or difficulty of making a

j crude nuclear explosive from illicitly obtained M0X fuel cycle nuclear materials. The following
discussion strives to illuminate the issue, without offering a handy "how to do it" guide for a
potential aggressor. Complicating this discussion is the fact that nuclear weapons design

"depends on many factors such as the type, form and quantity of nuclear material; the avail-
ability of essential accessory equipment; capability for handling hazardous components, inclu-
ding radioactive materials and explosives; and knowledge of the technical features of a nuclear
device. There is essentially no likelihood that a terrorist group could fabricate an ef ficient
bomb such as those in military inventories. There is, however, a low but credible probability
that such a group could assemble a crude device which would produce a fission yield. It is this

I possibility that must be minimized by industry safeguards.

The capabilities required to design and construct an illicit nuclear device are dependent
largely on the materials available and the transportation or exploitation constraints which
impact on the design approach chosen. While a small group of competent people might be able toi

carry out such a project, the successful design and construction of nuclear explosives are not
easy, and the chances of success are highly dependent on the time, effort, and abilities applied

' to the project.

A theoretical knowledge of nuclear physics and the unclassified literature on nuclear
,

weapons, while helpful, is not a sufficient basis for the design of a practical nuclear explo-
sive. Many more theoretical designs will fail than will work. The critical knowledge needed

'

comes not only from theory but also from practical experience in design, fabrication, and
testing of actual nuclear devices, the experience of having tried and experimentally determined
what will and will not work and why. . This latter kind of knowledge is not widespread.
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While knowledge of the design details of military nuclear weapons would be useful, this
also is not a sufficient basis for the confident design of a simple nuclear explosive. The
sophisticated designs for military nuclear weapons emphasize efficiency, low weight, small size,
and reliability more than simplicity or ease of fabrication. Such designs are not readily
adaptable to the means available to those who might wish to fabricate an illicit nuclear
explosive.

Depending on the design approach and materials to be used, sophisticated knowledge and
skills may be required. They could include knowledge of and skills in precision machining,
chemical processing, foundry processes, use of electromechanical devices, electronics, and high-
explosives handling. Such knowledge and skills are not rare, but gathering together those who
possess them in a clandestine project, with the common motivation to build and detonate a nuclear
weapon for unlawful purposes, would be difficult.

The equipment required for such a project would be strongly related to the importance

f attached to the lives of the participants, to the requirements for reliability of the device, to
I the explosive power sought, and to the kind and form of nuclear materials available. Equipment

needs could approach those of a large nuclear laboratory.

| The designer of a nuclear explosive faces several dilemmas. The simpler and less sophis-
ticated the design, the larger the size and weight of the device and the greater the require-
ments for nuclear materials and high explosives. If large quantities of material are available.

| the design can be unsophisticated, but the resulting device is also more likely to be heavy and

f to require a team of people or special equipment to assemble and transport it. Conversely, if
the available amount of nuclear material is small, the design must be sophisticated, requiring

| additional skills and more time for fabrication.

The risks in fabricating a crude nuclear explosive device are both numerous and signifi-
cant. The very nature of the activities in such a project, the kinds and numbers of people
required, and the mater:als involved all combine to enlarge the total size of the aggressor
group, stretch the time and activity required for completion, and thereby facilitate detection
of the enterprise.

Further, the manufacture of nuclear weapons involves use of extremely hazardous materials
and introduces a substantial chance that amateurs would suffer accidents involving criticality,
plutonium poisoning, conventional chemical hazards, or the mishandling of high explosives. In

'the history of making nuclear weapons such accidents have occurred under highly controlled
conditions, and their probability would be enhanced by the conditions to be expected in a
clandestine project. While the accidents that have occurred have had no adverse impact on
society, they have had serious effects upon some of the individuals involved.

Assembly and delivery of nuclear weapons pose opportunities for lethal radiation exposures,
premature nuclear detonation or accidental explosion of conventional high explosives. The
problem is that any general design which does not violate the basic concepts required for a
nuclear explosive can be constructed successfully by knowledgeable experts, but correct recog-
nition of basic concepts does not guarantee a successfal device. Even if a crude explosive is
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successfully assembled, it will remain an uncertain tool in the hands of its creators. It may
fail to explode; it may simply disperse radioactive material; or it may give a wide range of
possible nuclear yields,

-i

Experts are divided as to how formidable these problems might be and as to how great might ;

be the minimum qualifications, equipment and time which a determined group would need in order
to undertake the simplest possible means of creating a crude but effective nuclear explosive.

,

Three opinions are quoted below in an attempt to present a range of views:

i

1. Willrich and Taylor (Ref. 9, pp. 20-21):

As a result of extensive reviews of publications that are available to the general
public and that relate to the technology of nuclear explosives, unclassified conver-
sations with many experts in nuclear physics and engineering, and a considerable ,

amount of thought on the subject, we conclude:

Under conceivable circumstances, a few persons, possibly even one person working
alone, who possessed about ten kilograms of plutonium oxide and a substantial amount
of chemical high explosive could, within several weeks, design and build a crude i

fission bomb. By a " crude fission bomb" we mears one that would have an excellent I

chance of exploding, and would probably explode with the power of at least 100 tons of /

chemical high explosive. This could be done using materials and equipment that could i

be purchased at a hardware store and from commercial suppliers of scientific equipment
for student laboratories. ]

|
The key persons or person would have to be reasonably inventive and adept at using -

laboratory equipment and tools of about the same complexity as those used by students |4

in chemistry and physics laboratories and machine shops. They or he would have to be i

able to understand some of the essential concepts and procedures that are described in I

widely distributed technical publications concerning nuclear explosives, nuclear
,

reactor technology and chemical explosives, and would have to know where to find these i

publications. Whoever was principally involved would also have to be willing to take
moderate risks of serious injury or death, j

I2. J. Carson Mark * (as quoted in Ref. 48, pp. 59-60):
' If one thinks of a small group wanting to build a bomb, and if one supposes that their

primary requirement is that it give a " nuclear yield" (as to say, for example, "the
yield must be at least so much; but it is all right if it should turn out to be a few
times larger") then I think that such a device could be designed and built by a group

' of something like six well-educated people, having competence in as many dif ferent
fields. As a possible listing of these, one could consider: a chemist or chemical
engineer; a nuclear or theoretical physicist; someone able to formulate and carry out
complicated calculations, probably requiring the use of a digital computer, on neutro-
nic and hydrodynamic problems; a person familiar with explosives; similarly for elec-
tronics; and a mechanically-skilled individual. Among the above (possibly the chemist

! or the physicist) should be one able to attend to the practical problems of health
i physics which would arise. Clearly, depending on the breadth of experience and compe-

tence of the particular individuals involved, the fields of specialization and even
the number of persons could be varied, so long as areas such as those indicated were
covered.

3. E. Zebroski and M. Levenson (Ref. 49, p. 125):

Perhaps a more skeptical view of this possibility [of producing a crude nuclear weapon] I

|
would be by analogy to the ability of a reasonably well-informed technical person to
sketch up a workable concept for a small jet propelled airplane, or a medium sized 4i

'computer. Given access to manufactured mcdules for most of the critical parts,
construction of such a project by a small dedicated group of artisans is conceivable.

*Former head of tlie Theoretical Division, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, which includes many
~

of the nation's leading designers of nuclear weapons.
.
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However, if the project must literally start from the raw materials in inconvenient
chemical and physical form, and with very substantial hazards associated with handling*

and processing the materials, one obtains a rather different view of the probability
of the " garage operation weapon."

,

.

;

Analysis indicates less difference among the foregoing views than initially appears.,

{ Willrich and Taylor, starting with the assumption that the aggressor had acquired epproximately
i 10 kilograms of plutonium oxide, state that he could fabricate a crude nuclear device within
|
3 several weeks. Levenson and Zebroski, assuming that the aggressor must chemically process and

| refine his plutonium from some much less readily usable substance, highlight the difficulties

| inherent in obtaining such readily usable materials as 10 kilograms of plutonium oxide. J.

| Carson Mark, in listing six different skills required, does not deny that those skills could be
gathered together in a group of less than six persons.*

i

| Conclusions which may be drawn from the foregoing include the following:
|
:

|
- To fabricate an illicit nuclear explosive requires a group of individuals with special

j knowledge, skills and experience covering several technical fields.

;
- To bring together in a coordinated effort persons who combine the requisite qualifica-

tions with the motivation to use a nuclear weapon would be mpst difficult b>' not;

! impossible.
I
i

; - Should such a group exist, it might well be deterred by the difficulties involved in

! the job; for example, the need to acquire significant quantities of a heavily guarded
f material and the significant hazards of working with the material. |
*

|
1

- The true challenge of safeguards is to make such difficulties even greater, thereby
1

;

j reducing the likelihood that any attempt will be made. |

l
;

j 3. 4 .1. 2 Possible Effects Of Nuclear Explosions

i
| The destruction resulting from a nuclear explosion depends primarily upon the energy yield
4

j of the explosion and the circumstances at the time and place of its detonation. A nuclear
explosion has several immediate effects: blast, the release of heat and light energy (thermal,

f radiation), and the release of nuclear particles and gamma rays (nuclear radiation). In addi-
tion, a nuclear explosion occurring at or near the earth's surface (as would probably be the
case with an illicit weapon) would cause heavy localized contamination by prompt radioactive

{
fallout, in addition to glot,al scale contamination by delayed fallout, the extent of which would i

j be determined largely by the yield and existing meteorological conditions,
a

7

! The yield of a nuclear explosion is expressed in terms of the quantity of TNT required to

j release equivalent energy. Yield of a particular weapon depends upon such factors as the amount

{ of fissionable material, the weapon design, and the quality of fabrication. Design and fubri-
cation determine the efficiency of a weapon, or the percentage of its nuclear material whichi

1

| *Af ter the above was written, Secretary of Defense Harold Brown was quoted to the effect that
: "an atomic bomb could be fabricated within a year by perhaps 100 skilled workers with access to
| a machine shop and fissionable material" (Ref. 50). Before becoming Secretary of Defense,
q Dr. Brown had wide experience in matters involving nuclear weapons design and fabrication.
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actually fissions. Accordingly, it is difficult to predict the yield of an illicit fission

bomb. Such a device could be considered a success if it produced a yield in tens of tons; it
could conceivably have a yield in the kiloton range. |

The only historical information concerning human casualties from a nuclear explosion, that
obtained from study of the explosions over Hiroshima and Nagasaki, is in many details irrelevant
to the problem at hand. Those explosions were air bursts delivered directly to the desired-

detonation point by a team supported by the resources of the U.S. government. The yields,
roughly 20 kilotons each', while not impossible, are improbably large for an illicit weapon. The
population in Japan had had no warning and no experience or background information on how to
minimize fallout hazards. In this worst-case situation, about one-fourth of the people in each

,

city were killed, and a similar number injured.

The information provided by this experience and a thorough study of potential weapons
ef fects is not sufficient to predict with certainty the casualties that might result from a
specific explosion in a U.S. metropolitan area. There is no doubt that the consequences would
be severe, including blast, fire, and radiation hazard over a considerable area. The magnitude
of the effect would depend, however, on such factors as weapon yield, height of burst, types of
structures present, meteorological conditions, time of day, and the presence or absence of

j warning.* Willrich and Taylor discuss these variables as follows:

We can illustrate such differences by a few examples. A nuclear explosion with a
one-ton yield in the open in a sparsely populated area might produce slight damage.'

But the same explosion on a busy street might deliver a lethal dose of radiation to
i most of the occupants of buildings, as well as to people along the streets, within

about 100 meters of the detonation. A nuclear explosion with a yield of ten tons in
the central courtyard of a large office building might expose to lethal radiation as
many as 1,000 people in the building. A comparable explosion in the center of a
football stadium during a major game could lethally irradiate as many as 100,000
spectators. A nuclear explosion with a 100-ton yield in a typical suburban resi-
dential area might kill perhaps as many as 2,000 people, primarily by exposure to i
fallout. The same explosion in a parking lot beneath a very large skyscraper micht i
kill as many as 50,000 people and destroy the entire building (Ref. 9, pp. 22-23).

!

I
i '

Using methods explained in his article, " Review of Nuclear Weapons Effects" (Ref. 51),
,
'

Dr. Harold L. Brode has calculated for the NRC the effects of nuclear explosives with yields of
1 ton,10 tons,100 tons,1 kiloton,10 kilotons, and 20 kilotons. Table 3.7 shows these j

'effects.
!

People in the open within a radius of 160 meters would receive a lethal dose of

radiation.**,

|

|

*A rational aggressor's ability to cause heavy casualties is limited by the fact that demands
for compliance with his wishes would give a measure of warning, permitting the evacuation of
the most highly concentrated targets. Another point not generally noted is that crude nuclear

,

devices, destructive as they might be, would be more " block-busters" than " city-busters."I

(For more details and differing views, see Ref. 38.)

**The percentage of a city's population "in the open" is normally quite low. Even during the
rush hour, most people are either in cars, buses or trains, all of which provide some degree
of shielding from blast, thermal radiation, nuclear radiation and fallout.
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TABLE 3.7

OAMAGE RA0!I FOR VARIOUS EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

(Range in Meters)

Explosive Yield

1 Kilo- 10 Kilo- 20 Kilo-
Effects 1 Ton 10 Tons 100 Tons ton tons tons

.

Range, Meters
Lethal fallout 76 240 760 2,400 7,600 11,000

Onset of radiation sickness 230 430 710 1,050 1.400 1,500
4

aLethal radiation dose 160 325 570 880 1,200 1,300

Severe damage to apartment-
type building 29 76 185 410 930 1,200

Severe damage to multistory
wall-bearing building 21 56 140 320 700 870

50% second-degree burns 21 73 260 800 2,200 3,200

50% third-degree burns 18 61 210 660 1,900 2,600

Spontaneoug ignition of
dry wood 14 46 160 500 1,400 2,000

Source: Developed for NRC using methodology contained in Ref. 51.

a Without medical attention, 50% of the people exposed will die in 60 days.
bAssumed to occur at about 75% of the range for 50% third-degree burns. At these distances,
thin wood, such as shingles, will of ten continue to burn af ter the thermal pulse has passed.
Thicker wood will usually self-extinguish.

- If people who escaped the initial effects subsequently exposed themselves for extended
periods, those within 76 meters would receive lethal fallout radiaion.

It is should be noted, however, that Table 3.7 does not allow for the substantial effects
of buildings in shielding people from radiation. To include this factor would require very
detailed onsite calculations.

3.4.2 Radiological Dispersal Weapons

While there have been isolated, small-scale incidents,* neither the technical nor physcho-
logical effectiveness of large-scale malevolence utilizing radiological dispersal service has
been demonstrated. In principle, there are nany toxins available which would kill tens of thou-
sands of people in the most vulnerable target areas in the U.S. Some, such as botulism toxin

and anthrax spores, are much more lethal than plutonium (Refs. 46and54).

*For a summary of known radiological " incidents " all at a low hazard level, see Ref. 36. For
a summary of known and alleged biological " incidents," see Ref. 55.
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Except in large doses, inhaled plutonium produces no discernible effect until the possible
development of cancer 15 or more years later (Refs. 52 and 53). (Even in the case of possible
large doses, almost impossible to deliver to large numbers of people, death would be delayed for
weeksormonths.) Thus, instantaneous dramatic effects usually sought by terrorists would not
be available.

Expe-ts are at present unable to determine whether any individuals or groups might be
motivated to use plutonium radictoxicity for malevolent purposes, and especially whether such
motivations are likely to be held by those capable of conducting such an operation. In order to
achieve large-scale effects, there would be a need to prepare plutonium in a suitable form and
to design, build, and test a dispersal device, hazardous tasks for which no precedents exist.
These efforts would be complicated by the radiotoxicity of plutonium and, in some cases, by the
bulk or radiotoxicity of the other materials used in the fuel cycle.

Widespread effective dispersal of plutonium is difficult to achieve. In fact, dispersal
efficiency was a major problem in animal experiments on plutonium toxicity. Only a narrow
range of plutonium particle sizes is suitable--particles that exceed about 7 microns in diameter
will not penetrate deeply into the lungs. Of the small particles that do penetrate deeply, only
about 30 percent will be deposited. The rest will be expelled by exhaling. (See Refs. 56 and 57.)

The consequences of radiological dispersal weapons are less understood than those of
nuclear explosives. The critical path for exposure to a plutonium dispersal device is inhala-
tion and dosage to the lungs (Ref. 58).* The amount of plutonium which, if inhaled and retained
in the lungs of man, is likely to produce a death from cancer has been calculated, using the

239conservative linearity assumption ** to be 1,400 micrograms of insoluble Pu. Plutonium j
239obtained from a reactor fuel cycle is considered more dangerous than pure Pu because it !

contains isotopes with shorter half-lives; accordingly, the cancer-causing inhalation dose of
this " reactor plutonium" has been computed to be only 260 micrograms (Ref. 58, Ref. 9 Ref. 59).
Any deaths resulting from these cancers would occur 15 to 45 years after the exposure. To cause
death within a period as short as 2 months might require doses 50 times greater (Ref. 58).

Studies by Bernard L. Cohen (Ref. 46) and by Schmidt and Bodansky (Ref. 48) suggest that
dispersal of plutonium in the atmosphere would have relatively small consequences as compared to
other disasters that can be more easily induced in our complex society. For example, Cohen
calculates that dispersal of 1 gram of reactor plutonium without warning in a crowded football
stadium could eventually cause two fatalities. If dispersal occurred en an average city street,
the estimated fatality rate would drop to one per 15 grams of reactor plutonium if there were no
warning and one per 150 grams with warning (Ref. 46, pp.15-23).

It has been estimated that plutonium dispersed in the ventilation system of a large buil-
ding could be very effective, causing perhaps 70 eventual deaths per gram of reactor plutonium

*5ee also Ref. 46, pp. 7-10, and Ref. 59. As explained in pages 5-23 of Ref. 46, a very small
portion of the dispersed plutonium actually reaches potential victims.

**The linear response theory assumes equal effects per extra unit of dosage independent of
dosage time rate, with no minimum threshold below whicn there would be a zero effect.

1
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dispersed (Ref. 46, pp.15-23).* It should be noted, however, that, while any of several
toxins dispersed in this manner would be highly effective, use of such a threat for a rational
objective, such as extortion, would tend to give warning, thereby permitting countermeasures
that could significantly reduce the hazards. Among the simpler countermeasures would be the
temporary shutdown of ventilation systems in the more likely target areas pending thorough
search.

Some interested scientists believe that the health effects of dispersed plutonium would be
far worse than those estimated by Cohen (Ref. 46). For example, Dr. John W. Gofman (Ref. 60),
estimates the cancer-causing dose of inhaled plutonium to be 3,520 times smaller than that
calculated by Cohen on the basis of the BEIR Report (Ref. 59).**

The subject ai radiological effects is so complex that interested experts disagree by as
much as orders of magnitude, It should be noted in passing, however, that the results of
prolonged observation of 25 Los Alamos employees, who in 1944-45 inhaled plutonium aerosols to
the extent that 10 microcuries of plutonium were deposited in their lungs, support the lower
hazard estimates. Calculations such as Cohen's (Ref. 46) using the lower range of effects
found in the BEIR report (Ref. 59) show a 50% probability that one case should have developed
to date within this group, and that perhaps one to two cases would eveptually develop. As a
matter of fact, there have been no cancers in the group. Studies of British uranium workers,
uranium miners, metal . miners and fluorspar workers also support the lower estimates (Ref. 46).

A theory which has attracted considerable attention, but which has now been generally
rejected, held that immobile plutonium particles above a certain level of radioactivity lodging
in the lungs could cause fatalities several orders of magnitude in excess of those previously
calculated. This " hot particle" theory has been extensively investigated by the British Medical
Research Council, the AEC, the National Academy of Sciences, and the NRC with all studies con-
cluding that there is no evidence to support it. Following a definitive review of all available
evidence, the NRC, on April 12, 1976, denied a petition by the Natural Resources Defense Coun-
cil, Inc. to establish specific health protection standards for " hot particle" materials.t

Despite debate as to precise hazards, the following general conclusions emerge:

Plutonium is potentially a very toxic material which must be carefully safeguarded.

*Willrich and Taylor estimate that 100 grams of plutonium could be a deadly risk to everyone '

working in a large office building or factory (Ref. 9, p .25).
** Cohen calculated the cancer-causing dose for adults based on the absolute risk level given in

the BEIR report. Gofman bases his estimates on a relative risk model, also treated in the
DEIR report. Gofman derives a cancer-causing dose value for non-smokers and a value for
smokers that are 30 times less and 3,520 times less, respectively, than Cohen's calculated
value for adults.
(Gofman's estimates imply a cancer-causing dose for the average adult that is about 1,800
times smaller than Cohen's estimate.)

tFor a detailed review of the issues involved and the basis for the NRC decision, see 41
FR15371, Monday April 12,1976, " Notice of Denial by NRC of NRDC Petition Based on Hot
Particle Theory."
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3.4.3 Sabotage

3.4.3.1 General

Considerable opposition to plutonium recycle stems from concern that the presence of
increased quantities and different forms of plutonium in the nuclear power industry might
increase the potential for wide-scale public harm through acts of sabotage leading to the off-
site dispersal of radioactivity. Such concerns could apply to three areas: M0X-fueled nuclear
power reactors, M0X fuel cycle facilities, and transportation links.

Careful study of the possible consequences of accidents (including sabotage-induced acci-
dents) to light-water-cooled nuclear reactors (LWR's) indicates that there is no significant
difference between the consequences for reactors which use M0X and those which do not.**
Accordingly, this section will consider only the hazards which could stem from sabotage to M0X
fuel-cycle facilities and transportation links. For three reasons, however, in studying these
two elements liberal use will be made of studies of accident and sabotage-related consequences

'that were directed primarily at (LWR's):

|

1. Since mature industry-scale commercial M0X fuel-cycle facilities do not exist, no ;

detailed experience has been gair.ed in the construction and operation of such large
through-put facilities or the transport of commercial quantities of plutonium oxides. |
and no detailed consequence studies ',ased on octual operating experience, have been.

i'
lpossible.

2. Since LWR's are already a promrent feature of American life, and becoming more so,
very detailed studies about them have been conducted, and the results have been subject
to careful scrutiny.

3. The experience gained in the study of LWR's is generally applicable to M0X fuel-cycle
facilities and transport because:

|

a. The primary problem in all cases is the containment of radioactivity and the |
,

!prevention of its offsite release.

| b. The experience gained in successfully containing radioactivity at LWR's, in
' accord with 10 CFR Part 50, is being applied to all facilities that contain

significant quantities of plutonium.
,

'

c. As indicated below, the characteristics which make LWRs difficult to sabotage--

i i.e., massive structures, multiple containment barriers, and high-ef ficiency
filters--will be common to all facilities processing large quantities of plutonium

| (Ref. 61).

*NUREG-0002, Vol . 3, pp. IV C-133 to 135 .

|

|

I
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3. 4. 3. 2 Sabotage of M0X Fuel Cycle Facilities

Nuclear facility features required for protection against natural phenomena also protect
against sabotage. While specific designs for future reprocessing and fuel fabrication facili-
ties are incomplete, strict health and safety standaros will require that they confonn, in
general, with existing standards and be augmented with such changes as may be devised to in-
crease existing :afety levels. Portions of plants used for storing or processing plutonium must
currently be designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes, torna-
does, hurricanes, and floods. Depending on the site, they must provide, for example:

- Penetration resistance to a tornado-driven large plank traveling 300 miles per hour

- Protection against tornado-generated differential pressures of 3 pounds per square
i r: ".

|
I

- Resistance to damage by earthquakes |
1

- Reinforcement and waterproofing to protect against " worst possible floods."*

It would take large quantities of explosives strategically placed to rupture the reproces-2

| sing structures and cause an offsite release of radiation.

Additional protection against sabotage is provided by the massive biological shielding
included in reprocessing facilities to protect plant personnel and the public from radiation
hazards. This shielding may include underground construction and/or reinforced concrete walls
up to 6 feet thick.**

Because reprocessing facilities, in order to safely co'ntain plutonium, are similar to
reactors in the ruggedaess of their construction and in their philosophy of design, a recent
study by Sandia Laboratories of the vulnerability of nuclear power reactors to acts of sabotage
(Ref.13) is generally applicable to reprocessing facilities. Under " Study Results." the
report lists as " characteristics of commercial nuclear power plants which greatly increase the
difficulty of releasing radioactivity by sabotage," the following:

1. The " defense-in-depth" concept of reactor plant design;

2. The massive structure of the plant, which protects critical components from
i

external attack; i

3. The safety design basis of the plant, which emphasizes system reliability, flexi .
bility, redundancy, and protection against common mode failures; and

4. Engineered safety features, which are added to the basic syt ?em to cope with
abnormal operations or accidents.

In examining the possibility of sabotage the report states:
_

' *10 CFR Part 50 and 10 CFR Part 70 and Ref. 61, p. 2-17.
**This subject is covered in greater detail in Ch. IV of NUREG-0002.

,
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|
l

Sabotage which might endanger the public could only be carried out by knowledgeable, ,

capable personnel having a high degree of technical competence. Such an attack would !

require thorough planning in order to mount an effort coordinated to bypass the plant |

security system and to disable or destroy elements of several plant systems in the I

multiple plant defenses against a radioactive release.

In considering the consequences of a successful act of sabotage, the report continues:

| The elapsed time between the initiation of a sabotage-induced failure sequence and the
l actual release of radioactive materials would vary considerably. For many credible

sequences, such as long-term transient inciderats, sufficient time is available af ter
initiation for a plant damage control team to nullify or mitigate the consequences of
the attack. . . .

I

Many factors influence the consequences: the sabotage option chosen, the operating j

status of the engineered safety features, the containment failure mode, the time and 1

space variation of the wind and meteorological conditions, the site population distri- |

bution, and the extent of emergency response by onsite and off-site personnel. Control !
'

of all these factors is well beyond the capabilities of a credible sabotage operation.
Accordingly, evaluation of the consequences arising from the sequences developed by :

'

the adversary teams yielded values that are a small fraction of the maximum conse-
quences considered by the Reactor Safety Study.

|
!

While the Reactor Safety Study (Ref. 62) was primarily concerned with the probability and |
!consequences of accidents, it did address the question of the consequences of sabotage as follows

(p. 71): i

The worst consequences associated with acts of sabotage at reactors are not expected
to lead to consequences more severe than the maximum consequences predicted by the
study. The expected consequences of successful sabotage are but a small fraction of
these maximum consequences.

Nuclear power plants appear far less susceptible to sabotage than most other civil or
industrial targets.*

|

Of the various accidents that could occur, including sabotage-induced accidents, the ones |
with the greatest potential for releasing radioactivity into the environment are those which !

cause melting of fuel. The most serious of these would be a loss of coolant leading to melting
i

of a reactor core or of spent fuel storage units (Ref. 62. p. 24). j
.

The most likely consequences of a core melt acciden?, were estimated in the Reac' tor Safety

Study as follows (Ref. 62. Executive Summary, p. 9): i

!

|

Type of Consequence: Magnitude of Consequence.

Fatalities Less than one 1

Injuries less than one
Latent fatalities per year Less than one

Thyroid nodules per year Less than one

Genetic defects per year Less than one

Offsite property damage Less than $1,000,000
|

| *For a description of the construction features which make such plants poor targets for sabotage.
,

|
see Ref. 62, pp. 34-39, and App. IX.
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Chapter IV, Section C, of NUREG-0002 describes in considerable detail the specific systems
that help to prevent accidents (or sabotage) in LWR's and which then serve to limit the conse-
quences of either accidents or sabotage. Sections D and E cover in similar detail the protec-
tive systems that would surround fuel reprocessing and mixed oxide fuel fabrication plants. The
following information is based on that description.

Fuel Reprocessing Plants. Operations at reprocessing plants having a potential for acci-
dentally dispersing significant amounts of radioactive contamir.vi s are performed within process
cells or buildings. These cells or buildings are designed to confine contaminants in the event
of accidents or natural phenomena much more severe than have been experienced historically at or
near such facilities. It is expected that during the life of these facilities, some equipment
failures will occur. Accordingly, monitors are provided to detect process er equipment failures,
and to initiate or signal the need for corrective action. These facilities are also designed to
cope with unplanned and sabotage-induced accidents; and their cells, buildings, and equipment
are designed to be decontaminated and to facilitate repair or replacement of equipment. Their.
ventilation systems are designed so that the contaminated air from any inadvertent releases
within the facility would be routed through high-efficiency filters to remove airborne radio-
active particulates before the ventilation air is discharged.

.

These plants have been analyzed over a wide spectrum of credible accidents and resulting
consequences. While major equipment failures, or spills of radioactive materials within the
facility, might disrupt operations and cause the facility to shut down for cleanup and repair,
such occurrences are not expected to result in the release of significant amounts of offsite
radioactivity. Only a few accidents involving radioactive materials have occurred in existing
fuel reprocessing facilities, and none has resulted in significant contamination beyond the
immediate vicinity of the plant. The experience gained from these few accidents has resulted in
adoption of improved safety procedures and features so that the probability of similar occur-
rences in the future has been significantly reduced.

In assessing possible consequences, NUREG-0002, Chapter IV. Section E, compares the effects
of reprocessing plant accidents for two types of operations, one in which both plutonium and
uranium are being reprocessed and one in which only uranium is being reprocessed. For the worst
types of accident, calculations show that Pu recycle might slightly increase the accidental
radiation dose. With Pu recycle, the maximum individual bone dose, that from the hypothetical
concentrator explosion accident, would be 13 mrem. Without Pu recycle, the maximum individual
bone dose would be 12 mrem. The population bone dose would be 141 person-rem with Pu recycle
and 137 person-rem without Pu recycle. The maximum individual bone dose from the specifled

reprocessing plant accident would be about 13 percent of the annual dose from natural background
radiation.

The amount of plutonium released would be equivalent to about 0.25 percent of the release
limit, for an unrestricted area, as set for h in 10 CFR S 20.106(a). NUREG-0002 also covers in
detail the design features that make serins accidents in fuel reprocessing plants highly
improbable.
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In accordance with 10 CFR 5 73.50, the storage of liquid high-level wastes at fuel repro-
cessing plants would be within vital areas. As indicated in Section 3.2 and in. Chapter 5. vital
areas would be protected by two barriers and controlled access. Additional protection within
the vital areas would be provided by the safety-related structural design of waste storage
tanks. The cooling equipment for liquid high-level waste storage tanks is also considered
" vital" and would be within the vital area. For additional details on liquid waste storage, see
Section 3.2.3.5.

In sumary, reproc~essing facilities are designed to: (a) make accidents or sabotage highly
unlikely; (b) cope with potential accidents or sabotage; and (c) minimize the offsite conse-
quences of such events, should they occur.

M0X Fuel Fabrication plants. A mixed oxide fuel fabrication plant would also be designed,4

fabricated, constructed, tested, and operated to avoid accidents, prevent sabotage, and mitigate
the offsite consequences of such events, should they occur. Monitors would be provided to
detect equipment failure or process-upset conditions that have a potential for causing damage.
As appropriate, corrective action would be automatically initiated. The ventilation system
would be designed to function during and after accidents and to pass all plant ventilation air
through high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters before release to the atmosphere.

Accidents in M0X fabrication plants with the worst conseqt.ences would be those arising from
fires or explosions. Therefore, the possibility of fire or explosion must be considered in
detail during the design, construction, and operation of these plants. Regulatory Guide 3.16
(Ref. 63) presents a fire protection program acceptable to NRC's regulatory staff. Licensees
must either adopt such a program or devise ~)ually effective alternatives.

In discussing " Contributions to the General Exposure," NUREG-0002 states that the total |

dose commitment to the U.S. population from M0X fuel fabrication plant operation for 1975-2000
(GESMO model industry) would be about 1 x 10'3 of the total dose commitment from the entire LWR

industry during this period. NUREG-0002, Chapter 4 Section D, states that the calculated
additional dose commitment from a major fire at a MOX fabrication plant would be approximately
10 percent of the annual dose commitment * estimated to accrue from normal operations at the
plant. NUREG-0002 further states that the dose commitment resulting from an explosion would be
roughly equal to that from a fire.

3.4.3.3 Sabotage of Transportation

Transport Vehicles for Pu0,, and M0X. Vehicles transporting plutonium might be more vulner-
able to sabotage than fixed facilities. Accordingly, extensive design effort has been devoted
to sabotage- and assault-resistant transport vehicle and container designs. This effort has
led to the conclusion that an integrally designed combination vehicle / container would be a

* Annual dose commitment refers to the total radiation dose received by the body over a
one-year period.

.
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| cost-effective means of moving plutonium-containing materials. One such combination, known as

j the Integrated Container-Vehicle (ICV), looks promising.
!

While details of ICV design are not yet final, and while specific features will be classi--
fied to prevent simplifying the task of an aggressor, an ICV which could handle the large quan-<

| tities of plutonium involved in a M0X industry can be described conceptually.* It would consist

! of a cylindrical steel secondary pressure vessel containing a number of primary pressure vessels

| loaded with Pu0 . Surrounding the secondary pressure vessel would be a layer of lead for gamma
2

j shielding, a layer of plastic for neutron shielding, a layer of plastic-ceramic composite for )
| resistance to projectiles and shaped charges, and a thick layer of interwoven materials for j

penetration and crash re'sistance. An outer shell of steel or aluminum would form the main ,;

j structure of the vehicle. Conductors or cooling systems would carry heat from the secondary |

pressure vessel to the outer shell, where it would be dissipated into the atmosphere.

!

| Preliminary effectiveness tests on such a design indicate that hand tools, portable power-

! tools, cutting tools, and various high-technology explosive attacks, including shaped charges,

f could not readily penetrate the ICV.
1,

e i

While intended primarily for the transport of plutonium, the ICV is expected to be adapta-

j ble to the transport of fresh M0X fuel, As to possible hazards resulting from sabotage of an ,

j ICV the following conclusions may be drawn:
'

|

To penetrate this vehicle in such a, manner as to cause a significant radioactive-

release to the atmosphere would require either an unusual explosive device or the time
:
! needed to work progressively through the various layers of protection. |

| |

1

j - for such time to be available, an attack would ha've to occur in a remote area, far j

f from alert response forces. In such remote areas the radiation hazard to the public
j from a successful sabotage attack appears negligible.
!

{ - If an attack utilizing sufficient explosive force to breach the many layers of protec-
I tion were to occur in a populated area, the hazard to the populace from the conven-

f tional explosives could well exceed the radiation hazard from dispersion of the pro-
tected cargo.

I
i - If an aggressor wished to mount as sophisticated an attack as would be required to j

| create significant radioactive hazard to the populace, he would be more inclined to
j attempt to gain possession of the entire cargo, i
: .

4 |

f Transport of Spent Fuel. With or without a M0X fuel industry, spent fuel must be removed

! from reactors and shipped either to reprocessing plants or to spent fuel storage sites. As
1

| discussed in NUREG-0002, Chapter 4. Section G, differences in the radiological characteristics

j of spent fuel as found in a M0X and non-M0X industry would be slight, in either case, as shown

| * Based on unclassified extracts from Ref. 64 Additional transport options are discussed
in Ch. 6,

,
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both in NUREG-0002 and in Ref. 65, the radiological consequences from very severe transportation
accidents or sabotage involving spent fuel would be small.

Transport of High-Level Wsste. In a M0X fuel industry, the high-level waste product
resulting from reprocessing of spent fuel would have to be removed from reprocessing plants and
shipped to a waste repository facility within ten years of reprocessing. Although no firm plans
have been submitted to NRC for approval, high-level waste is expected to be shipped as a vitre-
ous solid in a cask built much like a spent fuel shipping cask. Ref 66 contains a conceptual)

design of such a cask.

Calculations made by NRC staff (Ref. 67) support the conclusions that the radiological
consequences of sabotage to a high-level waste cask would be low. It might cause release of
about one percent of the glassy solid material as a respirable aerosol. Under the worst set of
weather conditions, and with a population density of 100 persons per square mile, the number of
early deaths from sabotage of a cask containing the high-level waste from about 40 spent fuel
elements of e pressurized water rev. tor could be approximately as high as 13, and the number of
latent cancer fatalities almost as high as 130, using a ratio of 4 in looking at Table II, p.10
(Ref. 67). Average weather conditions would markedly reduce the effects.

3.4.4 Threats or Hoaxes

Threats to explode a nuclear device unless certain demands are met have been made* and

doubtless will recur. While the increased presence of materials suitable for fabrication of
nuclear weapons, no matter how carefully safeguarded, would enhance the credibility of such
threats, no analytical techniques have been devised for measuring the extent of such increased
credibility or the vulnerability of society to such threats. However, some general observations
can be made, concerning high'-consequence threats and the likelihood of their being implemented.**

- Threats and acts of terror involving large loss of life, such as the placement of
bombs on aircraf t, have usually been the work of individuals or very small groups.

- The more sophisticated organizations which might have the ability to execute so complex
,

an event as fabricating an illicit nuclear bomb have limited themselves to the killing I
of relatively small numbers of people. While the destruction often seems wanton in
the sense that innocent bystanders are victims, it usually seems to the perpetrators
to further their cause. It is unlikely that well-organized groups would conceive that
killing thousands of people and leaving many others with terminal illnesses would
further their interests.

- If a group did have such an objective, there are alternative means available which are
much easier to accomplish than explosion of a nuclear device and which have the advan-
tage of causing quick, rather than lingering, death. Such alternatives include:

*All appear to have been hoaxes.

**These observations are based on studies of terrorism made in conjunction with the preparation
of this document. These include the writings of Dr. Bernard L. Cohen (Ref. 38). and Brian
Jenkins of the Rand Corp. (Ref. 36), and other documents referenced in Section 3.3.2.1, above.
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a. Releasing poison gas into the ventilation system of a large building,

b. Poisoning a city water supply,

c. Blasting open a large dam; and

d. Explotion of a tanker carrying a cargo of liquefied natural gas into a congested
metropolitan harbor.

The problem of nuclear terrorist extortion is discussed in Ref. 36, p. 24 as follows: ]
|

I

Terrorists believed to possess a nuclear weapon could ask for the world. Or could I
they? The problem with asking for the world is .that it is hard to deliver or collect. ;

There are limits to the demands made by terrorists regardless of what they may possess
or threaten. Let us deal with the most dangerous end of our spectrum for a moment-- ,

hijacking a city--and suppose that the action is accompanied by some set of demands. |

What might terrorists holding a city hostage ask for? Huge monetary ransoms would
pose tremendous logistics difficulties. A billion dollars in small bills, tens and
twenties, would weigh anywhere from 10 to 100 tons and require a fleet of armored
trucks; a billion dollars in gold at current market value would weigh around 185 tons.
. . Sixty million dollars is the largest known monetary ransom that has been collected
to date. It was received by Montoneros in Argentina in return for the safe release of
Juan and Jorge Born, members of the international trading co,nglomerate, Bunge and
Born. It required months of negotiations in Argentina and Europe to arrange the i

transfer of money. It seems unlikely that a city could be held hostage for that length i

of time.

Having raised such issues, the next question should naturally be: Where would the conspir-
ators go to enjoy their gains, after having committed an act of war against a nation such as
the United States, with the entire resources of the victimized nation, and of most of an outraged-
world, arrayed against them?,

The history of large robberies, such as the Brinks case, exposes some of the difficulty in
exploiting large, illicit gains,' even on a scale far smaller than here contemplated. These
problems may help explain why none of the available techniques for mass hostage / extortion
scenarios has been tried.

1

.i 3.5 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the description of the mature M0X industry, the analysis of possible threats to'

Ithat industry, and the potential consequences of successful theft or sabot. age presented in this
chapter, some general conclusions can be drawn:

1. A substantial quantity of SSNM is currently being safeguarded under the regulatory
authority of the NRC, and greater quantities are being handled by facilities under
ERDA (now DOE) supervision.

1

2. The mature M0X industry projected for the year 2000 would increase the quantity of

SSNM regulated by the NRC from its current level of more than 20 tons to approximately
97 tons, and the number of fuel cycle facilities to be safeguarded from 13 to approxi-
mately 35.
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3. From the standpoint of the greatest potential risk involved in theft or diversion of
SSNM--the fabrication of a nuclear explosive--the SSNM currently being ' safeguarded
under DOE and NRC regulation is at least as attractive to an adversary as would be the
plutonium oxide introduced by wide-scale use of M0X fuel. The basic differences
between them are the radioactive hazards involved in handling plutonium oxide and the
fact that reactor-grade plutonium also has a high neutron background (due to spun-
taneous fissions), which would complicate the construction of a nuclear explosive.

4 An additional, though lesser, risk with Pu0 is its potential use as a toxic agent
2

intentionally dispersed or dispersed through acts of sabotage against facilities
handling it.

5. It is not possible from the available evidence to conclusively demonstrate that any
insninent threat to the nuclear fuel industry actually exists. It is apparent, how-
ever, that;

a. There may be people who have the skills necessary to plan and execute an opera-
tion against the industry.

b. Conceivably such people could be gathen ed together and motivated to conduct such
an operation.

Alth1 ugh the possibility appears extremely low, such a group could create a majorc.

civil disaster if it succeeded in obtaining significant quantities of SSNM. A
crude nuclear explosive could destroy one or more city blocks. A plutonium
dispersal device could be created with a potential, depending on many variables,
of killing as many as several hundred people. Acts of sabotage could also create
significant but less severe hazards.

Since such possibilities exist, the wide-scale use of M0X must include safeguards adequate
to ensure that the incremental risk to society is minimal. Such safeguards would initially
build on the systems now in er.istence, systems which, for NRC-licensed facilities, currently
guard an inventory of SSNM approximately one-third the size of that which would be produced by
wide-scale use of M0X fuel in the year 2000. Then, as appropriate, additional features consi-
dered necessary for a wide-scale MOX industry would be added. Chapter 4 describes the safeguards
techniques and procedures currently available, and disccsses how these ingredients have been
combined to form the safeguards system now in effect.
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CHAPTER 4

APPROACHES TO SAFEGUARDS

4.1 INTRODUCTION .

Safeguards measures are designed to deter, prevent, or respond to:

1. the unauthorized possession or use of significant quantities of nuclear material
through theft or diversion, and

2. sabotage of nuclear facilities.

Any safeguards program applied to the nuclear industry is intended to simultaneously
insure that neither of these illicit activities will occur and that the measures adopted for
their prevention, under the concept of prevailing civil order, will not introduce unacceptable
risk of public injury or property damage.

This chapter discusses the general safeguarding approach adopted by the current nuclear
industry and serves as a transition between Chapter 3, which describes the nature of a pro-
jected M0X industry, potential threats to that industry, and the potential consequences, and
Chapters 5 and 6,'which treat possible approaches for safeguarding that industry.

The safeguards responsibilities of the Nuclear Regulatcry Commission extend to facilities
and nuclear material under the control of private citizens, universities, public utilities
(both investor and publicly owned), other commercial enterprises, and some government research
facilities. It is within the context of this responsibility that the discussion on current

approaches to safeguards is presented,

it is recognized that nuclear industry safeguards, as regulated by the NRC, are only one
element of the various procedures that have been introduced to ensure adequate public pro-
tection. In addition to the NRC and operators of licensed facilities, other participants who
contribute in the broad sense to a national capability for safeguarding the public include:

1. National Security Council

2. Department of State

3. Department of Defense

4. the intelligence community

5. Federal Bureau of Investigation

6. Department of Energy

4-1
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:

1

! 7. U.S. Coast Guard

!

| 8. Civil defense and disaster agencies

!

! 9. State and local law enforcement agencies
!

$
; Whereas the focus of the NRC effort is on maintaining fixed-site and trang,ortation secu-

| rity, the focus of most of these other participants is on maintaining civil order, evaluating

{ available intelligence, and effecting recovery should some nuclear material be obtained by un-

| authorized sources.

:
a

j 4.2 NRC REGULATORY PHILOS 0pHY

g The NRC regulatory philosophy is based on the premise that loss of significant quantities I

j of SSNM could have grave consequences. Accordingly, great emphasis is placed on detecting and

{ preventing the diversion or thef t of SSNM. In pursuit of this philosophy, the prescribed level
of protection has not remained static.,

|
e
~

Early safeguards for SSNM were similar to those typically provided to valuable materials
in other industries. With the increase in the level of violence and sophistication involved in

' terrorist acts throughout the world and concurrent changes in perceptions of the ease or dif- 1

ficulty of exploiting illicit possession of SSNM, safeguards requirements have been increased. )
j Thus, a safeguards posture is evolving from one designed to protect against limited terrorism !
I and against internal acts by a single insider, to one that provides high levels of protection i

against dedicated anned assaults and acts of conspiracy involving insiders. I

,

i .This incremental development of U.S. safeguards has made available a wide range of specif-
2

ic measures for protecting nuc' lear materials and facilities, frequent changes, stenuning from a+

widening range of materials needing protection and from changing concepts of materials control,
j have been made either generically or on a site-specific basis, as the Situation requires, but

| always with the general objective of providing a level of protection that would insure against
! significant risk of injury, death, or property damage to the public. This sequence has led to
e

j a great variety of safeguards procedures, programs, techniques, and alternatives.
,

l

4.2.1 Regulatory Procedures
i 2

) The primary safeguards procedures utilized by the NRC are licensing, inspection, and
enforcement. They emphasize physical protection and material control both at fixed sites and
during transportation,

i

f. 4.2.1.1 Licensing

The NRC initiates licensing aspects of the safeguards process by establishing the minimum
; requirements that ' licensees must meet for handling and physically protecting SSNM. Before
1 approving construction of facilities which will handle and store significant quantities of

SSNM, the NRC examines the basic design of the plant to ensure that it includes adequate safe-
guards. Af ter plant construction and before granting an operating license, the NRC examines'

j 4-2
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the actual construction and planned operating procedures to assure that operations can be
conducted in compliance with safeguards regulations. (Section 4.4.2.1 discusses the provisions
of the security plan in some detail.)

To ensure that licensees attain the desired level of safeguards, the NRC requires that
they assemble a configuration of technical hardware, procedures, and personnel which clearly
meet specified requirements. Title 10 of the U.S. Code of Federal. Regulations, Parts 70 and
73, contains the specific requirements for physical protection and accountability of SSNM.

Implementation of these regulations by licensees is aided by a set of Regulatory Guides
that identify specific technical approaches which the Commission finds acceptable. (These
approaches serve as examples of acceptable methods of compliance; licensees may, of course,
find other ways of complying with the requirements.) In addition, specific license conditions
are imposed to ensure that site-specific aspects of safeguards are adequately addressed. As of
early 1977, 13 NRC-regulated nuclear fuel cycle licensees possessed significant quantities of
SSNM. The total amounted to more than 20 metric tons, mostly high-enriched uranium.

4.2.1.2 Inspection

During operation of a licensed facility, NRC conducts onsite insnections to ensure that
the protection plan is being implemented effectively. Each licensee must provide the inspectors
an opportunity to inspect the nuclear materials and the facilities where they are handled. The
licensee is required to maintain and test all systems and equipment to ensure their effective-
ness. The licensee's procedures implementing this requirement are subject to inspection along
with all records pertaining to his possession, use, and transfer of materials. This inspection
strategy is based on systematic coverage with the scope, frequency, and intensity of inspection
being determined primarily by the strategic value and the accessibility of the SSNM in question.

4.2.1.3 Enforcement

If deficiencies are found in the licensee's implementation of safeguards requirements, the
licensee is instructed to take prompt corrective action and to report the results. Violators
of the Atomic Energy Act or of any regulation or order issued thereunder may be guilty of a
crime, and, upon conviction, may be punished by fine or imprisonment or both.

4.2.2 Alerts !

As the recipient of available intelligence information, the NRC is prepared to evaluate
this information and to initiate appropriate action in a timely manner.

4.2.3 Response to Emergencies

Existing procedures provide for response to abnormal presence, activity, or intrusion into
certain areas of a licensee's plant. In addition, contingency planning is undertaken to deal
with threats, thefts, and sabotage at licensee facilities. Both site-specific and national-
level contingency plans now under development, and those which would be developed in support of
a M0X fuel industry, rely heavily on the experience gained by those agencies which have partic-
ipated in successfully guarding SSNM processed by the AEC, DOE (formerly ERDA), and D00 during
the past three decades.

4-3
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| 4.3 SAFEGUARDS PROGRAM ELEMENTS
i

4.3.1 General*

In response to cocinents received en the draft GESMO, the NRC initiated a number of safe-
guards study efforts (known as the Special Safeguards Study) which reviewed available safe-

'

guards measures in some detail. This section summarizes the results of these and other related

j studies and provides a comprehensive review of nuclear industry safeguards techniques, equip-
j ment, and procedures currently available or technologically feasible.

k

{ Safeguards measures can be placed into one of the following categories, each of which is
j discussed in turn:
:
.

| - Measures to provide physical security for SSNM at fixed sites '

i
{ - Measures to provide physical security for SSNM in transit

|
- Material control measures

i
1

j - Measures to aid in locating and recovering stolen SSNM

f - Other measures,

i
4.3.2 Physical Security Measures at Fixed Sites

! Measures which aid in providing physical security at fixed sites include physical barriers.
intrusion alarm systems, access controls, containment mechanisms, i.iternal surveillance systcms,'

active delay devices, security and response forces, and onsite and offsite coninunication
; systems.
1
;

4.3.2.1 Physical Barriers and Alarm Systems

; The initial level of protection against overt sabotage and theft can be provided by mul-
I tiple barriers around protected areas, devices at and between barriers to detect actual or

attempted intrusion, and an alarm system to alert the guard force to the location and severity
j of an intrusion.
3

|| Automatic intrusion alarm systems combined with remote assessment capability can effec-
tively monitor external areas under most environmental conditions. Redundant detection and

j alarm systems, functioning in conjunction with roving guards, provide improved effectiveness.

| A number of sophisticated intrusion alarm systems are available on an off-the-shelf basis.

|

j fixed barriers of steel and concrete can delay unauthorized intrusion into material access
and vital areas through the exterior walls of buildings. Designs are also available for
barriers at emergency portals. Various types of barrier systems are already widely used and

"

have demonstrated a generally benign impact on the environment,*

*A more extensive discussion of barriers and intrusion alarms appears in a Sandia report
' (Ref.1, Vol. 3, pp.139-226).

4-4
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4.3.2.2 Access Controls and Admittance Systems

Elimination of the need for access to any sensitive materials or records is the ideal
access control. Where this is not feasible, a system of limited access based on need must be

! established.
I

Control of access to computer programs and computer files is not unique to the commercial
nuclear industry, and systems have been developed to prevent the unauthorized use of data files
and alteration of computer programs. Automatic admittance systems and card keys may be used in |
conjunction with a system of passwords to identify and control access to sensitive data stored
in computer systems, i

|
Another technique for access control is the commonly used " buddy" system of surveillance |

whereby two or more persons are present whenever access to SSNM or vital equipment is granted.
Surveillance of employees working with SSNM can also be maintained by indirect means such as

closed-circuit television. I

|

1

i Vehicle access can be limited to essential traffic. Time-limited access into a protected I

area can be granted to visitors and service personnel, if there is screening to detect obvious
contraband, and continuous escort and surveillance are provided. Longer access to a specific
area can be granted after a detailed search, but it should be rescinded if the vehicle leav,es
the area. Procedures for screening cargo entry and departure are especially significant and
must be given particular attention, since attempts at material diversion may involve cargo-
carrying vehicles. Special attention must also be given to vehicle access control under emer-
gency conditions, since incidents can be created to exploit such conditions.

Admittance systems work in concert with barrier and surveillance systems to limit facility
access to authorized personnel only. A variety of such systems is available, and all require
that identity be sufficiently established for an admittance decision to be made by site security4

;

personnel. The simplest and most common method is to display a picture identification badge to

,

a guard. Varb tions of this approach include the use of remote viewing equipment to protect |

| the guard, the ute of stored images for comparison, and an exchange badge system which requires
' use of a special badge issued and worn only in a secure area and never removed from that area.

Since admittance decisions are made by guards, a hazard in the use of badge systms is the
possibility of collusion between guards and potential adversaries,

i

There are a number of automatic systems through which admittance is granted, based upon !
some unique aspect of personal identity such as fingerprints, signature dynamics, hand measure- j

; ments, or voice identification. With these systems, the besis for the admittance decision is |

automatic and the potential for guard force collusion is substantially reduced. Currently
available automatic systems, however, are expensive, may be susceptible to mecharical failure,
have a fairly high error rate, and require longer pass-through times.

|
.

Machine-readable cards, comonly called card keys, can be useful as an admittance system
and can serve other purposes such as time and attendanse logging. However, card keys do not

4-5
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I
J
!
1

$
i
1
j positively identify the bearer and are susceptible to defeat by an adversary who can obtain or

j fabricate an acceptable card.

!

j A system which utilizes both card keys and ID picture badges provides a high level of

{ effectiveness. Entry to secure areas is gained by use of a card key, reducing the possibility

j of guard collusian. The picture badge is then observed by a guard who verifies the authentic-

| ity of the badge and identity of its bearer. Such combined ID photograph / card key admission

j systems are used extensively in industrial and commercial establishments.*
4

| 4.3.2.3 Containment Mechanisms

[ Implicitly included in the containment control category are all the attributes of the
industrial process which make difficult the removal of material from normal process streams.

| Some of these may be motivated primarily by health and safety requirements and only perform

| safeguarding function as a byproduct. Other measures may be specifically designed for safe-

! guards purposes. Such measures include vaults and vault-type rooms and methods for the surveil-

! lance of people working with the material. The removal of SSfN by routine disposal paths is a
1

1 special concern. Explicit containment controls can ce provided for area-level entry and

! departure points, emergency exits, and the site perimeter entry and exit paths.
t
i
5

j Relatively unsophisticated containment techniques include visual inspection of persons'

| packages, combined with hands-on search, and the use of change rooms and clothing exhanges,

| possibly combined with surveillance augmented by SSNM detection procedures. More sophisticated

f detection techniques are based on the use of X-rays or, more sophisticated still, gamma or
neutron detecton.

1
4 . 3. 2. 4 Detection Systems ***

I lSensors capable of detecting concealed contraband items protect both against the intro- j;

j duction of weapons, explosives, or counterfeit SSIN into a nuclear facility and against the ,

l

i removal of concealed SSNM from the facility. |

I,

f Detection of important quantities of proscribed material can be aided by a physical

j (bands-on) search conducted by security personnel. However, to search personnel by this method

j is time-consuming and expensise, anc tends to be socially ubjectior,able. Consequently, a

| variety of equipment has been dryeloped with which to conduct searches in a more expeditious,

k cost-ef fective, and socially accept 3ble cunner,
j

!
Commercially available metal detectors are quite effective ir: detectin] weapons. They:

| also detect some forms of SNM shielding and, under certain circumstances, will detect the

| metallic components of explosive devices.

!-

f X-ray inspection systems can be highly effective in detecting contraband concealed in

f packages or SNM concealed on or in the body. However, many factors discourage their use for
i
j *For a more extensive discussion of admittance systems, see Ref. 1. Vol- 3, pp. 7-32..

! **Some functions of detection systems also serve the purpose of material control and are conse-
| quently mentioned briefly in that section (4.3.4) as well as here.
!
!
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personnel searches: e.g., the increased level of radiation to which such systems would expose
the work force (about 25% over natural background per year if used on a routine basis), their
high initial cost ($150-$200 thousand),'and high maintenance costs. X-ray package inspection
equipment, which produces no personal radiation hazards and costs only about $35,000 per unit,
appears attractive and acceptable,

i

Most devices for detecting explosives have significant limitations. Even the most prom- I

ising, the trace vapor analysis system, cannot detect all types of explosives with good sensi-
tivity. Dogs are very useful in detecting concealed explosives and can also perform other
security functions; but dogs are expensive to maintain, may be objectionable to the work force
and, because of limited attention span, do not perform well in portal screening. ;

1

Currently available gamma detectors can detect unshielded SNM, but their effectiveness can |
be reduced if the material is shielded. The use of neutron detectors in combination with gama
detectors avoids this problem since the amount of shielding needed to avoid both neutron and
gamma detection would be noticeably bulky. I

l
|

Detection system performance is highly procedure-dependent. For example, use of change !

rooms and clothing exchange allows detection equipment to operate in 4 controlled environment
free of substances which could interfere with its sensitivity. Thus, if company-provided
coveralls are devoid of metal, the sensitivity of metal detectors is sufficient to detect very
small amounts of metal.

!

Another procedure to enhance detection system performance is the random selection of
personnel for hands-on search. This adds an element of uncertainty which can deter attempts to
defeat other detection methods. Also, procedures whereby detection equipment is used to its
maximum sensitivity (with a resultant increase in false alarms which must be resolved by
hands-on search) force an adversary attempting to steal SSNM to make mere frequent sorties
through the system with smaller amounts, thus increasing the likelihood of apprehension during
a hands-on search.*

The most effective procedure for screening vehicles is to prohibit offsite vehicles from
entering a protected area. If a vehicle must enter, the personnel associated with it can be,

required to pass through the site detection systems while their vehicle is being carefully
screened for contraband. Search effectiveness can be enhanced by the use of hand-held detectors,
effective in locating explosives and SSNM, and by use of dogs. Escorting the vehicle while it,

is within the prottcted area is a feasible added precaution.**
1

4.3.2.5 Active Delaying Systems

Nonlethal active delaying materials and devices can substantially extend the time needed
by an adversary to reach material access or vital areas. An unprepared adversary can be impeded
by a markedly unfavorable condition, such as dense smoke which reduces visibility; unbearably

* Sor 4 worker objection to random searches can be expected. This question is treated in more
i

di ail in Chapter L
].

, **Ref.1, Vol. 3, pp. 33-102, presents a more extensive discussion of detection procedures,
l

'

|
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j loud noises which reduce or eliminate communications between adversaries; disori,enting lights

]
which reduce efficiency; heat or skin irritants which create discomfort and reduce effective-
ness; and foams, extremely sticky substances, or slippery substances which limit movement.

i

! Additional active delaying materials are nonlethal gases or chemical agents which tend

i either to imobilize the adversary or to reduce his effectiveness for a period of time. The
1

effect of such systems would be temporary, but, even so, they should be considered for use only'

| in certain normally unoccupied places such as vault storage areas where SSNM may be stored.

I
i The current use by industry of active delay systems is practically nonexistent, and very
! little information is available on their actual effectiveness, cost, or societal acceptability.*

!

4.3.2.6 Fixed-Site Guard Forces
i

j The element of a fixed-site safeguards program that is most effective in dealing with a

j malevolent act, whether by outsiders or insiders, is the guard force. The functions of the

{ guard force include:

i
j - Detection of unauthorized attempts to penetrate protective barriers and portals.
(

.
- Detection of procedural violations which might be associated with the theft of SSNM

or with sabotage.

7
- Assessment of detected events to determine the nature of the threat and the appropri-

ate response.
'

,

| - Call for assistance from offsite forces as needed. )
Ii

,
I

- Immediate response to adversary actions in order to prevent theft or sabotage, j
>

f - Prevention of successful attempts at diversion,

i ;
' l

|
i In addition to performing these functions, fixed-site guards also perform a variety of
4

; routine duties including access control, escort, recordkeeping, plant activities surveillance,

| communications, incident investigation, and accident control.
4 i

i

! In the event of an attack, the responsibility of on-duty guards is to alert offsite response
j forces and to deploy imediately in order to secure and defend SSNM and predesignated vital
I areas of the facility. Other emergency measures, such as cordoning off the incident area,

crowd or riot control, first aid, and pursuit and apprehension of adversaries, would be under-;

i taken by Secondary (offsite) response forces,
1

1

* Additional discussion of such systems is presented in Ref. 1, Vol. 3, pp. 227-50.

i
j

!
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The number of guards required per shift varies with the circumstances at a specific facil-
ity, the availability of effective secondary response forces, and the response times needed for
such forces to react.

To obtain well-qualified and highly motivated guards, guard compensation levels must be

| set significantly higher than the local average. For the purpose of this study, the 40-hour

| week rate is being calculated, in 1975 dollars, at $15,000 per guard per year, plus $7,500 for
fringe benefits.*

4.3.2.7 Fixed-Site Communications

! A variety of systems is available to provide rapid and continuous connunication among
onsite security force personnel and between onsite and offsite response forces. Offsite
communications needs, for example. can be met by using telephones for routine communications

.

and a radio link for emergency communications. Similarly, a radio connunication system con- a

sisting of base stations, mobile radios, and hand-carried portable transceivers of good quality
can meet onsite communications needs under most conditions.

Communications systems can be supplemented by a variety of signaling devices for notifying
both onsite and offsite security personnel. These devices range from radio paging systems and
twu-way public address systems to klaxons, sirens, whistles, or pyrotechnic devices designed to
aler*. all personnel to an emergency condition. Extensive precedents already exist for the use
of such communications systems.**

4.3.2.8 Offsite Response Forces
i

In the event of an attack on a nuclear facility, the response force must react in a timely
and effective manner. The first response would be provided by the tactical deployment of
onsite guards to fixed defensive positions in order to secure and defend SSNM and predesignated
vital areas of the plant.

i Contingency plans provide for any necessary emergency support to the onsite guards,
Depending upon the site, off-duty guards may serve as reser/es to reinforce the primary response,

1

and local law enforcement agencies (LLEA) may undertake secondary response functions, such as

|
cordoning off an incident area, blocking escape routes, crowd control, first aid, and pursuit j

; and apprehension of adversaries. In some areas, the FBI, police, special weapons and tactics !
! teams, military units, the National Guard, and State or local civil defense units can also play

a role in providing added response capability.

I Use of LLEA forces is attractive since they are likely to be familiar with the specific
installation and the surrounding area, and their experience in responding to local law enforce-
ment problems should reduce any adverse societal impact of their activity. Aside from a

| * A more detailed discussion of fixed-site guard forces appears in Ref.1, Vol. 3, pp. 251-55.
See also Ref. 2.

**For detailed treatment of fixed-site conmunication, see Ref.1, Vol. 3, pp 137-38.
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possible subsidy for the cost of training, the added expense introduced is minimal. Accordingly,
the NRC and DOE are currently sponsoring programs to increase reliance on LLEA's as off-site
response forces, while proceeding on the basis that the safeguards system must delay attackers
long enough for offsite response forces to be effective.

Detailed contingency planning is necessary to establish the primary and secondary response
capability for each site. Training and frequent exercises are also needed to coordinate the
operational procedures to be used by the various forces in the event of an overt attack or
during other emergencies.*

4.3.3 Physical Security Measures for SSNM In Transit **

4.3.3.1 General

Present regulations, (see Section 4.4), permit transportation of SSNM by rail, water,
road, and air. For domestic movement of SSNM, however, use of rail and water is generally
limited. Although these modes have great weight-carrying capability, they do not provide ready
access to all current and projected nuclear facilities. Road and air transport present broader
potential utility for a future nuclear industry, and the focus of in-transit safeguards for the
wide-scale use of M0X is anticipated to be on these modes. A reference safeguards system,
described in Chapter 5, is based on the use of road transport; and one of the alternatives,

; discussed in Chapter 6, is the use of air transport for portions of the route.
!

Various measures are available for providing in-transit physical security. They include
the use of secure, penetration-resistant transport vehicles, special material containers, armed
escorts and convoys, in-transit communications, and thorough planning and control. A brief
discussion of each of these measures follows.

S_e_ci'e Transport Vehicles4.3.3.2 c

Specially constructed penetration-resistant vehicles can reduce susceptibility to thef t or
sabotage. The objective is to provide a sufficient delay against attack to allow for arrival
of response forces. Depending upon its specific design and the form of the SSNM, the vehicle
itself could provide a delay of minutes to hours against an adversary action.

Currently available commercial road-transport vehicles offer only limited resistance to
penetration by explosives. A study of transport vehicles specifically designed to withstand
attempts at thef t or sabotage suggests that an effective approach for the shipment of plutonium

4

would be to combine the material containers and the transport vehicles into an Integrated
Container Vehicle (ICV). (Designs for such vehicles are discussed in Ref.1, Vol. 5, pp. 7-32.)
The ICV concept offers improved penetration and crash resistance and is applicable not only to
road transport but also to air, rail, and water transport. Section 3.4 describes the ICV
concep't in more detail. The discussion of current requirements for safeguarding SSNM in transit "

is given in Section 4.4.2.2.

*For more details on offsite response procedures, see Ref. 1, Vol. 3, pp. 251-66.
** Chapter 7 treats the possible environmental impact of armed convoys on the highways. Chapter

6 reviews alternatives which might reduce transportation requirements.
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4.3.3.3 Special Material Containers

Both safety and safeguards needs must be considered when transporting SSNM. This dual j

Iconcern is especially important in the design of containers for transporting materials of the
mixed oxide fuel cycle. From a safety point of view, protection must be provided against
radiation, heat generation, accidental dispersion, and the accumulation of critical quantities. ,

From a safeguards viewpoint, both the penetration and theft of the container are to be prevented. i

)
i

.

Currently utilized container designs generally emphasize the safety issues, relying on '

other measures to achieve safeguards objectives. Although add-on safeguarding features can be
provided for existing container designs, they would not be as effective as a container initially
cesigned with integral safeguarding characteristics. A review of container technology suggests j
that a variety of safeguards features can be built into SSNM containers to enhance their security. J

IThese range from tamper-proof features to aids in locating a stolen container.*
I

4.3.3.4 Escorts and Convoys |

Road shipments are currently protected by the use of armed escort and convoy procedures.
The specific functions of escorts and convoys are similar to those of fixed-site security
forces: to deter, detect, or delay adversary attacks or, if necessary, to defeat them. |

|

The number of escort vehicles and armed personnel in convoys transporting SSNM can vary |

depending upon the specific form of material being transported, the terrain and distance of the l

shipment, and the security level or hardness of the transport vehicle.
|

If a transport convoy is attacked, the escorts must either defeat the attackers or delay
them at the attack site until a secondary response force can arrive. This requires that the'

escorting personnel be adequately deployed, equipped, and protected. Both the drivers and
escort personnel must, therefore, be trained in defense procedures, and the escort vehicles
must be appropriately armored and equipped with intraconvoy and external communications to
alert each convoy element and local law enforcement unit.

Truck transport will probably continue to be the primary mode of SSNM movement. However,

j there may also be limited movement by rail, ship, or air. Although each of these other modes

( imposes unique safeguards requirements, escorts would still be utilized. The specific pro-
'

cedures used and the number of people involved will depend upon the specific circumstances
(Ref.1.Vol.5,pp.138-65).

,

4.3.3.5 in-Transit Communications

Effective in-transit communications are needed between the vehicles in a transit convoy.
Such communications must also be maintained between the convoy and shipment control center ta

track the convoy's progress, to report attempted attacks or thefts, and to provide a means for
reporting other problems and for requesting and coordinating appropriate aid.

*For a description of a possible Integrated Container Vehicle, see Section 3 4. , and Ref. 1
Val. 5, pp. 39-104,
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| Intraconvoy comunications needs can be met by the use of good quality VHF mobile and

i portable radio transceivers. These are readily available from comercial sources. Communica-
tions between the convoy and the shipment control center are more difficult to establish be-

! cause this may require a system which can provide fast and reliable communications on a nation-
wide basis. One currently operating system meeting these criteria is DOE SECOM II high fre-
quency system (Refs. 3 and 4). Shared use of this system by DOE and NRC could meet short-term
to mid-term needs. An alternative solution could be the development of a dedicated communica-

j tion system to communicate directly with the local police along various routes. The practi- '

cality of satellite con 6unications should also be considered (Ref.1, Vol. 5, pp.105-37).
k
a

) 4.3.3.6 Shipment planning and Cont,r,ol
i
| Procedures employed in safeguarding shipments require as much attention as the actual

f equipment and hardware employed. Selection of the most advantageous transportation mode,

! route, and schedule; command procedures; coordination with local government and law enforcement

| authorities along the route; documentation, receipt and reporting controls; and loading and
i unloading procedures all contribute to reducing the risk of intransit material theft or diver-

f sion.
.

| In-transit procedures currently used in the commercial nuclear industry can be adapted to

j the MOX fuel cycle but it is anticipated that, as the volume and frequency of SSNM transporta-

i tion increase, new and improved planning and control methods will also.be developed and adopted.
<

I

] 4.3.3.7 Response to Attacks
j In the event of an attack on an SSNM shipment, a neutralizinj force must be brought to
;

]
bear in a timely and effective manner. Convoy escorts must be capable of rendering immediate |

{ assistance. Sheuld an SSNM transporter be immobilized by adversary action, escorts would
1

{ establish defensive positions to protect the shipment. The objective of the primary response j

j force would be to thwart the attack so as to prevent loss of control over SSNM, or to restore |

| control in the event of an unauthorized intrusion into the secure vehicle. (To reduce the

f likelihood of such encounters on the highways, deterrent and defense techniques, such as
' hardening transport vehicles, and reducing tran.;portation needs, are under consideration.)
|
# For each convoy operation, contingency plans can be made for providing emergency support j

to the escort forces. Local law enforcement agencies and, in some cases, off-duty guards can j

i be enlisted for response functions, with duties and advantages similar to those discussed above j

in Section 4.3.2.7. )
! I

The availability of secondary response forces will vary considerably between shipmentz

routes. Detailed contingency planning and coordination are required to establish and develop
$ the capability of local law enforcement and other agencies to provide emergency support to

convoy security forces. Frequent training exercises need also be employed to perfect the

,
operational procedures which would be used during an actual incident (Ref. 1. Vol. 5,

[ pp.166-89).
!

6
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| 4.3.4 Material Control and Accounting

! Material control is that part of the safeguards program encompassing management and
process controls to assign and exercise responsibility for nuclear material; maintain vigilance

,

I over the material; govern its internal movement, location, and utilization; monitor the inven-
tory status of all material and assessment for all material. The material accounting part
encompasses the procedures and systems to perform nuclear material measurements; maintain
records; provide input; and perfonn data analysis to account for nuclear material.

Measures which aid in providing material control include management control, custodial
control, inventory control, and accounting.

4.3.4.1 Management Control

A vital feature of any material control system is the organizational structure employed to
manage it. Overall responsibility for material control functions of a licensee must be assigned
to an individual at an organization level high enough to provide independence of action and
objectivity of decisions. An organizational plan must specify the functional responsibilities
of each individual or organizational unit of the material control system. A fundamental

. criterion is that the organizational structure provide a separation of the custodial, measure-
ment, accounting and audit functions for SSNM such that the activities of an organizational
unit or individual having responsibility for one of these functions will serve as a control

'

and/or a check of the activities of those responsible for other functions. This clear division
,

of functional components provides protection against loss of material through collusion or poor
judgment and helps guarantee the integrity of both material control and material accounting
records over the many steps involved in their preparation.

!

A key measure for providing assurance concerning the material control system is audits.
The audit is an independent check of the entire material control system to provide infonnation

,

concerning the soundness, adequacy, and actual applicatien of material controls. The extent of
compliance with procedures should be evaluated and the quality of performance in carrying out

[ the material control system procedures should be determined. The reliability of data and

( information within the control system should be evaluated. A record of the response of man' age-
ment to audit recomendations should also be kept.

4.3.4.2 Custodial Control
Custodial control measures are those designed to ensure that nuclear material is only

i stored in authorized locations and used in authorized processes. They are procedures to con-

| fine SNM to authorized locations and uses, assignment of responsibility, and vigilance over
' material. Each of these measures, which place great responsibilities on individual employees,

must have strong built-in checks and balances, such as a reliable overlapping system of records
of the transfer of noterial between controlled areas.

The custodial control measure of confinement to authorized locations and uses provides the
procedures and checks to ensure that when material is moved, put into or taken out of procr.ss,

it is under proper control in the appropriate place at the appropriate time. Assignment of
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responsibility is provided by a set of procedures designed to assure effective stewardship over
material by assigning authority and responsibility for the custody of material to specific
individuals.

Close vigilance over material is necessary to ensure that material is handled and moved in
accordance with approved production and safeguards procedures on a continuing basis. Vigilance
over material means those practices des hned to detect variances from normal material handling
operations and protective practices that may constitute early warning signals or alarms of
surreptitious behavior. Close vigilance over operations also serves to identify conditions
that may require changes in material control procedures. This feedback, if properly handled,
enables the material control system to adjust efficiently to changing processing conditions.

4.3.4.3 Inventory Control

The inventory control measures of the material control system incorporate procedures to
monitor the processing and transfer of material, to analyze process data, and to ensure that
material (being used in an authorized process or stored in an authorized location) is handled
in an authorized manner. These measures of control consist of process monitoring, which
requires a material measurement and quality control program; the analysis of data obtained in
process monitoring; and controls over the use of items and containers. Inventory control
elements, like custodial control elements, require a built-in system of checks and balances to
ensere that the work of one individual or organizational unit serves as a control over the
activities of others. Inventory control elements can serve as sources of alarm arising from
the material control system.

Process Monitoring can provide a key element of material control. In this context, process
monitoring is the set of measurement and data analysis procedures designed to detect process
abnormalities, to monitor production and control its quality, and to assess inventory status.
Loss of process control, as indicated through process monitoring, may indicate a production
problem, or a diminished level of, or a complete loss of, material control. Process monitoring
can contribute significantly to the control of special nuclear material in addition to providing
production control information.

In order for process monitoring to be effective, movement of material into, out of, or
within the process must be conducted on the basis of measured transfers, i.e., measured quanti-
ties. The process monitoring aspect of the material control system can be structured to take
advantage of the measurements already made for quality control and product control.

In order for process measurement results to be meaningful, it is necessary to have a
quality control program specifically for process measurement systems. A process measurement.
quality control program encompasses those operations and procedures designed to ensure the
calibration of process measurement systems and a continuous high quality of measurement per-
formance, Such a program includes not only the initial calibration of the measurement system
against appropriate standards and the establishment of measurement uncertainties, but also

appropriate monitoring of the measurement system to ensure continued calibration accuracy and
controlled measurement uncertainties. A process measurement quality control program can include
those procedures and records useful in determing alarm criteria.

4-14
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Another element of the inventory control aspect of material control is data analysis.
Data analysis is that set of procedures by which the measurement and statistical data generated
during process monitoring, production control, and quality control operations are examined to

' determine whether the process' control system is operating properly. Use of such data analysis
by the material control system can contribute substantially to safeguards. This material
control element can form a basis for alarm assessment, issuance of reports en the status of
material at a facility and for detection of irregularities which may indicate thef t or diver-
sion. The data Snalysis may al 3 provide early warning alarms of the deterioration of the
material control system.

The inventory control aspect of the material control system is relevant to items and
containers as well as bulk materials. However,' in the case of items and containers, material
controls are simply controls over their location and use, and they comprise those procedures
designed to keep track of the identity, quantity, and location of the units as well as checks >

to assure their integrity. Material control procedures may be implemented through methods for
uniquely identifying such units; the use of perpetual inventory records to document the iden-
tity, quantity, and location of the units; and frequent checks to validate the information and
to assure unit integrity.

4.3.4.4 Accounting Systems

Material accounting assists in deterring or detecting theft or diversion by providing
information on the status and amount of SSNM. .in the event of theft or diversion, it aids in
assessing the extent of loss, the place where the loss occurred, and the form and composition
of the missing material. This results in a capability to narrow the search.

Material accounting includes recording the receipt, internal transfer, discard, location, |

and shipment of SNM and conducting of periodic physical inventories. The key measure employed
in accounting control at the present time is the difference between the book inventory (the
amount of material that is supposed to be present according to the accounting records) and the
physical inventory (the amount of material that is actually found to be present). Since all
physical measurements are subject to some error, differences between the two occur. In as-

sessing the significance of an inventory difference, it is necessary to consider the measure-
ment uncertainties involved. These are estimated by statistical methods and, by regulation,
may not exceed certain limits. Inventory discrepancies within these limited measurement uncer-
tainties are accepted, but if a significant inventory discrepancy is observed, a reinventory is
generally undertaken to confirm the apparent discrepancy. I

Accounting source data are usually checked by accounting clerks or computer edits. In
addition, independent audits of material a: counting records end material control and accounting
procedures are performed annually by individuals whose normal responsibilities are independent
of the functions being audited.

Significant improvement in measurement capability has tsen achieved as a result of the
extensive research conducted during the last twenty years. It is now possible to measure the
major flows of SNM and most inventory items in the existing fuel cycle. Difficulty persists,
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however, in the accurate measurement of dissolver solution at reprocessing plants, and of
scrap, waste, and material located in processing equipment at the time of physical inventory.
Additional research is now being performed to develop improved measurement methods for such

trapped material and to raise the accuracy of existing methods, especially nondestructive assay
techniques.

Material balance closures are performed at intervals specified by regulations, presently
two months or six months. To meet any need for more frequent accounting, the development of
rapid systems of accounting and improved methods for monitoring inventory status are being
pursued in research programs. Such systems are already operating in high throughput plants in
non-nuclear industries.*

4.3.5 Recovery of Stolen SSNM

A prime objective of any safeguards program is, of course, to prevent the actual or apparent
thef t of SSNM. It is, nevertheless, appropriate to provide for the contingency that an attempt
may be successful, and to have in readiness measures for locating and recovering stolen SSNM.

Should SSNM be stolen or diverted from either a fixed site or during shipment, a specially

| trained and equipped force will be called into action to locate and recover the material. The
j force would operate under a contingency plan into which appropriate roles for law enforcement

| and other investigatory agencies have been factored. The operation relies to a considerable
extent on the expertise and organizational structure developed under the DOE /00D weapons pro-
gram. The FBI investigates all incidents, including nuclear threats, which involve actual or
suspected violation 5 of Federal law. It also has primary Federal jurisdiction and responsi-

,

I bility for couruinating and directing Federal operations, including operations for the recovery
of SSNM, in the event of hostile actions against coninercially produced nuclear material or
commercial nuclear facilities. DOE supports the FBI by providing Nuclear Emergency Search
Teams (NEST's) to locate and identify radiation-producing materials, DOE also provides teams
to support work on ordnance disposal. As appropriate, D0D explosive ordnance dispersal teams
will work with DOE experts in locating and disarming explosive ordnance, includiag nuclear
devices.

DOE maintains an emergency plan for its NEST's which is regularly exercised. Numercas DOE

laboratory personnel, industrial personnel, and technical specialists are available to support
the NEST activity. A wide variety of ground and airborne detection equipment, logistic and
consnunication support, and Federal and local law enforcement personnel also aid the effort.
Moreover, since time is a vital factor (the search area increases with time) the recovery
procedures are designed to begin as soon as possible after the initial alarm.

Techno'ogical developments are continuously irnproving this location and recovery capability.
For example, electronic locators have a range and precision capability many orders of magnitude

*For a comprehensive review of advanced accounting systems and research in progress, see
Refs 5-13.
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greater than radiation detectors, and introduction of electronic signal generators into shipping
containers could significantly aid the location process.*

4.3.6 Other Measures

4.3.6.1 Pcrsonnel Screening

Some employees in the licensed sector of the nuclear industry might have the opportunity
to attempt thef t or sabotage or to assist others in such acts. Accordingly, an assessment of
the character, reliability, and emotional stability of these industry employees could contribute
to the safeguarding process.

The Congress has granted the NRC specific authority to establish a personnel clearance
program for individuals in the commercial sector who work in activities involving significant
quantities of SNM. The NRC is in the process of establishing clearance requirements for certain
key individuals such as security and security management personnel in fuel cycle facilities,
and some operating personnel with access to, or control over, SNM.**

A testing program to assure the continuing reliability and emotional stability of indi-
viduals in sensitive positions (similar, perhaps, to the Personnel Assurance Program used by
DOE in its weapons-related " criteria duties assessment") may also be appropriate. Methods used
for reliability testing vary widely. In determining which, if any, are to be used by the
licensed sector of the nuclear industry, the anticipated benefits must be carefully weighed
against the associated impact on the civil liberties of the affected individual employees.***

4.3.6.2 Collocation

Collocating (locating on the same site) plants performing successive steps in the nuclear
fuel cycle is frequently suggested as a safeguards measure Any step in the fuel cycle that
can be eliminated is one less step to safeguard. Similarly, any step which can be simplified
or reduced in magnitude is likely to be easier and less costly to safeguard. Collocation, by
eliminating some transportati a links, might thus be expected to produce some safeguards

benefi ts.

Analysis in the Nuclear Energy Certer Site SJrvey (Part IV, Chapter 7. Ref.14) of possible j

plant groupings indicates that either the collocation of reprocessing and fabrication facilities
or the use of " combined centers" (sites containing from 10 to 40 reactors plus the reprocessing
and fabrication facilities to support them) might indeed offer safeguards advantages. As com-
pared to a dispersed siting plan, either of these alternativts would significantly reduce
shipments of plutonium oxide. In addition, the combined center would virtually eliminate the
offsite transport of fresh mixed oxide fuel. (Section 6.5 of this report discusses collocation
in greater detail . )

*For more details on recovery, see Section 4.2 and Ref.1, Vol. 6, pp. 7-60. For specific
information on active electronic locators, see Ref.1 Vol. 6, pp. 39-40.

** Federal Register 42, No. 52, March 17,1977, pp.14880 to 83.

***For possible societal impacts of personnel screening, see Chapter 7.
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4.3.6.3 Modification of SSNM (Spiking)

Modification of SSfN by addition of selected materials has been proposed as a means for
improving safeguards. Such modification could make SSNM detection easier, both in the plant
and during recovery efforts offsite following theft or diversion; make it more hazardous for a
thief to handle SSNM; and make the SSNM less suitable for weapons use. It is technically
feasible either to " spike" (modify) SSNM with lethal or disabling levels of radioactivity or
to mechanically attach high-intensity radioactive sources to shielded fuel assemblies, shipping
containers, or storage containers.* Either approach would assure that adversaries would be
unable to utilize the material, even if they were successful in obtaining it, unless they had
elaborate materials-handling and shielding facilities.

From the standpoints of radiation output, ease of manufacture, and ability to disable an
60aggressor before he could penetrate the containers and gain access to the material, only Co

appears suitable as a "spikant" (spiking agent) (Ref.15). To enhance detection capability,
252such agents as Cf and 24"Cm seem most effective.

I

While modification of SSfN has the potential advantages indicated above, it would add
significant financial costs and personnel hazards in the comercial handling of the material.

60For example, the cost that would stem from adding Co spikant in the Pu0 at the reprocessing
2'

plant is estimated to be comparable to the total cost for the reference safeguards system
described in Chapter 5. Workers in plants handling spiked fuel would receive significantly
higher radiation exposures than those working with unspiked fuel, and the hazards from accidents
or sabotage would also be significantly greater. It should be noted also that use of spikants
in the disabling (and potentially lethal) quantities necessary to prevent thef t could raise
difficult legal problems since the potential exists to summarily execute a person before he has -

been tried and convicted of a crime,
s

Adding a spikant in less than disabling amounts would be less hazardous and less expensive,
and would serve the purpose of making the SSNM easier to detect within a facility or in offsite
recovery operations. This measure would not prevent a forceful theft of material, would be
expensive, and would have the same type of hazards as disabling levels of spiking, though to a
lesser degree.

On the basis of- the considerations noted above, and supported by in-depth studies such as
Ref.16 the MC staff has concluded that, while spiking is technically feasible, other measures,
such as increased guard forces or redundant detection devices, could provide improved safeguards !

benefits with markedly less potential for societal impact.

4.3.6.4 Blending

Another material modification alternative which has received consideration is the blen11ng
of plutonium oxide with uranium oxide at the fuel reprocessing plant. With such blending, the
necessity for transportation or storage of pure plutonium compounds anywhere in the mixed

Mttaching a radioactive source, such as 60Co to containers of pug r MOX, during shipping
2and storage, would be less costly than mixing the spikant into the material. Estimated costs

for a mature M0X industry in the year 2000 are approximately $130 million per year to attach
such a source to containers of all forms of plutonium, or $28 million per year to attach it
only to containers of Pu0 '

2
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oxide fuel cycle could be avoided, the amount of material to be acquired to fabricate an illicit
explosive weapon increased, and a need for separation of the plutonium oxide from the uranium'

| oxide introduced. Several variations of this dilution or blending approach have been studied
and appear feasible. The economic impact, which could be significant for certain blending
options, would result from the design changes required for the spent fuel reprocessing anc) fuel

', fabrication plants. A detailed discussion of blending is presented in Chapter 6.

4.3.7 General Observations

! The preceding paragraphs all represent currently feasible approaches to nuclear safe-
guards. Some further extensions of safeguards technology are under study, and some of them
will doubtless develop into cost-effective substitutes for the items discussed above long
before wide-scale use of M0X fuel could become a reality. Accordingly, the deliberate selection
of only proven technology is probably a conservative procedure which tends to overstate the
cost of safeguarding a future MOX industry.

Past regulatory practice has been to specify the components and procedures which must be
incMed in a specific safeguards system, and that approach was used in developing the " Current
Safegt ards" system described in Section 4.4. However, regulatory philosophy is under reexamina-

- tion, aM fdure safeguards requirements may stress performance capabilities rather than specific ,

safeauards elements. In either case, future safeguards requirements must be carefully scruti- |

nized to ensure that they are thoroughly compatible with existing safety requirements.

4.4 CURRENT SAFEGUARDS

Section 4.3 describes procedures and techniques currently available for SNM safeguards. ;

This section examines how such concepts and program elements have been combined to produce the

system currently in being. The discussion includes a brief review of the legal basis for !

current safeguards, and consideration of current requirements, implementation, and contingency

planning.*

4.4.1 _ g Basis

NRC responsibility for safeguards derives from the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended;

! and from the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, which provides that "all licensing and related
e'

regulatory functions of the Atomic Energy Commission" be transferred to the NRC. The Atomic
Energy Act explicitly authorized the AEC to set standards and impose regulatory controls over
nuclear materials in order to " promote the common defacce ar.d security or to protect health or

| to minimizc danger to life or property."**

The essentials of the safeguards system formulated by the AEC and now administered by the

NRC are preser,ted in regulatory reouirements. Supplementary information appears in various
Regulatory Guides issued to assist opplicarts in complying with these regulaticns.

Tref.16 discusses current safeguards at 15 licensed facilities and makes certain recommen-
dations for improvement.

**42 U.S.C. 5 2201(b).
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4.4.2 Current Requirements For Safeguarding SSNM*

4.4.2.1 Physical Protection of Fuel Cycle Facilities

Each fuel cycle facility licensee authorized under NRC regulations to possess or use at
235any site, or contiguous site subject to control by the licensee, any of the following: U

235U isotope, 233 , or plutonium, orcontained in uranium enriched to 20 percent or more in the U

any combination of such materials in a quantity of 5,000 grams or more computed by the formula,
235 ) + 2.5 (grams 233grams = (grams contained 0 U + grams plutonium) must comply with established

physical protection requirements. A physical protection plan must be submitted to the NRC for
approval, and must demonstrate how the licensee will satisfy the regulatory requirements.

The licensee must maintain a physical security organization, including armed guards, to
protect his facility against industrial sabotage and the special nuclear material in his posses-
sion against theft. All guards or watchmen must be properly trained, equipped, and qualified,
and they must be requalified at least annually.

All " vital equipment" (which is defined as any equipment, system, device, or material
whose failure, destruction, or release could directly or indirectly endanger public health and
safety) must be located within a separate structure or barrier designated as a " vital area."
All vital areas and material access areas must be located within a larger protected area which
is surrounded by a physical barrier. An isolation zone is required around the outer physical
barrier. It must be.kept clear of obstructions, illuminated, and monitored to detect the
presence of individuals or vehicles attempting to gain entry to the protected area, and it must

| allow response by armed members of the facility security organization to suspicious activity or
to the breaching of any physical barrier. SNM not in process must be stored in a vault or in a
vault-type room equipped with an intrusion. alarm.

I

Personnel and vehicle access into a protected area,** material access area,** or vital
area ** must be controlled. A picture badge identification system must be used, and visitors
must be registered and escorted. Individuals and packages entering the protected area must be
searched. Admittance to a vital area or material access area must be controlled, and access
must be limited to those persons who require such access to perform their duties. Methods to
observe individuals within a material access area, in order to assure that special nuclear
material is not being diverted, niust be provided and used on a continuing basis. All individuals,
packages, or vehicles must be searched for concealed nuclear material before exiting from a
material access area. Keys, locks, combinations, and related equipment must be controlled so
they will not be compromised.

.

Infrusion alarms :nust be in operation on all cmergency exits in the protected area, vital
areas, and material access areas. Each unoccupied materiel access area must be locked and
alarmed. All alarms must annunciate in a continuousiy manned central alarm station located
within the protected area and in at least one other manned station.

L

-*As found in 10 CFR Parts 70 and 73, supplemented by specific license conditions.
**For definitions of protected area, material access area and vital area, see Section 3.2.5,

above.
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Each guard or watchman on duty must be capable of maintaining continuous communications

with an individual in a continuously manned central alarm station within the protected area,
who must be capable of calling for assistance from other guards and from local law enforcement
agencies. To provide the capability of continuous communication with local law enforcement
agencies, two-way radio voice comunications must be available in addition to conventional
telephone service.

Licensees must establish liaison with local law enforcement agencies, and must have a
respo_n_se capability to neutralize threats to the facility by appropriate direct action and bys

calling for assistance from local law enforcement agencies.

Security records must be maintained of all indi,iduals authorized to have access to vital
and material access areas, including visitors, vendors, and others not employed by the licensee.
Routine security tours, and all of the tests, inspections, and maintenance on security-related
equipment and structures must be documented. A record must be maintained on each alarm, false
alarm, alarm check, intrusion indication, or other security incident, and the record must
include details of the response by facility guards.

.

Immediate reports to NRC must be made regarding all suspected thef ts, unlawful diversions,
and/or industrial sabotage. A detailed written report must follow within 15 days.

4.4.2.2 Physical Protection of SSNM In Transit

Each licensee who transports SSNM or who delivers SSNM to a carrier for transport must
submit a plen to NRC for review and approval,' outlining the methods to be used for the protec-
tion of the material while in transit.*

General requirements are as follows: If a comon or contract carrier is used, the SSNM
must be transported under established procedures which provide a system for the physical protec-
tion of valuable material in transit and require a hand-to-hand receipt at origin and destina-
tion and at all points enroute where there is a transfer of custody. Transit times of all
shipments must be minimized, and routes selected to avoid areas of natural disaster or civil
disorder. SSNM must be shipped in containers with tamper-indicating seals. The outer container
or vehicle must be locked and sealed. No container weighing 500 pounds or less may be shipped I

by open vehicles such as open trucks or railway flatcars.

All shipments by road must be made without any scheduled intermediate stops. All motor
. vehicles must be equipped with a radiotelephone. Calls to the licensee or his agent must be
made at predetermined intervals, normally not to exceed two hours and, if calls are not received
when planned, the licensee er bis agent 'must immediately notify an appropriate law enforcement
authority and the NRC. Shipments by road must be accmpanied t;y at least two armed ouards in a
separate escort vehicle, positioned so that a single act cannot disable both vehicles. The
shipment and escort vehicles must have intervehicle comunication, as well as a continuous
capability for sounding an alert by radiotransmission.

,

110 CFR Part 7T,~ supplemented by specific license conditions.
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Air shipments of special nuclear material in quantities exceeding (a) 20 grams or 20
233 , or (b) 350 grams of 2350 U (contained in uraniumcuries, whichever is less, of plutonium or

235enriched to 20 percent or more in the U isotope) are prohibited on passenger aircraf t,
Shipments on cargo aircraft must be arranged so as to minimize the number of scheduled transfers.
Such transfers, when necessary, must be monitored by armed guards. Export shipments must be
accompanied by an unarmed designated individual, who may be a member of the crew (10 CFR 73.32).

Rail shipments must be escorted by two armed guards, in the shipment car or in an escort
car. Continuous on-board radiotelephone communications capability must be provided, with
conventional telephone backup. Periodic calls to the licensee or his agent are required at the
same time intervals as for road shipments.

Sea shipments must be made on vessels which make a minimum number of ports of call.

Transfer at domestic ports from other modes of transportation must be nonitored by a guard.
Shipments must be placed in a secure compartment which is locked and sealed. Export shipments
must be escorted by an authorized individual, who may be a crew member, from the last port in
the U.S. until they are unloaded and delivered to the consignee in a foreign port. Ship-to-
shore communications must be made every 24 hours to relay position information and the status
of the shipment as determined by daily inspections.

A licensee who makes a shipment must notify the consignee of the shipment schedule and

details, including its estimated time of arrival. In addition, the licensee must notify the
NRC Regional Office of the shipment seven days in advance of shipment. A licensee who receives
a shipment must immediately notify the shipper. Shipments which fail to arrive at the destina-

| tion on time must be traced. Unaccounted for shipments must be reported imediately to NRC,

followed by a detailed written report within 15 days. For any series of shipments of special
nuclear material by a licensee to the same consignee in which individual shipments are less
than the quantities requiring physical protection in transit under 10 CFR 73.30, but more than

235 ) + 2.5 (grams 233200 grams computed by the formula, grams = (grams contained U U + grams

plutonium), the licensee must confirm and log the arrival at the final destination of each
shipment in the series before releasing the subsequent shipment from his control.

4.4.2.3 Material Control & Accounting

Each person who is licensed or applies for a license to possess at any one time and loca-
tion more than 1 effective kilogram * of SNM in unsealed form must comply with detailed material
control requirements, as stipulated in his fundamental nuclear material control plan, which he
must submit to NRC fer approval.** The plan must demonstra+e compliance with requirements

'TfTective kilograms" of special nuclear material ere:
33

- for plutonium and 0--their weight in kilograms;

for uranium with an enrichment in the isotope U of 0.01 (1 percent) and above--its-

element weight in kilograms, multiplied by the square of its enrichment expressed as
*

a decimal-weight fraction, and

- for uranium with an enrichment in the isotope U below 0.01--its elemer.t weight in ,

kilograms multiplied by 0.0001.

**10 CFR Part 70.
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relating to facility organization, facility operation, measurement and statistical controls,
inventories, storage and internal control, shipping cnd receiving, and management of the material

-control and accounting system. These requirements are summarized below.

F cilitL rganization and Operation. Responsibility for material control functions must bel 0

assigned to a single individual at an organizational level sufficient to provide independence
of action. The SSNM custodial, measurement, accounting, and audit functions must be separated
in a manner which assures that the activities of an organizational unit or individual performing
one function serve as control over, and a check on, the activities of organizational units or
individuals performing a dif ferent function.

A manual of approved material control procedures must be maintained and reflected in the
facility process specifications, manufacturing instructions, and standard operating procedures.
A formal program for the training and periodic requalification of personnel assigned to material
control and accounting functions must be developed and documented.

Material Balance Areas (MBA's) or Item Control Areas (ICA's) must be established for
physical and administrative control of nuclear material. The custody of all nuclear material
within any MBA or ICA must be the responsibility of a single individual. Each MBA must be an
identifiable physical area such that material assigned to a given area is kept separate from
material assigned to any other area, and such that the quantity of nuclear material moved into
or out of an MBA is represented by a measured value.

ICA's may be established according to the same criteria as those used for MBA's, except
that material must be inventoried and moved into or out of ICA's by item identity and count.
The validity of previously measured quantities of SNM must be assured by the application of
tamper-indicating seals or devices to each item or container, The number of ICA's and NBA's

established at a plant must be sufficient to localize nuclear material inventory discrepancies.

Measurement and Statistical Controls. The licensee must determine by measurement the
nuclear material content of all receipts, shipments, discards, and material in inventory. He
must identify the various measurements that are used in nuclear material control, and must
describe the measurement methods and procedures, stating the measurement uncertainties. Error

models, including the basic statistical methodology and techniques, must be provided to demon-
strate the licensee's capability to me9t adequate measurement criteria.

A system of control must be established and maintained that will assure that measurement

uncertainties during any material balance period do not exceed specified limits. )

Inventories. Physical inventories of SSNM must be condxted every two months, except in
the case of material that is in the inaccessible portion of a plant. Inaccessible SSNM and

235uranium enriched less than 20 percent in the isotope U must be inventoried every six months.
(Licensees authorized to possess less than one effective kilogram, but more than 350 grams of
SNM, must conduct annual physical inventories.)
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| A principal measure of SSNM control is the magnitude of inventory dif ferences. This
! measure is a calculated value which represents the difference between the amount of material

that is supposed to be present according to the accounting records (taking into" account measured
! receipts, transfers, and discards) and the amount of material actually found to be present

during a physical inventory. The probability that no inventory difference will exist is very

|
small, since the measurements required to establish the amount of material present are subject

} to error. A knowledge of the magnitude of these measurement errors is necessary for the Mper
interpretation of an inventory difference |'

l
1
4

| The NRC has proposed new guidelines to assure that corrective action will be taken when

| the amount of inventory difference reaches NRC's allowable limits. Under the regulation
5 published for public comment on July 17, 1975, absolute limits are specified for inventory
! differences More significantly, the new regulation would require that when such limits are

! exceeded the licensee would have to take specific action such as immediate reinventory, investi-
In some! gation of excessive differences or adoption of new procedures to prevent recurrence.

! cases of reinventory, it might be necessary to shut down the plant.*
:
!

| _ Storage and Internal Control. A documented system of control over the SSNM within a
3

|
facility must be maintained and all transfers of material between MBA's and ICA's must be
documented and validated. Storage and internal handling controls must be established, main- f"

j tained, and followed to provide timely information on the identity, quantity, and location of I

| all SSNM within a plant in discrete items or containers. A unique item identification system

f must be established to ensure that no two items can have the same number. Records must be
maintained which show the identity, source, and disposition of all items.

I

I,

A program must be developed and implemented for the control, processing, and dispositior ']
d

J

f of scrap since uncertainty of scrap measurements, if large, could be used to mask theft. No

j item of scrap with an SNM content that is measured with an u certainty greater than + 10 pcr-ant,

i is permitted to remain in inventory longer than six months wt n such scrap contains SSNM.

Shipping and Receiving. As a rule, shipments and receipts must be independently measured*

| by both the shipper and receiver. Shipper / receiver differences must be reviewed and evaluted,
; and appropriate investigation must be made of statistically significant differences to decide

whether corrective action is necessary, or more important, whether diversion or thef t has'

f
occurred. The detection of missing material and, in turn, the discovery of diversion or theft

{
must be timely.

I
l

! Audits. Annual audits are required under the material control program. The results of
these audits must be documented, reported to appropriate plant management, and Irept available

j at the facility for inspection. Losses of discrete items or containers must be investigated
i and the results of the investigation reported to licensee management and to the NRC.
i

i
! Vederal Register, Vol . 40, July 17,1975, p. 30133.

.

4

4

1
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4.4.3 Jmplementation of Safeguards Requirements

4 . 4 . 3.1 Licensing Activities

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR Part 70) provides that, with certain
limited exceptions, no person may receive title to, own, acquire, deliver, receive, possess,
use, transport, import, or export SNM without a license. On the basis of this provision, the
NRC carries out the following activities: (1) prelicensing evaluation of a license applicant's
proposed nuclear activities, including safeguards procedures; (2) issuance of a license to
authorize approved activities subject to specific safeguards requirements; and (3) inspection
and enforcement to assure that applicable safeguards requirements are met by implementation of
approved procedures. In accordance with 10 CFR Part 2, the details of licensee safeguards
plans are withheld from public disclosure,

i

4.4.3.2 Inspection and Enforcement*

The licensee must afford the NRC the opportunity, at all reasonable times, to inspect SNM
and the premises and facilities where SNM is used, produced, or stored; and to review the pro-
cedures for, and observe, the of fsite movement of SNM. In addition, each licensee must make

,available for inspection any relevant records and must perform, or permit the NRC to perform,
any tests deemed necessary for the administration of the NRC regulations.

Following each safeguards inspection, a letter setting forth the inspection findings is
prepared and sent to the licensee. Where items of noncompliance or deficiencies are found,
licensees are directed to take prompt corrective action and to inform the NRC of the results.
In addition, the NRC can take one or more of.the following steps: assess a civil penalty,
suspend the license, revoke the license, or modify the license.

4.4.3.3 Physical Protection Contingencies

In the event of unusual activity which appears to threaten the security of the facility, a
licensee must inform the NRC promptly and would normally also inform local law enforcement
agencies. Onsite guard forces would respond imediately. The extent to which local law
enforcement agencies would reinforce the onsite guards would depend on the perceived site and
nature of any threat to the facility.

4.4.4 Experience in Safeguarding SSNM

During the past 30 years the AEC and ERDA (now DOE) have handled large quantities of
plutonium and high-enriched uranium in forms considerably rere suitable for construction of
nuclear explosives than would be the reactor grade plutonium involved in a M0X fuel indus*ry.*
In the process tney have developed and implemented a complex safeguards program. ( cr detai'ed
description of DDEN turrent system, see Refs.17 and 18.)

The reference safeguards system described in this report builds on the AEC/ERDA/ DOE

experience, future safeguards for a nature M0X industry would continue to benefit from ERDA
(DOE) experience in safeguardirg SSNM and from planned safeguards research such as that described

in the 00E '% ster Plan" (Ref.19).s

Bee Section 3-2 for a brief discussion of the different types of plutonium.
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CHAPTER 5

REFERENCE SAFEGUARDS SYSTEM

l
5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes a reference safeguards system which can be used as a basis for

,

evaluating the costs and risks to society of the safeguards necessary, in a state of civil order,
to protect a nuclear industry in which there is wide-scale use of mixed oxide fuel (MOX).

The reference system is derived from extrapolation of safeguards policies and practices
either currently in use or under consideration for implementation in the licensed nuclear
industry. Accordingly, it is based on proven technology, complies with the existing statutory
framework, and can be implemented within the existing regulatory base without restricting private
industry's choices of technology or siting options.

It should be noted that for an industry as complex and diverse as a wide-scale M0X industry
is expected to be, no single set of detailed safeguards measures can be selected at this time to
meet all future needs. The reference system must be viewed, therefore, not as a recommended

system, but as a representative system which provides a basis for assessing M0X safeguards costs

j and impacts as well as for comparing alternative MOX safeguards approaches. It should also be
' noted that a significant amount of time may elapse before wide-scale use of M0X occurs. During

this period, technologies which are more cost-effective might evolve, the regulatory base might
be broadened, and new techniques for processing, transporting, or safeguarding plutonium might be

adopted.

The general design objectives utilized as the basis for a M0X safeguards sym are
described in Section 5.2. The philosophy and design approach utilized in converting these

general design objectives into a reference system are treated in Section 5.3. The resulting

configuration of safeguards hardware, procedures, and personnel needs is discussed in Section
5.4. (A more detailed description of the reference system elements and their component costs is
presented in Appendix A.) The application of the reference systcm to the alternative recycle
industries identified in NUREG-0002 (Ref.1) is sunnarized in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 treats
the economic feasibility of implementing such a system in a M0X industry. A sunmary of the
chapter is presented in Section 5.7. A discussion of several possible means for contributing to

more cost-effective safeguards procedures than are represented by the reference system is

presented in Chapter ti.

l i
<

5.2 GENERAL DESIGN CB.1ECTIVES
|

As an initial step toward establishing adequate safeguards at licensed nuclecr facilities,
NRC must define what is' required and ensure that systems which are adopted by the licensee meet
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i
| these requirements. This can, in theory, be accomplished by setting performance objectives
}

}
through regulation, while leaving the choice of measures implemented entirely to the licensee.

) Alternatively, one could choose to limit the choice of measures to be implemented by establishing

{ criteria which specify, to the detail appropriate in a complex industry, the technical approaches

; considered satisfactory for meeting the desired performance, in formulating the reference
j system, a mixed regulatory approach was used, namely, one which involves imposing overall design

| objectives and performance requirements combined with the more specific requirements contained in

| 10 CFR Parts 70 and 73 (see footnote in Section 5.3.4). The fundamental concepts behind the

| design objectives are to limit access to sensitive materials, to detect any unauthorized entry '

and access or any act of theft or attempted sabotage, and to provide appropriate and timely
; response to any such unauthorized action. For convenience, these design objectives have been

j arouped into fixed site protection objectives and transport orotection objectives. ,

i
;

5.2.1 Fuel Cycle Fixed Site Design Objectives

! Seven general design objectives were identified as aids in establishing the M0X safeguards
2 I

system performance desired at fixed sites. These objectives, and their implications for safe-' '

e
! quards design, are as follow: :

*
|

q (1) Ensure that only authorized personnel and materials are admitted into material access areas
! (fiAA's) and vital areas _(VA's). Achieving this objective involves designs which orovide: (a)
*

barriers around MAA's; (b) access authorization procedures and controls for each area; and (c)

i devices and procedures to detect, assess and communicate in a timely fashion any unauthorized

j access or penetration.
4

(2) Ensure that only authorized activities and conditions occur within protected areas, MAA's,
and VA's. Achieving this objective involves safeguards designs which: (a) establish specified
authorized activities and conditions appropriate for each area of a facility; and (b) implement

] detection and surveillance measures for discovering and assessing in a timely fashion unauthor- |
t ized activities and conditions in each such area. '

(3) Ensure that only authorized movement and placement of strategic special nuclear material
(SShM) occbr$ within MAA's. Achieving this objective involves designs which prov'ide: (a)

t
established locations for such nuclear materials and procedures for their movement; (b) measures

'
which maintain current knowledge of material location and movement; and (c) measures that will

j provide timely detection of unauthorized material placement or movement.
4

i l

| (4) Ensure that only authorized and confirmed forms and amounts of SSNM are removed from MAA's. j

] Achieving this objective involves designs which prcvide: (a) barriers that channel persons and j
i materials leaving an MAA to exit control pointsi (b) contrcls and procedures thbt identify the |

properties and quantities of material being removed and the percons making the removal; and (c)
detection and comunication subsystems and procedures that will alert the security organization,

I to any unauthorized attempt to remove material.
't

(5) Ensure timely detection of unauthorized entry into the protected area of facilities.

! Achieving this objective involves the same general design approach as that for controlling

5-2
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' access into MAA's and VA's, namely: (a) barriers around the area; (b) access controls; and (c)
devices to detect, assess, and communicate, in a timely fashion, any unauthorized access.

(6) Ensure that the reponse to each unauthorized activity is timely and appropriate. Achieving
this objective requires: (a) trained and qualified security personnel; (b) an established plan
for responding to emergencies and safeguards contingencies at each facility *; (c) appropriate
equipment for the security organization; (d) design features that facilitate rapid assess-
ment of and reliable reponse to safeguards contingencies; and (e) communications networks
for rapid and accurate transmission of security infornation between onsite security personnel
as well as to offsite assistance forces.

(7) Ensure the presence of all SSNM in the plan by location and quantity. Achieving this
objective involves: (a) monitoring processes and operations involving SSNM to detect missing
quantities of material; (b) maintaining records of all SSNM within the plant by location and
quantity; (c) measuring SSNM as it is received into, moved within, and removed from the plant;
and (d) periodic inventories and audits to verify the location and quantities of SSNM and the
accuracy of the records.

5.2.2 Transport Design Objective 1

Three general design objectives were identified as aids for establishing desired safeguards
performance during transportation phases.

(1) Restrict access to and activity in vicinity of transports. To implement this objective
requires safeguards system designs that include: (a) temporary protected areas, access to which
would be controlled in order to isolate shipments or transports before and after movement and at
all scheduled and emergency stops; (b) authorization schedules and entry criteria for persons,
materials, and vehicles entering these areas; (c) systems and procedures that detect, assess and
communicate in a timely fashion any unauthorized penetration into these areas; and (d) planning
and information systems to permit shipments in transit to avoid areas where they might be more
vulnerable. |

(2) Prevent unauthorized entry into transports or unauthorized removal of SSNM from transpo_rts,.t

Achieving this objective would involve safeguards designs which utilize: (a) containers and
vehicles which delay attempts to gain unauthorized access to the cargo; (b) systems and proce-
dures which specify and verify persons authorized to remove and receive material and the autho-
rized times for such removal and receipt; (c) removal procedures for energency situations; and
(d) systems and procedures that detect, assess and comunicate any unauthorized attempt te
penetrate the transport.

(3) Ensure that the response to unauthorized attempts to enter vehicles and remove materials _j,5 |

timely, ef fective and appropriate. Procedures for achieving this objective include use of: (a)

*A proposed change to 10 GP. Part 73.50 (g)(2) would require licensees to instruct guards to
prevent or delay thef t or sabotage by using a sufficient degree of force to counter the force
directed at them, including the use of deadly force when there is a reasonable belief it is
necessary in self-defense or in the defense of others. See Federal Register 8382, Doc 77-4165.
Filed 2-9-77.
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trained and oualified security personnel with appropriate equipment; (b) escort vehicles; (c) a )
predetermined plan for responding to emergencies; and (d) communication networks that enable

escorts to communicate security information, among themselves, to a movement control center and
to local law enforcement agencies or other assistance forces.

5.3 REFERENCE SYSTEM DESIGN APPROACH

5.3.1 Sources of Safeguards Design Information

Current safeguards systems reflect experience with previous systems, perceived needs to
improve those systems, and the results of extensive research and development intended to produce
the needed improvements. This combination has led to wide diversity in the number and types of
subsystems available for use, a diversity reflected in the decription of currently available
safeguards measures presented in Chapter 4. As a design conservative approach, this diversity
is used to create subsystem redundancy to insure adequate coverage.

,

Both NRC and DOE are currently sponsoring programs to improve analytic safeguards system
design and evaluation methods. These programs include development of quantitative methods for
assessing the safeguards effectiveness of physical protection systems, transportation systems,
and material control and accounting procedures (Ref. 3).

At presen.t, however, no single, rigorous analytical technique exists for synthesizing a
safeguards system. This is borne out by a recent study (Ref. 2) which reviewed currently avail-
able quantitative design and evaluation techniques and concluded:

...useful evaluation models do exist in various stages of development. Extensive further
development would be required before either NRC or licensees could claim the ability to
fully test projected or existing safeguards approaches against postulated performance
requirements without having to put significant reliante on expert judgment (Ref. 2,
p. 1-7).

Accordingly, the reference system described herein is based on expert judgment, supplemented by
detailed subsystem studies and analyses and by accumulated experience with existing safeguards
systems. The following subsections briefly discuss these studies and analyses and the past
experience.

5. 3.1.1 Technical Studies

in a wide range of studies, the NRC staff has investigated the cost and effectiveness of
various safeguards measures, in particular, the recent NRC Special Safeguards Studies, mentioned
in Section 2.5.3, @fs. -4-ll) addressed a variety of subsystems that could be employed at M0X
fa*:ilities ender the tu vnt general secpe of 10 CFR Part 73, e.g., barriers, alarms, admittance
systems, dctection systems, personnel access controlr., transport escorts, and fixed site and
transport com w icaticns, The studies also addressed systems and procedures currently under the
general scope of 10 CFP. Part 70 that could be applied at M0X facilities to achieve closed material
balar,tes, including autom?ted integrated measurement systens and material inventories conducted
at various intervals. In addition, the studies examined advanced techniques beyond the general
scope of current regulations and not currently in use in corrrnercial facilities, such as active
delay devices and the use of isotopic control to simplify and enhance the effectiveness of
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material measurements. These technical assessments formed the principal basis for selection of
f1OX industry subsystems that provide a reasnnable balance between cost, effectiveness, and
impact on employees and the public.

5.3.1.2 Analytical Techniques

Several analytical techniques, including force interaction analysis and failure mode analy-
sis, provided additional guidance in assessing the specific safeguards measures considered.

Failure mode analysis includes the fault-tree methodologies developed to evaluate nuclear
safety risks (Ref.18), the similar " societal risk" approach to safeguards design (Ref.19), and
diversion path analysis methodologies (Refs. 20, 21). Diversion path analysis can be used to
examine the large range of action sequences leading to successful diversion of nuclear materials
and to evaluate safeguards capabilities to detect and interrupt these action sequences at various
points. Diversion path analyses have been conducted on a number of actual installations as well
as on proposed M0X facility designs.

A general method of failure mode analysis was developed to assist in synthesizing and
evaluating the generic safeguards measures of the reference system and to identify the minimum
number of safeguards elements which must be overcome to divert plutonium from a M0X fuel cycle
facility (Ref. 22). The layout of a prototype facility was analyzed by taking each area in the
facility and identifying every possible path from one area to another which could constitute a
diversion path segment. Various paths were analyzed to identify all safeguards elements needed
and to identify possible deficiencies in the proposed reference systems. Using this method, the
final design configuration selected provided at least two safeguards measures of protection for
every diversion path identified.

Diversion path analysis tends to focus on adversary acts involving stealth or deceit rather
than force. Other means are appropriate for analyzing and configuring safeguards capabilities
against armed attacks. Available techniques for force interaction analysis were applied to both
fixed site and transport convoy cases. Probabilistic or stochastic models were utilized to
investigate outcomes of armed engagements between guards and armed attackers (Refs.12, 23).
The results of these analyses were compared with each other as well as with comparable safeguards
practices utilized in other contexts (Ref. 23) to identify and assess the capability of the
various designs considered As a final design check, these quantitative and comparative analyses
were complemented ' y a detailed technical analysis of the capabilities of the reference systemo

to protect against armed attack. That analysis considered the relative ef fectivenest of specific
measures incorporated into the design and the net effectiveress of these measures (Ref. 71).

\

Siesgaris Experknce of Other Agencies5.3.1.3 !

for many years, both government agencies and commercial firms have dealt with the problems
of safeguarding special nuclear material (SNM) and other sensitive items, both at fixed sites
and while in transit. This safeguards experience represents a rich source of information and
expertise. The stated safeguards objectives and requirements of the various agencies and firms

provide independent sources of expert opinion as to what constitutes an appropriately balanced
and comprehensive safeguards system. Those practices which were of potential releunce were
reviewed and the findings were considered during the design of the reference system.
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5.3.2 Design Constraints

A variety of alternative safeguards equipment, techniques, and operating procedures can be
identified which, in proper combination, can meet the design objectives set forth in Section 5.2.
The reference system described in Section 5.4 is one such system. It consists primarily of
measures typical of existing safeguards practice and technology. Thus, technical uncertainties
can be avoided in the system and its costs estimated with high confidence. Other measures can,
of course, be utilized and their selection may ultimately be preferable. Should this eventually
occur, such changes can be treated as individual technical or procedural changes to the refer-
ence system and evalueted accordingly.

Both fixed sites and road transport are currently protected by physical security measures
identified in 10 CFR Part 73. The fixed site measures include armed guards; physical barriers
around MAA's and VA's; control of access into protected creas, MAA's and VA's; detection aids
such as intrusion alarms and emergency exit alarms; communication with local law enforcement

agencies; surveillance of MAA's; and control of egress from MAA's. Road transport protection
currently utilizes hardened vehicles, armed escorts, and communications with a central station.
These same measures have been incorporated into the reference system design, but have been
uniquely configured and augmented, where appropriate, to meet the design objectives listed in
Section 5.2.

The measures outlined in 10 CFR Part 70 constitute the material control and accounting '
procedures currently required at licensed facilities for handling and transferring SNM. Included
are measurement and reporting proceduret to reconcile SNM bonk inventory quantities with physical
inventory quantities and to reconcile shipper / receiver differences; computation of material

j balance by plant area or subcomponent to detect and localize SNM losses or thef t; and materials

managemer.t and control, including tamper-indicating devices for t,oth containers and storage
' vc ul ts. Similar measures are included in the reference system.

,

| Measures requiring Federal or State legislation or additional agreements between government
I entities were avoided in the reference system design. Thus, the reference system discussed in

Section 5.4 is typical of a safeguards system that could be implemented under current NRC
| authority. Options which would require speciai legislation, i.e., using Federal guards or

employing special weapons, are treated in Chapter 6, along with measures which introduce specific
limitations on industrial processes or site choices and measures which require modification of
SSNM for specific safeguards purposes (such as blending plutonium with uranium early in the fuel
cycle).

6.3.3 Effect of Material Type

As indicated in Chapter 3 a variety of material forms, ranging from pure compounds of
.

plutonium to highly radioactive waste, would exist in a M0X industry. Consideration must be
giver, to the emphasis desired in protecting the various material types and quantities against
thef t as compared to sabotage protection.

According to current regulatory requirements, any licensee who possesses more than f've
233kilograms of high-enriched uranium or two kilograms of plutonium or 0 must provide physical
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protection. The current regulations also require that a licensee possessing one kilogram or
more of such SSNM also maintain app.opriate accountability of the material. Since these amounts
(known as threshold quantities) are significantly less than are required to fabricate a crude
nuclear explosive weapon, the current regulations provide a conservative safeguards design basis
for protection against the use of these materials for that purpose, it should also be noted
that regulations are currently under consideration which would provide improved capabilities of
physical security and material control systems to protect against attempts to accumulate thres-
hold quantities of $$NM in a series of small thefts over a period of up to one year and that
such capability is also appropriate for MOX safeguards.

A M0X safeguards system must protect against all adversary actions that could lead to a
,

public disaster. Because both Type I and Type Il materials * have the potential for being fabri-
cated into nuclear weapons, safeguards systems should be designed to protect, with equal con-
fidence, against thef t of weapons quantP.ies of material of either type.**

Two situations are of luterest, one where the total quantity of plutonium is less than two
kilograms, and the other where two or more kilograms are present. In the former case, the safe-
guards system would be determired primarily by concern about sabotage or thef t of small quanti-
ties for use in a dispersal weapon. In the latter case, the safeguards system must also protect
against thef t of nuclear weapon quantities.

In a MOX industry, circumstances where small quantities of plutonium would not be protected
by the safeguards provided for much larger quantities of materials would occur primarily during
the shipment of low-level waste to storage. Typically, these shipments might contain up to
15 grams of plutonium per barrel, discersed in small amounts throughout solid materials.*** NRC
staff considers that the risk to public heelth and safety of such shipments is so low that
additional physical security measures are not necessary.

Where larger quantities are involved, the effectiveness of certain elements of a safeguards
system is a function of the amount of material over which control is desired. For example, the
effectiveness of both neutron and gamma detectors, as well as of material bahnce accounting,
diminishes as design threshold quantities of material become smaller. As previously indicated.
NRC is considering a requirement that material containmert systems for the current industry
demonstrate the chpability to detect attempts to accumulate two kilograms of plutonium through
successive small thef ts during a one-year period. This requires detection of unauthorized

*As defined in Sectfon 3.2.6 Type I materials, such as plutonium oxide, are suitable
immediately or with relatively minor processing for direct use in nuclear weapons. Type 11
materials, such as plutonium nitrate and mixed oxide fuels, require relatively modest facili-
ties and effort for conversion into Type 1 materials. Type !!I materials, such as spent fuel
assemblies, require major facilities and processing efforts for conversion into Type I
materials. The definitions of " types" in Section 3.2.6 are for use in this report. They
should not be confused with definitions of material categories utilized by the International
Atomic Energy Agency and other organizations for their respective purposes.

**This policy does not diminish whatever advantage there might be in utilizing blending as an
additional safeguards measure so as to change Type I materials to Type II materials early in
the fuel cycle. (See Ch. 6 for a discussion of this option.)

***The maximum amount of plutonium in such containers would be limited, for both safeguards and
economic reasons. (See Paragraph 5.4.1.3, Waste and Scrap Stream.)
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movements of quantities as small as sfveral grams, thus providing an effective catability against
the theft of small amounts for dispersal purposes. When such material containment systems are
used in combination with other safeguards systems and procedures such as access controls and

direct surveillance, whose effectiveness is virtually independent of the quantities of material
to be controlled, protection against theft of very small quantities becomes considerable. In
fact, the level of such protection would exceed that currently applied in the United States to
numerous non-nuclear materials whose malevolent use could also have severe consequences (see

Section 3.3).

The M0X industry would probably involve shipments of highly radioactive materials between
reactor and reprocessing plants and between reprocessing plants and waste storage sites.
Shipments of spent fuel from reactors to various storage locations are currently protected
against sabotage by massive shipping containers. Even if a deliberate breach resulting in a
release of volatile radioactive materials were made in one of these containers, the consequences
would be relatively minor, with very few fatalities (see Chapter 3). Such consequences would be
similar to those resulting from the release o' certain other toxic or dangerous substances
currently not subject to any special protection (see Section 3.4). Accordingly, NRC currently
requires no specific physical security measures during shipment of spent fuel, and there appears
to be no present need to alter this policy for a wide-scale MOX industry.

The M0X industry sabotage hazards from shipments of high-level wastes are considered equiv-
alent to those from spent fuels. Consequently, no in-transit safeguards neasures would be added
to the protection already provided high-level wastes by the packaging required for health and
safety reasons.

5.3.4 Threat Considerations

Many aspects of a properly designed safeguards system, such as barriers, material detection

and alarm systems, measurement systems, and guard training, can be designed to be relatively
threat-independent. Moreover, current D0D, DOE and NRC safeguards systems emphasize design

orinciples of redundancy and diversity to further reduce the sensitivity of safeguards designs
to uncertainties about threat levels and capabilities. The reference safeguards system design

| has been based on this approach, and key aspects of this approach will be discussed in the
succeeding subsections.

In relation to possible threats, the system is designed to attain performance levels
consistent with present and proposed safeguards requirements. The NRC is currently upgrading
perfonnance levels of safeguards for both the existing licensed nuclear fuel industry
(Ref. 24) and nuclear reactors (Ref. 25).* As a result, safeguards at these facilities (and MOX
industry safeguards) will afford protection against (a) determined, violent assaults by a small
group anned with automatic weapons and explosives, possibly with the assistance of an insider,
as well as (b) internal conspiracies involving fuel industry employees.

* Revisions to 10 CFR 73 were published in the Federal Register on July 5,1977, for public
comment. These revisions upgraded the physical protection requirements for fuel cycle
facilities and associated transportation activities.
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Because it is not possible to state precisely what the nation will perceive as a threat
against the M0X industry in the 1980's and beyond, the costs of varying the level of onsite

,

security forces, a principal factor in both the cost and effectiveness of safeguards (particu-
larly physical protection safeguards), were examined.

The specific design considerations for both internal threats and external threats are
discussed in the succeeding subsections, i

|
l

5.3.4.1 Internal Threats

for unauthorized actions involving stealth or deceit bv employees, necessary protective
capability depends on the number of employees involved and the positions they hold. The threat
could conceivably range from a single employee to a conspiracy involving key plant personnel
such as guards or management officials. A recent study (Ref. 26) indicates that, 'or threats
involving stealth or deceit by insiders, the number of participants is not likely to be as
critical as ability to fraudulently misrepresent authority.

Safeguards to deal with the internal threat posed by more than a single employee have been
based on three major design strategies: (1) use of measures which monitor the movements of
material; (2) limitations on personnel access to nuclear materials; and (3) use of security
clearances.

Successful diversion of nuclear materials would require physical removal across numerous
strategically placed boundaries. An appropriate safeguards system can detect any such attempted
diversion by detecting the movement of the materials themselves, without being sensitive to the
number of people involved in the attempt, as long as the integrity of the detection system
itself is maintained.*

Vulnerability to internal threat can be further reduced by limiting material access to
those employees specifically requiring such access. Implementation of such a design strategy
significantly reduces both the number of people capable of effecting a theft and the number of
opportunities for theft.

,

NRC regulations in 10 CFR Part 73 as well as the design objectives discussed in Section 5.2
emphasize the above measures to provide control of material access as well as detection of

,

unauthorized material movements. Such measures are generally not affected by the number of

employees who may be involved in an attempt at diversion, provided that the security system
itself is not compromised, and they prcvide a basic frair4 work for M0X safeguards to significantly
limit the number of employees who could ef fectively conspire to commit thef t.

Given such designs, there are a few employees in positions of responsibility with respect

to the safeguards system itself who could be effective participants in a conspiracy. Such
employees include personnel involved in management, security, security equipment maintenance,
material control and accounting, and health and safety. The effectiveness of measures regarding

*For example, as discussed in Appendix B, the effectiveness of radiation monitors used to detect
plutonium diversion is not strongly affected by the number of persons involved in an attempt to
divert two kilograms of plutonium, provided proper procedures are utilized.
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|

material access and movement against a conspiracy which includes personnel in such positions is
influenced by the. numbers involved and the precise positions they occupy. Security clearances
are one of the most effective means for ensuring that only reliable individuals occupy positions
of trust.

The use of security clearances and careful employee screening should markedly reduce the
risk of collusion among employees. It is generally accepted that individuals who have been so
screened are less likely to undertake unauthorized actions. In particular, it is a basic
presumption of current Federal security systems that a conspiracy involving two or more
cleared individuals is unlikely.

In Government agencies where highly sensitive materials or information are involved, some
responsible individuals undergo pre-employment security clearances involving an extensive
background investigation. This is augmented af ter they are hired by a reliability assessment
program involving periodic monitoring and assessment of their physical and mental health, job
competence, and overall reliability.

The NRC staff believes that an equivalent level of protection could be obtained in
commercial M0X facilities by combining preeployment evaluations with conservative assumptions

regarding their effectiveness. As a design requirement, clearances involving full background
,

'

investigations should be required cf all security personnel as well as all individuals with -
access to or control over nuclear materials. Since employees with direct access to materials
could, in some cases, effectively collaborate with non-security employees who do not have,

such access, all personnel with access to the protected area should receive a clearance
involving a national agency check prior to employment.*

Additional safeguards measures are, of course, desirable to augment the protection
against conspiracies offered by a clearance program. In particular, a clearance program
should not be considered sufficient in itself to prevent a cleared individual from acting
alone or in collaboration with an uncleared employee. Technical measures and operational
procedures such as those discussed in Section 5.4.1.4 must also be provided to protect
against this possibility.

5.3.4.2 External Threats

As previously indicated, the NRC is currently upgrading safeguards protection against
external attacks for fuel cycle facilities (Ref. 24, NUREG-0095 and 42 FR34310 July 5,1977).
The upgraded safeguards are designed to protect against violent, dedicated attack: by a small
group of well trained individuals armed with light automatic weapons and having the assistance of.
an insider. This level of protection should also be achieved by the reference safeguards system.

It should be emphasized that the reference system approach is not based upon any estimate
of a " maximum credible" threat. Rather the system is designed to protect with high assurance
against the threats that seem possible under the concept of continued civil order while, concur-

rently, providing considerable protection against larger threats should they unexpectedly

TA similar policy is under consideration for currently licensed facilities (Federal Register,
March 17, 1977, Ref. 37).
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materialize. Important to this design approach is the fact that a system designed to protect
with high assurance against attack by a small group of well-armed and dedicated attackers would
retain considerable capability against larger groups. With the aid of an extensive detection
and warning system, the well-trained guard force provided by the reference system could of fer
prompt organized resistance to any external attack. Combining delaying tactics with the communi-
cation system, barriers, vaults and other delaying devices provided by the reference system,
such a guard force could delay a large attack force for a considerable period. The resulting
combination of onsite safeguards and subsequent reinforcement by local law enforcement personnel
should provide adequate protection against external attacks over the range of threats conceivable
within the domain of civil order in the United States.

5.3.5 Site-Specific Considerations
.

The specific characteristics of a properly designed safeguards system are highly site-
dependent. For example, the safeguards system design for protection of a M0X industry facility
against armed attack would depend upon such factors as terrain, specific plant type, layout,
detailed design, and the proximity of local law enforcement support. In an industry as complex
and diverse as a wide-scale M0X industry is expected to be, no single set of detailed safeguards
measures would meet all individual needs. As has been previously emphasized, the reference
system must, therefore, be viewed only as a generic description of a representative safeguards
system being utilized to assess M0X safeguards costs and impacts and alternative safeguards
approaches.

|

The ef fectivenets of M0X safeguards is especially dependent upon the guard force size. The

; procedures utilized to establish the reference system guard force size are discussed in
| Section 5.4.1.5.

In fixed facilities, a number of guards are needed to perform the internal security functions
of entrance and exit control, surveillance, equipment maintenance, and general security operations.
Guard deployment for these functions in the generic M0X fuel facilities resulted in a substantial
in-place security force, if provided with appropriate training, equipment, planning, and support-
ing facility design, these force levels were considered able to offer a self-contained protectic
needed against armed attacks by a small group, and to dolay a larger force until reinforcements
arrive. Thus, the reference system design was not dependent upon the site-specific consideration
of the availability of a local law enforcement capability.

In the case of transport, it was conservatively assumed for the reference system design
that all M0X shipment routes would be sufficiently isolated to preclude ready assistance from
local. law enforcement agencies. Although such a degree of isolation would not be typical of the
majority of shipment routes, it provides an upper bound for estinating the economic and other
costs and impacts of protecting MOX industry shipments.

5.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE SYSTEM

The safeguards measures adopted for the reference system can be divided into three general

categories:
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- Measures for protection of reprocessing, fuel fabrication and fuel assembly plants.
Material transport physical security measures.-

- Measures for protection of fresh M0X fuel at reactors.

The following discussion provides a general description of these measures. Additional
details appear in Appendix A.

5.4.1 Measures for Protection of Fuel Reprocessing, Fabrication and Assemby Plants

The reference safeguard system is based on the concept of performance-oriented regulations.
Measures to meet the performance requirements for safeguarding future M0x fuel cycle facilities
would include perimeter security around protected areas, perimeter security around MAA's and
VA's, material control in MAA's, and surveillance of MAA's and VA's. Redundancy was introduced

in certain cases in order to provide an upper bound cost estimate, even though not all elements
might be required under the performance regulations.

5.4.1.1 Perimeter Security at Protected Areas

Standard practice developed through extensive experience in sensitive facilities operated

by other government agencies as well as by private industry is to util,ize perimeter fences,
guard patrols, intrusion detection sensors, and controlled access entry portals or gates for
restricting access to an area. The reference system provides dual fences around the protected
area perimeter. Outside the' outer fence, between the fences, and inside the inner fence, clear
zones free of any object which might provide cover for an intruder are maintained. At night and
during periods of reduced visibility, the clear zones are illuminated. The independent and
complementary sensors (seismic, microwave, and CCTV), each deployed in a clear zone between the
fences, provide a high-confidence detection capability against intrusions under anticipated
environmental conditions. This perimeter design, based on multiple and redundant sensor systems
to detect intruders, was selected in order to minimize expensive manpower requirements for

| patrols (Refs.13 and 28).
|

At the protected area portals, procedures are provided to limit entry to individuals with
legitimate business within the facility, and to ensure thet articles or materials which could be
used in a diversion or sabotage attempt would not be introduced within the facility. Typical
entry-control safeguards methods utilized by other government agencies and private industry
involve documentation identifying the individual and authorizing his entry, as well as searches
of individuals, packages, and vehicles for unauthorized items. Numerous technical options are
available for verifying identity, including personal recognition, picture badge exchanges, code
words, combination locks, and card-keys (Refs.13 and 29), (Advanced technical systems, such as
voice or handwriting recognition, may eventually be useful in such applications, see Ref.13.)

In the t'aference system, employee access at the permanent portal is controlled by use of
both a card-key and a picture badge. An authorized card-key activates a turnstile and allows
the employee into a passage so configured as to channel the employee past a protected guard post
where display of a picture badge permits access into the protected area (after the screening
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process described below). The use of this technique reduces the likelihood of an outside adver-
sary surprising the portal guards. Two guards * and CCTV are used to protect against unauthorized
acts by any single guard, and the guards are in hardened, protected positions.

In the reference system, entering personnel and hand-carried packages are screened for
firearms and explosives via package searches, passage through a metal detector, and random
searches with hand-held detectors sensitive to metal and explosives (Ref. 29). Vehicles are
visually searched and inspected and screened with hand-held detectors. All portal activities

,

are CCTV monitored at a central facility to ensure that proper procedures are being followed.
The perimeter access portals are designed to be guard-activated and can be closed when necessary
to delay exit.

A summary of the perimeter security features utilized in the reference system is given in
Table 5.1. Additional details for each element listed in Figure 5.1 as well as for the other
safeguarding elements discussed in Section 5.4 are presented in Appendix A.

Should a violation of perimeter security be detected, the initial response is the responsi-
'

bility of the onsite security force. The level of offsite support eventually provided will
depend upon the specific facility and its location, A more extensive discussion of guard force
responsibilities is provided in Sections 5.4.1.5 and 5.4.1.6.

TABLE 5.1

PERIMETER SECURITY FEATURES

Protected Area Perimeter Protected Area Portal

Outer clear zone (15 m wide) Personnel gates / turnstiles
Outer fence Vehicle gates / barriers
Microwave sensor Enclosed, hardened guard

station
Seismic sensor Card-key reader
Alarm / assessment CCTV cameras Fixed metal detector
Inner fence Hand-held explosives detector
Lighting Hand-held metal detector
Inner clear zone (15 m wide) CCTV camera

SSNM detectors

5. 4.1. 2 Perimeter Securit.y at MAA's and VA's

Reference system security measures at the perimeter of the MAA's and VA's are designed to:

- Detect unathorized entry or introduction of contraband into a VA or MAA
- Detect attempts by employees to remove SSNM from a MAA
- Provide sufficient delay time against an assault by outsiders so that a response force

capable of neutralizing the attack force can be introduced before a thef t is success-
full) completed.

% 1 guards in the reference system would have security clearances. Clearance policy is discussed
in greater detail later in Section 5.4.1.8.
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for MAA's and VA's, the reference system includes access controls for detecting unauthorized ]
entry or introduction of contraband. MAA controls are similar to those at the protected area
portal. However, since the need for access to VA's (which are normally closed and alarmed)
would be rare, the reference system requires direct escort into VA's.

During periods when MAA's or VA's are not in use, the system provides for intrusion detection
sensors to monitor the areas so that no surreptitious entry or unauthorized activity takes
place. In addition to CCTV, volumetric sensors are used to indicate entry into an MAA or VA.
In the reference system, doors to VA's and equipment storage garages are alarmed with balanced
magnetic switches and seals to indicate any unauthorized door opening.

.

Screening of personnel for contraband is performed at a portal with fixed walk-through
detector systems. A clothing change room, required for safety purposes as well, increases the
difficulty of entering or leaving the MAA with contraband materials (Ref. 29).

To detect unauthorized removal of SSNM, the system provides for employees leaving a MAA to
be scanned by equipment capable of detecting the gamma radiation and neutrons emitted by isotopes
bf plutonium. In this connection, studies sponsored by NRC (Refs. 30 and 31) indicate that
random searches with highly sensitive devices at the rate of about 1 per 100 employee exits,
combined with fixed sensors employing a combination of available neutron and gamma detection
technologies, would detect with high confidence (>99 percent) attempts to accumulate significant
quantities of material by any number of employees, each attempting to exit with very small
concealed amounts, even assuming that they used sophisticated shielding techniques. These
studies are summarized in Appendix B.

Based on these findings, screening of personnel at MAA exit portals with a fixed neutron-
gamma sensor system (having characteristics typical of those discussed in Appendix B) plus a
metal detector, combined with random searches using highly sensitive hand-held detection equip-
ment, are adopted for the reference system,

i
'

To prevent introduction of contraband, not only would material and supplies entering a MAA
| be identified and screened in a manner similar to that used for personnel, but checks would also

be maintained 3 gainst the formal authorizations requesting such movement.

To detect unauthorized removal of plutonium, any material and supplies leaving the MAA
would be examined by means of highly sensitive hand-held gamma-ray detectors, visual search of
packages, and as appropriate, package or equipment dismantling. Trucks leaving the MAA would be
exposed to a visual inspection and search utilizing a hand-held gamma-ray detector.

All material transfers from storage to shipment would be under direct surveillance by at
least one guard. To protect against unauthorized action by a single member of the guard force
in collusion with another non-security employee, all portal operations involving either material
or personnel movement would be conducted by at least two guards and would, in addition, be
monitored by CCTV. The purpose of the CCTV is to ensure that portal procedures are being
followed by the security personnel.
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A summary of the security features employed in the reference systen to detect unauthorized
. entry into, and prevent unauthorized removal of material from, the MAA's and the VA's is given .
in Table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2

MAA and VA BUILDING SECURITY FEATURES

1

Buildin2_ Perimeter
,

Exterior CCTV
Exterior lighting
Hardened emergency exits (one-way turnstiles)
Door-opening alarms
Vehicle barrier

MAAPortaMcontinuoudymannedby_ouardg

Portal doors / turnstile
! Protected guard position

Change room
; Fixed & hand-held metal detectors

SSNM detectors
Badge exchange system
Card-key readers
fixed explosives detectors
CCTV cameras

MAA or VA portal (intermittently mannedl

Portal doors
Hand-held SNM detectors
CCTV cameras
Badge exchange system
Card-key readers
Vehicle barriers

MAA or VA Inte_riorghen unoccupjed,1

CCTV cameras i
Volumetric sensors i

5.4.1.3 Material Control and Accounting _jn MAA's

General. For health and safety reasons, plutonium compounds are processed in confined
areas having a limited number of access portals, all of which are alarmed. Such measures limit
the accessibility to plutonium-containing compounds and also help in detecting unauthorized
removals from the normal process flow. It is anticipated that any future large-scale M0X

1 facilities would so rely on automated or remotely operated process equipment that the need for
direct contact with plutonium would be limited, in most process areas, to maintenance periods.
Accordingly, routine hands-on access to plutonium would occur only in loading and unloading, in )

'

sampling and inspection areas, and in the analytical laboratories. In process areas, valves on
pneumatic transfer lines from storage vessels, as well as portals on gloveboxes, would be moni-
tored, and bulk storage vessels would be monitored for abnormal changes in liquid level or j

i weight. In the loading, unloading, and inspection areas, where personnel handle plutonium in !
Ii

containers, the reference system utilizes personnel surveillance systems to ensure proper proce- |

dures(Ref.7). Item controls that utilize unique container identification ant' tamper-indicating
seals (Refs. 32-34) enable rapid verification of the inventory. )
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I
Administrative Procedures. The material control and accounting features of the reference l

system provide that written procedures be established, maintained, and followed in accordance
with the basic material control requirements of 10 CFR Part 70. A description of the key
elements of these procedures is presented in the following paragraph.

Material Balance Areas (MBA's) and Item Control Areas (ICA's) are established in a manner
and in sufficient numbers to identify and localize losses (Ref. 31). The custody of plutonium
within any MBA or ICA is the responsibility of a single designated individual. A system is
established for measurement of the plutonium content of all receipts, shipments, discards, and
material on inventory (Refs 36-38). A program of standardization and calibration of measurement
equipment and analytical procedures is also established and maintained (Ref. 39). Procedures
are established that ensure the accurate identification of receipts and measurement of shipments
of SSNM (Ref. 40), the review and evaluation of shipper-receiver differences (Ref. 41), the
taking of appropriate investigative and corrective action to reconcile shipper-receiver differ-
ences, and the maintenance of appropriate records. A documented system of control over the
storage and internal transfer of SSNM within the facility is maintained (Refs. 42 and 43).
Procedures for the control of SSNM scrap, including identification and classification (Ref. 44),
and for regular processing and recovery, are established. Physical inventory procedures, followed
and maintained with a system of records and reports which provide sufficient information to
locate SSNM and to close material balances around each MBA and the total plant, are also estab-

lished (Ref. 45). The system also provides for review of the nuclear materials control and
accounting system at least once a year by individuals independent of the material control and
accounting organization (Ref. 46).

Measurement Accuracies. The ability of material accounting systems to detert pssible
thefts by periodic inventories depends primarily upon the accuracy with which the amounts of
material entering, leaving, and in process within the facility can be measurec. As discussed in
Appendix C, process measurement uncertainties of approximately one kilogram (20) or less would
be necessary within each MBA to provide a high assurance of detecting the remor l of two kilo-
grams of plutonium during a single period between inventories. Significantly greater accuracies,
of the order of a few hundred grams, would be necessary to detect attempts to accumulate bomb

quantities of plutonium by removal of small amounts during each of several accounting periods.
As indicated in Appendix C, the process measurement uncertainties obtained with the best available
measurement techniques are estimated to range from 100 grams to four kilograms in a model fuel
fabrication facility, and from 200 grams to 55 kilograms in a model reprocessing facility. The
precise uncertainty within these ranges depends on what portion of the plant is involved and the
frequency with which material balances are made.*

iThe smaller values are the process measurement uncertainties for the material balances in the
analytical laboratory of each facility. The four-kg value for the fuel fabrication facility is
the process measurement uncertainty for the bimonthly material balance of the process line.
The 55-kg value is the process measurement uncertainty for the semiannual material balance of
the separations area in the reprocessing facility. Although the 55-kg value is large, it
should be noted that access to SSNM within the separation area is limited because the SSNM
is remotely handled, behind thick shielding walls, highly radioactive (i.e., large quantities
of fission products are present), and not highly concentrated.
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Use of material balances to detect the theft of a two-kilogram quantity of plutonium appears
to be promising for certain areas of fuel fabrication plants, but not for reprocessing facili-
ties. It is uncertain whether the accuracy needed to detect such amounts can be achieved in the
high-throughput facilities of a future M0X industry. The NRC staff does not, however, judge
tnat such high accuracies are necessary for adequate protection of wide-scale M0X facilities.
Protection of a M0X industry against thef t will be based primarily on detecting and preventing
such thefts through improved material control measures, ascess controls and material containment
measures.

Despite its limitations, material control and accounting plays a vital role. It assists in
deterring and detecting theft or diversion by providing information on the status and amount of
SSNM. In the event of thef t or diversion, it aids in assessing the extent of loss and it can
narrow the search by identifying the place where the loss occurred, and the form and composition
of the missing material. It is a basic means for assessing hoaxes or for assessing the extent
of loss should a malevolent act occur. Finally, material accounting is a safeguards measure of
fundamental importance in international safeguards (Ref. 47).

The material control and accounting elements of the reference system are based on currently
available technology and practices and are designed to allow M0X plants to satisfy current
regulatory requirements.* Current NRC regulations permit limits of error between book and
inventory values of one percent of the semi-annual throughput in the highly radioactive portion
of reprocessing plants and 0.5 percent of bi-monthly throughput in other facilities, for the

|mature M0X industry facilities described in Chapter 3, these limits amount to 20 kilograms in
the plutonium inventory of a reprocessing plant and 13 kilograms in the inventory of a fuel
fabrication facility.** If the material unaccounted for (MUF) exceeds these measurement uncer-
tainty limits, specific procedures, including investigation and a possible repeat inventory,
will be undertaken. The measures selected would be consistent with a prudent assessment of the
discrepancy as compared with the regulatory requirements.

Accounting Procedures. Under the reference system procedures, all receipts, shipments,
scrap, waste, and inventory would be measured. Weighing, sampling, and chemical or mass spectro-
metric analysis (Refs. 36, 37, 48 and 49) would be used in M0X fuel fabrication plants to
measure and account for plutonium in powder or pellet form. Both sampling and analysis would be
performed, according to a random sampling plan, to obtain an accurate average concentration
factor for each form of material in the process. After each process step, the material would be
weighed and the appropriate concentration factor applied. Because sampling of nonhomogenous
materials is not feasible, containers of nonrecyclable scrap powder, pellets, and waste would be
measured using r.on-destructive assaying techniques (Refs. 50 to 54). Plutonium contained in
fuel rods would be controlled by pellet count and weight. An additional check would be made via
radiometric rod scan, once the rod is sealed, to verify pellet count and composition (Refs. 55)

Ts research leads to improvement in the accuracy and timeliness of material balance measure-
ment systems and improvement in accounting data analysis methods, and as improved process
control techniques are developed NRC will consider requiring the M0X industry to adopt
these improvements.

**These values apply to the year 2000 and are based on the assumption that each facility
processed an egaal portion of the industry throughput.
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and 56). All equipment would be periodically cleaned and material balances computed for compo-
nents of each MBA, as well as for the entire process (Ref. 45).

In the high radiation area of the reprocessing plant, the volume and weight of the feed
and product solutions would be measured (Refs. 38 and 57-59) and the solutions sampled and
chemically analyzed. Waste would be accumulated and measured by nondestructive assay. A total
measured material balance would be perfonned at intervals of six months or less by inventorying
the solutions in the separation and purification columns (Refs. 45 and 60-62). The imbalance
would be controlled to less than one percent of semiannual throughput. Plutonium in the other
areas of the facility would be measured and accounted for in a manner similar to that used in
M0X fabrication plants (Ref.17).

Waste and_S_ crap Streams. Unprotected waste and scrap streams might provide an opportunity

to move plutonium to other locations for future diversion (Ref. 63). To protect such materials,
low-level waste such as laundry, process trash, and dirty scrap would be collected under con-
trolled conditions in specially marked and identified containers located throughout the plant.
At regular intervals, the containers would be spot-checked, sealed, and moved to a central waste
and scrap process area. After containers arrived at the process area, seals would be inspected
to ensure that they had not been tampered with during transfer, and each container would be
nondestructively assayed to determine its plutonium content (Refs. 64 and 65). This measurement
would aid material balance accounting and also screen for the presence of abnormally large
concentrations of plutonium. If a high concentration is detected, the container would be opened

I and its contents carefully inspected by material control perscnnel. After repackaging, the
containers would be resealed for storage and shipment.*

Analytical Laboratories. Analytical laboratories within the facilities pose a unique
I material control problem. Here, skilled technicians performing complex operations would have

|
routine access to small quantities of material. As previously discussed, the reference system
would use portal monitors and package searches to control security at the perimeter of all
facility operations, and these measures would also contribute to laboratory security. To supple-
ment these measures, a sample control system would be employed between the process lines and the

laboratory (Ref. 7).

The reference system requires that all samples be collected under surveillance in standard
containers, individually identified and controlled. After the sample is taken, the container
would be sealed and transported to the laboratory in a secure manner. Upon receipt at the
analytical laboratory, the sealed samples would be inspected for tampering and nondestructively
assayed as rapidly as possible to detennine the approximate quantity of SSNM in the sample prior
to its being released to the laboratory for further division and analysis. After all laboratory
tests are completed, any residual material would be nondestructively assayed. Depending on the
amount of material, degree of contamination, nature of the process stream, and other related
factors, any residual material might be returned to the process. (Any such return must be

3For some waste, the original collection container might never be reopened, and the container
iright simply be moved to a storage area to await shipment. For others, the waste and scrap
might undergo segregation, incineration, and solidification processes. The output from these
processes would be repackaged for final storage and shipment.
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witnessed.) Waste material from the laboratory would be sealed in containers and nondestruc-
tively assayed. In this manner, an approximate shif t-by-shift material balance can be drawn
around the analytical laboratory. As discussed in Appendix C, this type of material balance
accounting has adequate sensitivity for protection against thefts of two-kilogram quantities of
plutonium.

A summary of the material control features and the. number of material accounting system
1

personnel used in the reference system for maintaining material control is given in Table 5.3.'

TABLE 5.3

MATERIAL CONTROL AND ACCOUNTING FEATURES AND PER..unNEL

Access Control Measures Within MAA's

Automated or remotely operated process equipment
Glovebox alanns
Valve alarms
Storage vessel level and weight indicators

Material Accounting System

item Accounting (Pu container handling area)

Analytical Equipment
j Weight measurement
! Chemical assay

Nondestructive assay

Accounting Personnel (total man-years per facility required for tasks)a
ISNM custodians (8
SSNM handlers (8
Accountants (7
Statisticians (2)
Measurement specialists 2)
In-house inspection personnel 5)
Managers 5)

aThe basis for these estimates is discussed in Appendix A.

5.4.1.4 Surveillance of MAA's and VA's

MAA security is based on limiting access. In addition the processes that occur in MAA's
generally involve automated or remote-handling techniques. Nevertheless, in the reference;

|
system, those individuals present within MAA's would be under continuous visual observation
(Ref. 66), using a combination of CCTV, monitored by a central facility, and the two-man rule
(the person needing access would always be accompanied by an observer).

Because automated or remotely operated equipment is normally used, glovebox access to

process lines is infrequent. If access is required, the use of monitored indicators on glovebox
portals and CCTV would permit effective observation of employee activity. When other normally
inaccessible areas, such as process lines, are opened during maintenance periods, direct surveil-

lance by security guards replaces access denial as the primary safeguards measure.
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Access to VA's is expected to be ' infrequent but, when required, a two man-rule and CCTV
would both be used.

5. 4.1. 5 Guard Force: Internal Security Functions

The internal security functions of the guard force are control of the safeguards system
including access control, escort, recordkeeping, surveillance, communications, investigations,
accident and emergency control, training, and response to detected attempts at diversion or
sabotage (Refs.12 and 67). The number of guards required for such tasks depends on the speci-
fic site configuration; the methods selected to achieve access control, material containment,
and MAA and VA security; and on the degree of security force reliability.

To protect with high assurance against collusion between security force personnel and other
employees, the reference system provides that all guards have a clearance involving a full field
background investigation, and that at least two guards be assigned to each of the employee-guard
interfaces, i.e., the perimeter portal or the material access portal. Some additional guards
are needed to monitor loading and unloading operations, to escort visitors, to monitor the
maintenance of alanns and equipment, and to assist in monitoring alarms and CCTV systems. Most
of these latter functions are irregular and site-specific, and the exa)t number of guards
required to perform the functions may vary. For the reference system, it was assumed that three
additional guards would be adequate.

In order to provide internal security at MOX facilities such as the reprocessing or fuel
fabrication plants discussed in Section 3.2.5, the following number of guards per shift has been
included in the reference safeguards system for each facility.

Facility Elements Guards per Shift

Perimeter portal 2
MAA portal 2
Central operations center 2
Auxiliary operations center 1
Intermittent requirement 3
Supervisor 1

TOTAL ~TT~

Every guard in a currently licensed facility must be qualified annually and must demonstrate
an understanding of his duties and responsibilities (Ref. 68). Additional regulations are

| currently being developed for guard selection, training, testing, and evaluation to further
ensure their competence and qualifications in the use of security procedures and equipment.
This same screening and training of security personnel would be adopted for the M0X industry.

5.4.1.6 Guard Force: Security against External Assault

The normal onsite security force capability generally provided for protection against an
external assault depends upon the design and location of the specific facility, the extent to
which security forces providing internal security can be diverted to deal with an external
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The defense stra'egy selected for the reference system was to give to the guard force,
sized for safe operatio7 and internal security, sufficient supporting measures so that it could
defeat a determined armed assault by a small group and delay a larger force until reinforcements
could arrive.

The inherent design features of projected M0X facilities maximize the tactical flexibility
of their security forces. Many of the containment features already required under 10 CFR 50 to
provide protection against internal accidents and natural phenomena, such as thick-walled rein-
forced concrete structure and heavy steel dnors, are also significant obstacles to forced entry.
The reference system provides the security force with the added advantage of hardened, defensible
posts at strategically located positions along the approach to the nuclear material desired by
the invader. The reference system also requires that each member of the security force be well-
trained and annually qualified in the use of defense tactics and weapons. The tactics would be I
based on a comprehensive cuntingency plan for armed attack indWidually developed for each
specific site. For added assurance, the contingency plan would include procedures for ensuring
communication and coordination with local law enforcement agencies or other response forces.

The adequacy of the guard force was assessed by several different but complementary tech-
niques. The results of several general analytic studies of guard force requirements under
various conditions were examined, and the physical security practices of other Federal agencies
and appropriate sectors of private industry were reviewed (Refs. 12,23,69,70). It was con-
cluded that an internal security force of 11 well-trained, appropriately equipped, and properly
supported guards represents a prudent design level for secure protection against determined
armed assault by small groups. This conclusion was supporteo by the following considerations
(Ref. 71):

(a) The use of redundant and diverse barriers, sensors, defensive positions, surveillance, and
communications equipment at individual sites forces any assault operation to be time-
consuming, complex, and vulnerable.

(b) Well-trained guards and a well-developed contingency plan reduce the relative advantage of
uninhibited choice of strategy by an assault force.

(c) Hardened defensive positions and reliable and effective sensors and communications reduce
the tactical advantage to an attacking force of the element of surprise.

(d) The anticipated arrival of reinforcements places significant time and tactical constraints
on any assault.

5.4.1.7 Security Operations

Current regulations, complied with by the reference system, require that there be two
security operations centers at each facility to ensure redundant and independent monitoring of
all alanns. Each center is capable of monitoring all active detection, surveillance and assess-
ment systems throughout the facility; notifying both onsite and offsite response forces about
any unauthorized activity; and directing such forces to where they are needed. In the reference
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system the main security operations center is located within the MAA building, with an auxiliary
center at the protected area perimeter portal (Ref.12). Features of the security operations
centers for the reference system include:

- Offsite base station radios
- Hand-held portable radios
- Hardened security operations center
- Emergency power
- Public address system (two-way capability)
- Central alann/ admit console
- Auxiliary alarm / admit console
- CCTV control consol.e
- Response force paging receivers
- Site signaling system
- Onsite base radio station

Both the main and auxiliary security operations centers have complete surveillance, command,
and conmunications capabilities. Redundancy is required for all vital elements (such as sensor
alarms and communications systems) to assure that conmand and control capabilities are not

vulnerable to the failure of any single system or single network of systems. Thus, if one
security operations center fails completely, effective control of security force operations can
still be maintained.

5.4.1.8 Personnel Clearances

Security clearances are a basic tool for protection of classified information and sensitive

,

items throughout the Federal Government, and are required by both D00 and DOE for all personnel
I having access to special nuclear materials. Sjnce nuclear weapons are based on highly classi-

fied design information, access to such weapons requires both a security clearance and a demon-

| strated need for access. 00D also has a personnel reliability program under which each indivi-
dual with access to nuclear weapons is continuously evaluated as to his technical competence,
his physical and mental health, and his emotional stability (Ref. 72). DOE requires that any
person in a position to divert or to conceal the diversion of SNM possess a DOE "L" or "Q"
access authorization or a " Secret" security clearance (Ref. 73).

As described in Section 5.3.5.1, preemployment clearances would be utilized in the M0X
industry along with other security measures to protect against employee collaboration in
unauthorized actions. The personnel positions requiring clearances would be site-specific, but
would certainly include all personnel with access to the area within a facility protected by the
dual fences. All those whose jobs provide access to or control over SSNM would require clearance
based on a full-field background investigation. Included would be the particularly sensitive
positions involved in plutonium accountability procedures and practices, the plant security
system, and the management supervision chain. Certain employees, whose positions would involve
access to the protected area but who do not require unescorted access to or control over SSNM,
would be given a limited clearance based on a national agency check. An estimate of the number
of employees requiring clearances in typical MOX facilities has been made for the purpose of
costing and impact assessment (Ref. 74). Conclusions drawn from these estimates led to a provi-
sion in the reference system that clearances be required for all security guards and for all
management, administrative, and production personnel authorized to have access to the protected
area of each facility.
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5.4.2 Transportation Safeguards

Transportation safeguards include planning and scheduling procedures, measures to protect
material during loading and unloading of transports, measures to protect material in transit
and contingency plans detailing responses to emergencies. The basic elements for the trans-
portation safeguards of the reference system are contained within the current regulatory base.
Additional features considered necessary for a mature M0X industry have also been introduced to
supplement the current regulatory requirements. A discussion of the components of the reference ;

| system transportation' safeguards is presented in the following subsections, f
i

5.4.2.1 Planning and Scheduling

Before any material is packaged or loaded for transport, planning and scheduling of the
shipment would have to be provided. A detailed route plan would be prepared, specifying the ;

exact roads to be taken, the rest and refueling stops along the route, and scheduled call-in
times or points. Trips would be scheduled on an irre'ular basis so that there would be no
established pattern. Response forces along the planned route would be notified so that a rapid,
coordinated response, according to an established contingency plan, could be provided in case of j

I
; an emergency,

5.4.2.2 Loading and unloading Procedures

Whenever material is to be loaded for, or unloaded af ter, transport, specific safeguards ]
'

procedures would be instituted. A restricted area would be established around the vehicle, and
all access to and activities within this area strictly controlled. Security quards would be
specifically detailed to monitor the area as well as the loading or unloading process. These

. guards would be in regular radio communication with the facility's central alarm station.

When a shipment arrives at its destination, the consignee would transmit immediate verifi- !

cation of its arrival to the originator of the shipment as well as preliminary notice that the
SSNM containers were properly stowed and intact upon arrival.

5.4.2.3 In-Transit Protection

in-transit safeguards measures 3ecified under the current regulatory base are a private
guard escort force, communications, vehicles that resist unauthorized entry, and response forces 1

such as State police, local law enforcement agencies (LLEA's) or dedicated forces. As with
fixed sites, a number of alternative strategies could provide equivalent levels of protection.
These strategies range from one which employs vehicles designed to delay thef t for long periods

| of time and relies on State police for support, to one which places primary dependence on escort
I forces .
I

!

|
Reliance on State and local police forces has the advantage that they would not be involved

|
in an initial attack, are normally present throughout the United States, are familiar with
roadways, can legally engage in hot pursuit, and, in most States, have good communications
systems. Estimates in terms of force 5,ize and arrival time have been made of current response
capabilities for State and local police along selected routes (Ref. 15). Adequate levels of
response can be achieved along some U.S. routes without special arrangements being made with
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local law enforcement agencies, provided properly designed vehicles (i.e., vehicles which can be
im(>bilized and are designed to be penetration resistant) and proper procedures are used. The
study also indicates that effective levels of response by the State or local police would not be
possible on many routes unless special arrangements were made. Whether or not such arrangements
with the local agencies would be required depends, for example, on the police density along the
route, the type of road, the communications available, the procedural arrangements the shipper
could make with the State and local police in the jurisdictions involved, and the time of day
traveled.

If State or local police were readily available, escort forces could be reduced to two
escort rehicles with two guards each, a level which would ensure adequate warning and delay.
However, since the availability of outside assistance would vary with the route, the reference
system is based on the conservative assumption that such assistance will be minimal (even though
Pu0 and M0X would actually be shipped along many routes where relatively prompt response would

2
be available). Assuming an essentially self-contained protection capability sets an upper bound
in estimating the cost and societal impact of safeguarding shipments. Accordingly, the reference
system uses 12 armed guards during transport. These guards ride in four escort vehicles, each
designed to withstand light weapons fire.

| To compensate for any advantage an assault force could have in sel'ecting terrain, timing,

[ and tactics, the reference system includes a specially designed penetration-resistant vehicle to

| provide the escort guards maximum tactical flexibility in protecting the shipment. The vehicle
! is one with performance characteristics similar to that of the Integrated Container Vehicle
! (ICV) described in Section 3.4.3.3 and in References 14 and 15. This vehicle can be immobilized

to prevent attackers from driving or towing it away, and a sophisticated multilayered armor

j system provides significant delay against penetration with explosives, torches or tools. An
| additional point in favor of such an integrated design is that it would reduce shipping costs,

since the vehicle shell can be used instead of special containers for purposes of heat dissipa-
tion and radiation protection.

Complementing the protection provided by the vehicle is a communications system for notify-
ing the authorities of an attack. This could be provided either by direct communications into a
police network or by a separate, reliable, and rapid communications system via the licensee or
his agent. A comunications system such as that used by DOE was assumed for costing purposes.*

All personnel in the convoy, including drivers and escort guards, would require a clearance
based on a full-field background investigation. As an added precaution for ensuring transport
driver reliability and to provide assurance of an immediate alert should an assault be launched
on the transport vehicle, one escort vehicle would remain within sight of the transport vehicle
at all times.

*tfie~IiDI communications system, denoted SECOM, is a secure digital radio communications system
that permits continuous communication with vehicles anywhere in the continental United States.
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5,4.2.4 Contingency Plans

The transportation safeguards of the reference system include provision for contingency
plans detailing the appropriate responses to various types of emergencies. The plans would
specify the tactics to be utilized in response to attempts at theft or sabotage, as well as the
appropriate security force response to other events such as vehicle disablement, unusual weather,
natural disasters, and civil disturbance conditions. The plans would be based on established
liaison with response forces along the transport route, and would include such reinforcement as
they were able to assure.

5.4.2.5 Suninary

The reference system in-transit safeguards features include:

Transport Vehicle

ICV

Immobilization capability
Digital radio communications

Escort Force
'

9 - 12 guards per trip (including 2 transport drivers)*

Escort Vehicles
Armored

2 - 4 per trip

Digital radio coninunications

These transportation safeguards were assessed on the basis of several differing but comple-
mentary approaches. Included were analytic studies of escort force requirements under various
conditions (Refs. 15, 23, and 69), a survey of expert opinion, and a review of the physical
security practices of private industry and of other federal agencies. The conclusion of the
assessment (Ref. 71) was that in-transit physical protection, like that for fixed sites, would
be appropriate for defense against a determined armed assault by a small oroup armed with auto-
matic weapons. The bases for this assessment are the diverse and redundant protective measures
(i.e., penetration-resistant transport vehicles, escort guards, provisions for effective use of
local law enforcement), which provide significant obstacles to an assault operation.

Protection of MOX at Reactors5.4.3 r

Unirradiated M0X fuel assemblies would be stored at recipient reactor sites for a period of
time before insertion into the reactor core. The period of storage would be a function of
reactor operational practice. Periods on the order of one month are currently typical for LWR
fuels.

4The number of guards and escort vehicles is determined by the availability of local law
enforcement resources along the convoy route, for costing purposes, a maximum number of
escorts and vehicles is included in the reference system.
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Safeguards requirements for protecting all licensed LWR reactors against acts of sabotage
have recently been introduced (10 CFR 73.55, Ref. 25),* The regulations contain both a general
performance requirement and specific prescriptions for equipment, procedures, and security
personnel. If a . licensee can adequately demonstrate compliance with the general performance
requirement through implementation of other safeguards measures which are equivalent to the
specific measures prescribed in 10 CFR 73.55 (Ref. 25), the latter may be waived by the NRC.

The general performance requirement, with which the reference system complies, specifies
that the licensee shall establish and maintain a safeguards system which protects "with high
assurance" against cpecified external and internal threats. The specified external threats '

consist of "a determined violent assault, attack by stealth, or deceptive actions, of several
persons who are well trained and dedicated, may possess the assistance (active and passive) of
a knowledgeable insider, and possess automatic rifles, explosives, hand-held tools, and incapa-
citating agents." The specified. internal threat consists of one employee in any position.

Specific requirements for a complete physical protection system are detailed in 10 CFR
73.55 (Ref. 25) as follow:

The licensee must establish a security organization, including guards who have been .

properly trained and qualified. Vital equipment must be located in vital areas which must
be surrounded by two physical barriers. The protected area perimeter is also protected by
an intrusion detection system. The protected area and the isolation zones at the perimeter
must be illuminated during darkness; assessment capability such as CCTV must also be
provided. All personnel entering the protected area must present proper identification and
are subject to search for weapons, explosives, or other contraband. Regular employees must

[ have picture badges, and visitors must be escorted within the protected area. All vehicles
entering the protected area must be searched and visiting vehicles are escorted within the,

| area. The access control function must be housed in bullet-resisting structures."
t

!

| Two continuously manned alarmed stations are required. One must be hardened and located
onsite; the other may be offsite. Every guard must be able ~to maintain continuous connunica-

| tions with each alarm station, and each alarm station must possess both telephone and radio or
microwave voice comunications with offsite response forces. All alarm equipment must be tested
regularly, and no less of ten than once a week. All communications equipment must be checked at
the beginning of every shift.

The nominal security force requirement consists of 10 armed responders per shif t. This
number may vary on the basis of site specific conditions, such as the training and qualifications
of the guard force, the availability of defensive positions, and the availability and depend- +

ability of local law enforcement response. These site-specifi; considerations may either in-
crease or decrease the required onsite security force, but a minimum of five guards is always
required.

*These regulations were published in the Federal Register, on February 24, 1977. They became
effective on March 28, 1977. Revisions to the remainder of 10 CFR 73 were published in the
Federal Register on July 5, 1977. These revisions upgraded the physical protection require-
ments for fuel cycle facilities and associated transportation activities and provide
strengthened physical protection against sabotage that could lead to radiological consequences
(radiological sabotage and theft of SNNM).
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I
I

These recently implemented power reactor safeguards provide a level of physical protection
against assaults comparable to that which the reference system requires at fuel cycle facilities. |
Accordingly, only a few additional measures are indicated for M0X protection when fresh M0X fuel
is stored at a reactor site prior to insertion into the reactnr core. A hardened and alarmed
storage area for storing the M0X assemblies would be necessary. For costing purposes, the
reference system provides such an area at the reactor sites. When fresh M0X fuel is being
stored at reactors, the system provides for exit searches for plutonium by means of fixed ganuna
and neutron detectors located at the MAA portal.

!
'

5.5 THE APPLICATION OF THE REFERENCE SYSTEM TO ALTERNATIVE LWR FUEL CYCLE OPTIONS

for purposes of assessing the environmental impact of plutonium recycle, five alternative ,

LWR fuel cycle options were defined in NUREG-0002 (Ref.1). They are briefly described in
Section 3.2.7 of this document. A discussion of the application of the reference safeguards

system to each of these alternatives follows.

,

| Alternative 1 (prompt fuel reprocessing, prompt uranium recycle, and delayed plutonium

f
recycle) would require implementing the measures prescribed by the reference system for

' reprocessing facilities. In addition, a plutonium storage facility would have to be protected.
A detailed design study of appropriate measures for such a storage facility has not been
performed because of configuration uncertainty. However, it is clear that physical security
measures similar to those described for reprocessing and fuel fabrication facilities would have
to be provided at such a storage facility. For cost and societal impact assessment of the
reference system, it was assumed that such a facility would involve physical protection measuresI

similar to those described for reprocessing facilities. Material accounting measures would
(

relate to item control and verification, since the storage facility would deal only with discrete
items. Thus, it was assumed that accounting measures equivalent to those used for fuel assembly

i facilities would be implemented in the plutonium storage facility. |

The transportation links from the reprocessing facilities to the storage facility would be
protected by the transportation protection meesures already described for the reference system. i

'
The other facilities (fuel fabrication and essembly) and transportation links would be

protected by the described reference system measures as they became operational.

|
Alternative 2 (delayed fuel reproces-ing, followed by uranium and plutonium recycle) would ['

ultimately require essentially the same level of safeguards as provided under the reference |

system for immediate reprocessing and recycle. One issue regarding Alternative 2 is the effect !

that a delay in the initiation of reprocessing would have on the nature of the specific technolo-
gy available to achieve safeguards for a M0X industry. Delay in reprocessing would improve the
prospects for introducing technically advanced safeguards concepts. Although the use of such
improved measures might reduce the cost of the reference system, their availability at specific
times in the future cannot now be predicted. Accordingly, for costing purposes, it was assumed
that M0X safeguards for Alternative 2 would be based on currently available technology and on
the measures of the reference system. These measures would be provided at ecch M0X reprocessing,

fuel fabrication, and fuel assembly facility; in the transportation links between them; and i

at each reactor using MOX fuel as these facilities begin operation after the delay period.
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Alternative 3 (prompt uranium and plutonium recycle) is the case discussed in this document.
It would require installation of the reference system safeguards measures in all M0X facilities
as they oecome operational.

Alternative 5 (uranium recycle with no plutonium recycle) would require that reference
system safeguards measures be installed at reprocessing facilities, at storage facilities for
separated plutonium, and in the transportation links between them, only if the plutonium is
separated from the spent fuel wastes. If the Pu is left in the spent fuel wastes, no special
safeguards measures would be required.

Alternative 6 (no uranium or plutonium recycle) requires no M0X safeguards protection
measures.

5.6 COST ASSESSMENT OF THE REFERENCE SYSTEM

As indicated in Section 3.2, the mature M0X industry would contain five reprocessing plants,
eight fuel fabrication plants, seven fuel assembly plants, and a complete transportation network
linking these plants to 250 reactors that use MOX. The M0X transportation network would include
three legs: Leg 1, from the reprocessing plant to the fuel fabrication plant; Leg 2, from the
spent fuel fabrication plant to the fuel assembly plant; and leg 3, from the fuel assembly plant
to the reactor.

Cost estimates * for applying the reference safeguards system to this industry are developed
| in Appendix A. A sununary overview of these costs, based on the detailed estimates presented in

Appendix A, is given in Tables 5.4, 5.5, 5.6. 5.7 and 5.8.

The estimated initial capital costs and annualized operating costs for the reference safe-
guards system, as applied to a mature M0X industry, are given in Table 5.4 by individual plant
type and for each tranportation leg. Total industry cost, together with the total costs by
plant type and for transportation and regulation, is sumarized in Table 5.5 for the year 2000.
In order to illustrate the added increment in total fuel cycle cost introduced by.the safeguards
requirements of a MOX industry, the annualized safeguards costs from Table 5.5 are tabulated and
compared to the annualized fuel cycle costs in Table 5.6.

As indicated in Table 5.6, the reference safeguards system annualized cost represents, on
the average, less than seven percent of the annualized M0X industry fuel cycle costs (based on
Alternative 3 of fMREG-0002, Ref.1). More meaningful to the consumer would be the fact that,
as developed in Appendix A (Figure A1.1), the reference safeguards system costs (.09 mills /kWh)
would be approximately 0.2 percent of the total cost to the consumer of MOX nuclear electric

power (35-60 mills /kWh). It therefore may be concluded that the added cost of safeguarding a
future M0X industry, utilizing existing safeguards technology, would not be a pivotal issue in
assessing the impact of introducing such an industry into the U.S. economy. Variation in

'These estimates are made in terms of 1975 dollars to permit ready comparison with cost figures
presented in the Health, Safety, and Environmental portion of the Final Environmental Statement
on Mixed Oxide Fuels.
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TABLE 5.4,

REFERENCE SYSTEM SAFEGUAROS COSTS IN THE YEAR 2000 FOR
INDIVIOUAL FACILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION ELEMENTS

(millions of 1975 dollars)
a

Element Initial Capital Costs Annual 12ed Costs

Reprocessing Plant 7.2 6.2
Fuel Fabrication Plant 5.5 7.3
fuel Assembly Plant 1.3 1.7

b -

0.1 cReactor Site
Transportation System

Consnunications Network 5.5 3.6
Leg 1 - Pu02 Transport 7.4 3.5
Leg 2 - M0X Rod Transport 9.3 4.7
Leg 3 - MOX Assembly Transport 29.6 24.0

aAnnualized costs include personnel costs, depreciation, return on investment, and operations
and maintenance costs,

bReactor safeguards costs are only those associated with the protection of unirradiated MOX
fuel when stored at reactor sites. ,

cLess than $50,000.

!

TABLE 5.5

REFERENCE SYSTEM SAFEGUARDS COSTS IN THE YEAR 2000 FOR
THE M0X INDUSTRY

(millions of 1975 dollars)

El emen t Initial Capital Costs Annualized Costs ,ba a

.

5 Reprocessing Plants 35.8 30.8
8 fuel Fabrication Plants 44.1 58.3
7 Fuel Assembly Plants 8.8 11.5

C250 Reactors at 125 sites 16.6 3.0

Fixed Site Subtotals 105.3 103.6

Transportation 51.7 35.8
Regulation 1.8 1.7

TOTAL 158.8 141.1

"The physical security equipment costs and the economic assumptions used for all cost estimates
were validated by the MITRE Corporation (Ref. 75). If the new item costs recommended in the
MITRE Report were substituted for the costs in this report, the total annualized costs would
increase by approximately four percent.

bAnn;alized costs include personnel costs, depreciation, return on investment, and operations
and maintenance costs.

CReactor safeguards costs are only those associated with the protection of unirradiated M0X
fuel when stored at reactor sites.

>

?
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TABLE 5.6 ]
COMPARISON OF MOX INDUSTRY FUEL CYCLE AND SAFEGUARDS COSTS

IN THE YEAR 2000
(millions of 1975 dollars)

Annual 12ed Annualized Safeguards Costs
Sa feguards fuelCygle as % of Fuel Cycle

Activity Costs Costs Costs

Reprocessing 30.8 1,586 1.9%

bMOX Fabrication and Transport 105.6 534 19.8%

Regulation 1.7 - -

tReactors 3.0 - -

Total M0X Fuel Cycle 141.1 2,120 6.7%

a Fuel cycle costs are for Alternative 3 of NUREG-0002 (Ref.1, Chapter XI).
b !ncludes costs for fabrication of fuel rods and assemblies and transportation system costs.
cReactor safeguards costs are only those associated with the protection of unirradiated M0X
fuel when stored at reactor sites.

| assumptions concerning specific site options and in detailed costs of the various safeguarding
elements employed does not materially change this observation. Cost assessment and the effect

en costs of several modifications to the reference system which might further reduce safeguards
concerns or mitigate societal impacts are trea,ted in Chapter 6.

An estimate of the cost of applying, as appropriate, the reference safeguards system to

( the other industry alternatives discussed in Section 3.2.7 is also included in Appendix A. A

sumary comparison for all five alternatives of the annualized safeguards costs for the year
2000 and the annualized cumulative costs for a 25-year period (both undiscounted and discounted)
is made in Table 5.7. The data indicate that the incremental cost, however viewed, of safe-
guarding the other industry alternatives considered in NUREG-0002, is no greater than that of
Alternative 3 (prompt uranium and plutonium recycle).

As indicated in Section 5.3.5, the safeguards system should be adaptable to possible changes
in perceptions of the threat. Accordingly, studies were made to determine the cost sensitivity
of the reference system to varying levels of protection. Data presented in Appendix A
(Table A1.5) indicate that over half of the annual operating cost for the reference system (64
percent of the total annualized cost) is for personnel, of which the security force constitutes
more than half. The balance of the cost is primarily for hardware and equipment ar * would

. change only slightly with variations in safeguards capability. For a given installation or
transport leg, the major change in the reference system for dealing with an increased (or
reduced) level of adversary strength would be a change in the size of the security force.
Although the concomitant change in safeguards annual operating costs may be sizable relative to
the reference system annual cost, only a minor adjustment to the consumer cost of nuclear

electricity would be introduced. (Figures A1.2 to A1.5 of Appendix A show the sensitivity of
safeguards system costs to changes in security force numbers.)
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TABLE 5.7

ANNUALIZE0 SAFEGUARDS COSTS OF ALTERNATIVE FUEL CYCLE OPTIONS
(millions of 1975 dollars)

a
Fuel Cycle Options Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 3 Alt. S Alt. 6

Year 2000
(Undiscounted) 140 140 140 37 0

Cumula tive, 1975-2000
(Undiscounted) 1.350 1,340 1,350 360 0

Cumula tive, 1975-2000
(Discounted) 260 220 260 62 0

"The values listed under Alternative 5 assume plutonium has been separated from the waste. The
costs for Alternative 5 are zero if plutonium is left in the waste.

5.7 SUMMARY

Two major issues have been addressed regarding the reference safeguards system:

- the technical and operational feasibility of providing adequate safeguards for a
mature M0X industry, and

- the economic feasibility of implementing such safeguards.

It was found that there are no apparent operational or technical barriers in meeting the
M0X industry safeguards system design objectives discussed in Section 5.2. The reference safe-

guards system, which is not necessarily the recommended system, achieves the safeguards design
objectives and utilizes measures representative of current technologies and procedures. Future

;

improvements in today's safeguards capability can be anticipated and could, if appiopriate, be
adopted by the M0X industry.

Cost estimates for safeguarding a future mature M0X industry with currently available
safeguards concepts and technology suggest that safeguards costs will have a very minor influ-
ence on the total cost of M0X-generated nuclear power. Although the reference safeguards
system costs represent almost seven percent of the estimated fuel cycle costs, they would be
only 0.2 percent of total electricity costs. As a result, the size of the security force, the
level of safeguards provided, and their related cost would not have a pivotal influence on the'

total cost of M0X-generated power. The size of the security force could be varied greatly (up
or down) to accommodate changing perceptions in the size of the threat, and the result would be
a relatively insignificant change in the cost of pnwtr.
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CHAPTER 6

ALTERNATIVE SAFEG'!ARDS OPTIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter 5 describes ~and assesses a safeguards system, denoted the ref erence system, designed

to protect the projected M0X industry with currently available technology, under the current
regulatory framework. Chapter 6 examines the impacts and relative effectiveness of several
possible modifications to that reference system which might further reduce safeguards risks or
mitigate societal impacts. It should be noted that these alternative safeguards options could
also apply to any of the four GESMO fuel cycle alternatives requiring safeguards (Alternatives 1,
2, 3 and 6) described in Section 3.2.7.

The alternatives either: (1) extend safeguards beyond the current legislative / regulatory
framework for SSNM protection; or (2) involve alteration for safeguards purposes of various
elements in the projected M0X industry. The discussion in this chapter provides relevant infor-
mation, including summaries of recent studies, to aid in evaluating the effectiveness of these
proposed modifications. It is not the intent to recommend approval or rejection of any of the
modifications, but merely to present the major consideration influencing their possible adoption,

Five suggested safeguards modifications were considered of suf ficient interest to warrant
review. The first two, which focus on the guard force, would require new State or Federal
legislation. These two options are: (1) the employment of a Federal guard force; and (2) pro-
viding the guard force (Federal or private) with automatic weapons. The other three options
examined, unlike the reference system, involve alterations in the industrial procedures
envisioned for the future M0X industry. These modifications are: (3) blending plutonium and
uranium oxides early in the fuel cycle in order to reduce the presence of pure compounds of
plutonium; (4) the collocation of various numbers and types of fuel cycle facilities to reduce
the need for shipment of pure plutonium oxides and M0X; and (5) the use of air transportation
to eliminate routine road shipment of pure plutonium compounds.

6.2 A FEDERAL GUARD FORCE

This section summarizes the results of a recently completed NRC study (Ref.1) concerning

the desirability of establishing a Federal guard force to protect SSNM handled by private
industry. The establishment of such a Federal force would shif t from private industry to the
Federal Government the major responsibility for the protection of plutonium at licensed facili-
ties and during transit. Such action would require new legislation.

An NRC study of the use of Federal guards to protect SSNM was required by the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974, which specifically directed the newly created NRC Office of Nuclear
Aaterial Safety and Safeguards to conduct a study of the "need for, and feasibility of,
establishing a security agency within the Office for the purpose of performing safeguards
functions." This study became known as the Security Agency Study.

6-1
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The Security Agency Study was conducted by the NRC staff, augmented by the services of

nine special consultants and by commissioned studies on various aspects of the problem by
twelve contractor organintions. Advice and assistance were also obtained from ERDA (now DOE),
the General Services Administration, and the U.S. Marshals Service. Much of the study group's
effort was devoted to onsite visits and meetings with Government and industry groups familiar
with nuclear plant and materials security, as well as with legal, academic and public interest
groups. In total, more than 300 persons contributed to the assessment.

The study identified 16 criteria that provide a basis for comparing the relative effective-
ness of private and Federal guard forces. They are:

1. Ability to apply appropriate legal force against threats

2. Authority to make an arrest-

3. General knowledge of security procedures and skills

4. Specific security knowledge concerning site, facility and equipment

S. Psychological fitness for responsibilities

6. Physf.al fitness
D

7. Alertness

8. Willingness to endure hardships in performance of duties, including willingness to
risk life and use force if necessary

9. Ability to carry arms of various numbers and types

10. Lack of vulnerability to surprise or armed attack

11 Deterrent image

12. Liaison with offsite reaction forces

13. Chain of command and controllability during crisis

14. Compatibility in normal operations

15. Adherence to regulatory requirements

16. Labor stability (e.g., strikes).

The study concluded that guard force effectiveness depends primarily on personal qualities
and actions that are determined by regulations and policies and the manner of their implementation,
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,

factors that are essentially independent of whether the guard force is Federal or private. For
example, regulations equally applicable to Federal or private guards can specify physical and
mental requirements, training, weaponry, and duties.

;

!

I In analyzing the 16 criteria, the study concluded that a Federal guard force would have an
inherent advantage over an upgraded private guard force in only one area, criterion 15, adherence
to regulatory requirements. It was postulated that private guards, especially those directly
employed by facilities as opposed to contract guards, could in theory be subject to improper
pressures from facility managers to cut corners or ignore safeguards regulations. Federal guards
could be less subject to such pressures. However, the study also pointed out that this potential
problem with private guards might be alleviated through careful design of regulatory procedures.

In two areas, criteria 13 and 14 Federal guards at fixed sites appear to pose problems that
i do not occur with private guards. In a privately owned facility, where everyone else reports

through a single chain of command to the plant manager, the presence of a security force that
|

reports to a Federal authority physically removed from the site might complicate normal opera-
tions and lead to possible conflict and confusion over chain of command during a crisis. On
the other hand, for in-transit security, where the plant organization is not present and primary
reliance for support is on agencies of local, State, or Federal governments, Federal guards
could have an organizational advantage through their ready identification with governmental

agencies and procedures.

In the general area of public policy and administrative considerations, the study found
Ithat the disadvantages of a Federal guard force exceed the advantages. If NRC were given
I

direct operating responsibility for security forces in the nuclear industry, a severe organiza-
tional imbalance could result as a 2,000-person regulatory agency attempted to absorb a security
force three to four times its size. A similar argument exists against incorporating the Federal
guard force into the small ll.S. Marshals Service. Legal bars would prevent assignment of the
task to such existing large organizations as the Department of Defense. On other questions,
such as traditional law enforcement relationships and civil liberties, the study found no

| specific advantage for either Federal or private guards. Similarly, the costs of maintaining
Federal or private guard forces would be essentially the same, and provision could be made for
industry to absorb the costs of a Federal security force.

i

Federally provided in-transit security was found to be a special case, in that a group re-
quired to provide only transportation security for the projected MOX industry would be relatively
small, approximately 500 people, and could be more easily accommodated in existing organizations

f
than a force which would be responsible for fixed-site security. The Security Agency Study con-

' cluded, however, that if such an in-transit service were to be provided by the Government, it
would be more feasible to contract for use of an expanded version of the existing DOE transporta-

tion system than to establish a new security agency to provide in-transit protection for the MOX
industry.*

*DDE has recently extended its in-transit security system to cover all shipments of DOE-owned |
!

SSNM which is currently protected by licensees under NRC or DOE regulations. This decision was
based primarily on the lower cost of expanding the present system and not on major differences
in effectiveness between Federal or civilian guard forces. This expansion would also reduce
management problems for DOE by consolidating all in-transit security forces into one organization
to protect all DOE-owned SSNM, whether intended for weapons, reactor fuel, or experimental
purposes. 6-3
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6.3 'USE OF AUTOMATIC WEAPONS
j

Under the reference system, guards would be equipped with .38 caliber handguns, shotguns,
or semiautomatic rifles. (This is permitted by most State law.) Since potential attackers
could have a wide range of weapons, including fully automatic rifles, it is of interest to
investigate the impact that providing automatic weapons to guards would have on safeguards
systems. In particular, it is interesting to consider the increase in guard effectiveness that
might result from increasing their firepower, since an increase in effectiveness might lead to a
reduction in the number of guards required.

Ref. 2 suggests that, under certain conditions, automatic weapons could increase the user's
effective firepower by as much as a factor of four. It is important to note that such an increase
would be most nearly realized in two basic engagement scenarios. The first is when there are
large numbers (tens to hundreds) of relatively massed opposing forces so that area fire is a
significant method of producing casualties; the second is when the individuals being fired upon
are in relatively exposed positions so that use of automatic weapons significantly increases the
probability of these individuals being quickly hit and disabled.

In the case of an ambush of a convoy or a facility, it is plausible that automatic weapons
would provide the attackers with an increased capability to produce casualties in at least the
first few seconds of surprise, when the guards would be most exposed to attack. It is debatable,
however, whether automatic weapons would offer similar advantages to the guards. In the initial
confusion of the ambush, they would probably be uncertain where the fire was coming from. After
the initial surprise and verification of the location of the attacker fire, rapid, accurately
aimed single shots might be a more effective defense than area fire from automatic weapons. In
an attack situation, guards with automatic weapons might actually be better off operating their
automatic weapons in the semiautomatic mode to avoid rapidly depleting their ammunition.>

This does not mean that it is better, other things being equal, not to have automatic
weapons. The point is that, from the standpoint of guards under attack, it is difficult to
quantitatively determine the increase in guard effectiveness with automatic weapons.* Accordingly,
on the basis of current information, it does not seem advisable, as a consequence of any benefit
from automatic weapons, to contemplate any reduction in the total number of guards prescribed
for the reference system.

Reduction in the number of guards would, without any other changes, clearly reduce the
ef fectiveness .of the guard force, and the possible benefits from the guards' possession of
automatic weapons are too uncertain to credibly offsat such a loss in ef fectiveness.

~ For close-range (10-25 meters) ambush situations in Vietnam, so-called fire superiority was
*

not as ef fective as single, well-aimed shots. Soldiers patrolling the Mekong Delta were
trained not to use the full automatic mode on their M-16's and M-14's (Ref. 3).
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6.4 BLENDING

6.4.1 Introduction

The reference safeguards system assumes an industry in which pure plutonium oxide is pro-
duced at reprocessing plants, shipped to fuel fabrication facilities, and mixed with uranium
oxide to fom M0X fuel containing an average of three to five percent plutonium. Until the Pu0

2
is diluted with UO , it represents the most concentrated form of plutonium within the. fuel cycle

2
and, as discussed in Section 6.4.4.1, a relatively small amount (30 kg - 70 kg) of this

_

Category I material * coubi form a critical nuclear mass,

i I
I

| The malevolent use of plutonium may be made more difficult by diluting the plutonium with
uranium as soon as it is separated during reprocessing. This dilution or blending of plutonium '

and uranium can be accomplished either by mechanical mixing of the individual oxides or by chemi- )
cally forming a solid solution of the two oxides. The major objective of such blending would be
to decrease the concentration of the plutonium oxide to avoid the possibility of its direct use
in a nuclear explosive. Blending would make malevolent use of plutonium more difficult because.

'
1

- A larger weight and bulk of material would have to be acquired to provide sufficient
plutonium for a nuclear explosive.

i- Added steps would be needed to convert the blended material into one suitable for an
explosive device.

|
l There is considerable difference of opinion as to how much blending would add to the diffi-

culty of: (1) stealing the material; or (2) successfully separating the plutonium (as Pu0 ) and
2

' making an explosive device. These differences occur partly because there is no sharp demarcation
between those oxide concentrations that permit direct use as a practical explosive and those that |

do not. A discussion of the variations ia critical mass requirements for different blending levels
is presented in Section 6.4.4.1 below.

It should be emphasized that there are no commercial reprocessing facilities presently in
operation in the U.S. and, since wide-scale use of mixed oxide fuels in LWR's has not been
Lithorized, no large-scale M0X fuel fabrication plants have been built. All M0x fuel used to
date in development and testing programs has been produced in research and development facilities
with a combined capacity of approximately 50 tons per year of M0X. In the industry projected for

| the year 2000 (Ref. 4), each of five large reprocessors would be producing approximately 27 MT/ year
of Pu0 , which would then be fabricated into about 2600 tons of MOX. It is for these large

2

| facilities of a possible future industry that blending would be of interest.

i
.

'

6.4.2 Blending Concef Q

MOX fuel specifications would call for a variety of concentrations of fissile plutonium,
based on the customer's planned use of the fuel. Because meticulous control would be required to
meet such concentration and mixing uniformity specifications, fuel fabricators have indicated a

IAs defined in Section 3.2. Category I material is material that can be used directly in a
nuclear device without further processing.

6-5
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i

| preference for doing their own final blending. Accordingly, blending would probably involve two

! stages. The first stage, performed at the reprocessing plant for safeguards purposes, would be
i designed to produce a " master blend" of standard concentration. The second stage would be

" custom blending" (or final dilution) by the fuel fabricator to achieve the M0X fuel specifica-

|
tions called for by the individual customers.

|

{ Three " master blends," having Pu0 concentration levels of approximately 30,10 and less
2

! than one percent (Puechl plan), respectively, have been analyzed from a safeguards viewpoint.
| These concentrations represent the full range of blending possibilities, the highest level giving
! the smallest safeguards benefit, but recognizing the special development requirements for Lreeder

f reactors, and the lowest, level (the Puechl concept) providing both maximum safeguards benefits ,

{
and maximum costs (Ref. 5). The discussion in Section 6.4.2.1 summarizes the important non- |,

| safeguards characteristics of these three blending levels. Safeguards benefits are discussed in

! Section 6.4.4.
t

i
6.4.2.1 Blend Containing 30 Percent Pu0

2

| Althuugh the future of the U.S. breeder reactor program is uncertain, the highest Pu02
! ' concentration among the blends considered was based on breeder reactor needs. The Fast Flux

! Test Facility (FFTF) has Pu concentrations of 22 and 27 percent in its fuel; the Clinch River

! Breeder Reactor is designed to employ fuels with an average plutonium concentration of about ,

j 19 percent and a maximum concentration of about 25 percent. Thus, a 30 percent Pu0 blend
2

! would have breeder utility, should there be some future need.

;

| Whatever the master blend ratio, additiohal mix 1ng facilities must be introduced, and means

j for specifying and then verifying master blend acceptability would be required. in addition, the

i master blend ratio must be acceptable to fuel fabricators. The LWR M0X fuel fabricators have
! indicated that a 30 percent master blend ratio would be acceptable as their starting material.
!

! Since a detailed design for a large-scale blending operation is not avail 6ble, only esti-
mates can be made of the capital and operating costs required to handle blends at reprocess,ing

j and fuel fabrication plants. For the MOX fuel cycle facilities described in Section 3.2, nearly
I all the changes required for a 30 percent master blend would be at the reprocessing plant and,

as indicated in Appendix A, these changes would add approximately $30 million to the annualized
i
|

costs of the M0X industry. This would increase by approximately one to two percent the presently
i projected cost of producing M0X fuel.

I

6.4.2.2 Blend Containing 10 Percent Pu0
2

| For LWR fuel using first recycle plutonium, most MOX fuel elements would require plutonium

| concentrations in the four to five percent range. However, a few of these elements could

|
require concentrations up to 10 percent. With second and third recycle plutonium, the total
fissile atom content of the plutonium would be lower, and master blend total Pu concentrations*

might have to go as high as 12 percent to allow blending to the desired fissile atom content..

| For this study, a nomina 1 10 percent master blend for LWR fuels was considered as representative

| and was used as the basis for analyzing safeguards aspects of the intermediate blending range.
i
.
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Several fuel fabricators have indicated the acceptability of blends having about 10 percent
plutonium oxide concentration. However, one fabricator expressed reservations about any blending
at reprocessing plants, particularly in the 10 percent range, because this might limit the use
of his uranium fluoride-to-oxide conversion facilities. Other industry reservations about use of
10 percent blends involve potential quality control problems and economic penalties. It is
feared, for example, that the 10 percent blends prepared at the reprocessing plants would not
allow sufficient dilution during custom blending by the fuel fabricator to ensure feed material
with proper particle size and proper sintering and dissolution properties.

The estimates presented in Appendix A indicate that, for an LWR fuel fabrication industry
in the year 2000, the total incremental annualized cost of adopting the 10 percent mechanical .

blend could be as high as $50 million. This represents an estimated increase of about two to
three percent in the cost of M0X fuel and is believed to represent an upper bound. The design*

of future facilities could provide for more efficient integration of blending equipment into the
production lines than was contemplated in making this estimate.

6.4.2.3 Very Dilute Blends - 0.12 to 1.0 Percent Pu0
7

Nuclear consultant Karl Puechl (Ref. 5) has recommended that all the plutonium formed in
LWR's be recovered from the spent fuel and mixed uniformly with all the uranium used to make rew
fuel for the LWR's. Thus, all LWR fuel would contain a small amount of plutonium, and all
recovered plutonium from fuel reprocessing would be promptly blended with low-enriched uranium.
The Puechl blending option has been proposed as a means for reducing the risks of thef t and
misuse of plutonium and also to provide a very dilute mixed oxide fuel which could be fabricated
in UO fuel fabrication plants without the expensive facilities normally specified for processing

2
plutonium.

This blending option would produce plutonium concentrations in the range of 0.12 to 1.0
percent, depending on the quantity of plutonium available and the total amount of LWR fuel
required. In the early LWR industry, the average Pu0 content might be as low as 0.12 percent.

2
As the industry matures, the Pu concentration would increase to about 0.6 percent and could
eventually reach one percent. In all Puechl blends, enriched uranium would have to be used to
adjust the total fissile atom content to the level specified by the customer,

it is Puechl's contention (Ref. 5) that the low concentration of plutonium in this type of
mixed oxide fuel would pe.mit it to be processed in U0 fuel fabrication plants with only rNe

2
modifications and without causing unacceptable health, safety, and environmental effects.
Analysis in Ref. 4(Chapter IV, Section L) does not support this view. The regulatory require-
ments for containment, shielding, and filtration of airborne particles in UO fuel fabrication

2
plants are much less strict than for plutonium-handling operations. In Ref. 4, it was calculated
that in the standard UO fuel fabrication plants, even the very dilute mixed blends (less than

2
0.5 percent) would cause unacceptable health, safety, and environmental effects. Consequently,
even if a Puechl blending concept were to be adopted, all fuel cycle facilities would still have
to handle blended LWR fuel in accordance with the standards for plutonium-containing materials.

6-7
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The additional annualized costs to do this are estimated at approximately $1.3 billion for the
M0X indu<try in the year 2000. This would approximately double the projected price of M0X fuel.*

6.4.3 Blending _ Methods

A simple way to blend UO and Pu0 is to mix the ceramic powders of each oxide mechanically.
2 2

This mixed-oxide powder would be suitable for shipping without further mechanical or chemical
alteration. The facilities for packaging the mixed-oxide blend and for loading and shipping
would be little changed from those that would have been provided for unblended plutonium, except
that larger container capacities would be required because of the UO diluent. Mechanical

2
blending would create no liquid or gaseous wastes. It would, however, involve an additional
processing step in which plutonium particles might become airborne outside the processing equip-

,

ment, and somewhat larger ventilation and high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter systems
might be required than without the blending steps.

An alternative to mechanical blending would be the coprecipitation of plutonium and uranium
from aqueous solution. Formed in this way, the mixed oxide would be a solid solution of uranium
and plutonium and each particle, no matter how small, would contain atoms of both elements in the
desired concentration ratio. For a plant designed to produce pure Pu0 , coprecipitation with

2

| uranium would require some extra process steps and create some additianal contaminated waste

I ' streams. For a new plant designed from the start to produce diluted plutonium, the process could
! be simplified and the added cost lowered.
I

In making the master blend, it is possible that part of the uranium recovered and purified
!at the reprocessing plant could be directly recombined with the recovered plutonium. However,

235the recovered uranium would vary in isotopic enrichment from about 0.8 percent 0 content to
perhaps one or two percent (for fuel discharged before reaching full burnup). Because of these
enrichment variations, economic considerations would favor not blending with recovered uranium,
but returning it instead to the enrichment plant for upgrading to the enrichments desired for
future use. Consequently, it is assumed that the fuel reprocessor would return the recovered
uranium to the enrichment plant and would use natural uranium for blending with the plutonium.

6.4.4 Safeguards Benefits of Blending

Since Pu0 separation could be within the capabilities of some malefactors, M0X blends can-
2

not be regarded as self-protecting at any concentration. Accordingly, it is a basic premise of
this assessment that lowering the concentration of plutonium through blending should not be used
as a basis for reducing the level of safeguards protection. On the other hand, blending could
provide additional protection against the threat of clandestine nuclear explosive manufacture in
two important ways: first by increasing the difficulty of accumulating the mass of material
needed to manufacture an explosive; and second, by increasing the amount of time a malefactor

I In the year 2000, 2,600 MT (metric tons) of M0X are projected to be fabricated into MOX fuel
rods at a reference-estimated fabrication cost of $200/kg fuel. (See Ref. 4, p. XI-26.) In
addition,10,900 MT of Lw-enriched uranium would be fabricated into fuel rods at a reference-
estimated fabrication of $95/kg fuel. (See Ref. 4, p. XI-15. ) With the Puechl concept (Ref. 5),
all 13,500 MT of fuel would need to be handled as M0X and would require fabrication at a
reference-estimated cost of $200/kg fuel. This represents a $1.14 billion per year increment
in fuel rod fabrication cost. There would be additional cost increases at reprocessing plants
for fuel storage and mixing, and further cost increases for transportation, making an estimated
total increment of approximately $1.3 billion per year.

6-8
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would need to manufacture an explosive after acquiring the requisite material. These two
safeguards advantages of blending are discussed in the following subsections.

6.4.4.1 Mass Requirements

The mass required to make an explosive device from plutonium blends depends on whether the
blend is used directly or is processed to concentrate the plutonium. It is theoretically
impossible to make a nuclear explosive directly from blended plutonium and uranium oxides with
a plutonium concentratien below about four percent. At higher plutonium concentrations, the M0X
blend could in theory be used directly in an explosive device.

The critical mass of unmoderated nuclear materials provides a relative measure of its direct
usability for nuclear explosives. The critical mass for M0X blends depends on many variables,
such as isotopic composition, impurities, outside reflectors, and, most importantly, density,
i.e., whether it is in a powder or a compact solid state. These factors cause the bare sphere
critical mass for reactor grade plutonium oxide (Pu0 ) to vary from 30 to 70 kg. Bare sphere

2
critical masses for M0X at 30 and 10 percent Pu0 concentrations vary between 250 to 600 kg and

2
3,000 to 10,000 kg, respectively. As mentioned above, at four percent Pu0 concentration and

2
below, no unmoderated critical mass is possible.*

These critical masses suggest that for M0X blends with Pu0 concentrations lower than the
2

20 to 30 percent range, impractically large amounts of M0X would be needed for direct manufacture

of an illicit nuclear explosive. Although not essential, chemical separation of the Pu02 * "Id
)probably be preferred. Although no separation process will be perfectly efficient, it is obvious j

that separation could lead to substantially lower mass requirements, especially with dilute
blends. Table 6.1 compares the weight of material of different blends (with and without separa-
tion) which would have to be stolen to have sufficient plutonium to form a bare sphere critical
mass.

TABLE 6.1

WElGHT REQUIRED TO FORM BARE SPHERE CRITICAL MASS

aPercent Pu0., in Blend Without Separation With Separation
' (kg) (kg)

Pure Pu0 30 - 70 30-70
2

30% 250 - 600 100 - 230
10% 3,000 - 10,000 300 - 700
4% None possible 750 - 1,750

aAll weights are 30 to 70 kg af ter separation into pure Pu0 . These figures make no provision
for losses during separation or the additional weight of cbntainers.

Although separation would greatly reduce the amount of material required in the device it-
self, it is apparent that at the lower blend ratios, the weight and bulk of the required mater-
ial before separation would be large and unwieldy.

* Data on critical masses were supplied by Dr. Robert Selden, Group Leader, 8 Division.. Lawrence
Livennore Laboratory.
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The additional material required at lower blend ratios would present difficulties to out-
side s ictent on stealing weapon quantities in a single action, as well as to insiders trying to
accumulatt, the needed quantities by repeated diversion of small amounts. The latter would be
handicapped by po'rtal monit rs (both neutron and gansna types) whose ability to detect a fixed
amount of plutonium in a m6derate-sizec' package would be only slightly affected by blending.

The data in Table 6.1 Indicate that blends would need to have concentrations as low as
about 10 percent to have significant safeguards advantages. A successful explosive could be
assembled directly, with an amount of 30 percent material that is not unreasonably large. At
10 percent concentration, the amount required for direct use in a crLde explosive appears so
large as to be impractical.

6.4.4.2 Separation Considerations

As indicated above, blending would virtually require malefactors to separate Pu02 from the
blended material to manufacture an illicit nuclear explosive. But this step would introduce an
additional degree of difficulty and make the entire assembly operation more costly, more hazard-
ous, and what is particularly important, more time-consuming to the malefactor.

In principle, one plutonium-bearing substance can be converted to another. Moreover, the
'general principles of plutonium chemistry are described in the unclassified literature, and a

technically sophisticated person could learn the theory and basic principles involved in a chemi- %

cal separation. However, there are substantial practical difficulties and dangers involved in
working ..ith plutonium because of its chemical, radiological and nuclear criticality properties.
Acute plutonium poisoning, fire, explosions, acid burns and detection by the authorities are
among the hazards that would be faced, particularly by a group lacking actual experience in
plutonium conversion. In the United States, such experience has been virtually confined to
Government-contras xd or licensed facilities engaged in the ' production of nuclear weapons and
plutonium-bearing nuclear fuels.

In spite of the difficulties involved, it is possible that a group of dedicated malefactors
willing to take substantial risks might obtain the necessary equipment and technical knowledge
to accomplish the separation (or enrichment) of plutonium blends. The magnitude of such an
effort would depend on the uranium concentration, the amount of plutonium to be separated and
the efficiency of the process used (see Ref 4, Chapter IV, for a description of one separation
method). To conduct the separation in a reasonable time, appreciable operating space, good
chemical processing equipment, large quantities of supplies such as acid, and at least a
several-man work force would be required. The effort might be a garage-size operation.

Experts do not agree on the time malefactors would need for the processing and separation
steps to purify blended plutonium to the concentration needed for an illicit explosive. If the
malefactors are credited with a substantial facility investment, a willingness to accept high-
risk accidents, and an expertise from having previously worked with plutonium, it is estimated
that at least three days would be required for a blend in the 20 to 30 percent range (Ref. 6).
There is, moreover, a substantial probability that more than three days would be required, and
that the effort could fail completely.
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The additional time required to separate a blended mixture could be critically important to
che recovery operation, should a theft occur. The time could be used to pursue clues on the
identity of the individuals involved and on the ' location of their separation and assembly
facility. Many of these clues, e.g., special equipment purchases and radioactive effluents,
could be the result of the separation and processing operation itself.

The added problems introduced by a blended mixture--the extra hazards, the skills needed.
.the greater delay before a weapon could be produced, and the greater risks of process failure,
detection, and capture--undoubtedly create a substantial deterrent to any illicit attempt to ;

make a nuclear explosive from blended material.

6.4.5 Summary

The primary purpose of blending plutonium and uranium compounds early in the fuel cycle
would be to improve safeguards, it is more difficult to construct nuclear devices with blended
material and a larger quantity of material would have to be acquired. The need to extract
plutonium oxide from the blend would present an added degree of difficulty, making the endeavor

! more costly, more time-consuming and more hazardous to the malefactor.
I

! Notwithstanding the fact that additional difficulties would be introduced in either using
blended material directly to make an explosive device or in converting blended material into
more suitable bomb-quality material, it is still theoretically possible to complete these steps

! in a relatively short time af ter acquiring the blended material. If blend separation is required,
it is estimated that at least three additional days to locate the stolen materials are available
with high assurance that a nuclear explosive has not yet been assembled.

The effectiveness of portal monitors or other radioactive measurement techniques for
detecting diversion of plutonium from fixed sites would not be affected appreciably by the use

|
of blends. Moreover, since more blended material would have to be acquired, the frequency of

attempted diversion and/or-the increased amount of material involved would increase the prob-
ability of detection over that for pure Pu0 '

2

Although blending would offer safeguards advantages, it would also involve an increase in
costs because of the need for additional plant personnel and processing capability. It is esti-

l mated, for example, that a 10 percent blend, which is about the lowest level acceptable to the
LWR industry,* would increase total M0X industry annualized costs by $50 million in the year
2000.

|

| 350me fuel elements in some LWR reactors have used concentrations as high as eight to ten
percent. It is feasible for the fuel fabricator to further dilute a blend, but it does not
appear feasible for the fabricator to concentrate one that is too dilute. Accordingly, a 10
percent blend was considered as the lowest concentration that could meet the requirements of
LWR customers.

.
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6.5 COLLOCATION

6.5.1 General

Another M0X industry option with potential safeguards advantages involves collocating
(placing on the same site *) facilities performing successive steps in the nuclear fuel cycle.
Under such an option, most movements of plutonium compounds would take place within a secured

perimeter and under a controlled environment, thus reducing both long-haul transportation and
public exposure of these materials. Collocation might also lead to certain economics of scale
in fixed-site protection, especially if the reprocessing and fuel fabrication steps were designed
as parts of a single integrated facility, possibly in contiguous buildings.

Consideration of the advantages of collocation was undertaken within the context of the
following five questions:

1. To what extent would collocation reduce the shipment of plutonium on public highways?

2. What reductions in safeguards costs could be achieved by sharing equipment and person-

nel between collocated facilities?

3. What additional costs would be introduced by collocations?

4. What other impacts (e.g., market viability) on the plutonium recycle indJstry would
collocation entail?

5. Would collocation reduce the risk that an illicit nuclear device might be constructed
and detonated?

These questions are considered in turn in the following subsections.

6.5.2 Collocation as a Means of Reducing SSNM Shipments

The degree to which shipment of SSNM could be reduced by collocation would depend largely
on how many steps of the recycle process are collocated. Five alternatives were considered:

1. No collocation--all fuel cycle operations in individual, dispersed plants.

2. Single-line collocatim (one fuel reprocessing plant and one fuel fabrication plant
with matched capacities).

- 3. Collocation of two or more fuel reprocessing plants with several fuel fabrication
plants in an Integrated Fuel Cycle facility (IFCF). Fuel rods would be shipped from
IFCF's to fuel assembly facilities (see Section 3.2.3). |

_
4. Collocation as in Alternative 3, above, but also including fuel assembly facilities.

*For purposes of this discussion of safeguards, "$ite" means a geographical area in which M0X
.l fuel facilities can be located without requiring the use of public highways for the transport

' of plutonium and M0X compounds between facilities.
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f

1
5. Collocation of all the elements of the plutonium recycle industry, plus power l

reactors, at large Nuclear Energy Centers (NEC's). (The NRC concept is essentially

Alternative 4 with reactors also collocated.)

Alternative 5 represents the maximum degree of collocation; it minimizes all transportation
links. However,' to operate at capacity, a 2,000-MT/ year fuel reprocessing plant would require
spent fuel from.approximately 651,000-MWe reactors. The Nuclear Energy Center Site Survey
(NECSS) (Ref. 7) projected loads and costs of transmitting electricity over long distances and

_

concluded that only abotrt four 1,000-MWe reactors could presently be economically collocated
'

from the point of view of power supply operations. The NECSS further concluded that an NEC j

system having more than five to ten reactors would probably not be economically viable in this I

century. Any system of collocation projected prior to the year 2000 probably would have to
provide some transportation of fresh M0X fuel to reactors located apart from the fuel plants.
As a result, the maximum degree of collocation considered in any depth in this assessment was
the IFCF, including fuel assembly facilities (Alternative 4, above).

Plant shutdowns or outages would influence the degree to which collocation could reduce
the transportation of plutonium. If a plant representing one step in the fuel cycle had to be
shut down, other elements of the fuel cycle would begin to draw down their inventories. In this
regard, a single-line collocated facility would be more vulnerable than an IFCF. In the single-
line case, a one- to three-month outage at a reprocessing plant might have little effect on tue
supply of fuel to the fuel fabricator. A longer outage, however, could deplete the inventories
of thy fuel fabrication plant, so that it would be forced to shut down unless intersite
shipment of plutonium were undertaken. At an IFCF, on the other hand, a fuel fabrication plant
whose inventories were exhausted could seek an alternative source of supply within the center.
If this could not be arranged, or if intersite plutonium shipments were prohibited, such a plant
would ultimately also have to shut down.

The potential reduction in the annual number and ton-mileage of plutonium oxide shipments
for the five collocation alternatives is shown in Table 6.2. These estimates are based on the
fuel shipment data of Table 3.3. It is assumed that the problem of plant outages in single-line l

collocation (the NECSS estimated such facility outages at 10 percent of operating time) would be
solved by nonroutine transshipment, If such shipments were prohibited except under serious
emergency conditions, the quantity shipped and the average number of shipments per year would,
at least in principle, be reduced nearly to zero,

l

As can be observed from Table 6.2, Collocation Alternatives 2 and 3 would reduce the number

of shipments and the ton-miles shipped by 10 to 15 percent. This would reduce the societali

impacts associated with guarded shipments on public highways by a similar amount. However, the
total risk of successful SSNM seizure on a highway and successful f abrication of a nuclear
explosive would be reduced by a substantially greater amount, since almost all shipments of
pure Pu0 w uld be eliminated. Shipments of MOX fuel should be significantly less desirable

2
to a malefactor than those of pure Pu0 '

2
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TABLE 6.2

EFFECT OF COLLOCATION ON PLUT0NIUM SHIPPING REQUIREMENTS FOR A MOX INDUSTRY IN THE YEAR 2000

Collocation Alternatives
1 2 3 4 5

Dispersed Single-Line IFCF IFCF with fuel Nuclear Energy
Industry Collocation Assembly Centers

Sh_i ments Qearf

As Pu0 280 28 0 0 02

As Rods 810 810 810 0 0

As Assemblies k310, 1,310 1,310 1,310 _0 _

a
TOTAL 2,400 2,150 2,120 1,310 0

bPu Ton-Miles Shipped

As Pu0 37,000 3,700 0 0 0
2

As Rods 25,000 25,000 25,000 0 0

As Assemblies l_2_3,000 123,000 121000 123,000 0

a
TOTAL 185,000 152,000 148,000 123,000 0

Figures may not add to totals because of rounding,

bSee Table 3.3. The weight of Pu metal equivalent shipped per year on each transportation leg
is assumed to be 123 MTM (as projected in Ref. 4), whether in the form of pure pug , MOX rods,

7or M0X assemblies. The average distances involved are assumed to be: leg 1--reprocessing to
fuel rod fabrication, 300 miles; leg 2--fuel rod fabrication to fuel assembly, 200 miles;
leg 3--fuel assembly to reactor, 1,000 miles.

b.5.3 Collocation Risks

Collocation of reprocessing, fuel fabrication, and fuel assembly plants would not seem to
lead to any increased risk of major accidents or sabotage. Appropriate physical separation of
plants could preclude the likelihood that an accident at one plant would damage adjacent plants.
One concern is that the accidental release of a radioactive effluent from one plant might con-
taminate and disrupt another plant. This possibility would need investigation in the design of
collocated facilities, but it does not appear to argue strongly against collocation. Moreover,
the more extensive managerial capabilities and physical resources available at a multi-plant
site to cope with an emergency would tend to reduce the risk associated with any given accident.
While collocated facilities, especially an IFCF, might appear to offer a more tempting target for
satotage, appropriate safeguards could prevent the risk from being any greater than.with
separated facilities.

6.5.4 Effects on Safeguards Costs

Some reduction in industry safeguards costs should result from collocation. Clearly the
costs of transportation protection would be less. Assuming a 90 percent reduction in the
number of Pu0 shipments with single-line collocation, about a 90 percent reduction in Pu0

2 2
transportation costs would logically result--about $3.1 million, based on the $3.5 million
figure for annualized Pu0 transportation (safeguards) costs in Table A1.4.

2
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Certain economies of scale might be realized in the cost of safeguards. For example, ,

collocation could reduce the amount of equipment and the number of guards necessary to maintain
a specific level of perimeter security. Two different plants located together could utilize
approximately the same number of perimeter portals as either plant located alone. Furthermore,
the manpower level needed to provide perimeter security is established primarily by the peri-
meter length and by the system design, rather than by the number of plants contained within the
perimeter. Consequently, the number of guards per plant devoted to perimeter security would be
reduced as more plants are collocated at a single site. Economics of scale in the administra-
tion and maintenance of safeguards equipment might also be expected. In addition, the complex
and expensive equipment used for open highway transport of SSNM from plant to plant would
probably not be needed for transportation within a secure perimeter, and the extra guards
and escort vehicles required for transport over open highways would be eliminated.

If facilities were under separate ownership, the economies of scale realistically could be
achieved only by integrating the management and control of the guard force. The potential cost
savings of collocation would not be realized if each facility were to maintain its own complete
safeguards system. On the other hand, if such facilities as reprocessing and fuel fabrication
facilities were physically collocated, the costs of protecting them with an integrated safeguards
system might be only slightly greater than the cost of protecting any one of them.

The NECSS found that collocation would have both positive and negative impacts on industrial
operations and practices. Most obvious of the negative impacts would be the constraints on plant
location. For example, the greater total size of the collocated plants would tend to remove
from consideration some areas with relatively low population that might otherwise have been

,

economically attractive because of low labor costs. This would result in some economic penalty.
In the simple case of a matched pair of reprocessing and fabrication plants (collocation Alterna-
tive 2, above), the constraints on plant location because of collocation might not be very
large. In the case of an IFCF, on the other hand, several M0X-handling firms would be required
to locate at a single site whose geographical location might be determined more by fuel
reprocessing than by M0X fabrication considerations. In this situation, the resulting economic
penalties could be significant.

Collocation would probably require an integrated management organization, which could
create some problems. Also, internal security requirements within individual plants would
probably require the same equipment and security force level as in the non-collocated case.

|
There might be problems in maintaining a competitive industry with collocated facilities.

Separate ownership of the two plants at a single-line collocated site could result in a highly
dependent supply-demand relationship between the companies involved. Of course, if shipments
of Pu0 between sites were permitted, the companies could turn to offsite vendors to maintain a

2
competitive environment. This would minimize impact on the free marketplace, but the safeguards

,

advantages of collocation would be dramatically diminished in the process.

In an IFCF, there could be competition onsite between plants performing the same fuel cycle
process. However, in the year 2000 the entire reprocessing and M0X fuel fabrication industry
could be contained in just two or three. IFCF's. Being on the same site with one's competitors +
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may eliminate any geographical marketing advantages, but it may also pose problems in protecting
proprietary information, including marketing strategies. (See Section 3.7.3.3, Part IV, Vol.1
of NECSS, Ref 7). Nevertheless, it should be noted that there is preccdent in tw chemical
industry and other industries with large, complex production facilities for having plants with
different owners at a given site.

The maintenance of a competitive environment could be a continuing issue. At least the
appearance of collusion could be a problem, requiring that competitive considerations be kept in
mind. This could require that licensing functions be performed with the goal of developing the
least restrictive compromise between competitive operations and safeguards objectives.

Collocation would have some beneficial and some deleterious effects on the environmental
impacts of the M0X industry. The NECSS found that, subject to site-specific evaluation, total
environmental *mpacts of an energy center probably would be less than those of the same facili-

ties dispersed, and that local impacts of a centralized facility would not be substantially
greater than those of dispersed facilities. For some considerations, such as land use and
construction " boom or bust" cycles, an IFCF was projected to have greater localized impacts,
but possibly a smaller total impact, than a dispersed industry. Chemical and radiological
pollution were projected to be no greater in total impact and, with proper design, no greater
in local impacts for collocated plants (Collocation Alternative 2) than for single dispersed
plants. An IFCF (Collocation Alternatives 3 and 4) was projected to produce a slightly greater
local concentration of fluoride effluents than dispersed plants, and also to have potentially
greater local radiological impacts, although the latter could be reduced by simple design
C ha nge s .

6.5.5 Effectiveness of Collocation as a Safeguards Measure

The ultimate object of the safeguards program is to prevent the successful operation of an
illicitly made nuclear device, including a device to disperse plutonium particles into the air.
Collocation would contribute toward this end in several different ways:

- The reduction in total shipments and ton-miles shipped indicated in Table 6.2 (10 to
15 percent for Collocation Alternatives 2 and 3, more for Alternative 4) would reduce
SSNM exposure along public highways, thus reducing somewhat the risk of thef t.

- Collocation would reduce shipments of Pu0 by 90 percent or more and cause the
2

remaining Pu0 shipments to be less predictable. Collocation could thus either deter2

attackers or force them to target shipments of M0X (a far less desirable bomb material
for reasons indicated earlier). To acquire the 30 to 70 kg of Pu0 needed for a bare

2
critical mass, the attackers would need to steal two to four PWR M0X assemblies, each
containing about 245 kg of M0X plus additional weight structure; or 8 to 19 BWR M0X

assemblies, each containing about 190 kg of oxide ple: additional weight structure;
or an equivalent number of M0X rods. The weight and bulk of these assemblies or rods

would make their thef t far more difficult than the thef t of Pu0 '
2
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The discussion in Section 6.4 on blending indicates the additional hurdles that must t*
sunnounted by a terrorist group contemplating seizing and using M0X fuel to make a weapon.
First, the terrorists must steal over 20 times as much M0X as Pu0 , because of the plutonium

2
dilution in MOX. Since the plutonium concentration in M0X rods is too low for direct use in a
nuclear device, the Pu0 must be chemically separated or concentrated. Although this is

2
certainly not an insurmountable obstacle to a terrorist group, it is a significant additional
hurdle, necessitating more expertise, more equipment, more time, and more risk. (A plutonium
dispersal weapon could be made with M0X fuel, but it would be difficult to make an effective
one. The plutonium dilution would require dispersal of more material to achieve the same
amount of dispersed plutonium, and, to be effective, the sintered fuel pellets would need to be
processed into an appropriate powder.)

The above problems would tend to deter would-be aggressors from attempting to seize-

a M0X shipment. Doubts about whether they could steal enough M0X to make a bomb and
whether they could successfully separate or concentrate the necessary amount of plu-
tonium would be added to their other uncertainties. Any uncertainties in the exact
concentration of plutonium in the final material would complicate the task and add
further to the time required to safely construct a nuclear device, since there would

,

be a hazard of unexpected plutonium criticality during construction. Pu0 shipments. I
2

on the other hand, would take place only as a result of unforeseen scheduling,
inventory, or production problems, and would probably not be known about long in
advance, even to an " insider." Under these conditions, a successful seizure of
Pu0 during shipment could be very difficult to execute.

2

6.5.6 Summary

A number of safeguards advantages and disadvantages would accrue from the collocation of
fuel cycle facilities. The most significant safeguards advantage would be the virtual elimina-
tion of pure Pu0 from the transportation links. Although pure Pu0 shipments are expected to

2 2
represent only about 12 percent of the shipments of all plutonium mixes and compounds requiring
safeguards, Pu0 is much more attra-tive than M0X as a starting material for constructing a

2

nuclear explosive device. It is thus strategically advantageous to restrict Pu02 shipments.
However, with single-line collocation (Alternative 2), a breakdown of either the reprocessing or
the fabrication plant could either require some intersite transportation of Pu0 r inflict an

2
economic penalty on the companion facility. (Another interim possibility would be the intersite
transport of a master blend of Pu0 and U0 , as discussed in Section 6.4.)

2 2

While collocation would be expected to produce savings of over $3 million annually in safe-
guards transportation costs and some additional savings in fixed site guard force costs, there
could be offsetting economic penalties due to decreased flexibility in site location. The
strongest argument in favor of collocation is therefore not the economic one, but the reduction
in exposure of SSNM on public highways.
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6.6 AIR TRANSPORTATION

6.6.1 Introduction
;

j In the reference system, the various forms of plutonium are assumed to be transported
commercially by escorted road vehicles. Although the cost of protecting road shipments, even,

j with fairly large escort forces, is relatively small compared to other fuel cycle operating
i costs, the potential societal impacts of the use of truck-transport convoys with armed escort
j forces on public highways justify an examination of cargo aircraf t as an alternative method of
; transport. Such aircraf t may be used: (1) between private airstrips located at the nuclear
! facilities; or (2) between public airfields near the nuclear facilities, utilizing road trans-

port to connect the facilities and the airfields.
,

5
..
|

j The potential advantages of air transport include: (1) the relative invulnerability of
j shipments to thef t during flight; (2) lesser public interface and interaction resulting from
! the reduced use of armed convoys traveling on public highways; (3) lesser exposure to thef t or

diversion due to the reduced transportation time; (4) reduced probability of successful diver-
sion and hijacking because of the ability of the FAA radar net and communications system to
keep the aircraf t under continuous surveilliance; and (5) the possibility of limiting transport
operations to daylight hours only, thereby increasing an adversary's problems.

<

! 6.6.2 Special Restrictions
i

Air shipment of plutonium-bearing SSNM is currently subject to special restrictions. Public
Law 94-79 prohibits the licensing of air shipments of plutonium in any form (except -in a medical

'

i device designed for individual human application), pending certification by the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy that a safe container has been developed and tested under conditions equivalent
to the crash and explosion of a high-flying aircraf t. A prototype container for plutonium oxide,

j weighing approximately 500 pounds, has been designed and tested at Sandia Corporation. This
container, which holds 2.0 kg of Pu0 , is designed to withstand ground impacts at 300 to 4003

feet per second and to be compatible with fire, immersion, crushing, and penetration requirements
! for safe and secure air transport. The use of such containers enables approximately 250 kg.of
g plutonium oxide to be transported on a single flight by an L-100 aircraft (the commercial ver-

; sion of the widely used military C-130 cargo aircraf t).

A container specifically designed to protect fresh M0X fuel rods or complete fuel assemblies
{ and meeting proposed air crashworthiness requirements is not currently available. Existing ,

! container designs for road transport of reactor fuel indicate that a crash-resistant container j
would have to be heavy and bulky. Payload limitations of the aircraf t make questionable the

j air transport of M0X fuel rods or assemblies. Accordingly, pending further studies concerning
i container design for M0X fuel rods and assemblies, transportation by air was considered only
j for the shipment of Pu0 from reprocessing to fuel fabrication plants. It was assumed that

2

| shipments of rods from fabrication to assembly plants and of fuel assemblies from assembly
plants to reactors would continue to be made by road or rail,

6.6.3 Risk and Safety Considerations

Basic risks involved in the air transport option include the following: (1) the aircraft.

might be diverted to some other destination; (2) safeguards risks might occur during cargo
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commercial airstrips are utilized; and (3) the aircraft might suffer an accident and crash.
These risks will be considered in turn in the succeeding paragraphs.

Diversion could occur if one or more members of the flight crew acted in collusion with an
adversary group. The likelihood of such collusion by crew members can be minimized by requiring
security clearances for all crew members and instituting random personnel assignments anci
searches for unauthorized weapons prior to takeoff. Further, for aircraft diversion to succeed,
it is necessary that there be no calls for assistance during the diversion (the transporter can
have special classified frequencies for " Mayday" calls), that the aircraft not be trackable by
FAA radar, and that a prepared airstrip be available in a secluded area where the diverters
could safely land and remove the plutonium containers. Although further study of this type of
diversion is required, appropriate precautionary measures involving communications, ground
radar tracking, and coordination with local authorities would seem to make the success of such
an attempt within the U.S. (or continental North America, for that matter) very unlikely.

Unplanned diversion might occur due to weather or mechanical trouble. Commercial aircraft
data indicate that such diversion may be expected to occur on one to three percent of all flights
(Ref. 8). As air shipment of plutonium would not involve regular schedules or particularly long
flights, diversion due to weather could be minimized by allowing flight; only when the weather
over the entire flight path permitted visual flight rules to apply for a period well in excess
of the duration of the trip. Furthermore, the range of a cargo aircraft such as an L-100 is
adequate in most circumstances to permit it to return to its point of origin if the destination
were suddenly closed in by weather.

Regardless of the precautions taken, aircraft transporting plutonium might nevertheless be
forced on occasion to divert, because of weather or mechanical problems, to commercial airports.
Local law enforcement agencies could probably provide security in such an event. Security
problems could be expected to be relatively slight, in any case, since potential adversaries
would not ordinarily have prior knowledge of such random diversion.

Air transport is relatively safe from the risk of crashes due to equipment failure or pilot
The overall accident rate for cargo aircraf t is approximately 5.6 x 10-8 accidents pererror.

mile flown (Ref. 9). On this basis, the M0X industry could be expected to experience one
accident every 180 years, assuming 100,000 transport aircraft miles flown per year. Even this
low rate could be reduced substantially if operations were restricted to times when visual
flight rule conditions prevailed at the destination airport (Ref. 9). Such restrictions would
introduce potential scheduling problems and the need for additional handling and storage
capability at nuclear facilities.

Even though statistical evidence suggests that the potential accident risk with air trans-
port of SSNM by cargo aircraf t would be very low, there is still a finite possibility that a
crash might occur. According to statistics (Ref 9) the largest proportion of all accidents
involving U.S. commercial aircraf t occurs during takeoff and landing and while on the ground,
if one of these circumstances held for an accident during transport of SSNM, the accident would

likely be near a nuclear facility or airport, where adequate guard forces would be available to
protect the SSNM. In-flight collision, on the other hand, could result in SSNM containers being
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scattered many miles from the nearest nuclear f acility or airport. In this event, locating and
recovering the containers would be a dif ficult and time-consuming task, and safeguards coverage
could be a prcblem. However, even if adversary forces were able to determine that the aircraft
had crashed, they too WoJld haVe dif fiCulty in locating the Containers.

6.6.4 Cost Estimates

The most secure method of using air transport is to construct an aircraf t at each repro-
cessing and fuel fabrication plant, thus eliminating the requirement for loading and unloading
outside the secure perimeter of a nuclear facility. This is the first of the two air transporta-
tion options for which cost estimates were made (Appendix A), for the projec ted MOX f ndustry
the Construction of 13 airstrips at an initial cost of approximately $650,000 each would be
required * (assuming general-aviation-type asphalt construction suitable for L-100 type aircraf t).
There would also be expenditures for airfield cauipment, yearly airfield maintenance, and
aircraf t capital and operating costs, including safeguards provisions to protect loading and
unloading opera tions.

If an aircraft such as the L-100 were to be used, the companies involved in the fuel recycle
industry could either purchase the aircraf t directly or lease it from an airline company. For
cost estimating purposes. It was assumed that one L-100 aircraf t would'be purchased (ownership
not projected for tha year 2000 (all separately located). One aircraft flying a total of
app-oximately 1,550 hours per year could handle the 139 MT of Pu0 pr jected to be produced by

2

the industry in the year 2000. The flying time estimate includes trips to return empty containers
and a contingency factor to cover repairs, maintenance requirements, and additional flights
necessitated by bad weather.

As shown in Table 6.3, operation of such an air transport system, including safeguards,
would cost approxirately 55.6 million per year. This is $2.3 million nore than the approximately
53.5 million annualized cost for providing safeguarded ground transportation, using the six
hardened transport vehicles and 14 escort vehicles projected for the mature MOX industry in the
year 2000. (See Section 5.4. )

Since construction and maintenance of airstrips at nuclear plants would be an important
cost item, the use of commercial airfields combined with short haul truck transport between
nuclear plants and the airfields has been suggested as an alternative. However, initial cost
studies indicate that if local commercial airports were used by all facilities involved, annual
industry-wide costs would be approximately 56.0 million, or $0.2 million more than the cost of
the system using private airstrips.** This increase would be due to the cost of guards, trans-
porters and escort vehicles required to protect shipments in transit to and from the local air-
ports (average distance 50 miles) and during loading and unloading at the airports. These costs
would more than of fset the savings from not having airstrips at the nuclear facilities. The
comparison is shown in Table 6.3.

Mee Appendix A, Table Al.2 and Ref. 8. for further breakout of costs.

**5ee Appendix A, Table A1.8, for further breakout of custs.
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TABLE 6.3

COMPARATIVE COST OF AIR TRANSPORT OPTIONS
IN YEAR 2000

Option Annual Cost

aUsing airstrips at reprocessing and fabrication plants $ (millions)
5.8

~

Using commercial airports with truck transport and <

escort between airports and nuclear plantsb 6.0

Basis:
.

Amount of Pu0 Shipped (Pu0 ) 139 MT
2 2

Number of Aircraft (L-100-30) 1

Number of Round Trip Flights 557

Average Trip Length (Mi) (One-way) 300

Number of Truck Transport Vehicles 3

AverageDistance-AirpcrttoNuclearPlant(Mi) 50

*See Appendix A. Table A1.8 for further breakout of the costs.
bAdditional $0.2 million is for three truck transports with guards--approximate
cost $2.2 million--less cost of airstrips and related facilities--$2.0 million

(Ref. 8).

6.6.5 Summa ry

The use of air transportation for the shipment of Pu0 between reprocessing facilities and
2

f abrication plants would reduce the number of convoys of SSNM on public roadways. Although air
transportation of Pu0 w uld involve only about 10 percent of the shipments requiring safeguards

2
protection, the shipments involved would be the most sensitive in the MOX industry and would
benefit most from the added safeguards protection afforded by air transport. Although air
transport would cost slightly more than the road transport it would replace, the added safe-
guards benefits might justify it.

6.7 SUMMARY: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES Or ALTERNATIVES TO THE REFERENCE SYSTEM

Five suggested safeguards alternative options are reviewed in this chapter. The first two
focus on the guard force and require changes in State or Federal legislation. These options
are: (1) employment of a Federal guard force, and (2) providing the guard force (Federal or
private) with automatic weapons similar to those that might be available to potential abiersaries.
The other three options, ur.like the reference system, involve significant alterations to the
industrial arrangements considered for.the future M0X industry. These alterratives are: (3) re-
ducing the presence of pure compounds of plutonium in the fuel cycle by blending them with
uranium compounds early in the cycle; (4) collocation of various numbers and types of fuel
cycle facilities to reduce shipments of pure plutonium oxide and M0X and to provide economies
of scale in fixed-site protection; and (5) use of air transportation to reduce road shipments
of pure plutonium compounds.
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The first alternative, use of Federal guard forces, was analyzed in detail in the Security )
Agency Study (Ref.1) undertaken at the direction of Congress and published by NRC in August 1976.
The major conclusion of this study was that guard force effectiveness is essentially indeperient
of whether the force is Federally or privately en ployed and depends rather on personal qualifica-
tions, particularly motivation and training. Appropriate Federal regulations, guidelines, and
implementation procedures influencing these factors are equally applicable to Federal and
private guard forces. The study pointed out that Federal guard forces might have possible
administrative conflicts with the civilian nuclear industry and concluded that there was no
compelling reason to enact new legislation to establish such a force.

From the review of the second alternative, use of automatic weapons by guard forces, it
was concluded that there is no firm basis for expecting that a significant increase in guard
force effectiveness would result from use of such weapons. A preliminary review of various
factors (element of surprise, length of battle, number of defenders and attackers, fixed site
protection, etc.) indicates that, whereas automatic weapons might benefit the attackers, such
weapons might not provide significant benefit to the guard force. Additional study is desirable
before definitive conclusions can be reached on the use of automatic weapons. Pending the
6utcome of such study, recommendations for legislative changes in State gun laws to permit use
of automatic weapons by private guards in the M0X industry do not appear to be warranted.

The third alternative considered was te blend plutonium oxide with uranium oxide early in
l
'

the fuel cycle 50 that only dilute mixtures of plutonium would be shipped. Blended plutonium
compounds (around 10 percent Pu0 content) would be much more difficult to fabricate directly

2
into an explosive device than would pure Pr0 , and massive amounts of material would be required.*

2

For a 10 percent blend, a malefactor would probably need to make a chemical separation or con-
centration of Pu0 to construct a succeuful nuclear explosive. This would give the recovery2
operations additional days, and perhaps weeks, in which to locate stolen blended material before

a nuclear device could be assembled. For pure Pu0 , the comparable high assurance time is only
2

a few hours. It was further concluded that, for blends in the 10 to 20 percent range, the
additional amount of raw material (assuming subsequent separation) which would have to be stelen
to make an explosive would probably not significantly affect the success or failure of an attack.
The additional amount of material required could, however, aid in detecting internal thef ts and
diversions. Increnental annual costs of blends to the M0X industry in the year 2000 were esti-
mated to be $30 million for 30 percent and $50 million for 10 percent blend, in 1975 dollars.

The most significant advantage of the fourth alternative, collocation, would be virtual
elimination of pure Pu0 from the of fsite transportation links. Additional advantages include

2

savings in transportation safeguards costs and possible savings in fixed site safeguards costs.
If the collocated facility consisted of a single reprocessing plant and a single fabrication
plant, possible shutdowns in one plant (due, for example, to process breakdowns or plant main-
tenance and cleanup) would require plans for intersite transportation of Pu0 , an amount esti-

2
mated at 10 percent of the Pu0 shipments required for dispersed facilities.

2

*See Table 6.1.
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4

The fifth alternative, uM of air transportation for the shipment of Pu0 between repro-
2

cessing facilities and fabrication plants, would have the virtue of reducing the number of road
shipments of Pu0 * Like collocation, however, air transportation of pure plutonium compounds

2
wauld replace only approximately 10 percent of the plutonium shipments requiring safeguards
pro tec tion. The costs to implement the air transportation alternative would be higher than road
transportation costs, but not significantly so. There does not appear to be any serious question

,

about the technical feasibility of meeting the legal requirements for containers to transport
Pu0 by air.

2
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CHAFFER 7

SOCIETAL IMPACTS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter addresses the incremental burdens which would be imposed upon society by the
additional safeguards which wide-scale use of mixed oxide fuel would require, under the concept
of prevailing civil order. As indicated in Chapter 1, this is one of the basic questions which
must be addressed in assessing the impact of a M0X industry.

There is little question that plants and materials could be safeguarded with near absolete
certainty provided that sufficient resources were concentrated on the problem. There is con-
cern, however, whether such an allocation of resources would be economically acceptable and
whether the possible impact of proposed safeguards concepts and measures might entail constraints
and intrusions which could have an adverse impact on individual freedoms end other societal |

values. Accordingly, this chapter treats the impact safeguards could have on individual civil
liberties in American society, and the legal issues perteining to such impact.

In view of the frequently subjective nature of societal issues, the NRC has sponsored
conferences and commissioned papers designed to elicit a wide range of opinion from experts and
others interested in this field. The content of this chapter represents in large part responses
to concerns expressed in such conferences and papers or to concerns which have otherwise been

communicated to NRC.

Section 7.2 of this chapter considers the potential impacts of safeguards on the civil
liberties of industry employees (who might suffer losses of privacy and First Amendment rights
from preemployment screening of their backgrounds and from inspection and searches) and of the
general public (who could be affected by surveillance to collect intelligence or by searches
and seizures in recovery operations).

Sections 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 examine, respectively, the potential adverse effects of safe-
guards on important institutional arrangements in American society; on Federal, State, and '
local legal f rameworks; and on the physical environment. Institutions considered include the
free enterprise economic system and the concept of an open society. Legal considerations
discussed include the possible use of deadly force by industry guards and restrictions on the
weapons they may use. Environmental factors addressed include the potential effect of M0X
industry safegaards on the aesthetics of industry facilities and on their use of additional
land.

The potential effects of M0X safeguards on the national economy are treated in section 7.6.
The results are based primarily on the detailed cost analyses provided in Appendix A and
consider the incremental economic costs to society of safeguards for a mature M0X industry as
compared to one with no M0X fuel. Included are the effects of differences in safeguards on
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employment both at fixed sites and in transportation. Attention is also given to concerns i

which have been expressed regarding the economic and institutional effects of collocation,
including the ability of industry to operate profitably if collocation is mandated.

Section 7.7 considers the possible differences in societal impacts wl'th could result from
selecting one of the other alternatives treated in the Health, Safety, and Environment portion
of GESMO (NUREG-0002) rather than Alternative 3 (early recycle of plutonium and uranium). It
is concluded that the impacts of Alternatives 1 and 2 (which involve some delay in recycle)
would differ little from that of Alternative 3; Alternative 5 (uranium recycle with no plutonium
recycle) would produce a considerably smaller impact; and Alternative 6 (no recycle) would have
no incremental societal impacts as compared with the present situation.

The treatment of most of the societal issues in this chapter is, by the nature of the
subject matter, more exploratory than definitive. Individual perceptions regarding the accept-
ability of societal impacts can be shaped by subjective or intangible factors (e.g., personal
value systems). Notwithstanding the difficulty involved, an attempt has been made to identify
potential societal impacts and to present the issues they raise. In some instances, particu-
larly with respect to economic matters, it has been possible to present facts, data, or reason-
ing which suggest answers, in other cases it has not been possible to quantify the subject
matter sufficiently to reach numerically demonstrable conclusions. The NRC, however, is cogni-

| zant of the importance of societal issues to its decisions and is continuously exploring such
issues with the assistance of qualified experts.

'

7.2 IMPACTS ON CIVIL LIBERTIES

7.2.1 General

The potential impact of safeguards measures upon the entire range of individual rights and
; freedoms guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution is of great concern to both the Government and the
'

private citizen.* This concern stems not only from the direct effects which might be produced
by nuclear safeguarding techniques but also from a fear that erosion of civil liberties might
occur generally in society if significant restrictions were permitted in the nuclear area.

In any society, there is a basic conflict between the right of the individual to free
action and expression and the need of the community to protect itself.** The nation is currently

*The Board of Directors of the American Civil Liberties Union, at its April 1976 meeting,
adopted a resolution " opposing the licensing and operation of any facility designed to convert
and deliver energy to consumers where governmental suppression of information or the infringe-
ment of any constitutional guarantee accompanics the licensing and/or operation of the
facility or of associated facilities (e.g., mines, fuel reprocessing plants, waste disposal
units a M mixed fuel preparation plants). Before a license is grcnted for the operation of
any energy facility a comprehensive statement should be presented showing that protection of
civil liberties has been considered and implemented." g

**See for example, the New York Times article (Ref.1) describing four U.S. Supreme Court
decisions (Wolff v. Rice, U.S. v. Martinez-Fuente, U.S. v. Janis, and South Dakota v.
Opperman) in which the majority reasoned consistently that the needs of society were sub-
stantial enough to override the Fourth Amendment protections of the rights of the individual.
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in a period of reviewing and reevaluating the issues involved in this complex subject area.
Recent disclosures of past government activities which infringed on individual rights have
prompted calls for a less intrusive government posture. Simultaneously, increased antisocial
activity has created incentives for continued, if not increased, government surveillance and
intelligence.*

The civil liberties question, then, is not whether adoption of safeguards to protect a M0X
fuel cycle affects the balance between individual rights .and governmental surveillance--it
clearly does, at least to some extent, by changing the context within which that balance is
s truc k. The question to be resolved is whether the change is significant when compared to the
national and individual benefits to be derived from the M0X fuel cycle.

Civil liberties considerations can be expected to play a prominent role in the M0X
decisionmaking process, both in shaping the requirements for particular safeguards measures and
in reaching a decision on the basic issue of whether to authorize wide-scale use of a technology
that will require the imposition of those safeguards. The NRC staff has attempted to postulate
safeguards concepts which would minimize the impact on civil liberties while simultaneously
achieving realistic safeguards goals.

In the past, when constitutional rights were infringed in the name of some real or per-
ceived governmental need, the courts have required a clear showing of that need and have
inquired into whether there were alternative, less infringing, means to meet it.** This "least
restrictive alternative"* approach has been used in developing the safeguards programs treated

in this report.

The discussion which follows is generally Q!cused on the reference safeguards system set

forth in Chapter 5 of this report.

7.2.2 Effects on Industry Employees

7 . 2. 2.1 Inspection and Searches

Routine inspections and searches of unployees who have access to sensitive areas of a
plant have often been cited as representin; an invasicn of privacy. " Such searches serve the
dual functions of monitoring contamination and preventing internal sabotage or thef t of

* Reports of the Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to
Intelligence Activities (Ref. 2) cited significant intrusions into the private lives of
citizens involved in civil rights and other political movements. As a result of these
investigations, a new Senate Committee to Establish Permanent Oversight of Intelligence
Agencies has been formed (S. Res. 400). It is authorized to propose legislation, as
requireci, to restrict intelligence activities.

**U.S. v. Davis 482 F.2d 893 (9th Cir. 1973); U.S. v. Epperson, 454 F.2d 769 (4th Cir.) Cert.
denied, 4iif{I.S. 947 (1972)

i See Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479, 488 (1960) for the Supreme Court discussion of the
"least restrictive alternative" test.

"For example, in an extreme case of abuse in which personal searches were carried out in an
arbitrary or discriminatory manner, such searches might be considered accusatory, embarrassing,
stigmatizing, and in violation of the subject''. Fourth Amendment rights."

7;
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strategic special nuclear materials (SSNM). In many respects they are not unlike searches and
| clothinq exchanges already conducted by high-precision industries such as the computer and

gyroscope industries where assurance is needed that no foreign particles are being introduced.

Several precedents exist for inspections for security reasons, most notably the airlines'
searches of passengers and luggage, which have recently been upheld by the Courts.* The
precious metals industry also conducts inspections and searches to prevent unauthorized removal
of metals from their premises.

The inspection and search procedures selected for the reference safeguards system, as
described in Chapter 5, are designed to impact as little as possible on individual privacy and
rights. For example, to the maximum extent feasible, technical devices rather than hands-on j
methods would be used in searches.

7.2.2.2 Personnel Clearances

While security clearances are not at this time required in the nuclear industry under 10
CFR Part 73, the NRC has reconinended in Regulatory Guide 5.20 that its licensees conduct
checks of prospective employees for prior felony convictions. NRC licensees have found it
difficult to comply with the suggested guidelines, however, because local law enforcement

agencies are generally reluctant to divulge such information to prospective employers.

Clearance requirements in a future MOX industry could include national agency checks and
inquiries, or full field background investigations. In those cases where inconclusive results
were obtained by these techniques, or where the employee would be in a particularly sensitive

i

position, structured interviews might also be found useful, both at the time of hiring and j

periodically thereafter, as one means of assuring continued employee reliab1lity.** It should '

te noted that clearance procedures for use in the nuclear industry have now been proposed by
the NRC quite apart from any M0X decision.t

Such a preemployment clearance program could have an impact on civil liberties through
invasion of privacy, through possible infringements of Fif th Amendment rights, and through
violation of first Amendment rights, including the right of association.

Invasion of Privacy. Background checks would use a personal history statement as a point
of departure, seeking to verify and to supplement statements made by the individual. They would,

also include inquiries addressed to former employers, educational institutions, and references,

named by the individual. They might probe the individual's activities, associations, behavior
;

. *For example, United States v. Davis, 482 F.2d 893 (9th Cir.1973); United States v. Epperson,
1 454 F.2d (4thWr.), Cert denied, 406 U.S. 947 (1972).

**0ne difficulty with the structured interview technique is that the interviewer must have
prior familiarity with the type of individual he is dealing with. In practical terms, this
means that, to validate the technique for use in the nuclear industry, a general " profile"
of the nuclear industry worker would first have to be developed.

#
A Commission paper, SECY 76-508 (10/7/76), dealing with possible clearances for NRC licensees
handling SNM, hat been approved by the Commission and resulted in updating to 10 CFR
Parts 11, 50 and 70, as noted in the Federal Register notice of March 17, 1977, Vol. 42-,

4 No. 52, p. 14880ff.
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traits and beliefs--in short, how he lives. Such inquiries could represent a substantial
invasion of privacy. If structured interviews were used, they might constitute a. further

'

invasion of privacy,
l

i

i

The fact that an individual consents to being investigated would not lessen any invasion ]

of privacy that might be involved. Mitigating any impact, however, would be the fact that I

employment in the nuclear industry is a matter of voluntary choice.

~

Fif th Amendment Rights. Compulsory disclosure requirements in employment applications

might raise questions of self-incrimination under the Fif th Amendment. Questions might also
arise under the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment if employment were denied on the ;

basis of unjustified presumptions, vague criteria, sunmary procedures, or adverse information
supplied by confidential informants. These issues could be affected by the process of screen-
ing, i.e., the investigation or assessments performed to gather information about an individual,

First Amendment Rights. The prime impact of a clearance program on First Amendment rights
,

could be its effect on the exercise of the rights of free association and free speech. The
'

fact that an individual's acceptability for employment is being judged on the basis of his
associations and the organizations to which he belongs may represent a strong pressure towardI

conformity. The degree of such pressure would be related to the criteria against which the ,

I information gathered is measured in deciding whether to grant or deny the clearance. Appro-
priate criteria could be derived from those currently used for the preemployment screening of
guards by commercial establishments and protective service companies (e.g., Pinkerton, Wackenhut,

'Globe,etc.). In addition. careful consideration could be given to utilizing screening criteria
that emphasize reliability rather than conformity.

Other Civil Liberties Impacts. The way a clearance program is administered can infringe
upon the individual's rights to due process. Denial of a clearance on psychological grounds
alone, unsupported by past predictive behavior, e.g., criminal activity of a nature connensurate

'with the thef t of SSNM or industrial sabotage, could be an example of such an infringement.

There is also the problem of the stigma attached to denial of a security clearance. Manyl

i employment application forms ask whether the applicant has ever been denied a security clearance.
While an affirmative answer to such a question might not, in theory, automatically eliminate an
applicant from further consideration, it would undoubtedly raise serious questions regarding the
individual's trustworthiness in the minds of many employers. Almost certainly an individual who
has been denied a clearance would have difficulty in obtaining a position of trust and responsi-
bility in an industry where clearances are a key requirement. To minimize such possible adverse

i
t

i

I

'

i
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effects, procedures similar to those in 10 CFR Part 10 would be instituted; e.g., the rights of

hearing and appeal would be guaranteed to individuals seeking clearance.*

Numbers Affected. One measure of the civil liberties impact of a preemployment clearance
program f or a mature MOX industry is the number of people who might be af fected. If it were
decided to subject to clearance all employees with potential access to plutonium, the number
involved would be less than 41,000. If, on the other hund, it were decided to clear only those
employees whose duties would afford them the opportunity to commit, aid, or conceal thef t or
sabotage, the number involved would probably not exceed 21,000.** In either case the number
would be relatively small when compared to the nearly 670,000 full-field background investiga-
tions and some 4.2 million national agency checks conducted by investigative agencies of the
Federal Government in fiscal years 1970 and 1971 (Ref. 7). Indeed, it is estimated tha t there

would be only 14,000 safeguar ds-related employees in the mature MOX industry. This compares to
an estimated 11,700 safeguards-related employees for whom felony conviction checks would have

to be performed in the same time frame if the industi y were to continue operating under Regula-
| tory Guide 5.20 without recycling. These numbers are small compared to those affected by

similar programs in other industries.* (A more detailed analysis of safeguards-related employ-
| ment is presented in Section 7.6.2.)
|

7.2.2.3 Impact of Alternatives to the Reference System

Implementation of any of the alternative safeguards measures discussed in Chapter 6 should
not introduce societal impacts greatly different from those of the reference system. For
example, as mentioned in Section 6.2, Federal , guards would be subject to the same clearance
requirements as private guards. Also, equivalent training and performance standards would be
applied.

TRerences 3, 4, 5 and 6 suggest additional measures to mitigate potential impacts ofR

clearance procedures, including: (1) preventing the applicability of adverse security
determination from being extended to less sensitive positions; (2) guaranteeing the
confidentiality of security records; (3) establishing narrower, more specific criteria
for denying clearances so as to decrease the amount of discretion used by clearance
administrators; (4) publication of grcunds for dismissal or denial, and the general facts
of all cases which lead to nonclearance; (5) right to confront adverse witnesses; and
(6) specific guarantees regarding communication with the press and government officials.
These suggestions and others will be given detailed examination under the review process
which precedes adoption of any new NRC regulations.

** Includes all safeguards personnel plus approximately 25 percent of remaining fuel cycle
emnloyees. See Appendix A, p. Al-5.

' Preliminary information has recently been obtained by NRC indicating that a very substantial
number of full field background investigations are now performed in certain industries (e.g.,
precious metals, steamship companies, airlines, department stores, oil producers, insurance,
stock exchanges, and many more). Also, the Securities and Exchange Commission has initiated
a massive fingerprinting program for securities industry officials and employees, in connec-
tion with which the FBI is conducting a search against criminal files. Arrest and conviction
records will be sent to brokerage firms and other employers. More than 200,000 securities
industry personnel are af fected by this measure which became mandatory July 1,1976, based
on legislation enacted in 1975.
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7. 2. 2. 4 Summary of Effects on Employees

Compared to current practice in the non-defense portion of the nuclear industry, the
proposed inspection and search procedures and proposed personnel clearance measures can be
viewed as having potentially adverse effects on the civil liberties of industry employees, in
terms of the numbers of employees involved, however, the aggregate impact would probably be
sraall, especially when compared to security programs already in force in a wide variety of
business and commercial activities and in the industries in the national def ense sector.
Mitigating any impact, moreover, are the facts that employment in the nuclear industry is a
matter of voluntary choice, and that anyone seeking a job in that industry would do so with the
realization that he must subject himself to the industry's procedures.

7 . 2. 3 Effects on the Public

As indicated above, Individual employees would have the option of avoiding adverse civil
liberty impacts by avoiding employment in the MOX industry. Members of the public may have no
such control over the impacts to which they are exposed. Accordingly, careful attention must
be given to possible impacts of MOX industry safeguards on individuals not directly involved
with the industry. Potential impacts about which concern has been expressed are discussed

below.

7.2.3.1 Surveillance to Collect Intelligence

Concern has been expressed over the possible arbitrary extension of the use of surveillance
as a tool in exposing domestic dissidents. The basis for this concern is the possibility that
investigative agencies might respond to a threat to the MOX fuel industry by extending present |
domestic covert intelligence activities--with an ultimate impact on First Amendment rights.*
It is thought that this could, in the extreme, lead to a nationwide police intelligence network
and its associated abuses.** Recent history has shown that surveillance practices are difficult
to monitor and control, and that bureaucractic excesses and overreactions,t with their potential
effects on civil liberties cannot be entirely eliminated.**

*Some instances of past abuses of the intelligence functions of the Federal Government have
been documented in reports of the Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations
with Respect to Intelligence Operations (Ref. 2).

**The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has shown increased concern over such possibilities.
ACLU's Northern California affiliate, for instance, expressed the view, in May 1975, that
the safeguarding of radioactive wastes at future nuclear facilities and during transport would
require massive security measures. ACLU envisioned the creation of massive police forces
engaged in undercover intelligence, surveillance, and counterespionage accivities, thereby
transforming this country into a militarized police state in which civil liberties would be
severely threatened. The Kansas Chapter of ACLU is focusing its attention on issues of due
process as they relate to societal consequences of police powers granted to protect nuclear
plants and their products from terrorists.

# As a result of recent criticism levied against the investigative excesses committed by the
Army CIA, and FBI in their surveillance of dissident groups, Government agencies have
instituted more stringent self-regulation procedures. Broad authority for the use of under-
cover agents has been upheld by the courts. it may also be noted that the use of undercover
agents is not covered by provisions of the Fourth Amendment. However, the courts have shown
increasing concern about the surveillance practices of Federal investigative agencies, and
recent judicial decisions have helped circumscribe somewhat the freedom of action previously
enjoyed by these agencies.

"The need for active NRC attention to the civil liberties costs of domestic surveillance was
strongly voiced by participants at an NRC-sponsored working conference on the " Impact of
Intensified Nuclear Safeguards on Civil Liberties" (Ref. 8),
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liisperceptions as to the actual workings of safeguards and the relationship of the M0X
tuel cycle to already existing quantities of SSNM contribute to the public concern. Accordingly,
it must be emphasized that the reference safeguards system described in Chapter 5 stresses
self-contained defense-in-depth through access denial, barriers, intrusion alarms, armed
guards, a trained response force, and internal materials accounting and control procedures that
would give indications of theft or diversion. Domestic intelligence activities would contribute
but marginally to the capability of such a system and would serve primarily to bolster law
enforcement and investigative agencies in their detection and preventive roles.

It is the responsibility of law enforcement and investigative agencies to maintain, within
legally permissible boundaries, surveillance of individuals and groups known or thought to have
perpetrated illegal acts. The worldwide increases in aircraf t hijackings, bombings, and other
acts of terrorism have emphasized a need for national and international surveillance of terrorist
groups, quite apart f rom the presence or absence of a M0X fuel industry.*

The present Omnibus Crime Act contains many safeguards against abuse.** Additional
Congress %nal action would be required if it were desired to provide less restrictive standards

! of probable cause# in Title III of the Omnibus Act, and judicial action would be required to
expand the national security exception rule to include domestic security threats.' Both the

i

legislative and judicial options have civil liberties implications, although the ef fects of thei

f ormer might be considered less severe (Ref. 3, p. 98).

Advance warning certainly facilitates defense against hostile acts and reports from
existing surveillance agencies could enhance nuclear industry safeguards. However, the
reference safeguards system described in Chapter 5 is designed to function without advance

TIER ~ eases in the number and severity of violent acts would normally be expected to evoke
increased surveillance activity on the part of authorized government investigative agencies
(e.g., FBI) since, " ..even conmentators who are critical of the widespread use of informers
agree that they play a vital role in dealing with highly organized groups capable of
committing serious crimes." (Ref. 5, p. 404.)

**The Omnibus Crime and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (18 USC 5 9 2510-20,1970) authorizes use of
electronic surveillance to investigate a specific set of crimes, including crimes under the
Atomic Energy Act relating to misuse of restricted atomic data but not including thef t of SSNM.

In the Keith Case LU.S. v. U.S. District Court, 407 U.S. 207; 1972), the Supreme Court
acknowledged the difference in investigative approaches between domestic security cases and
ordinary crime cases. It noted that domestic security surveillance targets are more diffi-
cult to identify than targets of ordinary crimes listed under Title Ill, that emphasis in
surveillance is more on prevention of unlawful activity, and that surveillance is thus
necessarily less precise than in ordinary crime. In general, the goal of domestic security
surveillance is enhancement of the government's future preparedness to respond.

''This has been resisted so far by the courts, e.g., Zweibon v. liitchell, 516 F. 2d 594
(D.C. Cir. 1974).
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warning and would not generate a requirement for increased surveillance by Federal investigative |

agencies.*

The likelihood that there would be a significant increase in surveillance activity is
related less to the existence of a M0X industry than to the broader issues in society of how
much surveillance activity is necessary or should be tolerated and what criteria should be
satisfied before surveillance activities can be sanctioned by the courts. This is a collective
judgment which changes from time to time depending generally on the perception of the stability
of society and specifically on judicial decisions by the higher courts. However, because of
constitutional interpretations and legal guarantees, these criteria have generally been held
within relatively narrow limits.

Whether certain individuals or groups should be placed under surveillance by law enforce-
ment or investigatory agencies without having clearly demonstrated malevolent intentions is one
of several issues which must be settled in this broader context. Thus, if a general increase in
surveillance activity occurs as the result of possible future changes .n or threats to our
social structure, there is no reason to believe the M0X industry would share disproportionately
in the responsibility for such a change relative to other institutions or facilities needing
protection, e.g., office buildings, sports stadia, water suppplies, etc. Further, it is highly
unlikely that M0X industry personnel would be singled out as a group for continual surveillance.
While they might be subject to periodic background investigations for the purpose of updating
their clearances, this would be a routine administrative procedure not motivated by suspicion of
malevolent intent.

e

For perspective on the potential for surveillance problems, it should be noted that a M0X
industry would involve only an extension of an existing problem. As indicated in Sections 3.2.6
and 4.4.4, the AEC and ERDA (now DOE) have successfully safeguarded large quantities of SSNM for

many years, and licensees under NRC regulatory authority are currently handling appreciable
quantities of SSNM. With this experience as a guide, it should be possible to avoid abuses in
a MOX industry.

7.2.3.2 Search and Seizure in Recovery Operations

Concern has been expressed about violations of civil liberties and Fourth Amendment rights
that might occur in an intense effort to recover missing SSNM after a successful thef t or

|
*The evolution of present NRC safeguards thinking and concepts supersedes the preliminary
findings of an earlier AEC internal report ("A Special Safeguards Study: Report to the
Atomic Energy Coninission," by D. Rosenbaum, et al..) (Ref. 9), which suggested that "The
first and one of the most important lines of defense against groups which might attempt to
illegally acquire SNM to make a weapon is timely and in-depth intelligence." The study ,

'

further pointed out that it is the AEC's business to see to it that the intelligence-gathering
agencies of the U.S. Government, " including the FBI, CIA and NSA, should focus their attention
on this particular threat to our national defense and national security." Under the current
concepts, utilization of outside intelligence would be only incidental to the performance of
the safeguards systems and would build on principles established during many years of safe-
guarding weapons-related nuclear materials. Although NRC will not explicitly impose
intelligence missions on existing law enforcement elements, neither does it have jurisdiction
to bar them. In a March 29, 1976, memorandum to the ACLU Board of Directors, for instance,
ACLU's "Special Conunittee on Nuclear and Other Energy Programs Affecting Civil Liberties"
made reference to an article in the August 11, 1974, issue of the New York Times (Ref.10),
which reported that the Texas State Police maintained files on nuclear power plant opponents
with the justification that such individuals might wish to commit sabotage.
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diversion.* It is conceivable that, because of the severity of the threat, courts would feel
compelled to waive particularity requirements for search warrants or to dispense with search
warrants entirely.** A legal basis for approving wide-scale searches might be found in
opinions * in which the courts have accepted law enforcement officials' arguments that searches
conducted in enforcement of fire, health, and building code regulations depend on statistical
rather than individual probable cause standards. The fear, then, is that citizens innocently
caught up in the web of such operations, which could include hot pursuit and dragnets in sus-
pected areas, could suffer a deprivation of their civil liberties and Fourth Amendment rights
(Refs. 5 and 11).

The reference safegyards system described in Chapter 5 has been designed to minimize such
impacts. It attempts, first, to prevent theft or diversion of SSNM. In the unlikely event that
thef t or diversion occurs, recovery operations would be based on DOE's current contingency
plans. These do not envisage actions which would require wide-scale entry and search of private
premises. Under these plans the FBI would have primary field responsibility for recovery opera-
tions and would be supported by DOE technical experts trained in the detection and handling of
nuclear materials and the disarming of nuclear weapons. DOE's detailed emergency plans for
quick deployment of special " Nuclear Emergency Search Teams," established for its own nuclear

program, would be activated during an early phase. of the emergency. DOE's " Emergency Action
Coordination Team" would aid in determining threat credibility. (For further details, see
Section 4.3.5. )

Under these operational plans and procedural guidelines for recovery operations, no sub-
stantial civil liberties violations are antictpated. While it is not possible to guarantee that
no investigative excesses would occur, such excesses could be held to a minimum by requiring
that wide-scale searches be approved at the level of the U.S. Attorney General or even the
President. Contingency plans would also be continuously updated and refined to minimize their
civil liberties impact. This would require continuing coordination among all of the partici-
pating agencies.

7.2.3.3 Civil Liberties Impact of a Federal Guard Force

The option of instituting a Federal guard force (FGF) instead of continuing to use private
guards (see also Sec. 7.3.4) would in itself not adversely affect civil liberties, so long as
the FGF's responsibilities were clearly defined and limited to safeguarding physical facilities
from thef t, escorting transports of SNM, and providing an initial reaction against any physical
attack on a nuclear facility." Under those circumstances, the FGF would not have any general
investigative authority and would not participate in later recovery operations. Well-trained,

*Such concerns were prevalent among participants in the Conference on the Impact of Intensified
Nuclear Safeguards on Civil Liberties (Ref. 8).

**An exhaustive treatment of the legal ramifications and court positiuns on search and seizure
operations can be found in Ref. 5, pp. 412-24. Most of the discussion is based on an
assumption of massive sweeps which might affect whole sections of a city.

iCamera vs. Municipal Court, 387 U.S. 523, 536-37 (1967); and See vs. Seattle, 387 U.S. 541
(1967).

" Qualifications and duties of security guards are noted in References 12 and 13.
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well-disciplined, high-quality guards, whether Federal or private, would be expected to fulfill
their responsibilities without resort to inefficient, nonselective methods potentially invasive
of civil liberties. Although there are substantial issues associated with the establistynent and
use of a Federal security force, such as comparative effectiveness, costs, and other administra-
tive considerations, civil liberties concerns do not appear to be a governing factor in the

decision (Ref 14).

7.2.3.4 Suninary of Effects on the Public

The safeguards needed to protect a M0X industry are not likely to include surveillance as
an integral part. Should other agencies increase their surveillance activities, it would
probably be in response to individuals or groups demonstrating malevolent intent rather than to
the existence of M0X facilities. Neither is there reason to believe that the existence of M0X
industry facilities would stimulate tne formation of additional groups of malefactors which
might require surveillance, since the SSNM associated with conunercial facilities in the M0X

,

industry would be demonstrably protected to a level equal to or exceeding that currently
provided to Government-owned SSNM.

In the unlikely event of an illegal diversion of SSNM from a M0X facility, search and
seizure operations could cause localized short-term impacts on the public, but the contingency
plans for such operations would be designed to minimize such impacts. Use of a Federal guard
force should not threaten civil liberties any nore than do private guard forces and could
threaten less due to uniformity of training and tighter operational control and discipline.

7.3 INSTITUTIONAL IMPACTS

7.3.1 General

A decision to proceed with MOX fuels could influence to some extent a number of institu-
tional practices, arrangements, or patterns that currently exist in the nuclear power and fuel
industries. Prominent among these are the concept of free enterprise, the concept of an open
society, and Federal regulatory practices.

7.3.2 Free Enterprise

imposition of certain safeguards measures could limit industry options in tt.e siting of
plants. (An example would be collocation of plants to reduce the transportation of certain
plutonium compounds.) This would not be a unique constraint since none of the principal U.S.
economic sectors or industries functions entirely free of U.S. Governmental involvement.

Regulations, tariffs, quotas, subsidies, and a host of other economic or administrative tools
have been employed by the Government to influence the social and economic development of the
country. In selecting a site, for example, an enterprise must comply with the provisions of
several Federal and State acts, such as the Coastal Zone Management Act, the Clean Air Act, the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, and other recent legislation motivated by environmental
considerations. Industry has developed ways to operate successfully under the constraints these

acts impose.
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The introduction of preemployment clearance requirements and the increased likelihood of I
terrorist threats against a M0X industry, both of which would increase the role of investigative
agencies, could also increase-the level of Government involvement in the nuclear fuels indJstry
via a broad range of activities related to rulemaking, adjudicatory proceedings, and actions in
other fields where new Federal initiatives might be called for. However, Federal involvement in
nuclear matters has been a recognized and accepted fact of life from the beginning of the
industry. For example, the Government has provided massive long-term support for nuclear
research and development, encouraged nuclear power generation, and defined and enforced health,
safety and safeguards standards for radioactive materials.

7.3.3 Open Society,

There might be secrecy surrounding certain aspects of a MOX industry which would manifest
itself by reducing the availability or ready accessibility of industry-related information,

, particularly in the area of security operations. Such practices could conflict with the tradi-
|

| tional open nature of American society.

If the public is denied the right to be informed and to question and participate in a
review of agency actions, the possibility is created that mistakes and inefficiencies might be
hidden rather than addressed and corrected. This possibility would not be unlike the situation

j currently existing in certain defense and foreign policy areas, but would be of a much lesser
magnitude.

7.3.4 Impact of Alternatives to the Reference System

If there were a Federal guard force, Federal guards stationed at plants owned and operated
by private industry might interfere with plant operation in order to enhance the effectiveness
of safeguards.* This might be perceived by some as inconsistent with a free enterprise economy.

Giving a Federal guard force responsibility for protecting private property might also be
viewed as a precedent for further Federal intervention in what has previously been considered a
function of local law enforcement or of private guards. While States have traditionally resisted
the expansion of Federal police powers, some erosion of this resistance has already taken place
with the steady growth of civilian Federal agencies charged with statutorily circumscribed law
enforcement functions (e.g., FBI, Secret Service, Drug Enforcement Administration, etc.). The

use of Federal marshals in the airline industry has set a rather specific precedent for govern-
mental intervention and involvement in providing protective services when unusual security
problems are faced by private industry (Ref.14, p. IV-18.),

if the NRC were to assume direct operational responsibility for a Federal guard force, as
has been suggested, considerable organizational imbalances could arise. These would be due to
difficulties in assimilating an organization that could grow to more than four times NRC's

WhT3ecurityIgency Study suggested a possible rationale for division of such responsibility, as
follows: ". . traditionally, private industry has been required to protect the public orly
against acts caused by its own negligence or wrongdoing, not against wrongful acts caused by
third parties over whom it has no control." (Ref. 14, p. IV-17.)
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present size, and whose professional and mission objectives would have little in common with
NRC's regulatory orientation. Also, the creation of yet another government bureaucracy, with
its own extended career and growth ubjectives, might lead to suspicion that threat estimates
were being exaggerated in order to justify requests for additional Federal resources.

The blending and collocation options could also be viewed as possible constraints on free
enterprise, in that they might possibly interfere with more efficient or cost-effective indus-
trial processes and marketing patterns. For instance, the nandatory shipment of blends would
constrain fuel fabricators to the use of uranium included in the blends, rather than permit them
to select their own uranium sources. Collocation might restrict open markets by forcing

,

separately owned collocated plants to deal only with one other.

7.4 LEGAL FACTORS

7.4.1 Use of Deadly Force

Legal limits on the use of deadly force vary sanewhat from State to State. The issue is
bound up with the respective State laws regarding homicide, since licensed SSNM has not been
granted special status as a form of property justifying the use of greater force than is used to
protect other property. The inherent properties of SSNM could, however, bear upon a jury's
decision as to whether a guard's use of deadly force in a particular case was justified.

A consistent general thread running through various State statutes and cases is that use of
deadly force is legitimate in self-defense and defense of others. Another general line, found
for example in California, is the narrowing of the concept of deadly force in prevention of a
felony committed by violence and surprise. A third pervasive rule is that deadly force may
never be used in misdemeanor situations unless the event turns into one of self-defense (which
would generally indicate that the offender has resorted to felonious assault in addition to the
misdemeanor).

The use of deadly force would probably be legally justified in most jurisdictions in order:
(1) to prevent death or serious bodily injury to self, other guards, or employees and visitors
in a nuclear plant; or (2) to repel an adversary attack by armed persons. Deadly force may also'

be justifiable to counter deadly force offered to resist a lawful arrest for a felony where a
guard has acted properly to effect the arrest. It should be noted that, even in States that
impose a duty to retreat before the use of deadly force (e.g., Massachusetts), there is normally
no duty to retreat if one is performing a lawful duty such as effecting a legal arest. Thus,

| predicated upon an attenpt to arrest and the subsequent conduct of the arrestee, deadly force
might be justifiable to: (1) prevent a thef t of SSNM; and (2) prevent an act of sabotage'

resulting in dispersal of SSNM. A more difficult question involves the use of deadly force to
,

I prevent an escape with SSNM. If an attenpt were made to make an arrest, use of deadly force
|might be justifiable in response to certain specific actions by the fleeing person. If, how-

ever, an opportunity to arrest were not available, then deadly force might not be justifiable. I|
1

The principal difference between private guards and Federal officers is in their authority
to make arrests, rather than in the rules governing the use of deadly force. All States make a
distinction between the circumstances and degree of force permitted to peace officers or private

-
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citizens in making an arrest. Peace of ficers may be justified in using deadly force to make an
arrest if reasons exist to believe that a felony has been or is about to be conunitted which
would endanger human life. A private citizen, including a private guard, is inunune from
liability for the use of deadly force only if such a felony has in fact been committed. It
would thus seem that in some situations a federal status could imbue a guard with a greater
sense of confidence in that he would not be held criminally liable for the use of all necessary
force in preventing a thef t of SSNM.

These considerations apply to the use of deadly force within the context of current law and
policy. Protection of SSNM, however, may represent a sufficient departure from this context to
justify a fundamental reexamination of the issue.

7.4.2 Automa tic Weapon

Under current laws, private armed guards are generally not permitted to carry weapons more
lethal than handguns, shotguns, or rifles. State and Federal laws generally bar the use of
automatic Weapons. As discussed in Chapter 6, authorization to issue automatic weapons to
guards could contribute to their defensive capability, but probably not sufficiently to warrant
a reduction in the number of guards.

7.4.3 Liability for Guard Actions

Questions of liability might arise in the event damages were suffered as a consequence of
negligent actions or omissions on the part of guards. If private guards were used, questions of
liability would be more easily resolved because the traditional employer-employee doctrines of
agency law would generally apply (Ref. 14, pp. IV-14,15). However, if Federal guards were
involved and the Government were represented as a third-party intermediary, an acceptacle
formula for the equitable distribution of liability burdens would need to be tx;ilt into the
enabling legislation.

7.5 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

7.5.1 Aesthetics

It has been suggested that future nuclear fuel fabrication and reprocessing plants would
look like World War 11 conceni. ration camps, replete with vehicle barricades and barbed wire

fences patrolled by gun-carrying security guards. Nothing in the safeguards measures described
in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 requires that the facilities be laid out in such a manner, and experience
does not support such a premise. The use of optical and other perimeter sensors, for example,
would reduce direct dependence on outside armed patrols. Trees and other vegetation are already
used successfully to shield unsightly buildings or fences from the \iew of passers-by. Individ-
ual environmental impact statements for each facility would, of course, address this issue.

7.5.2 Other Environmental Issues

The safeguards-related visible changes for dispersad facilities would probably be confined
to adding a strip of ground of perhaps 15 meters in width around the perimeter fence. If collo-
cation were imolemented, individual sites would tend to be slightly larger but, since there
would be fewer sites, the total environmental impact would not be expected to increase. If air
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transportation were selected as one of the required safeguards measures, additional land require-
ments and other environmental considerations would result from the construction and operation of

separate airstrips.* .These would be governed by applicable local and State ordinances, licenses,
and permits, as is the case with any other industrial construction project.

No other significant safeguards-related changes affecting the physical environment are
foreseen at this time. The Health, Safety, and Environment portion of GESMO (NUREG-0002)

addresses other construction-related impacts not directly attributable to safeguards.

7.6 EFFECTS ON THE NATIONAL ECON')MY

7.6.1 Aggregate Costs of Safeguards

The potential impact on society of safeguards costs, especially the impact on electric
power bills and the indirect cost of administering a complex safeguards system, is a matter of
considerable interest. Based on the estimates presented in Chapters 5 and 6 and in Appendix A

of this report, annualized costs for safeguarding a mature M0X industry (including amortization
of fixed investment, return on capital, salary of guard forces, costs of screening and clear-
ances, etc.) would range from $141 million per year for the reference system to a high of $191
million per year if a 10 percent blend were undertaken.**

It is probable that these costs would all be borne initially by the nuclear power industry
and then be passed on to the consumer through increases in utility rates. Preliminary estimates
show that the average additional cost for electric power (over a non-M0X nuclear system) would
be about $1.89 per customer r,er year for the reference system.* Location of a nuclear fuel
facility in a community would place an additional burden on local public services, a burden

,

which might be only partially offset by increased revenues from the additional tax base.
|
.

More difficult to measure are indirect costs. Most significant among them would be the
added costs of financing regulatory activities at the Federal level. Preliminary estimates
place the increment at about )?.7" million per year in annjalized operating costs.

In summary, estimates suggest that the cust d MOX ' elated safeguards in the reference
system would not be substantially greater than the costs of safeguards required for the non-M0X
nuclear industry under existing regulations covering the handling and safeguarding of enriched
uranium and high-level wastes (see also Section 5.4).

*E.g., the design of facilities would, of course, seek to minimize the likelihood of damage
to facilities due to a possible aircraf t crash.>

**See Chs. 5 and 6 and App. A f or a more complete explanation of the basis for cost and
employment estimates for the M0X and non-M0X industries.

*A utility customer (e.g., a household) consumed an average of 22,000 kWh in 1970. I f he-
were to consume only MOX-generated' power, his annual cost attributable to M0X safeguards
would be .086 mills /kWh (see App. A) x 22,000 kWh/yr, or roughly $1.89/ year. Naturally,
if some of the power he consumed originated in non-MOX nuclear generating plants his share
of the cost attributable to M0X safeguards would be correspondingly less. (To place safe-
guards costs in perspective, it should be noted that the annual per-capita costs of police
protection in metropolitan areas of the United States range from $30 to $150.) (Ref s . 15,16. )

"See Table A1.4 p. Al-8 of Appendix A.
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The differential costs added by most of the safeguards alternatives considered in Chapter 6
would be small and would not be an overridin 7nsideration in selection or rejection of a
specific alterna tive. A summary compilation reflecting the incremental costs of the several
alternatives is presented in Table 7.1.

7.6.2 Effects on Employment

7.6.2.1 Empl_oyment at Fixed Sites

Nominal safeguards employment at all reactor sites under proposed amendments to 10 CFR 73
would be 10 guards per shif t.* Thus, the total nominal number of guards required under the
NUREG-0002 industry model for the year 2000 (507 reactors at 250 separate sites) would be 11,500
guards.** It is estimated (Ref.17) that there would be 47,000 non-safeguards reactor site
employees at that time. Thus, adding the safeguards personnel required by the proposed amendment
would increase the total reactor site employment by 24 percent. No additional safeguards
personnel would be required for those reactors converted to M0X fuel.

Each fuel reprocessing, fabrication, and assen.bly plant in a M0X industry is projected to
employ 10 guards and one supervisor per shif t, and about 11 security support personnel. Fuel
reprocessing and fabrication plants would also need an estimated 58 positions each for material
control functions including accounting. Assembly facilities would not require materials account-
ing personnel, since all material in these facilities would be tracked by item count. (Item
count is required in both uranium oxide and MOX facilities.) Industry-wide, safeguards-related
employment based on these estimates is summarized in Table 7.2. (Transportation employment,
discussed in Section 7.6.2.2, is also shown in Table 7.2.)

Employment increases in a MOX industry relative to a non-MOX industry are presented in
Table 7.3 for both safeguards and total industry employment. As shown, the increase amounts to
about 10,650 people, i.e. , an increase of 14 percent over a non-M0X industry.

7.6.2.2 Employment in Transportation

In the reference system set forth in Chapter 5 the total number of guards employed for
transportation of material is a function of the protection levels sought, the average distance
traveled on a given transportation leg, and the number of hours required to travel each leg.
It is estimated that a total of 416 guards would be thus employed plus an additional 122
employees devoted to communications and administrative duties.

Vs f ew as five guards per shif t Might be permitted at a specific site under appropriate con-
ditions, af ter review and upon approval by the NRC.

** Ten guards per shif t at each site times a factor of 4.6 to account for three-shif t operation,
annual and sick leave, and administrative / supervisory support.

.
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TABLE 7.1

SAFEGUARDSCOSTSANDTHEIREFFECTQNCOSTS
OF GENERATING ELECTRICITY

Estimated Annual Safeguards Costs
%ofCostofGeneE-b

Al terna tive $ millions Mills per kWh ating Electricity

Reference System 141 0.086 0.72

Reference System with: , ,

Collocation 138' O.084 0.70

Blending
30% 170 0.103 0.86
10% 191 0.116 0.97

Air Transport 144 0.087 0,73

a
:| Source: App. A

9bAssumes 2501,000-MWe reactors, each generating 6.57 x 10 kWh/ reactor / year, with a load
factor of 75 percent of capacity. (Costs at the reactor are bus-bar costs before distribution
of electricity.)

Assumes total generating cost to be approximately 12 mills per kilowatt-hour,1975 dollars.c

This is derived from Ref.18, page 20, Table 1-5, by deflating the 22.6 mills per kWh cost
figure shown there for the year 1972 back to 1975 using an 8 percent discount rate.

TABLE 7.2
t

PROJECTED SAFEGUARDS EMPLOYMENT IN THE M0X
NUCLEAR INDUSTRY IN THE YEAR 2000

INDUSTRY COMPONENTS SAFEGUARDS PERSONNEL

a
Reactor Sites ll,500

b
Reprocessing 580 j

c
M0X Fuel Fabrication 790
fuel Assembly 460'
Transpor ta tion 540
Regulation (NRC) 80
Total Employment 13,950

a l0 guards /shif t x 4.6 equivalent shif ts x 250 reactor sites (assuming average of 2 reactors per
site).

b5 facilities x [58 (material control and accounting) + 57 (security force)).

c7 facilities x [58 (material control and accounting) + 57 (security force)].
d8 facilities x 57 (security force).

| '416 guards / drivers + 42 administrative support (s10%) + 80 communications personnel, j

i

|

!
,
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TABLE 7.3

0
SAFEGUARDS AND OTHER EMPLOYMENT FOR M0X AND

NON-M0X NUCLEAR INDUSTRY ALTERNATIVES, YEAR 2000

Industry Total Safeguards Fuel Tota l
Al terna ti ve Employment Reactors Cycle Industry

b c dNon-M0X Industry II,700 47,060 13,400 77,160
(THROWAWAY Cycle)

H0X Industry (Alter- 13,950 47,060 26,800* 87,810
natives 1, 2, or 3)

w/ Reference Safe-
guards System

a
0ther employment refers primarily to process and production employment. Safeguards employment
would not be expected to differ if collocation, air transport, Federal guard force or
automatic weapons were incorporated into the safeguards system. Blending would be likely to
increase safeguards employment only by 100,

b
!ncludes physical security force for reactors plus about 200 additional employees for material
control at UO fuel fabrication facilities.2

C Ref.19 and Table 3.4. This figure includes no safeguards security personnel, referring
primarily to operating and administrative personnel.

d Ref. 19. This fuel cycle value is assumed equal to the fuel rod assembly personnel value.
|

'Ref.17, Vol III, Table 1, p. III-78. This figure includes reprocessing (6,000), fuel rod
fabrication (2,400), and fuel rod assembly (18,400).

7.6.2.3 Impact of Alternatives On Employment

The collocation of matched fuel reprocessing and fabrication facilities in the mature M0X

industry would essentially eliminate the first transportation leg, thereby eliminating most of
the 23 guards employed in the reference system for this purpose. Impacts on other phases of
employment would be quite negligible, as revealed by an examination of ti,e g invment data
underlying Tables 7.2 and 7.3.

If the blending option were adopted, the transportation cycle would remain the same as in

the reference system, except for the first leg where the ton-miles would be increased by the
addition of UO to the Pu0 . Since all plutonium-containing materials in the transportation2 2

cycle of a mature M0X industry are considered to require the same level of protection, the first
transportation leg, for all blending levels considered, would require the same number of guards
per shipment as in the reference system. The only identifiable increase in safeguards-related
employment would be in the reprocessing part of the cycle. That increase, however, would be
very small, amounting to not more than 100 people.

Air transport of plutonium compounds would be expected to reduce somewhat the number of

safeguards-related personnel employed on the first transportation leg. In place of the 23
ground transport guards needed in the reference system, air transport would require 16 people.
(For each flight the plane would have a crew of three, plus five guards.) Beyond that, no other
safeguards-related employment changes have been identified for this alternative.
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7.6.3 Other Implications of Collocation

Because of the interdependence between collocated reprocessing and fuel fabrication plants,
an investment of more than $600 million in collocated facilities may be seen by some as a greater
business risk than an equal investment in dispersed plants. For the most part, however, the
problems of acquiring and financing collocated reprocessing and fabrication facilities appear
little different than those of dispersed facilities.

While there is no exact parallel, there are numerou's examples in other industries--aero-
space, chemical, and petrochemical, for example--involving the construction and operation of j
jointly owned facilities. Collocated nuclear fuel reprocessing and fabrication facilities
would, at the most, involve only a moderate extension of the scope of such arrangements.
Existing private institutions and financial channels are believed capable of raising the
necessary capital over the projected time period.

An alternative approach involves having the Federal Government provide the capital for
the high front-end construction costs and then licensing the facilities or selling them to an
investor-owned company to operate.* Such an arrangement would reduce economic uncertainty and
still preserve the role of investor-owned companies in the industry. Special legislation
would probably be required. If profitable and stable markets can be established within the
framework of effective regulations and licensing procedures, Federal involvement might be

unnecessarf.

Inasmuch as M0X users would insist on timely fuel shipments, there might be a need for
contingency provisions to permit access to alternate offsite sources should a plant in a
collocated facility break down. Prolonged or repeated breakdowns which required use of such
offsite sources, of course, would reduce the long-run attractiveness of collocation.

To protect against the business risks associated with a possible breakdown of one plant in
a collocated facility, some industry officials have argued in favor of multicompany partnership
arrangements covering the entire fuel cycle process, i.e., vertical integration by technology of
all plants at each site. Industry-generated figures presented in the Nuclear Energy Center Site |
Survey (NECSS) suggest that such an approach could result in savings of 10 percent in investment |

costs and 20 percent in operating costs.** It has also been suggested that such arrangements

might give the appearance of collusion or of restraining competition (especially by " unconnected"
prospective entrants). Since, under the collocation options considered, utilities would be
required to contract for a combined reprocessing-fabrication package from the nearest site, as
opposed to being able to shop separately for all materials on the basis of the lowest price,
close Government supervision would be needed to avoid higher utility rates. Any constraints
thus imposed might dampen industry's enthusiasm for collocation.

~ *This issue was addressed in the Nuclear Energy Center Site Survey (NECSS) (Ref. 20) for power
centers in relation to land improvement and central fabrication facilities.

I

**These estimates were not independently confirmed by the NRC in Ref. 20. I
|
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The NECSS study concluded that collocation could probably be accommodated within the

antitrust laws and regulations which presently govern the electric power industry. The study i

pointed out that antitrust enforcement efforts, which normally focus on preventing the misuse of
market power, permit the realization of scale and integration economies so long as competitive {

rivalry is preserved to the maximum extent possible. For example, vertical organizationaT
structures would be permissible if significant economies could be demonstrated, but the firms
involved would be prohibited from using their market position to prevent other entities from
having an opportunity to compete. *

In sum, the most important societal concerns related to collocation appear to center on the
following two issues: (1) whether the Government's role in facilitating a shif t from a dis-
persed to a collocated industry would be too intrusive, and (2) the ability of the industry to
operate profitably within the accompanying legal and regulatory constraints. At present, neither
issue appears significant enough to rule out collocation as a safeguards alternative.

7.7 SOCIETAL IMPACTS OF GESMO ALTERNATIVES 1, 2, 5 AND 6

The Health, Safety, and Environment portion of the final GESMO, NUREG-0002, discusses five
alternatives:

Alternative 1: prompt fuel reprocessing, prompt uranium recycle, delayed
plutonium recycle

Alterna tive 2: delayed fuel reprocessing followed by uranium and plutonium
recycle

,

Aherr,ative 3: prompt uranium and plutonium recycle

Alternative 5: uranium recycle, no plutonium recycle

| Alternative 6: no uranium or plutonium recycle

The societal impacts discussed thus far in this chapter have focused on Alternative 2.
The impacts of the remaining alternatives are discussed below.

7.7.1 Alternatives 1 and 2

As indicated in some detail in Sections 3.2 and 5.5, the costs and composition of the
safeguards systems and the total quantities of plutonium processed for GESMO Alternatives 1, 2
and 3 would be essentially the same in the year 2000. The safeguards costs would be essentially
the same when calculated on a 26-year (1975-2000) cumulative undiscounted basis. Since societal

impacts other than economic costs would be a function of the amount of SSNM processed, the
nature of the safeguards systems used, and the number of people involved, they also would be
essentially the same for Alternatives 1, 2 end 3 in the year 2000.

There would, however, be differences in the time phasing of societal impacts, since Alterna-
tives 1 and 2 contemplate a later start on plutonium recycle than does Alternative 3. This
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delay could provide time for developing safeguards systems with reduced societal , impacts. It is
also to be noted that, on a cumulative basis, more plctonium would have to be safeguarded, under
Alternative 1, because of the large accumulation of unused reprocessed plutonium.

7.7.2 Alternative 5

Under Alternative 5 (recycle of uranium only), if plutonium were stored for possible
future use, it would hav.e to be safeguarded at the reprocessing plant and the plutonium storage
facility, as well as during transportation to. storage. For this modest level of protection the
annualized safeguards costs for the year 2000 would be about one-third those of Alternative 3,
and the discounted 1975-2000 cumulative costs : lightly more than one-third. Other factors
leading to societal impacts, such as number of shipments, number of employee clearances and
opportunity for theft or diversion, would be reduced in similar proportion. On the other hand,
if plutonium were left in the spent fuel wastes, no plutonium safeguards would be required,
there would be no societal impact, and waste disposal would proceed in a manner similar to that
for Alternative 6. |

|

7.7.3 Alternative 6 |

By definition Alternative 6 (no uranium or plutonium recycle) would have no identifiable
incremental societal impacts, since it would be basically an expanded version of the current
industry. It is the "zero base" against which the incremental impact of the other alternatives
is measured.

7.7.4 Safeguards Cost Comparisons

Dollar costs of safeguards might be used as a rough measure of the relative societal
impacts of the various alternatives, since the costs reflect variations in the components
which determine those impacts: e.g., amounts of plutonium processed, numbers of shipments,
and numbers of guard force personnel. Table 7.4 shows the incremental costs for the various
alternatives relative to Alternative 6. It can be noted that Alternative 5 would have the
lowest costs, with only inconsequential cost differences among Alternatives 1, 2 and 3.

I

Table 7.4

INCREMENTAL SAFEGUARDS COSTS FOR GESMO ALTERNATIVES
RELATIVE TO ALTERNATIVE 6 (Ref. 21)

(in millions of 1975 dollars)
aALT, 1 ALT. 2 ALT. 3 ALT. S

Year 2000, undiscounted 150 150 150 40

26-Year cumulative, undiscounted 1,500 1,500 1,500 500

26-Year cumulative, discounted 280 240 290 90

Source: Adapted from App. A. Pt. 3, and rounded off to the nearest 10M.
aThese costs assume that plutonium is stored separately for possible future use. If
the plutonium were lef t in the spent fuel, there would be no incremental safeguards
costs for Alternative 5,

7-21
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7.8 CONCI.USIONS

Safeguards attendant to the wide-scale introduction of M0X fuels for LWR's can be expected
to have impacts of a societal nature, both within the nuclear industry and on the public at
large. The actual significance and extent of such effects, however, must be considered in the
context of current efforts to upgrade the overall level and quality of protection accorded the
nuclear industry, quite independent of any decision to introduce wide-scale use of M0X fuels.

The analysis in this document leads to the conclusion that neither the safeguards measures
associated with the reference system discussed in Chapter 6 nor the alternative options dis-

! cussed in Chapter 6 would be likely to introduce severe societal effects. Most of the safe-
guards measures discussep are already in use in one form or another in private industry end in
government opera tions.

Indeed, there is every prospect that the contemplated Measures would be required in the
nuclear industry even without plutonium recycle. The introduction of M0X fuels would thus
appear to give rise to incremental impacts of a quantitative rather than a qualitative nature.
These would stem from the extension in the scope of safeguards measures by the year 2000 to some

20 additional fuel cycle facilities and to 250 reactors during M0X fuel loading and storage; an
increase of 2,400 shipments of SSNM per year; and an increase from approximately 11,500 to
14,000 in safeguards employment.

The concern about the potential adverse impacts that safeguarding MOX fuels would exert on

traditional U.S. values revolves primarily around the question of the acceptability of the
slight extension in safeguards coverage which would be involved. The related issues of qualita-
tive impacts on individual citizens and on the public of safeguards measures such as searches,
preemployment clearances, and recovery operations should be treated separately from the broader
question of the possible presence or absence of MOX in the economy, since such measures would

apply equally to a non-M0X U.S. nuclear industry whose safeguards are now being upgraded.

.

(
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APPENDIX A

SAFEGUARDS COST DATA AND ANALYSIS

Part 1: Cost Analysis

Al.1 INTRODUCTION

Several recent studies have presented cost estinates for safequards systems to protect
nlutonium if the mixed oxide fuel cycle is adopted by the nuclear power industry (Ref. 1: Ref.
2. Vol . IV, Section 7.4; and Ref. 3). Since each of these studies uses somewhat different
assumptions, a comparison between them reveals a fairly wide rance of cost estimates. Powever,
an important conclusion hiahlighted by these studies is that the total costs of a safenuards
nrocram for the MOX fuel cycle would be relatively small on a nercentaae basis when comnared to
either the costs associated with providing fuel for licht water reactors or the total cost,
canital or operating, of producinq electricity from nuclear power plants. While such percent-
anes are small, the absolute value of the incremental safeauards costs would be in the hundred

million dollar rance and thus warrants careful analvsis.

The objective of this cost analysis, therefore, is to identify the incremental costs aSso-
ciated with safequardinq plutonium as it would appear in various forms durina the principal
stens in the 'iOX fuel cycle, including reprocessino, M0X fuel rod fabrication, M0X fuel rod
assembly and transportation. Costs associated with Federal reaulatory activities relatinq to
the plutonium recycle industry are also identified.

It should be noted that none of the safeauards activities from the time the fresh MOX
assemblies are inserted into the reactor core until the irradiated fuel assemblies are received
at the renrocessina facility would be attributable to safeguardina plutonium. Once the MOX
assemblies are in the core of the reactor, they no lonaer nose a safequards threat uninue to
clutonium; safeauardino them would be similar to safequardino all other irradiated fuels.

1

Durinq the transportation of the irradiated assemblies to the reprocessinq #acilities, the |
hazardous nature of the spent fuel and the difficulty of its conversion to a material suitable
for use in weapons would provide built-in safequards against the ceneral problem of thef t or

sabotaae.*

The safenuards analysis is based on a mature MOX industry as it would exist Fore than 20
years in the future. Estimates of the size of the industry in the year 2000 are taken from
NUREG-0002. For such a laroe extrapolation in time, it is impossible to obtain highly accurate
cost estimates. Uncertainties in precise equipment specifications and site-soecific reouirements
for future facilities preclude precise cost measurement. Other maior uncertainties such as the
specific mode of operations, cost of capital, or technoloaical breakthrouchs in the next 20
years further complicate tha cost estimatino process. Given such uncertainti'ss, this study

*It is possible that safeguards measures may be required for spent fuel shipments at some point
in the future as a result of acreements between the United States Government and the IAEA or
some other international aaency.

.
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attempts to treat each of the safeguards program alternatives in a consistent fashion to avoid |
possible biases. Emphasis is placed on the relative costs of the various safeguards alternatives
considered for the M0X fuel cycle rather than on their absolute costs.

This Appendix identifies, analyzes, and compares the costs of each of the safeguards
program alternatives (blending, collocation, air transport, reference system) that are described
in Chapters 5 and 6 of this Technical Report and presents conclusions based on this analysis.
The actual cost data are_ based on studies done by NRC Staff and NRC contractors. Part 2 of this
Appendix includes a compilation of detailed safeguards cost data and a list of study references.
The nuclear fuel cycle costs and the MOX fuel cycle costs presented herein are drawn from NUREG-
0002. These industry costs are used in Tables A1.9 and A1.10 as a basis for comparison with
safeauards costs. In Part 3 of this Appendix, the NUFUEL Computer Procram used in Chapter XI of
NUREG-0002 is used to obtain cumulative and year 2000 safeguards costs for the five fuel cycle
alternatives (1, 2, 3, 5, and 6) of NUREG-0002.

A1.2 DEFINITIONS

This section defines some of the terms used in this Appendf x.

Reg ocessing Facility: A fixed site where spent fuel assemblies from reactors are processed
to recover the uranium and plutonium. The plutonium is recovered as plutonium nitrate and
converted to plutonium oxide. The uranium is recovered as uranyl nitrate and converted to
uranium hexa fluoride.

Mixed Oxide (MOX) Fuel Fabrication Facility: A fixed site where a mixture of uranium oxide
and plutonium oxide is compacted into small fuel pellets, which are then inserted into fuel
rods.

Fuel Assembly Facility:
i

, A fixed site where fuel rods are " bundled" into fuel assemblies.

Transportation: Movement of plutonium (either as Pu0 or as M0X) between fixed sites.
2

Control and Recovery: A Federal Government function that includes the investication of the
thef t of stolen nuclear material and the coordination of recovery efforts Jmong the military,
the FBI, and local law enforcement agencies. (This function will exist for any nuclear industry
and as a result is not charced to MOX recycle safeguards costs.)

Regulation: A Federal Government function that includes the initial inspection and licen-
sing of an applicant's safeauards program, the periodic inspection and enforcement of that
procram to ensure compliance, and the recurring analysis and development effort 3ssociated with
uporading safeguards systems. (Only those regulation costs associated directly with t10X recycle
are included in this Appendix.)

Initial Canital Costs: The initial purchase price of the equipmer.t facility, or service,
plus the cost of installation.

Al-2
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Annualized Costs: Annual costs of depreciation, return on investment, and operation and

maintenance.

A1.3 ASSUMPTIONS-

Constant Dollars: To facilitate comparisons, all costs are in constant 1975 dollars. This
avoids projecting inflationary trends, changes in the cost of capital, technological break-
throughs, etc.

Ownership: Private industry is assumed to own and operate all fixed sites and the trans-
portation network, while the Federal Government provides the resources for the control and
recovery function and the regulation function.

Residual Value: All hardware and vehicular equipment are assumed to have a zero residual

value at the end of their depreciated lives.

Reactor-to-Reprocessing-Facility Transportation Link: It is assumed that the safeguards
associated with the transportation link that carries irradiated fuel from reactor sites will be
required whether or not there is plutonium recycle. Thus, no additional safeguards costs would
be chargeable to the M0X fuel cycle for this link.

Facility Age: All the reprocessors, M0X fabrication and assembly plants, and related
fac111 ties are assumed to be new. Although costs of lost production or chanoes in production as
a result of backfitting of safeguards hardware might be significant for existina facilities such
as AGNS, these costs are ignored in this discussion for the sake of simplicity.

Facility Size: Within a facility type, all units are assumed to be of the same scale. Any
economies of scale that may accrue to facilities of different size have been ignored. The
safeguards costs for the reprocessing plant were initially estimated for a 1,500-MTHM per year
capacity plant and the safeguards costs for the PiOX fuel fabrication plant were initially esti-
mated for a 200-MT per year capacity plant. However, NUREG-0002 selected a reprocessing plant
of 2,000 MT/ year capacity and a M0X fuel fabrication plant of 360 MT/ year capacity. (See page
XI-20 of NUREG-0002.) To deal with this difference in size, all safeguards costs pertainina to
reprocessing and fuel fabrication plants were scaled up on a linear basis in Part 1 of this
Appendix. This approach is consistent with that taken in NUREG-0002.

|

Personnel salaries: Salary assumptions are provided in Table A1.1. The average salary of

the guard force is taken as $15,000 per year plus $7,500 in fringe benefits. This is a key
input since guards (and other safeguards-related personnel) make up approximately 64 percent of
yearly safeguards operating costs. A $15,000 salary should attract a high caliber of individual
since it is significantly above current industry averages and is at the high end of the rance
paid by the Federal Government for similar positions with FAA airport security and U.S. Customs

operations.

Personnel Turnover Rates: The turnover rate for all safeguards personnel is assumed to be
i

10 percent per year.
s
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TABLE A1.1

PERSONNEL SALARIES (UNIT COSTS)

Job Category Basic ^ Salary Burdened Salarya

Fixed-Site Personnel
Security and Resource Forces

Supervisors $18,500 $27,000
Guards 15,000 22,500
Technicians 14,900 22,400
Clerks 9,000 14,000

Material Accounting
Supervisors 22,500 33,750
Accountants 15,000 22,500
Clerks 9,000 14,000

Transportation Network
bSupervisors 18,500 34,500
bGuards / Drivers 15,000 30,000

Comnunications Network
Station Manager 20,750 31 ,000
Radio Operators 14,500 22,000
Guards 15,000 22,500
Clerks 9,000 14,000

Regulation
Licensing

Inspectors 22,500 33,700
En forcement

Administrators 37,800 56,700
Enforcement Officials 30,000 45,000
Clerks 9,000 14,000

a
lncludes fringe benefits and general and administrative expenses,

b
lncludes $5,000 for per diem ($25/ day X 200 days / year) and $2,500 for
overtime pay.
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|

!
|

Shift Factor: All fixed-site guard posts are assumed to be manned on a 24-hour-per-day,
7-day-per-week basis. A shif t factor of 4.6, which includes an allowance for vacation, sick
time, training, etc., is used to convert the number of guard posts to required quard manpower
levels.

Training: Training for quard personnel is assumed to cost $700 per year. This includes
initial training as well as required refresher training each year. Trainina costs include such
items as classroom instruction and amunition for annual range qualification.

. Con figura tion : All safeguards alternatives discussed in Chapter 6 are configured for the
mature M0X industry.

Full Incremental Costs: All alternatives are estimated on a full incremental cost basis;

that is, costs for each alternative program represent the total additional safeguards cost that
would be incurred as a result of the decision to recycle plutonium.

Joint Costs: Joint costs (such as for a resource serving both safety and safeguards
functions) are charged entirely to safeguards when a reasonable allocation algorithm does not
exist. For example, specially designed transport vehicles, which serve' a safety function as
well as a safeguards function, are charged entirely to safeguards.

Security Clearances: Full-field background investigations (FFBI's) are assumed for all
guards and for 25 percent of the rest of the personnel at each fixed facility. Costs for
clearances for all plant and transportation personnel will be changed in accordance with the
final decision on proposed rule changes to 10 CFR Parts 11, 50, and 70 that are related to
security clearances.

A1.4 ANNUALIZED COSTS

The initial capital costs and the annual operating costs for each safeguards physical item
and worker are listed in Part 2 of this Appendix. The description and source of the cost data
are also included. The individual safeguards costs have been aggregated to the physical security,
material control and accounting, security force, and transportation levels. At that point,
financial factors were applied to capital costs to con;ert them to annualized costs. The

factors selected were:

Useful Life:

Fixed-site safeguards hardware: 20 years
Transport vehicles (integrated container vehicle): 1,000,000 miles
Escort vehicles: 500,000 miles ,

|

All depreciation is computed on a straight-line basis.

Rates of Return: The rates of return on outstanding capital investment in safeguards are

intended to represent the minimum pre-tax rates of return necessary to attract private capital
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to this type of venture, which has a long investment period and high risk from a financial
standpoint (Ref. 4). The rate figures are assumed to cover cost of capit31 and related profit.
The pre-tax rate of return on the reprocessing facility, the M0X fuel fabrication facility, the
fuel assembly facility, and the M0X transportation network would all be 25 percent, while the
rate of return af ter taxes would be approximately 13 percent. The pre-tax rate of return for
the reactors would be 16 percent owing to the assumed public utility rate structure.

Met udology: There are several methods that can be used to determine return on investment.
As indicated above, the r" ate of return has been selected at 25 percent in order to attract

private capital to this type of venture. The 25 percent rate applies to the return during any
one year and it does not take into account the depreciation of assets over the life of the
assets. The outstanding balance method of calculating an average rate of return was selected to
overcome the problem of depreciation. This method calculates the annual return based on the
value of the original investment less cumulative cepreciation (see Table A1.2).

TABLE A!.2

ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATIONS OF
RETURN ON OUTSTANDING BALANCE

(Based on $100 of Original Investment)

Outstanding Annual Return
No. of Undeprecigted on Outstagding
years Balance Balance

1 $ 100 $ 25
2 95 23.75
3 90 22.5
4 85 ?1.25
5 80 20
6 75 18.75
7 70 17.5
8 65 16.25
9 60 15

10 55 13.75
11 50 12.5
12 45 11.25
13 40 10
14 35 8.75
15 30 7.5
16 25 6.25
17 20 5
18 15 3.75
19 10 2.5
20 5 1.25

T2TD--
Average Annual Return on

COutstanding Balance $ 13.125

a Depreciation at $5 per year
b 25 percent rate of return on outstanding undepreciated balance
C
ihis numMr will vary with the number of years over which the investnent is deprecP.ted
and with the rate of return on outstanding undepreciated balance.
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Maintenance: For simplicity, annual maintenance costs (labor and repair parts) for fixed-
site hardware resources are estimated as a percentage of initial procurement cost as fnllow:

Construction. items: 2 percent
Mechanical and electroric items (except computer hardware): 10 percent

Computer hardware: 20 percent.

For vehicular resources, annual operation and maintenance costs (labor, repair parts, and
fuel, as applicable) are provided in the source data tables on road transportation in Part 2 of
this Appendix.

Al.5 SUMMARY COST DATA F"0R EACH PROGRAM ALTERNATIVE

The summary of annualized costs for each safeguards program alternative is contained in

Table A1.3.

TABLE A1.3

ANNUALIZED COST Bi SAFEGUARDS ALTERNATIVE
($ Thousands)

Reference System With

Reference BlenTing Air
a

,Ficility or System System Collocation 30% 10% Transport

5 Reprocessing Plants 30,850 30,850 54,350 70,200 30,850

8 fuel Fabrication Plants 58,270 58,270 63,480 68,590 58,270

7 Fuel Assembly Plants 11,530 11,530 11,530 11,530 11,530

250 M0X Reactors (at 125 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

reactorsites)
b b

Transporta tion 35,760 32,640 35,760 35,760 38,110'

Regulation 1,710 1 ,71 0 1 ,71 0 1 ,710 1 ,71 0

Total Costs 141,120 138,000 169,830 190,790 143,470

a Collocation indicates the placement of one reprocessing plant and one M0X fuel fabrication plant
at the same site.

b It is assumed that the ICV would be redesigned to carry blended fuel if the blending option.

is selected. Thus, the interior of the ICV would be enlarged to accommodate the increased
volume of blended fuel for either the 30 percent case or the 10 percent case. The net reselt
would be no change to the number of trips or number of ICV's from the reference system alter-
native to the blending alternative.
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:

i Al.S.1 Individual Facilities, Transportation, and Other Costs
a

In Part 2 of this Appendix, itemized safeguards equipment and personnel costs tre identitied
for the reference system and then aggregated to the plant and transportation system level. The
safeguards costs for indivioual plants and the transportation system are repeated in Table A1.4,

i-

j TABLE A1.4

SAFEGUARDS COSTS - INDIVID0AL ELEMENTS
'

($, Thousands);

Facility / System Initial Capital Costs 9 Annualized Costs 9,

a b*

ReprocessingPlagt 7,160 6,170
; Fuel Fabrication 5 ,51 0 7,280b
1
"

Plant
bfuelAsgemblyPlant 1,260 1,650,

Reactor 130 25
>

dTransportation System,

Communications Network 5,480 3,550,

Leg 1 - Pu0 Transport 7,41 0 3,470'2

| Leg 2 - MOX Rod Transport 9,260 4,740'
j Leg 3 - M0X Assembly 29,580 24,000*
4 Transport

| Regulation 1,840 1 ,710
d

.

a
lt is es;,imated that present requirements (10 CFR Parts 70 and 73) would ); result in an initial capital investment of approximately $2 million (in

1

197F dollars) for safeguards for a new reprocessing or fuel fabrication
pl? it and that each type of plant would require approximately $1 million; in annual operating costs. (The initial capital and annualized plant

! costs are scaled ' p from the Part 2 values of Table A2.1 in the manneru
. described in Section A1.3.)
1
; b

Includes $107.600 per guard on shif t, which is the annualized cost per guard
! multiplied by a factor of 4.6 to obtain 24-hour-per-day, 7-day-per-week
j opera tions .
4

| Reactor costs assume a hardened storage vault with alarms and a fixed SNM
C

j detector at each M0X reactor site.
j d

Transportation system costs and regulation costs are included here for the
} sake of completeness. However, these costs refer to the entire '10X fuel
j cycle, and cannot be allocated to individual plants.

| * Includes $30,400 'per guard, which is the annualized cost of a quard/ driver i
j (includes pay, training, equipment, and clearances).

I
One-time costs, covering initial review, inspection, and licensing, are treated

t as capital costs, . Additional information is provided in Part 2 of this Appendix.
i

;

l

s UThe physical security development costs and the economic assumptions used for all
i cost estimates were validated by the MITRE Co,puration (Ref,10). If the new item

costs recommended in the MITRE report were substituted for the costs in this'

appendix, the total annualized costs would increase by approximately four percent.*

!
L

4

|'
<
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1

Al.5.2 Reference System *

The reference system is composed of five reprocessing plants, eight fuel fabrication plcnts,
seven fuel assembly plants, and a complete transportation network linking these plants to the
250 reactors that use M0X. The transportation network consists of three legs: Leg 1 from,the
reprocessing plant to the fuel fabrication plant; Leg 2 from the fuel fabrication plant to the
fuel assembly plant; and Leg 3 from the fuel assembly plant to the reactor. (See Figures A2.1
and A2.2 in Part 2 of this Appendix.) The total reference system costs are given in Table A1.5.

TA8LE A1.5

REFERENCE SYSTEM SAFEGUARDS COSTS
($, Thousands)

Element Initial Capital Costs Annualized Costs

5 Reprocessing Plants 35,800 30,850

8 Fuel Fabrication Plants 44,080 58,270

7 Fuel Assembly plants 8,820 11,530

250 Reactors at 125 Sites 16,570 3,000

Fixed-Site Subtotals 105,270 103,650

Transportation 51,730 '35,760

Regulation 1,840 1,710

TCTAL 158,840 141,120

In terms of functional elements, the reference system total annualized costs can be
subdivided as follows:

Personnel Pay 64.0%
10.6%Operations and Maintenance
10.5%Depreciation

Return on Investment 14.9%
1007,

A1.5.3 Collocation

Based on the discussion in Chapter 6 of this Technical Report the collocation alternative
| assumes collocated reprocessing and fuel fabrication facilities having the same total fixed-site

safeguards costs as the reference system. However, the safeguards costs for the transportation
leg from the reprocessing plant to the fael fabrication plant.would be drastically reduced.
Because of stoppages caused by unpredictible events, the output of the reprocessing plant would
not always match the input of the fuel fabrication plant. Therefore, Pu0 would sometimes be2

shipped to the fuel fabrication plant from outside sources. Also, some plutonium would be
shipped to research facilities. The annualized costs for transportation safeguards on this leg
are assemed to be reduced by 90 percent instead of 100 percent to account for these factors.

!

| (Thus, they would be reduced from $3,470 thousand to about $350 thousand.) Safeguards costs for
.cansportation under the collocation alternative would be as shown in Table Al.6. ;

.

Although the mature M0X fuel industry considered here is b. sed on the one described in Chapter 3
*

i

of this report and in Chapter III of NUREG-0002, other projections of nuclear industry growth
exist, as discussed in Appendix B to Chapter III of NUREG-0002.
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TABLE A1.6

TRANSPORTATION COSTS WITH COLLOC TION
(5, Thousands)

Initial Capital Costs Annualized Costs

Reprocessing to fuel 740 350fabrication
~

Fuel fabrication to 9,260 4,740
fuel assembly

Fuel assembly to reactors 29,580 24,000

Communications network 5,489 3,550
To tal s 45,060 32,640

Al.5.4 Blending

The safeguards costs for the blending alternative would depend on which dilution case is
selected for implemen'.ation: the 30 percent blend or the 10 percent blend. In either case, the
blend could be produced by a mechanical mixing process or a precipitation process at the
reprocessing plant. Blending would not affect the safeguards costs at fuel assembly plants. It
would cause the costs of safeguards at each reprocessing plant and each fuel fabrication
facility to increase because the cost of additional construction and eluipment needed for the
blending alternative would be charged to safeguards. The additional (incremental) initial
capital and annualized costs for fixed facilities for the 30 percent mix and the 10 percent mix
for the mechanical mix process are presented in Table A1.7.

Al.5.5 Air Transport

The air transport alternative assumes that all pug is m ved directly by air from the
2

reprocessing plants to the fuel fabrication plants or by a combination of air and surface means.
Thus Leg 1 in the reference transportation system (from fuel reprocessing to fuel fabrication)
would be deleted in this alternative, and an air leg would replace it. Safeguards costs for the
other two legs and for the fixed-site facilities in the system would not change. The safeguards
costs for the direct air transport * of plutonium between the reprocessing and the fuel fabrica-
tion plants are presented in Table Al .8.

A1.6 COST SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

An analysis was made to estimate the sensitivity of the reference system costs to some of
the assumptions. The following variations in the assumptions were considered:

~*The air transport alternative assumes the use of C-100-130 aircraf t because this craf t is
available today, has the requisite carrying capability, and has proven reliability with
modest cost. However, several types of short takeoff and landing (STOL) aircraf t are under
development and could reach an operational stage in the next 10 years. Several types of
these STOL could be similarly well suited for this type of ' transport mission. Tte selection
of one of the STOL aircraf t could result in marked savings in the cost of establishino
suitable airfields.
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TABLE A1.7

INCREMENTAL FIXED FACILITIES BLENDING COSTS
($, Thousands)

Reprocessing Plants 30% Mix 10% Mix

Initial capital costs per plant
a

Mixingstatfon 13,300 20,000
H0X storage 3,300 8,400

To ta l, 16,600 28,400

Annualized costs per plant

Depreciation and return 3,020 5,150
on investment

cMaintenance 1,000 1,700

d
Personnel 610 740

UO inventory costs * 70 280
2

Total 4,700 7,870

Total annualized costs for 5
reprocessing plants 23,500 39,350

Fuel r brication Plantsa

Initial capital costs per plant
M0X storage 2,500 6,300

Annualized costs per plant
Depreciation and return 450 1,140

on investment

Maintenance 50 10
fPersonnel 140 140

Total 640 1,290
Total annualized costs
for 8 fuel fabrication plants 5,120 10,320

Total annualized industry costs 28,620 49,670

a Mechanical mix based on one additional bay at the end of the plutonium line,
bScaled up by (Vol)03 from $10 million to obtain incremental costs for storing the increased
volume of the various blends. j

Maintenance cost for the additional mixing station and M0X storage is estimated to be |c

10 percent per year on 50 percent of the initial capital costs and two percent per year on the
'

other 50 percent of the initial capital costs.
dPay for 27 additional workers for 30 percent mix and 33 for 10 percent mix.
" Assumes UO with unreprocessed U is used to blend additional UO2 inventory.

2

# ay for six additional workers.P
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TABLE Al.8

ESTIMATED AIR TRANSPORT COSTS FOR LEG 1
($, Thousands)

Initial Capital

Costs Annual Costs

One Aircraf t (L-100, C-130 Type)a 8,000
Operations and Maintenance

b
Crew 275

cOil, Fuel. Insurance 400
cMaintenance 445

d
Guards 10 110

Containers (1950 0 $1000 ea)' 1,950
fContainer Usage 195

Airstrips (13 0 $0.65M)9 8,450

Airstrip Ops, and Maint. (0&M) 260

| Airstrip Facilities &

| Equipment (13 @ $50,000)4 650

| Airstrip Equipment 0 & M
(10% of inital costs) 65

19,060 W (Subtotal)
Annualized Cost

Return on Investment 2,565
Depreciation

Aircraf t (10 years) 800

Containers (10 years) 195

Airstrips (20 years) 425

Equipment (10 years) 65
4Na~ (Subtotal)

Total Air Transportation Costs (Leg 1) 5,800
Less Ground Transport Costs (Leg 1) -3,470
Net increase in annualized safeguards costs due to air transport 2,370

*Lockheed Corporation quote taken from Reference 5,
bBased on Lockheed analysis of Saturn Airlines operating data taken from Peference 5.
c
Based on Lockheed-Georgia modified ATA DOC cost method and block time / fuel curves,

d
Three guards per aircraf t 0 $27,000/ year each (resulting cost multiplied by 1.36 to allow for
sickness, vacations, scheduling,etc.). Initial capital costs for guards include training,
clearances, and equipment.

'SANDIA PARC container. Container is a 65-gallon drum with redwood filling Md an inner
container enclosing 2.25 kg of Pu0 . The total container weighs 450 lb and can survive a 222-
fps impact on a steel plate supporked by a concrete slab. About 150 containers at each of the
13 plant sites were judged to be sufficient for anticipated usage requirements, taking into
account variations in scheduling, inventories at plants, etc.

I Includes costs of decontamination af ter each usage cycle. The average number of cycles per
container is estimated at 32.

9Runway is general aviation type with a 4-inch asphalt surface measuring 100 feet x 5000 feet.
Costs include excavation, grass seeding, grading, gravel access road, drainage piping, tiedowns,
and wind cone. Annual air field maintenance costs estimated at 520,000 per field. Data
obtained from telephone conversation with personnel at State of Minnesota, Department of
Aeronautics. See also Reference 6.

hAirport operating personnel not included.
I Airstrip facilities and equipment include landing lights, communication equipment, and
materials handling equipment.
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l
|

I
l

l

Guard Pay: a change in guard and guard supervisor costs of 33 percent would add or subtract
|approxinately $12.2 million per year to the annualized reference system safeguards costs, a

change of 8.6 percent. A change of 33 percent in the costs of all safeguards-related personnel
would cause a change of approximately $22.9 million per year, or 16.2 percent.

Operations and Maintenance Costs: a variation in all O&M costs of 50 percent would change j

the annualized reference system safeguards costs by $5.7 million, a fluctuation of only 4.0
"

percent.
.

Useful Life: a 50 percent decrease or increase in the useful life of safeguards hardware,
facilities, and vehicular equipnient would add approximately $11.3 million per year, an increase
of 8.0 percent, or subtract approximately $5.7 million per year, a decrease of a.0 neccent.

Rate of Return; an increase in the rate of return from 25 to 35 percent or a decrease from
25 to 15' percent would add or subtract approximately $4.6 million per year, a change of 3.3
percent.

If all of the above changes were taken together so that their effects are in the same
direction (a 33 percent change in the salary of all personnel; a 50 percent change in all opera-
tions and maintenance costs; a 50 percent change in the useful life of all hardware, facilities,
and Vehicles; and a change of 10 percent in the rate of return for non-regulated components
(from 25 percent to 35 percent or to 15 percent), the annualized reference system safeguards
costs would be increased by approximately $44.6 million (31.6 percent) per year or decreased by
$38.9 million (27.6 percent) per year.

A1.7 COST COMPARISON

The calculations illustrated in Tables A1.9 through Al.ll and Figure Al.1 show the costs of
alternative safeguards systems for the mature plutonium recycle industry to be of relatively
minor importance when compared to total nuclear power costs.

A1.8 CONCLUSIONS

The M0X safeguards costs determined in this study are generally consistent with those

derived in other studies (Refs. 1-3). The annualized safeguards costs will protably total
between one hundred and forty and two hundred million dollars per year for a mature M0X industry.
Roughly 64 percent of those costs are estimated to be in salaries of safeguards personntl.

As has been concluded from other analyses, safeguards costs ere no more than a few tenths
of a percent of the total costs of generating nuclear electric power. They will, however, be an ;

1

important cost factor in the M0X fuel cycle industry.

A1.9 VARIATIONS IN GUARD FORCES

As explained in Subsection 5.6 of Chapter 5, the number of guard politions in the reference
system guard force could be adjusted up or down to meet perceived requirements and changing
technology. The relationship between safeguards costs as a function of the number of guard
positions is shown in Figure A1.5. The starting point for the number of guard positions
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TABLE A1.9

COMPARISON OF SAFEGUARDS COSTS WITH SELECTED
FUEL CYCLE COST COMPONENTS

M0X Fuel Pu
b cReprocessing Fabrication Transportation

$/kq-HM $/kg-HM $/gm-TOT

Component Cost * 154.'/0 200.00 0.04
Safeguards Costs -

afor Reference System 3.10 38.57 0.03
Safeguards Costs as a
Percentage of Component
Es tima tes 2.0% 19.3I N/A

a
NURFG-0002 estimates represent the assumed price for each of the identified services Included
in the price would be the estimated cost of present safeguards (source: Chapter XI of
NUREG-0002). This Technical Report's estimates represent engineering design cost estimates,
including a rate of return on investment (source in Section A1.5.1 of this Appendix). All
estimates are based on the industry of year 2000 using constant 1975 dollars,

b
MOX fuel fabrication estimates for both systems include the MOX fuel fabrication facility, the
fuel assembly activity for M0X, Legs 2 and 3 and the communications network of the transporta-
tion system described in Section Al.5.1 of this Appendix.

c ll plutonium transportation estimates are charged to safeguards. This report estimate isA

lower than the FES estimate, owing to economies of scale realized by the use of the largerICV transporter.

TABLE A1.10

COMPARIS0N OF INCREMENTAL SAFEGUARDS COSTS FOR
PLUT0NIUM-URANIUM RECYCLE OPTION WITH HOX FUEL CYCLE COSTS FOR THE YEAR 2000

_
($,millicas)

M0X Total fuel
bFuel Cycle Costs' Cycle Costs

Total Annual Costs, NUREG-0002
Alternative 3 2,120 11,923

Safeguards Annualized Costs for
the Reference Systcm 141 141

Safeguards Costs as a Percentage uf Total 6.7% 1.18%

a
For purposes of this discussion, the MOX fuel cycle is deemed to include spent fuel
reprocessing, M0X fuel rod fabrication, M0X fuel assembly fabrication, and the M0X
transportation network,

b
Total fuel cycle costs include all costs that go into the production of finished fuel
assemblies (including mining and transportation costs) plus all costs pertaining to
waste fuel transportation, storage, and reprocessing. The total fuel cycle costs
include the MOX cycle costs.

Al-14
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TABLE A1.ll

COMPARISONOFSAFEGUARDSCOSTSWITHCOST)
0F GENERATING ELECTRICITY AT THE REACTOR

Safeguards Costs
Safeguards Safeguards Costs asiofCogtofbAlternative $,MiDion Mills 7kWh Generation

Reference System 141.1 0.086 0.72%

Reference System with
Coll ocatior. 1 38.0 0. 084 0.70%

Reference System with Ble' ding:n

30% Blend 169.8 0.103 0.86%
10% Blend 190.8 0.116 0.97%

Reference System with
Air Transport 143.5 0.087 0.73%

" Costs at the reactor are busbar costs before distribution of electricity,
bAssumes 250 1,000-MWe reactors each generating 6.57 X 10 kilowatt hours per day. The reactor
load factor is 75 percent capacity.

cAssumes approximately 12 mills per kilowatt hour (Ref.10, page 20--de-escalated from 1982 to
1975 dollars) as the cost of generating electricity at the reactor.

Because of the large number of reactors compared to MOX fuel cycle facilities, safeguards
against reactor sabotage (not associated with M0X fuel) are a major factor in the total safe-
guards costs, and the security requirements at the reactors have the potential for driving
safeguards costs up or down much more quickly than any item associated with the M0X fuel cycle.

The annualized safeguards costs of $141 million are about 5 percent of the projected $2.6
billion annual savings from Pu-U recycle, circa the year 2000 (NUREG-0002), a relationship which
is consistent with that for earlier years. Thus, even doubling the cost of safeguards would not
make safeguards cost a determining factor in the decision on possible wide-scale use of MOX
fuel.

Al-15
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Figure Al.1
Upgraded Safeguards Costs Related to Cost of Nuclear Electric Power to the Consumer
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is the reference system, the annualized cost of which is $141.12 million. Costs are then added
or subtracted. The guard position costs above and below the reference system costs are different
because the reactor guard costs are added to the reference system costs but are not subtracted
from the reference system costs. The reason for this is that, while the current requirement for
reactor guard positions has been established for non-M0X reactors, the current requirements are
considered sufficient to protect M0X reactors. Thus, although guard positions may be added to
M0X reactors if it is determined that additional security is needed, guard positions will not be
subtracted from M0X reactors if it is determined that less security is needed than provided by
the reference system. The basis for the determination of Figure A1.5 is presented below.

The relationships between the annualized costs of guard positions and the number of guard
positions for reactors, for the M0X fuel cycle and for the M0X transportation system are shown
in Figures A1.2, Al.3 and A1.4 respectively.

Figure A1.2 for reactors is based on the addition of $2.24 million and 96 guards each time
a guard position is added to a M0X reactor.

Figure A1.3 is based on the addition or subtraction of 92 guards and $2.15 million each
time a guard position is added to or subtracted from a M0X fuel cycle irlant.

Fiqure Al.4 is based on the addition of or subtraction of 35 guards and $1.77 million each
time a guard position is added to or subtracted from a M0X conycy. The costs for guard posi-
tions are higher for M0X convoys than for fixed facilities because each time a guard position is
added to a convoy one-third of the annualized cost of a special escort vehicle and its communi-
cation equipment is also added to the guard force.

To determine the amount of annualized guard force costs to add to the reference system for

each additional guard position in Figure A1.5 first add the guard force costs from Figures A1.2,
A1.3, and Al .4 for the guard position selected and then add the total costs to the reference
system costs in Figure A1.5.

To determine the amount of annualized guard force costs to subtract from the reference

sytem for each decrease in a guard position from the reference system in Figure A1.5 first add
the guard force costs from Figures A1.3 and A1.4 for the guard position selected and theng
subtract the total from the reference system costs in Figure A1.5. Do not include reactor guard

force costs in the determination of total annualized safeguards costs for guard positions less
than the number of positions required by the reference system.

Al-17
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Appendix A

Part 2
Cost Data

A2.1 INTRODUCTION

The safeguards cost figures presented in Part 1 of this Aopendix are based on the source
data, detailed assumptions and item descriptions contained in this part.* The sources of the
data include the NRC staff, safeguards studies sponsored by NRC, studies of safeguards systems

made by members of the nuclear community, operating experience in the nuclear transportation
industry, and information provided by other Government agencies. Specific sources are identified
opposite the cost items in the tables.

The two principal sources are the work of Sandia Labcratories and the NRC staff. The
extensive Sandia work is in a series of volumes entitled " Physical Protection of SNM in the
Commercial Fuel Cycle" dated March 1976.

The individual plant costs developed from the data are summarized in Table A2.1. Road

transportation costs are shown in Tables A2.2 and A2.3 and the associated communications costs

in Table A2.4. These tables are followed by figures describina the industry model and the road
transport model (Figures A2.1 and A2.2) and by Table A.2.5, which gives the amounts of equipment

and manning for read transport. Costs for the systems (Physical Security, Material Control and
Accounting, and Security Force) that make up the plant costs are presented next (Tables A2.6
through A2.ll). Costs of regulation for the industry are sumarized in Table A2.12, The intent
of this sequence of presentation is to provide the reader first with an overall view of the costs
and then to present successively lower levels of cost aggregation, so that the dominant costs can
be traced to their origin in the basic data (Tables A2.13 through A2.44).

A2.2 FIXED-SITE SAFEGUARDS COSTS

The safeguards costs for fixed-site facilities are first estimated for individual plants and
then converted to an industry-wide basis. The plant safeguards costs are made up of three
systems: Physical Security, Material Control and Accounting, and Security Forc'e. The security,

clearance costs for fixed-site personnel other than guards were obtained by assuming that 1/4th
of all the non-gaard personnel would require security clearances. (These costs could not readily
be allocated to the three systems and are consequently shown separately.) It was judged that
there was no need for large numbers of non-guard personnel to be cleared at fuel assembly plants.
At reprocessing and. fabrication plants, the two types where special material control and
accounting systems are required, the material control and accountino system is the dominant
safeguards cost. A special MC&A system is not required in a fuel assembly plant, where fuel j

enters in rod form and standard inventory methods are therefore adequate. The dominant annualized j

operating cost in facility security is the cost of personnel pay.

3FU other capital and operatinq costs for the facilities in the projected industries (MnX and
non fiOX) described in Chapter 3 are drawn from NUREG-0002.

A2-1
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A2.3 ROAD TRANSPORTATION SAFEGUARDS COSTS

Unlike the fixed-site facilities, the costs of transportation cannot be estimated for
individual plants. The basic cost data are therefore presented on an industry-wide basis. The
industry model adopted for calculating road transport costs is summarized in Fiqure A2.1. The

distances between plants represent averages for pairs of plants in the total industry. The
nuclear material flow rates aqree with those defined in the industry description, Section 3.1.
The cost of transporting spent fuel from reactors to reprocessina plants is not included in the
safeguards costs treated'in this section. This leg would exist even without a recycle industry.

Finure A2.2 shows the payload capacity for the transporter vehicle / container combination
adopted for this study and the number of annual trips resultino from the combination of this
capacity and the industry nuclear material flow rate. The integrated container vehicle (ICV)
transporter provides rouchly twice the payload capacity of some current road transoort equioment
(thus reducinn costs) tocether with a hiah deqree of nuclear safety and threat security. Develop-
ment work on this equipment has established its feasibility. Research and develonment costs
($2,500,000) to translate the proven concept for the vehicle into commercial equipment are
included in the pug transport leo cost (Table A2.3). Additional information on this vehicle is2

available in the Sandia report. The number of ICV's for Legs 1 and 2 resulted from the assump-
tion that each renrocessing and fabrication plant should have one ICV assigned to it, plus one
spare shared between plants of each given type. ICV's assioned to the reprocessing plants (plus
one spare) are assigned to Leg 1 transportation costs, and ICV's assianed to the fabrication
plants (plus one spare) are assioned to Leq 2 transoortation costs. The number of ICV's for Leo
3 is controlled by the total number of trips required for the industry on that leg. Fiqure A2.2
also shows the convoy makeup adopted for each transport leg. The special escort vehicle (SEV) is
essentially a conventional armored vehicle, often equipped to customer specification, available
on order from small manufacturing firms. All vehicles are fitted with the comnonications equip-
ment identified in Table A2.42.

The eouipment list and mannino levels shown in Table A2.5 were used for cost estimatina
purposes. These numbers are based on work loading, utilization rates, availabilities, and
schedulino/ pipeline considerations. The key ntnbers are listed below and are based on system
studies and ERDA/ transportation industry operating procedures.

Convoy Speed: 50 mph
quards: Total time on job 2,400 hr/yr

Containers
pug : 6 trips /yr

2

M0X: 2 trios /yr

ICV's 100,000 miles /yr

SEV's 50,000 miles /yr

The road transportation safequards costs (Table A2.3), are composed of two aroups, the road
equipment and personnel costs ar1d the comunications network facilities costs. The most expen-
sive transportation leo is that between the fuel assembly plant and the reactors because of the

A2-2
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long distances between these facilities. Container costs for M0X and Pu0 are the principal2

equipment investment in the transportation system. The major annualized operating cost in MOX
transportation is the cost of personnel pay.

A2.4 REGULATION COSTS

As with transportation costs, the costs of regulation are estimated "on an industry-wide
1

basis. These costs consist of the one-time costs associated with the initial review, inspection, ,

and licensing process and the continuing costs associated with inspection and license updating.
A?though both of these costs consist predominantly of salaries, the one-time costs are treated as

j capital costs. In the conversion to annualized costs, however, no return on investment is
! considered because regulation is a cost to the Federal Government.

:
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TAPLE A2.1

SAFEGUARDS COSTS BY PLANT TYPE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Reprocessino Plant Fabrication Plant Assembly Plant

Item
Initial Annualized Initial Annualized Initial Annualized

Investment Cost Investment Cost Investment Cost

Physical Security
'ystem

~

52,036,406 $ 516,500 91,910,501 5 467,426 51,126,360 5 291,647
S

Material Control
& Accountina 3,072,000 2,742,000 1,093,006 2,?20,587 -- -

*

M
0, Security Force 133,730 1,355,831 133,730 1,355.881 133,730 1,355,881

Non-Guard Clearances * 127,600 12,760 21 ,750 2,175 - -

TOTAL $5,36'1,736 54,627,141 %3,058,981 54,046,569 51,260,090 51,647,528

'These non-auard clearance costs are based on a policy of issuinq full field backaround clearances to all quards
and to one cuarter of the remining MOX fuel cycle facility empfoyees. A proposed clearance procram for fuel
cycle facilities and reactors that requires some type of clearance for all personnel in protected areas has been
issued for public comment by NRC as proposed amendments to 10 CFR Parts 11, 50, and 70. The cost of the channes
to the current procram that would be required by the croposed amendments will add less than nre percent (II) to
the reference system annualized costs. (See Section 5.4.1.8, Chapter 5.)

|
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TABLE A2.2

ROA0 TRANSPORTATION SAFEGUARDS COSTS
ROAD EQUIPMENT & PERSONNEL

INITIAL INVESTMENT & OPERATING COSTS

pug Transport Rod Transport Assembly Transport
,

2
teg i Leg 2 Leg 3Item Initial Annual Initial Annual Initial Annual

investment Operating Investment Operating Investment Operating
ICV's $ 4,150,000 $ 99,360 $ 2,475,000 $ 195.360 $ 7,425,000 $ 1.569,600
SEV's 700,000 158,976 1,350,000 312,576 10,500,000 2.511,360
Communica tions 240,000 24,000 432,000 43,200 2,844,000 284,400
Containers 2,254,000 644,000 4,884,000 488,400 7,848,000 784,800

* Pay 690,000 1,320,000 10.470,000
,

| Individual Guard Equip. 30,590 3,059 58,520 5,852 464,170 46,417
Training 16,100 16,100 30,800 30,800 244,300 244,300

Clearances
Initial 16,675 31,900 253,025Annual Turnover 1,668 3,190 25,303

TOTAL $ 7,407,365 5 1,637,163 $ 9.262,220 $2,399,378 $29,578,495 $15,936,180

TOTAL ALL LEGS
INITIAL INVESTMENT

$46,248,080
ANNUAL OPERATING

$19,972,721

i
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TABLE A2.3

ROAD TRANSPORTATION SAFEGUARDS COSTS
ANNUALIZED COSTS

Comunications
Item Leg 1 Leg 2 Leg 3 Total Network

,

Annual Operating $ 1,637,163 $ 2,399,378 $15,936,180 $19,971,721 $ 2.554,000

Depreciation 814,400 1,065,300 3,986,100 5,865,800 274,000'

I Return on Investment 1,019,800 1,275,788 4,075,388 6,370,976 719,000 ;

|_ TOTAL $ 3,471,363 $ 4,740,466 $23,996,668 $32,208,497 $ 3,547,000 '

!

COMBINED TOTAL
ANNUALIZED COST

$35,755,497

!

,
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TABLE |g2.4

COW 4UNICAT10NS NETWORK COSTS

Annual
Initial Operating

investment Costs

Facilities $ 1,250,000 $ 50,000

Comunications Equipment 4,000,000 400,000

Comunications Workers Pay 0 1,778,000

| Security Clearances and Individual Training 58,000 9,000

Security Equipment 169,000 17,000

g Other 0 300,000
E TOTAL $ 5,477,000 $2,554,000

I
ANNUALIZED COSTS

|Annual Operating $ 2,554,000

Depreciation of Initial Investment (20 yr) 274,000

Return on Undepreciated Assets 719,000
TOTAL $ 3,547,000

- _ .
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TOTAL INDUSTRY FLOWS:
3,875 PWR FUEL ASSEMBLIES PER YE AR

13,160 BWR FUEL ASSEMBLIES PER YE AR REACTORSF BW
PLANTS "

Round Trip: 2000 Miles

167 PWR'S3g

190 FUEL ASSEMBLtES PER REACTOR
1/3 OF FUEL ASSEMBLIES REPLACED PER YEAR

(40% of Assemblies have 100% MOX Rods)

TOTAL INDUSTRY FLOWS:
3,875 PWR FUEL ASSEMBLIES (as rods) PER YEAR ~83 BWR'S
5,264 BWR FUEL ASSEMBLIES (as rods) PER YEAR 688 FUEL ASSEhT!5 LIES PER RE ACTOR

R 1/4 OF FUEL ASSEMBLIES REPLACED PER YE AR

4 (100% of Assemblies have 40% MOX Rods)

ROUND TRIP: 400 MILES
TRANSPORTATION

NOT CHARGED
TO SAFEGUARDS

9r

TOTAL INDUSTRY FLOW:

REPROCESSINGFUEL FABRICATION 2

^ ^
Round Trip: 600 Miles

Figure A2.1 Industry Model Used to Calculate Road Transportation Costs
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LEG 3

TR ANSPORTE R (ICV) PAYLOAD:
8 PWR FUEL ASSEMBLIES or

^FUEL ASSEMBLY
PLANTS I

Total Trips: 1308 per Year
485 PWR
823 BWR3,

REACTORS

LEG 2

TRANSPORTER (ICV) DAYLOAD (as rods):
8 PWR FUEL ASSEi4BLIES or

16 BWR FUEL ASSEh BLIES

D
1

TRANSPORTATION
NOTCHARGED
TO SAFEGUARDS

9F
LEG 1

FUEL FABRICATION i REPROCESSING
PLANTS 276 Trips per Year PLANTS

ALL CONVOYS CONSIST OF:
1 TRANSPORTER (ICV)
4 SPECIAL ESCORT VEHlCLES (SEV)

12 GUARD / DRIVERS

Figure A2.2 Road Transportation Model; Trips and Convoy Size
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TABLE A2.5

DC.".D TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT AND MANNING

Repimcessing Fuel Fab Fuel Assembly
to Fuel Fab to Fuel Assembly to Reactors

Item Leg 1 Leg 2 Leg 3 Total

Vehicles

ICV Transporter 6 9 27 42

Escort Vehicles (SEV) 14 27 210 251

Container Sets 46 407 654 1,107

duard/ Drivers 23 44 349 416

E
E
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TABLE A2.6

FIXE 0 SITE PHYSICAL SECURITY SYSTEM
INITIAL IN'sESTMENT AND OPEPATING COSTS

Peprocessing Plant Fabrication Plant Assembly Plant
" * *

Initial Annual Initial Annual Ini tial AnnualInvestment Operatin9 Investment Operating Investment Operating

Perimeter Control 5 585,700 5 33,410 5 404,590 5 26,950 5 263,400 5 19,812
Protected Area Portal 66,000 4,760 66,000 4,360 66,000 4.360
MAA Portals 152,000 12,640 152,000 12,640 152,000 I?,640

R; MAA Containment 286,150 18,667 272,066 19,616 143,830 10,877
Vital Area Portals 143,480 12,790 143,480 12,790 - -

Vital Area Centainment 194,526 15,384 163,815 13,666 - -

Command & Control 600,050 49,561 600,050 49,561 497,550 39,711
Miscellaneous 8,500 190 8,500 190 3,580 94

_ _ . _

_

TOTAL 5 2,036,406 5 147,402 5 1,810,501 5 139,773 $ 1,126,360 5 87,494
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TABLE A2.7, e

PHYSICAL SECtJRITY SYSTEf4
ANNUALIZED COSTS

Item Reprocessing Plant Fabrication Plant Assembly Plant

Depreciation of Fixed Assets
(20 year straight line) 5101,820 $ 90,525 5 56,318 5

Return on Undepreciated Assets
-

(25%) 267,278 237,628 147,835
'

0
h Annual Operating Costs 147,402 139,773 87,494

!

TOTAL $516,500 $467,926 5291,647

4

i

E

w
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TABLE A2.8

MATERIAL CONTROL AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
INITIAL INVESTMENT AND OPERATING COSTS

Repttcessing Plant Fabricatian Plant
Item

Initial Annual Initial Annual
Investment Operating Investment Opera ting

Measurement Equipment $2,897,000 $ 918,000

Accounting Equipment 175,000 175,000

Personnel

% Measurement 5 533,000 $ 481.000
Accounting 1,480,000 1,480,000

TOTAL $3,072,000 $2,013,000 $1,093,000 $1.961,000
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TABLE A2.10

SECURITY FORCE
INITIAL INVESTMENT AND OPERATING COSTS

--__ _ _ _ _ _

Reprocessing Plant Fabrication Plant Assembly Plant
I "'S

Initial Annual Initial Annual Initial Annual i

Inves tment Operating Investment Operating Investment Operating |. . - . _ . -

|
pay (Includes Burden)

|

Guards $1,035,000 $1,035,000 $1,035,000
Shift Supervisor 108,000 108.000 108.000
Clerical 42,000 42,000 42,000
Technicians 44,800 44,800 44,800
Assistant Security

Director 30,100 30,100 30,100>
7 Security Director 35,000 35,000 35,000
m

TOTAL $1,294,900 $1,294,900 $1,294,900

EQ_UIPMENT A'4D OTHER

andividual Guard
Equipment $ 61,180 $ 6,118 $ 61,180 $ 6,118 $ 61,180 $ 6,118

Patrol Vehicle 7,000 700 7,000 700 7,000 700

Clearances (9iards)
Initial 33,350 33,350 33,350
Annual Turnover 3,335 3,335 3,335

T aining 32,200 32,200 32,200 32,200 32,200 32.200

TOTAL $ 133,730 $ 42,353 $ 133,730 $ 42,353 $ 133,730 $ 42,353

-



- - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ ____ - . . _ _ - _ -

TABLE A2.11
,

SECURITY FORCE
ANNUALIZED COSTS

Item Reprocessing Plant Fabrication Plant Assembly Plant

Depreciation of Fixed Assets
(10-yr S/L) (no training) $ 10,153 $ 10,153 $ 10,153

E
' Return on Undepreciated Assets 9,375 9,375 9,375

Annual Operating Costs

Pay 1,294,000 1,294,000 1,294.000
Equipment 42,353 42,353 42,353

T01AL $1,355,881 $1,355,881 $1,355,88'

_
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TASLE A2.13

REPROCESSING PLANT
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

PERIMETER CONTROL

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References

1. Outer Clear Zone NOT CHARGED T0 S A F E G U A R D S Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
Terrain Cleared of Places of Concealment
for Distance of 15 Meters from Outer
Fence

2. Outer Fence
7-Foot Chain Link with 1-Foot Barbed $55/ Meter 1,500 $ 82,500 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34Wire Topping

3. Soil Stabilization $80/ Meter 1,500 120,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34Grading and Homogenization of Soil

4. Microwave Sensors $31/ Meter 1,400 43,400 Ref. I pp. 32-34BI-Static System,,
m
so 5. Seismic Sensors $57/ Meter 1,400 79,800 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34''

Buried Pressure-Sensitive Cable

6. Alarm / Assessment CCTV $10,000 10 100,000 Raf. 1 pp. 32-34 &Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array NRC Staff EstimateCameras in Environmental Housing

7. Inner Fence $55/ Meter 1,400 77,000 Ref. I pp. 32-34Same as Item #2

8. Lighting $1,000 35 35,000 Ref. I pp. 32-34Pole-Mounted Incandescent Lights
Directed Outwards

9. Inner Clear Zone NEGLIGIBLE SAFEGUARDS C0ST Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
No Structures or Places of Concealment

within 15 Meters of Inner Fence

10. Remote Control CCTV (mounted in P.A.) $12,000 4 48,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34Silicon Diode Cameras in Environmental
Housing with Remote Pan / Tilt / Zoom

TOTAL $585,700
i

i

-
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'
TABLE A2.14

REPROCESSING PLANT
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

PROTECTED AREA PORTAL

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References

1. Personnel Gate / Turnstile $ 750 4 $ 3,000 Ref. 2 p. 208 &
Floor-to-Ceiling Turnstile / Steel Door NRC Staff. Estimate

2. Electric Vehicle Gate / Barrier $ 2,500 2 5,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34 &
Remotely Operated Chain Link Gate with NRC Staff Estimate
Two Steel Rails Attached for Vehicle
Barrier

3. Protected Guard Position $10,000 1 10,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Guard Position Hardened to Provide
Protection against Small-Arms Fire

4. Remotely Operated Train Gate / Barrier $10,000 1 10,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34 &
3,

03 Same As Item #2 NRC Staff Estimate
$

5. CCTV Camera $ 6,000 1 6,000 Ref. I pp. 32-34

Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array

6. Card Reader $ 3,000 2 6,000 Ref. 1 p. 121
On-Line System.

7. Fixed Metal Detector $ 5,000 1 5,000 Ref. 2 p. 85

Active Magnetic Field Metal
Detector (MFMD)

8. Hand-Held Explosives Detector $10,000 1 10,000 Ref. 1 p. 127
Electron Capture

. Hand-Held SSNM Detector $10,000 1 10,000 Ref. 1 p. 125 &9. *

Gamma Detector NRC Staff Estimate'

10. Hand-Held Metal Detector $ 500 2 1,000 Ref. 2 p. 85
Active MFMD

i

TOTAL $66,000

|
- - - --- - -- ________ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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TABLE A2.15

i

REPROCESSING PLANT
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

MAA PORTALS

|

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References
I. Continuous / Personnel Portal

1. Portal Doors / Turnstiles $ 750 4 $ 3,000 Ref. 2 p. 208 &Floor-to-Ceiling Turnstile on
Steel Door NRC Staff Estimate

12. Protr.cted Guard Position $10,000 1 10,000 NRC Staff EstimateGiard Position Hardened to
|'rovide Protection Against Small- |

Arms Fire
'

R 3. Exchange Badges $ 2 500 1,000 NRC Staff Estimate4 Picture Badge / Card Key
to

4. Change Room N0T A SAFEGUARDS C0ST
5. Fixed Metal Detector $ 5,000 1 5,000 Ref. 2 p. 85 lActive MFMD

6. Hand-Held Metal Detector 5 500 2 1,000 Ref. 2 p. 85Active MFMD

|7. Fixed SSNM Detector $60,000 1 60,000 Ref. 2 p. 68 &Neutron and Gamma
Detector NRC Staff Estimate

i

8 Card Reader $ 3,000 4 12,000 Ref. I pp. 121On-Line System

|



. . . . . . . _ _ _ ,

i

fTABLE A2.15 (Continued)

REPROCESSING PLANT
MAA PORTALS

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References

9. CCT'J Camera $ 6,000 2 12,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array

10. Fixed Explosive Detector $20,000 1 20,000 Ref.1 pp.123

Electron Capture

II. Intermittent / Material Portal

11. Portal Door $ 750 4 3,000 Ref. 2 p. 208

Steel Door

12. Hand-Held SSNM Detector- $10,000 1 10,000 Ref.1 p.125 &
NRC Staf f Estimate

Gama Detector
E $ 6,000 2 12,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
A> 13. CCTV Camera

Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array"

14. Card Reader $ 3,000 1 3,000 Ref. 1 pp. 121

On-Line System |

TOTAL $152,000

1

- - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _________
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TABLE A2.16

REPROCESSING PLANT

PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
MAA CONTAINMENT

Item /Descriptig Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References
1. Vehicle Barrier (Rail) $165/ Meter 630 $103,950 Ref. 2 p. 208Three-Foot Rail Sections

2. Exterior CCTV $10,000 4 40,000 Ref.1 pp. 32-34Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array
Camera in Environmental Housing

3. Exterior Ligriting $ 1,000 8 8,000 Ref. I pp. 32-34Pole Mounted Incandescent

4. Emergency Exits $ 2,000 4 8,000 NRC Staff EstimateFloor-to-Ceiling Turnstile plus
y Steel Door
"
.
g 5. Door Opening Alarms

$ 120 20 2,400 Ref. I pp. 32-34Palanced Magnetic Door Switches

6. Storage Area Rolling Door $ 2,000
1 2,000 Ref. 2 p. 208Steel Door of Rollup Variety

|
7. Volumetric Sensors $3/ Meter 600 1,800 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34Active Ultrasonic Sensors

8. Internal CCTV ! 6,000 20 120,000 Ref.1 pp. 32-34Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array
.

TOTAL $286,150



1
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jTAELE A2.17
)

REPROCESSING PLANT 'i
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES ,

!VITAL AREA PORTALS

!

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cest References |
'

| 1. Portal Door / Turnstile $ 750 4 $ 3,000 Ref. 2 p 208 &
Floor-to-Ceiling Turnstile Steel Door NRCStaffEstimate

2. Fixed Explosive Detector $ 20,000 4 80,000 .Ref. 1 p. 123

Electron Capture i

!

3. Fixed Metal Detector $ 5,000 4 20,000 Ref. 2 p. 85

Active MFMD ,

4 Card Reader 5 3,000 4 12,000 Ref. 1 p. 121
'

On-Line System

L 5. Vehicle Gate / Barrier - 5 2,000 2 4,000 NRC Staff Estimate
k Chain Link Gate with Attached Steel ;

Rails
'

*

6. Door Opening Alarm $ 120 4 4f;0 Ref. 1 rp. 32-34
Balanced Magnetic Door Switches

t

7. CCTV Camera 5 6,000 4 24,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34 f
Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array !

!

TOTAL $ 143,480
,

t

i

!

!

. . - . - _ _ - . .. -_ - - - - .
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TABLE A2.18

REPROCESSING PLANT

PHYSICAL LECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
VITAL AREA CONTAINMENT

Item / Description Urtit Cost NumberofUnQs Total Cost Cost References
1. Vehicle Barrier (Rail) $165/ Meter 270 $ 44,550 Ref. 2 p. 208Three-Foot Rail Sections

2. Exterior CCTV $ 10,000 8 80,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34Fixed Focus Silicon Diode Array
in Environmental Housing, Pole Mounting

3. Volumetric Alanns $3/ meter 1 ,51 2 4,536 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34Active Ultrasonir
|

4. Interior CCTV $ 6,000 8 48,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
'

Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array

h 5. Exterior Lighting $ 1,000 8 8,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34Pole-Nounted Incandescent
i,6. Emergency Exits 5 2,000 4 8,000 NRC Staff EstimateInner Floor-to-Ceiling Turrstile

and Outer Steel Door i
'

7. Door Opening Alarms $ 120 12 1,440 Ref. I pp. 32-34Balanced Magnetic Door Switches

TOTAL $ 194,526

!

,l



TABLE A2.19

REPROCESSING PLANT

PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
COMMAND AND CONTROL

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References

1. Offsite Base Station Radios $ 4,000 2 8,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
Two-Channel Radio plus Antenna
(40-100 Watts)

2. Hand-Held Portable Radios $ 1,000 40 40,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Two-Channel Radio and Battery and
Charger (1.5-5 Watts)

,,
ro

Aa 3. Vehicle / Portable Radios $ 1,500 1 1 ,5 00 NRC Staff Estimate

AC/DC 10-15 Watt Portable /"

Vehicle Radio and Antenna

4. Hardening (Walls and Roofs) of 5930/ meter 85 79,050 NRC Staff Estimate

Security OPS Center

5. Emergency Power 5 30,000 1 30,000 Ref. I pp. 32-34
Uninterruptible Power and Generator

6. Public Address System $ 20,000 1 20,000 NRC Staff Estimate

With 2-Way Capability

7. Central Alarm / Admit Console $ 260,000 1 260,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Either Multiplex System with Mini-
Computer or Direct Wire.
Either With High-Security Line
Supervision (Includes Wiring to Sensors)
(Includes Control over Card-Key Reader
System)

!

-___.- .__ _ ______________ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE A2.19 (Continued)

REPROCESSING PLANT
COMMAND AND CONTROL

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References
8. Alternate /Redun t nt Alarm / Admit Console 5 84,000 1 84,000 NRC Staff EstimateBackup Display and Control of

Alarm and Admit Functions

9. CCTV Control Console with Motion Detection 5 50,000 1 50,000 NRC Staff EstimateRack Mounted 12" or Larger Monitors
with Video Motion Detection Control Unit

10. Portal Doors 5 750 2 1,500 Ref. 2 p. 208Steel Doors
E
A> 11. RF Paging Receivers 5 300 40 12,000 NRC Staff Estimate'

Tone Encoder Plus Tone-Only Paging Receivers

12. Site Signaling System 5 10 000 1 10,000 NRC Staff EstimateKlaxon, Siren, etc.

13. Onsite Base Racio Station 5 4,000 1 4,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32 34Single-Channel Radio Plus Antenna
(40-100 Watts)

TOTAL 5 600,050

-
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TABLE A2.20

REPROCESSING PLANT
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

MISCELLANEOUS

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References _

1, Barriers for kents/ Drains $ 100 * * NRC Staff Estimate
Steel Grids

2. IL Badge Costs $ 2 500 $ 1,000 NRC Staff Estimate
g Combination Card-Key / Picture Badge

$ 3, IG Badge Fabricatior. Equipment $ 1,500 1 1,500 NRC Staff Estimate
; Photographic and Laminating Equipment

4. Duress Alarms $ 300 20 6,000 NRC Staff Estimate

5. SSNM Alarms for Vents / Drains $ 5,000 * * NRC Staff Estimate
" Panic Button" - Either Handwired or RF

TOTAL $ 8,500

* Site specific; not costed for reference system

!

i

., __ _ __. _ - ._.
_ -
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TABLE A2.21

REPROCESSING PLANT

MATERIAL CONTROL AND ACCOUNTING: EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
(CAPITAL COST OF EQUIPMENT)

A. Measurements

Safeguards NDA Standards * . CostItem / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Fraction Increment Total References
1, Weight and Volume

Lab. Scales 5 5,000 10 0.5 - $ 25,000 Ref. 3Pu Praduct and Waste Scales $ 10,000 5 0.25 - 12,500 Ref. 3Pu Product Load Cells 5 20,000 2 0 - 0 Ref. 3Vessel Dip Tubes and Manometers $ 5,000 30 0 - 0 Ref. 3
2. Analytical

Titrimeter (amperometric) $ 20,000 2 0.5 - 20,000 Ref. 3Mass Spectrometer 5 200,000 1 0 - 0 Ref. 3Alpha Sp?ctrometer $ 20,000 1 0.5 - 10,000 Ref. 3
3. Samplers (N 0 SAFEGVARD5 C0STJ

8 4 Nondestructive Assay
Neutron Counter (small containers) $ 40,000 1 1.0 $ 16,000 56,000 Ref. 3Barrel Assay (y,n, Cf-252) 5 750,000 2 0.5 $100,000 850,000 Ref. 3Leached Hull y-Assay 5 50,000 1 0.5 $ 20,000 45,000 Ref. 3y-Survey 5 10,000 2 1.0 $ 8,000 28,000 Ref. 3n-Survey $ 20,000 2 1.0 $ 16,000 56,000 Ref. 3Small Sample Assay $ 50,000 1 1.0 $ 20,000 70,000 Rei. 3

5. Laboratories and Countira Rooms
Barrel Assay Facility $3,000,000 1 0.S - 1,500,000 Ref. 3'.eached Hull Assay facility $ 250,000 I 0.5 - 125,000 Ref. 32 2Other $ 50/ft 4,000 ft 0.5 - 100,000 Ref. 3

TOTAL MEASUREMENT COSTS
(Equipment and Facilities) $2,897,500

* Required for Calibration and Measurement Control.

--



TABLE A2.21 (Continued)

REPROCESSING PLANT
MATERIAL CONTROL AND ACCOUNTING: EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

8. Accounting
Safeguards NDA Standards * Cost

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Fraction Increment Total References

Computer, Desk Calculators, and $ 100,000 One Total 1.0 - 100,000 Ref. 3Peripherals

Computer Terminals $ 15,000 5 1.0 - 75,000 Ref 3

$ 175,000
TOTAL ACCOUNTING COSTS

$3,072,500
TOTAL INITIAL INVESTMENT COSTS3

?
E

l

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
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TABLE A2.22

REPROCESSING PLANT
MATERIAL CONTROL AND ACCOUNTING: PERSONNEL

(ANNUAL OPERATING CCSTS)
A. Measurements

Number of UnitsItem / Description
Measurement Cost(Personnel Function) Unit Cost Routine Control Total References

1. Weight
Lab. Scales $ 26,000/MY 0.5 MY 0.25 MY $ 19,500 Ref. 3Pu Product and Waste Scales $ 26,000/MY 0.5 MY 0 13,000 Ref. 3Pu Load Cells 5 26,000/MY 0 0 0 Ref. 3Vessel Dip Tubes and Manometers 3 26,000/MY 0 0.25 6,500 Ref. 3

2. Analytical
g Titrimeter (amperometric) $ 26,000/MY 2.0 MY 0.5 MY 65,000 Ref. 3Mass Spectrometer

$ 26,000/MY 3.0 MY 1.5 MY 117,000 Ref. 3
i

M Alpha Spectrometer $ 26,000/MY 0 5 MY 0 13,000 Ref. 3
3. Samplers

(N O 5AFEGVAR0S C 0 S T)
4. Nondestructive Assay

tutmn Counter
(small containers) $ 26,000/MY 2.0 MY 0.25 MY 58,500 Ref. 3Barrel Assay (y, n. Cf-252) $ 26,000/MY 4.0 MY 1.0 MY 130,000 Ref. 3Leached Hull y-Assay (Nal) 5 26,000/MY 2.0 MY 0 52,000 Ref. 3y-Survey $ 26,000/MY 0.5 MY 0.5 MY 26,000 Ref. 3n-Survey $ 26,000/MY 0.5 MY 0 13,000 Ref. 3Small Sample Assay $ 26,000/MY 0.5 MY 0.25 MY 19,500 Ref. 3

5. Laboratories and Counting Rooms
(N O PERS0NNEL C 0 S T 5)

TOTAL MEASUREMENT COSTS
(Personnel Costs) $ 533,000
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TABLE A2.23

REPROCESSING PLANT
SECURITY FORCES

Item / Description Unit Cost Numoer of Units Total Cost Cost Refer ences
1. Guards $ 22,500 46 $ 1,035,000 NRC Staff EstimateUniformed Force

2. Shift Supervisors $ 27,000 4 108,000 NRC Staff EstimateUniformed Supervisors

3. Clerical 5 14,000 3 42,000 NRC Staff EstimateBoth Clerks and Secretaries

4. Technicians * 22,400 2 44,800 NRC Staff EstimateFor Maintenance of Security Equipment,,
na

)$g 5. Security Director $ 35,000 1 35,000 NRC Staff Estimate \Non-Uniformed

6. Assistant Security Director i 30,100 1 30,100 NRC Staff EstimateAlso Functions ss Chief Investigator

7. Individual Guard Equipment $ 1,330 46 61,180 NRC Staff EstimateUniforms, sidearms, Shoulder Weapons,
Ammunition, Helmets Flak Vests, etc.

8. Guard Training 5700/ Guard /yr 46 32,200 NRC Staff EstimateBoth Initial and Inservice Training
9. 4 WD Patrol Vehicle $ 7,000 1 7,000 NRC Staff Estimate

10. Guard Clearances $ 725 46 33,350 NRC Staff Estimate
___ I

TOTAL $ 1,428,630



. . . _ _
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TABLE A2.24

FUEL FABRICATION PLANT
FHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

PERIMETER CONTROL

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References

1. Outer Clear Zone NOT CHARGED T0 SAFEGUARDS Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
Terrain Cleared of Places of Concealment
for Distance of 15 Meters from Outer Fence

2. Outer Fence $55/ meter 1,000 $ 55,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

7-Foot Chain Link with 1-Toot Barbed
Wire Topping

| 3. Soil Stabilization $80/ meter 1,000 "",v00 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

Grading and Homogenization of Soil

4. Microwave Sensors $31/ meter 900 27,900 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

BI-Static System

(5 5. Seismic Senso s $57/ meter 900 51,300 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

3; Buried Fra.sure-Sensitive Cable

6. Alarm /Assessraent CCTV $ 10,000 10 100,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
& NRC Staff EsiinateFixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array Cameras

in Environmental Housing

7. Inner Fence $55/ meter 900 49,500 Pef.1 pp. 32-34

Same as Item *2

8. Lighting $ 1 , 70 0 18 18,000 Ref. I pp. 32-34

Pole-Mounted Incandescent Lights
Directed Outwards

9. Inner Clear Zone hEGLIGIBLE Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

No Structures or Places of Concealment
within 15 Meters of Inner Fence

10. Remote Control CCTV (located in P.A.) $ 12,000 4 48,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

Silicon Diode Cameras in Environmental
Housirg with Remote Pan / Tilt / Zoom

TOTAL $ 429,700

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _ _ - - .. . .
. _ - _ ,



TABLE A2.25

FUEL FABRICATION PLANT
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

Pc0TECTED AREA PORTAL

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Ccst References
1. Personnel Gate / Turnstile 5 750 4 5 3,000 Ref. 2 p. 208 &Floor-to-Ceiling Turnstile / Steel Door

NRC Staff Estimate2. Electric Vehicle Gate / Barrier 5 2,500 2 5,000 Ref. I pp. 32-34Remotely Operated Chain Link Gate
with Two Steel Rails Attached for & NRC Staf f Estimate
Vehicle Barrier

3. Protected Guard Position 5 10,000 1 10,000 NRC Staff EstinateGuard Position Hardened to Provide
Protection against Small-Arms Fire

4 Remotely Operated Train Gate / Barrier 5 10,000 1 10,000 Fef. 1 pp. 32-34R Same as Item *2
& NRC Staf f Estimate5. CCTV Camera 5 6,000 1Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array 6,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

6. Card Reader 5 3,000 2 6,000 Ref.1 p. 121On-line Systern

7. Fixed Metal Detector 5 5,000 1 5,000 Ref. 2 p. 85Active Magnetic Field Metal
Detector (MFMD)

8. Hand-Held Explosives Detector 5 10,000 1 10,000 Ref. I p.127Electron Capture

9. Hand-Held SSNM Detector 5 10,000 1 10,000 Ref. I p.125 &Ga r.a Detector
NRC Staff Estimate

10. Hand-Held Metal Detector 1 500 ? 1,000 Ref. 2 p. 85Active MrMa

TOTAL $ 66.000
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TABLE A2.26

IUEL FABRICATION PLANT
t

PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
|

MAA PORTALS
|

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References

I. Continuous / Personnel Portal

1. Portal Doors / Turnstile $ 750 4 $ 3,000 Ref. 2 p. 208 &
Floor-to-Ceiling Turnstile on NRC Staff Estimate
Steel Door

2. Protected Guard Position $10,000 1 10,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Guard Position Hardened to Provide,

; Protection Against Small-Arms Fire
2

3. Exchange Badges $ 2 500 1,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Picture Badge / Card Key,

4 Change Room NOT A SAFEGUARD 5 C0ST

5. Fixed Metal Detector $ 5,000 1 5,000 Ref. 2 p. 85
Active MFMD

6. -Hand-Held Metal Detector $ 500 2 1,000 Ref. 2 p. 85
Active MFMD

7. Fixed SSNM Detector $60,000 1 60,000 Ref. 2 p. 68 &
Neutron and Gamma Detector NRC Staff Estimate

S. Card Reader 5 3,000 4 12,000 Ref. I pp.121
On-Line System

'

i

I

. - _ .
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TABLE A2.26 (Centinued)

FUEL FABRICATION PLANT
MAA PORTALS

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost Peferences

9. CCTV Camer6 $ 6,000 2 12,000 Ref.1 pp. 32-34
Fixed-Focus Silicen Diode Array

10. Fixed Explosive Detector $20,000 1 20,000 Ref. I p.123Electron Capture

II. Intermittent / Material Portal -

11. Portal Door 5 750 4 3,000 Pef. 2 p. 208 &
Steel Door NRC Staff Estimate

R; 12. Hand-Held SSNM Detector $10,000 1 10,000 Ref. I p.125 &
d, Ganna Detector NRC Staff Estimateas

|13. CCTV Camera $ 6,000 2 12,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array

14. Card Reader 5 3,000 1 3,000 Ref.1 p. 121
On-Line System

TOTAL $152,000

l
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TABLE A2.27
i

FUEL FABRICATION PLANT I
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

'

MAA CONTAINMENT

Item /Cescription Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References

1. Vehicle Barrier (Rail) $165/ meter 400 $ 66,000 Ref. 2 p. 208
3-Foot Sections of Rail

2. Exterior CCTV $ 10,000 4 40,000 Ref.1 pp. 32-34
Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array Camera
in Environmental Housing

3. Exterior Lighting $ 1,000 8 8,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
Pole-Mounted Incandescent

4. Emergency Exits $ 2,000 8 16,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Floor-to-Ceiling Turnstile Plus,,

;a Steel Door
w
"'

5. Door Opening Alarms $ 120 24 2,880 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
Balanced Magnetic Door Switches

;

s 1

' 6. Storage Area Rolling Door $ 2,000 1 2,000 Ref. 2 p. 208
Steel Door of Rollup Variety ',,

27. Volumetric Sensors $3/ meter 1,728 5,184 Ref. I pp. 32-34,

Active Ultrasonic Sensors
i

8. Internal CCTV $ 6,000 22 132,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array

!

i.

TOTAL $272,064

I

,

k

1

!

- - -
_ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._.- |
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TABLE A2.28

FUEL FABRICATION PLANT
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIFMENT AND FACILITIES

VITAL APEA PORTALS

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References
1. Fortal Door / Turnstile 5 750 4 5 3,000 Ref. 2 p. 208 &Floor-to-Ceiling Turnstile Steel Door

NRC Staff Estiinate
2. Fixed Explosive Detector 5 20,000 4 80,000 Ref. I p.123Electron Capture

3. Fixed Metal Detector $ 5,000 4 70,000 Re f . 2 p. 85Active MFMD

4. Card Reader 5 3,000 4 12,000 Ref. 1 p. 121On-Line System
D
1. 5. Vehicle Gate / Barrier 5 2,000 2 4,000 Re f . 2 p. 208 4C'

Chain Link Gate with Attached
Steel Rails NRC Staff Estimate

6. Door Opening Alarm 5 120 4 480 Pef. 1 pp. 32-34Balanced Magnetic Door Switches

7. CCTV Camera 5 6,000 4 24,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array

TOTAL $143,480



TABLE A2.29

FUEL FAERICATION PLANT
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

VITAL AREA CONTAINMENT
,

I
Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References

1. Vehicle Barrier $165/ meter 100 $ 16,500 Fef 2 p. 208

Three-Foot Rail Section

2. Exterior CCTV $ 10,000 8 80,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array
in Environmental Housing

2
3. Volumetric Alams $3/ meter 625 1,875 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

Active U!trasonic

4. Interior CCTV $ 6,000 8 48,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array
,

>

$ 5. Exterior Lighting $ 1,000 8 8,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
Pole-Mounted Incandescent-

6. Emergency Exits 3 2,000 4 8,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Floor-to-Ceiling Turnstile and
Steel Door

7. Door Opening Alams $ 120 12 1,440 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

Balanced Magnetic toor Switches

TOTAL $163,815

.
1

. . .
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TABLE A2.30

FUEL FABRICATION PLANT
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

COMM.tND AND CONTROL

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References

1. Offsite Base Station Radios $ 4,000 2 8,000 Ref. I pp. 32-34
Two-Channel Radio plus Antenna
(40-100 Watts)

2. Hand Held Portable Radios $ 1,000 40 40,000 NRC Staff EstimateTwo-Channel Radio and Eattery
and Charger (1.5-5 Watts)

3. Vehicle / Portable Radios 1 1,500 1 1,500 NRC Staff Estimate
AC/DC 10-15 Watt Portable /
Vehicle Radio and Antenna

U
I. 4. Hardening (Walls and Roofs) of $930/ meter 85 79,050 NRC Staff Estimate** Security OPS Center

5. Emergency Power $ 30,000 1 30,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34Uninterruptible Power and Generator

6. Public Address System $ 20,000 1 20,000 NRC Staff Estimate
i

With 2-Way Capability

7. Central Alarm / Admit Console $260,000 1 260,000 NRC Staff EstimateEither Multiplex System with Mini-
Computer or Direct Wire.

Either With High-Security Line
Supervision (Includes Wiring to Sensors)
(Includes Control over Card-Key Reader
Systen)

-



. . . __
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TABLE A2.30 (Continued)

FUEL FABRICATION PLANT
COMMAND AND CONTROL

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References

8. Alternate / Redundant Alarm / Admit Console $ 84,000 1 84,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Backup Display and Control of
Alarm and Admit Functions

9. CCTV Control Console with Motion Detection $ 50,000 1 50,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Rack Mounted 12" or Larger Monitors
with Video Motion Detection Control Unit

10. Portal Doors $ 750 2 1,500 Ref. 2 p. 208 &

Steel Doors NRC Staff Estimate

11. RF Faging Receivers $ 300 40 12,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Tone Encoder Plus Tone-Only

{$ Paging Receivers
a

12. Site Signaling System $ 10,000 1 10,000 NRC Staff Estimate"

Klaxon, Siren, etc.

13. Onsite Base Radic Station $ 4,000 1 4,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

Single-Channel Radio plus Antenna
(40-100 Watts)

TOTAL $600,050

. . .
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TABLE A2.31

FUEL FABRICATION PLANT
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

MISCELLANEOUS

Iten/ Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References
1. Barriers for Vents / Drains $ 1 00 * *

Steel Grids NRC Staff Estimate

2. ID Badge Costs $ 2 500 $ 1,000 NRC Staff EstimateCombination Card Key / Picture Badge

3. ID Badge Fabrication Equipment $ 1,500 1 1,500 NRC Staff EstimatePhotographic and Laminating Equiment

4. Duress Alarms 5 300 20 6,000 NRC Staff Estimate($ " Panic Button" - Either Handwired or RF i

|u
"

5. SSNM Alarms for vents / Drains $ 5,000 * * NRC Staff Estimate
|

|
TOTAL $ 8,500 1

* Site-specific; not costed for reference system.

-
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TABLE A2.32 (Continued)

FUEL FABRICATION PLANT
MATERIAL CONTROL ACCOUNTING: EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

B. Accounting
Number of Safegua rds NDA Standards *Item / Description Unit Cost Units Fraction Increment Total Cost References

Computer, Desk Calcula tors, - - 1.0 - 100,000 Ref. 3and Peripherals

Computer Terminals $ 15,000 5 1.0 - 75,000 Ref. 3
TOTAL ACCOUNTING COSTS

$ 175,000

TOTAL INITIAL INVESTMENT COSTS $1,093,000

C
$

'
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TABLE A2.33

FUEL FABRICATION PLANT
MATERIAL CONTROL AND ACCOUNTING: PERSON'iEL

(ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS)

A. Measurements

Number of Units
|

Item / Description Measurement'

(Personnel Function) Unit Cost _ Routine Control Total Cost References
;

!
1 Weight

Scales $ 26,000/MY 1.5 MY 0.25 MY $ 45,500 Ref. 3
Laboratory Scales $ 26,000/MY 0.5 0 13,000 Ref. 3
Load Cells and Electronics $ 26,000/MY 0 0 0 Ref. 3

2. Analytical
Titrimeter $ 26,000/MY 4.0 1.5 143,000 Ref. 3

3

7 Mass Spectrometer $ 26,000/MY 1.5 0.5 52,000 Ref. 3
O Alpha Spectrometer $ 26,000/MY 0.5 0 13,000 Ref. 3

3. Samplers NO 5AFEGUARD5 C0STS

4. Nondestructive Assay
Neutron Counter 5 26,000/MY 2.0 MY 0 52,000 Ref. 3
Waste y, small containers $ 26,000/MY 1.0 MY 1.0 MY 52,000 Ref. 3
Waste y, 55-gallon barrels 5 26,000/MY 0.5 0 13,000 Ref. 3
Rod Scanner 5 26,000/MY 0.5 MY 0.25 MY 19,500 Ref. 3
Small Sample Assay System $ 26,000/MY 0.5 MY 0 13,000 Ref. 3
y-Survey $ 26,000/MY 1.0 MY 0 26,000 Ref. 3
n-Survey $ 26,000/MY 1.0 MY 0.5 MY 39,000 Ref. 3

5. Laboratories and Counting Rooms 0 0 0 0

TOTAL MEASUREMENTS COST $ 481,000
(PERSONNEL COSTS)
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TABLE A2.34

FUEL FABRICATION PLANT
SECURITY FORCES

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total CGst Cost References

1. Guards 5 22,500 46 $1,035,000 NRC Staff Estimate

Uniformed Fov-ce

2. Shift Supervisors $ 27,000 4 108,000 NRC Staff Estimate

3. Clerical 5 14,000 3 42,000 NRC Staff Estimate

Both Clerks and Secretaries

4. Technicians 5 22,400 2 44,800 NRC Staff Estimate
For Maintenance of Security Equipment

5. Security Director 5 35,000 1 35,000 NRC Staff Estimate
-

D Non-Uniformed
1.

6. Assistant Security Director $ 30,100 1 30,100 NRC Staff Estimate"'

Also Functions as Chief Investigator .

7. Individual Guard Equipment $ 1,330 46 61,180 NRC Staff Estimate
Uniforms, Sidearms Shoulder Weapons.
Annunition, Helmets. Flak Vests, etc.

!
8. Guard Training $700/ Guard /yr 46 32,200 NRC Staff Estimate

Both Initial and Inservice Training

9. 4 WD Patrol Vehicle $ 7,000 1 7,000 NRC Staff Estimate |

Standard Vehicle

10. Guard Clearances $ 725 46 33,350 NRC Staff Estimate

TOTAL $1,428,630

. . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . _ . . _ _ _
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TABLE A2.35

FUEL ASSEMBLY PLANT

PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
PERIMETER CONTROL

Item / Description Unit Cost Nunner of Units Total Cost Cost References
1. Outer Clear Zone

Terrain Cleared of
Places of Concealment
for Distances of 15 NEGLIGIBLE SAFEGUARD 5 C0STMeters fron Outer
Fence.

Res. 1 pp. 32-24
2. Outer rence,

y 7-Foot Chain Link
g with ! Foot Barbed 555/ meter 410 5 22,550 Def. 1 pp. 32-34Wire Topping

3. Soil Stabilization
Grading and Homogeni- $80/ meter 410 32,800 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34zation of Soil

4. Microwave Sensors $ 31/ meter 350 10,850 Ref. I pp. 32-34BI-Static System

5. Seismic Sensors
Buried Pressure $57/ meter 350 19,950 Ref. I pp. 32-34Sensitive Cable

6. Alarn/ Assessment CCTV
Fixed-focus Silicon Diode Array $ 10,000 10 100.000 Ref. 1 op. 32-34 &Cameras in Environmental Housing

NRC Staf f Estinate



. . . . . . . . . _

TABLE A2.35 (Continued)
FUEL ASSEMBLY FLANT

PERIMETER CONTROL

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References

7. Inner Fence $55/ meter 350 19,250 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

Same as Item #2

8. Lighting $ 1,000 10 10,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

Pole-nounted

9. Inner Clear Zone
No Structures or
Places of Concealment NEGLIGIBLE 5AFEGUARDS C0ST Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

within 15 meters of Inner Fence
,

En 10. Remote Control CCTV $12,000 4 48,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34ro

Silicon Diode Cameras in Environmental"

Housing with Remote Pan / Tilt / Zoom

TOTAL $263,400

.

------ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE A2.36

FUEL ASSEMBLY PLANT

PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
PROTECTED AREA PORTAL

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost Peferences
1. Personnel Gate / Turnstile 5 750 4 $ 3,000 Pef. 2 p. 203Floor-to-Ceiling Turnstile / Steel

Door & NRC Staff Estimate

2. Electric Vehicle Gate / Barrier 5 2,500 2 5.000 Ref. I op. 32-34Remotely Operated Chain Link
Gate with Two Steel Rails Attached & NRC Staff Estimate
for /ehicle Barrier

3. Protected Guard Position $ 10,000 1 10,000 NRC Staff EstimateGuard Position Hardened to Provide
Protection against Small-Arms Fire

{5 4. Remotely Operated Train Gate / Barrier $ 10,000 1 10,000 Ref. I pp. 32-34g; Same as Item a2
& NRC Staff Estimate

5. CCTY Camera $ 6,000 1 6,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array

6. Card Reader $ 3,000 2 6,000 Ref. 1 p. 121On-Line System

7. Fixed Metal Detector $ 5,000 1 5,000 Ref. 2 p. 85Active Ma netic Field Metal
Detector MFMD)

8. Hand-Held Explosives Detector $ 10,000 1 10,000 Ref. I p. 127Electron Capture

9. Hand-Held SSNM Detector $ 10,000 1 10,000 Ref. 1 p. 125 &Gamma Detector
NRC Staff Estimate

10. Hand-Held Metal Detector $ 500 2 1,000 Ref. 2 p. 85Active MFMD

TOTAL $ 66,000



_ . . . . . . . .

TABLE A2.37

FUEL ASSEMBLY PLANT
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

MAA CONTAINMENT

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References

1. Vehicle Barrier (Rail) 5165/ Meter 190 5 31,350 Ref. 2 p. 208

Three-Foot Rail Sections

2. Exterior CCTV $ 10,000 4 40,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34

Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array
Camera in Environmental Housing |

|

3. Exterior Lighting $ 1,000 8 8,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
3,

73 Pole-Mounted Incandescent
C

4 Emergency Exits 5 2,000 2 4,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Floor-to-Ceiling Turnstile
Plus Metal Door

5. Door Opening Alarms $ 120 4 480 Ref.1 pp. 32-34

Balanced Magnetic Door Switches

6. Internal CCTV 5 6,000 10 5 60,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array

TOTAL 5143,830

>+

_ _ _ _ . _ _
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TABLE A'.' . 38

FUEL ASSEMBLY PLANT
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIFMENT AND FACILITIES

MAA PORTALS

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Ccst References
I. Continuous / Personnel Portal

1 Portal Doors / Turnstiles $ 750 4 $ 3,000 Ref. 2 p. 208 &Floor-to-Ceiling Turnstile or
Steel door NRC Staff Estimate

2. Protected Guard Position $ 10,000 l 10,000 NRC Staff EstimateGuard Position Hardened to Provide
R Protection Against Small-Arms Fire
M
* 3. Exchange Badges $ 2 500 1,000 NRC Staff Estimate |

-

4 Change Room
N0 S A F' E G U A R D S C0ST

5. Fixed Metal Detector $ 5,000 1 5,000 Ref. 2 p. 85
|Active MFMD
|

6 Hand Held Metal Detector $ 500 2 1,000 Ref. 2 p. 85Active MFMD

7. Fixed SSNM Detector $ 60,000 1 60,000 Ref. 2 p. 68 &Neutron and Ganna
Detector NRC Staff Estimate

..



TABLE A2.38 (Continued)
FUEL ASSEMBLY PLANT

MAA PORTALS

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References

8. Card Reader $ 3,000 4 12,000 Ref. 1 p. 121

On-Line System

9. CCTV Camera $ 6,000 2 12,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array

10. Fixed Explosives Detector $ 20,000 1 20,000 Ref. I p.123

Electron Capture

II. Intermittent / Material Portal

11. Portal Door 5 750 4 3,000 Ref. 2 p. 208 &
2,

7' Steel Door NRC Staff Estimate

$
12. Hand-Held SSNM Detector $ 10,000 1 10,000 Ref. I p 125

Gamma Detector

13. CCTV Camera $ 6,000 2 12,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
Fixed-Focus Silicon Diode Array

14. Card Reader $ 3,000 1 3.000 Ref. I p.121

On-Line System

TOTAL $152,000

|

.. -
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TABLE A2.39

FUEL ASSEMBLY PLANT
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

COMMAND fr.D CONTROL

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References
1. Offsite Base Station Radios $ 4,000 2 3 8,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34Two-Channel Radio Plis

Antenna (40-100 Watts)

2. Hand held Portable Radio $ 1,000 20 20,000 NRC Staff EstimateTwo-Channel Radio and Battery and
Charger (1.5 - 5 Watts)

3. Hardening of S.O.C. $930/Metar 85 79,050 NRC Staff Estimate
h.
8? 4. Emergency Power $ 30,000 1 30,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34Uninterruptible Power and Generator

5. Public Address System $ 15,000 1 15,000 NRC Staff EstimateWith 2-Way Capability

6. Central Alarm / Admit Console $215,000 1 215,000 NRC Staff EstimateEither Multiplex System with Mini-
Computer or Direct Wire. Either
with High-Security Line Supervision.
(Includes Wiring to Sensors)
(Includes Control over Card-Key
Reader System)



__ __

TABLE A2.39 (Continued)
* FUEL ASSEMBLY PLANT

COMMAND AND CONTROL

Item /Descri ption Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References

7. Alternate / Redundant Console $ 64,000 1 $ 64,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Backup Display and Control of
Alarm / Admit functions

8. CCTV Control Console with
Motion Detection 3 45,000- 1 45,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Rack-Mounted 12'' or larger Monitors
with Video Motion Detection Control Unit

9. Portal Doors $ 750 2 1,500 Ref. 2 p. 203 &
NRC Staff EstimateSteel Doors

$3 10. RF Paging Receivers S 300 20 6,000 hRC Staff Estimate
Tone Encoder plus Tone-Only
Paging Receivers

11. Site Signaling System $ 10,000 1 10,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Klaxon, Siren, etc.

12. Onsite Base Radio Station 5 4,000 1 4,000 Ref. 1 pp. 32-34
Single-Channel Radio plus
Antenna (40-100 Watts)

TOTAL $497,550

. . . ,
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TABLE A2.40

FUEL ASSEMBLY PLANT
PHYSICAL SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

MISCELLANEOUS

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost References
1. Barriers for Vents /0 rains $ 100 *

Steel Grids MRC Staff Estimate*

2. ID Badge Costs
5 2.00 60 $ 180 NRC Staff EstimateCombination Card Key / Picture Badge

3. ID Badge Fabrication Equipment 5 1,500 1 1,500 NRC Staff EstimatePhotographic and Laminating Equipment

4. Duress Alarms $ 300 10 3,000 NRC Staff Estimate
R; 5. SSNM Alarms for Vents / Drains $ 5,000 *$, " Panic Button" - Either NRC Staff Estimate*

o
Handwired or RF

TOTAL 5 4,620

* Site-specific; not costed for reference system.

r

-
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TABLE A2.41

FUEL ASSEMBLY PLANT
SECURITY FORCES

Item / Description Unit Cost Number of Units Total Cost Cost Referencrs

1. Guards 5 22,500 46 $1,035,000 NRC Staff Estimate

Uniformed Force

2. Shift Supervisors $ 27,000 4 108,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Uniformed Supervisors

3. Clerical $ 14,000 3 42,000 NRC Staff Estimate

Both Clerks and Secretaries

4 Technicians $ 22,400 2 44,800 NRC Staff Estimate
For Maintenance of Security Equipment

C 5. Security Director 5 35,000 1 35,000 NRC Staff Estimate

$, Non-Uniformed
o

6. Assistant Security Director $ 30,100 1 30,100 NRC Staff Estimate
Also Functions as Chief Investigator

7. Individual Guard Equipment 5 1,330 46 61,180 NRC Staff Estimate
Uniforms, Sideanns, Shoulder Weapons,
Ammunition, Helmets Flak Vests, etc.

8. Guard Training $700/ Guard /yr 46 32.200 NRC Staff Estimate
Both initial and Inservice Training

9. 4 WO Patrol Vehicle $ 7,000 1 7,000 NRC Staff Estimate
Standard Vehicle

10. Guard Clearances 5 725 46 33,3;0 Nkt Staff Estimate
-

TOTAL $1,428,630

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE A2.42

TRANSPORTATION SAFEGUAROS COST ELEMENTS
ROAD TRANSPORT

dem
Cost References

Integrated Centainer Vehicle (ICV) (Puoy or MOX)
$275,000; 10 year life; 100,000 miles per year utilization;
Operating & Maintenance Cost 50.60/ mile Ref. 4 p. 117

& NRC Stafi Estimate
Comunications

Amortization SECOM-II plus VHF
$12,000 Cost; 5-year life; Ref. 4 p. 129

Maintenance $1,200 per year & NRC Staff Estimate

Containers
pug ICV Safeguards and locator device; capacity 504 kg;2 Ref. 4 Table B-Ill-1initial cost 7 x 5/.000 = $49,000/ set; 10-year life; & NRC Staff Estimate 1maintenance $14,000/ set /yr; 6 trips /yr3

p
g MOX ICV Locator device

PWR 4 Ctrs. x $3,000 = $12,000/ set; 10-year life; ,

Ref. 4 Table B-111-1 I
|

maintenance $1,200/ set /yr; 2 trips /yr
& NRC Staff Estimate |

BWR 8 Ctrs. x $1,500 = $12,000/ set; 10-year life
maintenance $1,200/ set /yr; 2 trips /yr
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TABLE A2.43

COMMUNICATIONS NET'4RK COST DATA

(5 Sites)

Reference: NRC Staff Estimate

Initial Annual Number Total Total
Investment Operating of Investment Annual
(Unit Cost) (Unit Cost) Units Cost

,
Operating

Facili ties

Building $ 200,000 $ 10,000 5 $1,000,000 $ 50,000
Land Purchase and
Site Improvement $ 50,000 0 5 250,000 0

Total Facilities $1,250,000 $ 50,000

Cormiunications Equipment
Receiver / Transmitter /

> Antenna $ 750,000 $ 75,000- 5 $3,750,000 $ 375,000
'? Central Computer 5 250,000 $ 25,000 1 250,000 25,000

Total Connunications $4,000,000 5 400,000

Controller Pay
Station Manager 0 $ 31,000 5 0 $ 155,000
Radio Operators 0 $ 22,000 45 0 990,000
Guards 0 $ 22,500 25 0 562,500
Clerks 0 $ 14,000 5 0 70,000

Total Controller Pay 0 $1.777.500

Security Clearances and
7 ndividual Training
Initial Clearances 5 725 0 80 $ 58,000 0Replacement Clearances 0 $ 725 12 0 $ 8,700
Initial Training 0 0 80 0 0
Replacement Training 0 0 12 0 0

Total Security Clearances $ 58,000 $ 8,700

-



_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . - _ __ - - .

TABLE A2.43 (Continued)

COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK COST DATA
.

Initial Annual Number Total Total
Investment Operating of Investment Annual
(Unit Cost) '(Unit Cost) Units C( it Operating

Security Equipment

Entrance ID Portal $ 25,000 5 2,500 5 5 125,000 $ 12,500
Sideanns 150 $ 15 25 3,750 375

Intrusion Alarms 5 8,000 $ 800 5 40,000 4,000

Total Security Equipment 5 168,750 5 16,875

Other
Utilities, Comnunications,

etc. 0 $ 60,000 5 _0_ $ 300,0i10

h Total Other 0 $ 300,000

,

4

|
|

|

- _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ - - _ _ - _-___ _.__ ___. ___ __ __ _ .
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IAELE A2.0c

PEGULAIION CO U ?ATA

Pe t e rer-ce: 'eC Staf f Esti at-

In1tial b rual L-ber Total !ctalInitial Inspectief and Investc.ent Operatinc cf Inves+ ont Annual1.icensing (Lnit Cost) (Unit f cst) Units Cost rieratino

Inspector Pav
Reprocessing Facility 5 33,750/ nan-vr n la un-yr '. 3 72, M 0Iuel Fabrication Facility 5 33,750 0 10 337,500 0Fual Assembly Facility 5 33,750 9 303.750 0Fo-er Peactor Facility t 33,750 0 15 :/m ,'50 0

Se..cu r i ta Clearances ard in--- y
dividual Training

Initial Clearances S 725 0 48 34,N OInitial Training 0 0 JE O O

Other
C ~ Trisel and Subsistence ! 3,500 0 28 191.000 0A !ni cial Training 0 0 43 0 0'

Tota l Initial Inspection 5 T ,';2 2,500 0

Annual Inspection

I_nspector Pay
Feprocessing racility 0 $ 33,750/ men-yr 1 nan-yr 0 5 33,750fuel Fat'ricaticn Facility 0 < 33,750 1 0 33,750Fuel Assembly Facility 0 5 33,750 1 0 33,750Pcwer Reactor Facility 0 $ 33,750 2 0 67,500

Security Clearancos and

Individua_l_ T_rainino-
Initial (1earances S 725 0 3.5 2,537 0Replacement Clearances 0 5 725 0.5 0 3C 2Initial Training 0 0 3.5 0 0Replac ment Training 0 0 0.5 0 0

-
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APPENDIX A

Part 3: Safeguards Costs for NUREG-0002 Alternatives and Total Fuel Cycle ,

Costs (Including Upgraded Safeguards) j
i

In Parts 1 and 2 of this Appendix, safeguards costs were obtained for the reference safe-
guards system (NUREG-0002 Alternative 3) in the year 2000.* In this Part, the total fuel cycle
flows and costs with upgraded safeguards are presented for each alternative (Tables A3.1 - A3.5),

j

l and the safeguards costs for each alternative for the year 2000 are calculated. The cumulative
discounted and undiscounted safeguards costs for each alternative are also calculated.

The total fuel cycle flows and costs with upgraded safeguards weie detennined by taking
the reference system safeguards costs in the year 2000 from Part 1 of this Appendix and the j

iestimated safeguards systems costs for the other NUREG-0002 alternatives for the year 2000 (in
terms of dollars per kilogram) and adding these costs to their respective NUREG-0002 alternative

fuel cycle flows and costs as presented in Tables XI-28 through XI-32 of NUREG-0002.

The safeguards system costs for Alternatives 1, 2, and 5 for the year 2000 were based on
The NUFUELthe safeguards systems descriptions in Chapters 3 and 5 of this Technical Report.

computer program was then used to calculate the year-by-year total costs with upgraded safe-
guards for each alternative as well as the 26-year cumulative discounted and undiscounted total
costs. The specific safeguards costs for each alternative were calculated by subtracting the
fuel cycle costs of NUREG-0002 Chapter XI (Tables 28-32) from the total fuel cycle costs of the ,

appropriate alternative in this part. The reactor safeguards costs and the regulation safe- j
'

guards costs (4.7 million) could not be put into the NUFUEL computer program but they were added
to the year 2000 costs for each alternative af ter the NUREG-0002 costs were subtracted from the
costs presented in the Tables in this section. The reactor and regulation safeguards costs I

could not be added to the 26-year cumulative discounted or undiscounted costs. The resulting

" ofeguards costs for each alternative are shown below:
|

,

|

_ Annualized Safeguards Costs (Millions of Oollars)

Alt. 1 Al t. 2 Alt. 3 Alt. 5** Alt. 6

Year 2000 140 141 139 37 0

| 26.YearCumulative(Discounted) 259 220 261 62 0

26-Year Cumulative (Undiscounted) 1,352 1,338 1,346 357 0

t

I

'MTthough the mature M0X fuel industry identified here is based on the mature MOX fuel industry
described in Chapter 3 of this report and in Chapter 111 of NUREG-0002, there exist other
projections of nuclear industry growth. These are discussed in Appendix B to Chapter til of
NUREG-0002.

**The three safeguards costs for Alternative 5 assume that plutonium is separated frnm the
waste fuel at the reprocessing plant. All three would be zero if the plutonium is lef t
in the spent fuel wastes at the reprocessing plant.

A3-1
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Tt.e dif ferenc es in c.osts t'etween Al ternat ives 1, ?, and 3 are accounted f or t'v the s torage

cos ts in Al terniit i ve 1 and t he dif ference in the S tar tina t irtes of the three alterna t ives

lhe cor.ts f or the voar ?n00 f or Al terr.ative 't were calcula ted as 130 rillion r er year
rather th m the 141 n illion per year shown in r% r t I of this Api +n!is owinq to roundinq carried
out ty the f;Ufurt inodel.

A3-2
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54 ?? 1 26 0 14 ? Se*f 224 c: 2244 254n 1+ ' 0 '' '. 4 2 c. W -

9 78 29 ? 15 ? "21. 2849 4240 C .' ; 9 *?? eP9 *-4
1*** 40-

4 354y 2843 29 5.? -9 ?ie 14)' u s'

et 42 4 71 3 16 5 %2:
e? 47 5 25 ? 19 4 5% 4249 549 :25e{ ?; 2 t'

- 2?49 . $

e+ 52 ? ?9 ? 21 1 *S1f 424* 4249 251t * @ vi? * IM- .t
sw3 2243 259

69 55 4 41 3 23 0 6494 4346 4 ?4'' 39199 +

tits 2249 ct
'O 59 6 42 6 24 2 ?6 n 5545 4346 4}r9 _.

lh2
' 254 a 25a i?1 e1 ? 45 1 2% 9 8152 6249 5545 5? 41 *. le 6 ett? 25. i

92 65 1 49 2 c?4 8552 6049 e.2 4 9 651 4 e' litt
4243 l"* t-

93 e9 0 "i06 29 ? 9115 7548 e841 71214 14t 15??
.~. 4249 . t

94 70 1 51 0 30 5 9469 8249 ?549 J10s4 ?te 1.' ? 4

95 73 1 9? 4 31 7 9f09 8249 4249 !?4 /1 141 coJ*. IT 4:46 a *
i

96 ?6 1 5-. 5 ?? 4 200s,1 *c49 e24' 992?t i .a.* '9 te! 5545 do 0

?? ?A ? 5?. i ?4 6 lete9 te24e y44 9 ::e o 1044 1oin t;4e <5e-

o

99 ?? 2 56 8 24 ? 13612 10246 10c49 110424 I?t4 J .~ x li . t8 - 50 6

99 78 * 'P ' 35 4 106?8 10245 10249 11?r?4 24 E M to 523 25n o

ter4 10249 16249 122?% 4150 * 50 1' 24s !*

125406 115155 1166 G4 12647 2 MIG 16 U 212 10150 e'16:24;o> 0 PO 5 59 2 36 1
w TOT 1241 9 915 5 523 3

SECTION 2 PROJECTED UNIT COST"

SM E M RD PUN T-2 RLT I CASE 31 - LOW GROWTH - 70' CF - 1979 PEPWn:ESS!?c3 - 1933 PECVCLE
W FDATE 25 NHi-77 T irt - 12 m

v5 MP V309 U SEP uCW U FFC SPENT I?CP 5FENT PEPRO PU IWfr PU ha: tu3f E FC vntti Se t rir

A5 Pt* * LED CC*N* Fi.it TRAN FUEL STOR TPMN S T OF rViE F*C Di sf D .HL F t.i t, D!9
t.G FIS3 t, r.G +n/

t/LB SAG-U $ /Sb!U t.'kG-U f tG-HF t A64*M* tM G-M te3-TOT t/O-TOT in G W f M G--Hetu O FV

75 1A ? 35 75 0 95 0 15.0 5e 191 1 0 03 2 06 2?3 e 50 0 0 00 .m0

?d ie ? 35 ?% 0 ?M 0 15 0 50 151 1 0 03 2 06 230 * 50 0 e en 100 0
50 0 0 ee 104 e

?? 11 0 35 ?5 0 95 0 15 e 50 153 1 0 03 2 e6 23: e

50 0 0 00 len 0
?* 12 0 35 ?S 0 45 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 O? 2 06 235 *

?9 15 0 35 75 e 95 0 15 0 5e 152 1 0 03 2 06 239 * 50 0 1? t? Im3 e

80 17 9 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 i e 03 2 06 2?? 6 50 0 19 12 100 e

el 19 9 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 5e 153 1 0 03 2M 238 o 5A O 26 25 Siv 0

92 21 e 35 PS e 45 u 15 0 50 151 1 0 03 2 et 238 *. Se t 2e 04 tiv e

e2 21 8 35 79 0 Me 15. 0 5e 153 1 0 03 2 06 235 e 50 0 21 2? vM a

e-4 22 5 35 ?S e 95 0 15 0 50 152 1 0 M3 2% 239 6 50 0 21 t 5 1r0 0
Su e 22 16 IN n

S5 27 5 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 SM 21 r

96 25 5 35 75 0 *5 0 15 0 56 153 1 0 e3 2e 21* 50 0 21 25 190 e
50 0 24 6 *.' 1m

9? 28 5 35 75 0 95 e 15 0 50 152 1 0 63 2 OS 22> * Se n 24 f6 1it i

os 29 5 35 75 0 95 e 15 1 50 154 2 e 3? ! i-6 2?.

e9 la 5 ?5 ?J e 95 e 15 3 50 175 8 0 e3 2 e6 2?8 * 50 0 24 et 1 .

a0 28. 5 ?. 5 ?$ 0 95 0 15 3 50 156 1 0 03 2 06 239 f 50 0 24 i t- - 'o u

91 28. 5 ?5 75 0 *5 0 15 3 50 150 2 0 02 2 OE 218 e 50 0 24 (* *ti e

*2 29 5 ? "i ?5 0 95 0 15 4 50 15( 9 e OT 2 04 233 * Se 0 14 6e o

93 26 5 35 ?s 0 95 e 15 3 50 15A 4 0 e3 2. 06 23' t 50 0 24 et. t- e

94 29 9 ?5 75 0 45 0 15 3 50 155 9 0 03 2 os ile F 50 0 25 61 de 0

95 32 5 25 75 0 M0 15 3 50 156 6 0 A* 9 36 2 3 d +' 50 0 27 Do 1*. ;

*6 33 0 3 5 75 0 ** O 15 3 56 156 6 0 03 2 e6 23: e 50 0 27 26 li * e
i

9? 23 0 ?5 ?5 0 *5 0 15 4 5e 15? 3 0i 2 H6 2?t 6 50 0 27 c6 .n 9
I

*? 23 0 35 75 0 95 e 15 4 50 15? 4 0 01 . 06 239 e 50 e c? 26 _oi
'

*

94 3I e ?5 ?S e *5 0 15 4 50 157 6 0 el 2 e6 2.,* 50 0 27 ai 20'

0 33 1 25 ?5 0 95 0 15 5 50 157 9 e 03 2 et 2:e * Se e 2? .5 .%

P'E 29 1 35 75. 0 45. 0 15 3 5. 0 156 2 0 03 2 06 2?8 e. Se 0 22 22 e0WT

~ ~ ~ ' '

-- ---- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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SECTION 3 PWDJECTED COSTS FOP MATERI ALS AND SEFv KE5(IN MILLIONS OF 1975 D0' LF*52
SRFEOURED PUN

T-2 ALT ! CPSE 31 - LOW OROWTH - 70' CF - 19*8 PEPROCESSING - 1983 PECYCLE NO FC%TE- 25-MAY-77 T I ME - 12 32 i
YERP MINING UF6 ENRICHMNT U NEL SPENT GEPGO PU INC9 PU MOX INCR , ' NT HASTE PJ SALES *E n T Te-MILLING COWR F88 FUEL TP8N TPms STOP WE Fe% FUEL iT@ DIiFMAL FOR OISP75 224 7 22 2f.7 67 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 6. 0 0 0 (

6L'O FO
76 286 2 36 359 127 8. O O 00 0 ve 0 1C u O O C
?7 325 2 48 430 167 7 e 0 00 0 ea 0 15 0 0 078 4e1 5 46 446 18? 15 7? O e6 3 9? O 19 16 0 o 1;79 (41 5 52 572 223 22, 153 0 Os 12 19 0 19 21 -le s 1(RO 630 2 61 674 302 22 229 0 30 20.72 0 14 4? -23 0 201 1045 5 f? 786 269 26 229 0 ee 51 60 0 1Y 4? -22 e it82 1127.O ?1 f66 395 30 268 6.27 59 ?6 M 1s 54 -21 o 2e83 1355 6 76 8?5 392 34 3er. 0 64 4s 8? % 20 62 -17 0 3.

~

84 1671 1 91 11e2 491 34 344 0 ?6 33 59 129 41 70 -16 0 3985 1817 1 102 11?4 495 43 344 0 63 16 11 145 24 70 -9 0 486 2161 1 110 1240 4*S 53 436 0 84 5 44 169 a7 89 -? O 4/8? 2709 9 125 1455 568 64 543 0 99 0 69 I?2 20 110 -6 0 5?-4 e8 2944 7 134 1591 649 f. 4 6.55 i P6 0 13 164 _c 132 -6 0 6?
. g 89 3159 e 145 1729 663 74 662 1 18 0 e6 213 / 132 -6 0 e
|
'

*0 3340 0 153 1818 721 85 75e 1 46 0 00 241 :3 150 -f. 3 ? _.

r-
rn *1 3518 3 159 1941 774 96 66? 1 75 0 34 108 41 172 -6 o ?i92 3711 3 if-9 205? 813 105 P9 1 95 0.19 33? 44 194 -6 o $4-3 93 3S?6 2 17?. 21 % 8% 116 1071 2 14 0 10 3?6 45 213 -6 0 :94 4193 8 178 2/04 900 126. 117? 2 43 0 43 423. .

(54 -? O 10:
95 4'53 9 19? 23?O 913 127 i

-d 224 -t. 0 95
**6 5020 9 198 2507 958 142 1<jh 2 t'94 d h h9 4;3 47

Q 9? 5e65 1 200. 2592 948 153 1955 2 83 e OG 498 52 2e? -? 0 11:
0 4. 3 "1 , Se -7 0 129.

o 99 Se*6 g 1*9 2fe2 1008 158 1613 3 31 3 C3 546 51 319 -? a 1153 99 50e8 8 202. 2*56 1014 158 it15 3 54 5 14 6M 51 319 -? e 11:'7"
0 5325 9 209 2?e6 1030 159 1618 3 68 5 57 6 32 "- 319 -? O 1.' i.TOT 69772 8 32e4 39244 1550? 1917 17992 35 00 291 29 6043 6h 3575 -226 0 1581Ch *

7 O SECTION 4 DISCCtNTED P90 CESS COST 5
a (IN MILLIONS OF 1975 DOLLAPS )

e SRFE6t**D PLN T-2 RLT 1
CR'E 21 - LOW OROWTH - 70' CF - 19?8 PEPPOCESSING - 1683 PECYCLE - NO FDATE 25-MAW 77 TIME 12'323 D15 Cot.NT RATE =0.100

C YEAR HINING UF6 ENRICHMNT U FUEL ST'ENT PEPPO 90 INO PU fty INCP 5 F1 N T WA5?E FU 5ftE5 frtNT TOm MILLING CONYR FRB FUEL TPet TPers 510 RAGE FAB FUEL 5T5 DIiFu?6L F li.t DISP$> 75 224 7 22 267 87 0 e e ee e e0 e 6 e e < .

WO VU
--* 76 260 2 31 326. 115 e. O e PO O 00 0 4 0 0 0M"

77 268 8 33 356 138 6 0 0 00 0 00 0 ic 0 0 0 878 ?el 6 34 335 141 11 58 0 00 2 99 0 1; 12 0 0 979 410 8 35 391 152 15 104 0 00 8 33 0 - 21 -12 0 it
-" Pe 515 5 38 die 188 14 142 0 00 19 es e li 24 -14 e 13et SN 1 39 443. 152. 15 129 0 00 29 il 0 10 F6 -14 e 14'82 578 8 36. 439 203 15 137 0 14 20 69 18 9 28 -11 0 1463 632 4 35 389 183 16 143 0 30 22 60 45 9 29 -8 0 1494 708 7 39 467 204 14 146 0 32 14 25 55 9 30 -? O 16e5 700 6 29 453 191 16. 133 0 32 6 98 56 3 27 -3 0 le.96 757 5 38 434 1?* 19 153. 0 31 1 91 59 10 31 -2 0 it87 863 1 40 464 181 20. 173 0 31 02? 55 le 25 -2 0 1688 e53 0 39 458 188 19. 190 0 31 0 04 47 9 39 -2 0 1989 831 9 38 455 175 19 174 0 31 0 00 56 3 35. -2. 0 1?*O 799 6 37 435 175 20 181 0 35 0 00 58 9 26 -1 0 17,91 765 7 34 422 169 21 tes 0 3e e er 67 9 37 -1 0 17,92 734 3 33 4e 7. 161 21. 194 0 39 6. 04 67. 9 38 -1 0 1693 69? 2 32 395. 156 21 193 0 38 0 e5 68. 8 38 -1 0 1&94 f.85 7 29 373 14? 21 192 0 40 0 07 69 8 38 -1 0 1 *>95 706 6 28 354 136 19 192 0 39 0 04 72 7 38 -1 0 1"c96 678 5 27. 339 129 19 1 75 0 36 0 e6 65 7. 35 -1 0 14-97 622 2 25 318 123 19 179 0 35 e 00 6e 6 35 -1 0 13*8 569 4 22. 291. 113. 18 18e 0 37 0 41 61. 6. 36 -1 099 328 8 21. 270 103 16. 164 0 36 0 52 61 5 32 -1 6 12".e 491 6 19 250 95 15 149 0 34 0 54 58 5 29 -1 0 111

11
TOT 15777 2 845. 9951. 3977. 410. 3679 6 39 138 13 - 1897. 226 734 -88 0 3679
NET GENEM TION '35357 , SILLIONS kMi
LEVELIZED FUEL CYC1.E COST, MILL 5Nbei

1 935 e.104 L 229 9 489 fA e5e e. 45e 8 091 8 017 9 135 0 928 9 090 -6 eli 0 000 4'
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TABLE A3.2 FUEL CYCLE FLCVS AND COSTS WITH UPGRADED SAFEGUARDS - ALTERNATIVE 2

SECTION 1 PROCESS FLOW

SPFEOURRO PUN T-2 At.T 11 - CRSE 33 - LOW OPOWTH - 70' CF - NO FBR - 1986 PEP 6 T E551DATE: 25-+%v-77 TIME ~ 12:31 O:

VERR MINING UF6 EMe!CHMNT U FUEL SPENT REPROCESS PU INCR PU NCY INCR SFENT WASTE PU SALES SPENT

NILLING CONvR 1000 FAO FULL TRfN TRANS STORAGE FA8 FUEL STOR DISPOSAL KO f155 FUEL DISP
1000 ST 1000 MTU MT-5WU MTU NT-W MT-HM KO-TOT KG-!OT NT-MM MT-HM MT w NT-HM

WO PU

75 1e :) 62 3. 6 919 0 0 0 e a 1167 0 0 0

76 13 4 10 4 4 8 1337 0 0 0 0 9. 1%2 0. 0 0

77 15 w 11.5 57 1758 0 0 0 0 0 2917 0 0 0

78 17 0 13.5 60 1972 0 0 0 0 0 4014 0 0 0

79 21 8 16.i 7. e 2345. e 0 6. 0 0 5236 0 9. 0

|
80 25 3 19 1 89 3181. e 0 0 0 0. 6564 0 0 0

81 29 4 21 3 10.4 2826 0 0 0 0 0 8140 0 0 0

02 32 2 24 1 12.1 4310 0 0. O 8. 0 9920. 0 0 0

e3 38 0 27.1 12 7 4532. 0 0 0 0 0 12191 0 0 0

84 44 9 32 6 16 6 *608. 0 0 0 0 0 146?4 0 0 0

b 6$ k .
220h b

hk h b~ fB h 134h 518
87 46 8 36. 5 2R 0 628e 5843 3397 21408 0 424 20427. O. 2200 0.4

88 45 8 34 4 20 2 6687 7245 5843 44741 0 e16 191*2 0 1550 0

89 46 9 15. i 21 2 6571 7849 7245 61976. 0 1206 16874 0 700 0

90 51_2 37.1 22 5 7243 8249 7e49 69344 0 1963 14497 6 500 0

91 56 0 40 1 25 3 8011 e241 6249 67887. 45 1433 123?? 1348 500. 0

92 f.0 2 43 6 26.8 8219 8248 0241. 73092 404 1745. 10307. 3397. 500 0

93 64 3 46 0 28 5 8860 8240 8248 80457. 419 1823 9?O9. 5843 250. 0

94 f4 2 49 i 29 7 9189 8248 8246 69363 323 7054 92t0 7245 250 0

95 72 4 53 0 i0 9477 8249. 8248 93416. 71 2157. 9413 7849. 250 0

96 75 9 56 3 32.7 9990. 9248. 8248 95331 57. 2111. 10154 8249 250 0

97 76 7 56 0 34 0 10461 10248. 9248 99581 156 2092 10472 8241. 250 0

98 77.1 56 4 34 4 19482 10248. 10248 112287. 1613 2419 1029? 8248 2^0 0

'O i i b i k!beh ki! it5! m? AM i!h kf l 85 P S

w TOT 1242 2 916. 0 522.2 163412 125404. 115156 1157655 ?926. 25164. 279323 66916. 10150 0O2

SECTION 2. PROJECTED UNIT COST"

SRFEQURPO RUN T-2 ALT II - CASE 31 - LOW GPOWTH - ?O' CF - NO FBR - 1996 PEPPOCESSIDATE: 25-MAY-77 TIME: 12:33:04
SFENT

YERR U308 U SEP WOPK U FAB SPENT INCR SPENT REPPO 90 INC9 PU. MGM tsASTE PU YALUE
FUELOtsP

R$ BUPNED CONVR FUEL TRAN FUEL STOP TPAN STOPn0E FAB OISPOSAL

$/LB sAO-U 9/SWU 4MO-U $AO-t*t SAO-HM-YP f AO-tim t/O-TOT t/0-TOT $NOW S AG-+'N $/O FISS $AO-Hn
W4; PU

75 10 7 35 75 0 95 0 15.0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 0 00 103 0

76 to 7 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 0 00 100 0

77 11 0 3. 5 75 0 95 0 15 0 5. 0 153 1 0 03 2. 06 238 6 50 0 0.00 100 0

78 12 0 25 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 6 56 0 0 00 100 0

79 15 2 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 5. 0 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 0 00 100 0

69 its 2 35 75. 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2. 06 238 6 50 0 0 00 100 0

81 20 3 3. 5 75. 6 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 0 00 100.0

82 21 3 35 75 e 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 0 00 100. 0

83 22 2 3. 5 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 133 1 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 0 00 100 0

e4 22 9 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 0 00 100 0 ,

1

R5 25. 0 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 5. 0 153 1 0 03 2 e6 238 6 50. 0 0 00 100 0 '

86 29 5 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 24 03 100 0

87 28 5 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 24 86 100 0

88 28. 5 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 24 86 100 0

e9 2e 5 35 75 e 95 e 15 e 5e 153 1 0 e3 2 e6 23e e 5e e 24 e6 100 0

50 26 5 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 24 86 100 0

*1 28 5 35 75. 0 95 0 15.0 50 153. 1 0 03 2 06 218 6 50 0 24.86 100 0

92 28 5 35 75 0 95 0 15. 0 50 153 4 0 03 2 C4 238 6 50 0 24.86 100 0

93 20 5 35 75 6 95 0 15 2 50 155 0 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 24 66 100 0

94 30 e 35 75 0 95 0 15 3 5. 0 156 4 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 25.65 100 0

95 32 6 35 75 0 95 0 15 5 50 150 2 0 03 2 e6 238 6 50 0 27.03 100 0

96 33 0 35 75. 0 95 0 15 5 50 158 2 0 03 2 06 438 6 50 0 27 26 100 0

97 33 0 35 75 0 95 e 15 3 50 157 7 0 03 2. 06 D6 50 0 27 26 100 0

98 33 0 3. 5 75. 0 95 0 15 5 50 158 5 & 03 2 06 238 s 50 0 27 26 100 0

99 33 0 35 75 0 95 0 15. 5 5. 0 158 3 8. 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 27.26 100 0

0 33.1 35 75. 0 95 0 15.5 5. 0 158 7 0 83 2. 66 238 6 50. 0 27.30 100 0

fwE. 28 1 35 75. 0 95 0 15.3 50 156 0 0 03 2 06 239 6 50 0 25 22 00WT
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SECTION 3 P90JECTED COSTS FOP M TERI6L5 AND SEFv!CES
FIN MILLION5 OF 1975 DOLLARS)

SAFEOUARD RUN T-2 ALT II - CPSE 33 - LOW OPOWTH - 70' EF - NO FER - 1996 RCFFOCESSIDATE: 25-t W -77 TIME 12 33 e'
VEPR MINING UF6 ENRIClPNT U FUEL SPENT REPPO FU INCP PU MOX INC12 55ENT WA5"E FU 5 ALES SFfN T TC:MILLING CONvR FAB FUEL TRfN TF%5 Store 0E F6Es FUEL STOP DISFf AL FUEL DISPWD fU75 224 7 22 25 7 8? O O 0 90 0 00 0 6 0 0 0 6r?6 206 2 36 359 127 0 0 0 00 0 OO 0 10 0 0 & H77 338 0 40 4 30 16 ?. 6. 0 e e0 0 00 0 15 0 0 0 9'8 426 6 47 447 18? 9. 0 0 00 0 00 0 a* O O e 11-79 661 9 56 585 723 0 0 0 00 0 oO O 26 0 0 0 15E80 921 1 6? 670 362 0 0 0 ee 0 OO 0 '33 0 0 0 ly81 1195 3 74 7e0 268 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 41 0. 0 0 L'82 1370 2 94 905 409 0 0. 0 00 0W 6 50 0 0 003 1*S5 0 95 954 431 0. 0 0 00 0 00 0 61 e 0 0 2".e4 2e55 3 114 1244 533 8. O e ee 0 00 8 ?! 0. 0 0 4d,

31
85 23e8 4 127 134e. 553 2e e e ce e ee e se O. e e 44-86 2664 0 125 1379 559 51 206 0 16 0 00 15. 99 42 -55 0 M07 2667 8 12R 1503 597 88 520 0 64 0 00 tet 102 105 -55 0 579e 2609 9 12e 1519 615 109 8*5 1 34 0M 195. 96 161 -39 0 (2y e9 26?3 0 123 15R9 624 119 1109 1 06 0 00 112 84 225 -17 0 55> '*e 2920 7 130 16ea eee 124 12e2 2 Os 0e 249 72 244 -12 0 7T 91 3193 7 140 18 % ?61 124 1263 2 04 0 09 142 (2 456. -12 0 30.E 92 3431 9 153 2011 791 124 1264 2 19 0 83 416 54 256 -12 0 e4-93 366 ? 2 164. 2136 842 125 1279 2 41 0 86 433 43 256 -6 0 W> 94 4667 9 172 7225 873 126 1290 2 68 0 66. 490 46 256. -6 0 993d 95 4717.1 1e5 2329. 900 128 1305 2 PO 0 15 515 47 2*6 -7 C ichm *6 M10 3 197 2450 948 143. 1305 2 86 0 12 504 51 256. - 7, 0 106*7 56M O 3 199 2347 994. 158 1459 2 99 8. 32 499 52 28? -? 0 11?-a8 $6M9 9 198 2503 996 159 1624 3 37 3 32 57?. 51 319 -7 e 115''Q 99 S295 9 2e1 2645 1811. 159 1622 3 56 4 44 614 53 318 -7 0 lie-o e 3331 0 20* 2685 1026 139 1626 3 75 5 53 641 56 318 -? 0 lie-3 TOY 697*4 5 3206 39163 15524 1915. 17969 34 73 16 33 6004 139? 3575 -256 0 1%3-> $

SECTION 4 DISCCONTED PPOCESS COSTSw c
m (IN MILLIONS OF 1975 DOLLARS?*

* O 5HFEOUR*D PUN T-2 ALT II - CARE 33
- LOW 0*0WTH - ?O' CF - NO FBR - 1986 PEFFOCESSIDATE 25-NAY-77 TIME 12 ' n &DISCOUNT RRIE =e 100

' YEAR MININ'3 UF6 ENRICHMNT U FUEL SPENT PEPRO PU INCP PU MO* INCP SSENT WASTE Fu SALES 55fN T Te-MILLING CONvp FR8 FUEL TRAN TPMNS S TORALE FAB FUEL STOR DISPOSAL FUEL DISP>
WO PUr- 75 224 7 22 267. 87 0 0 0 00 e. 00 0 6 0 0 0 6:.M 76 2f49 2 33 326 115 0 0 0 00 0 00 0. 9 0. 0 0 ?;o 77 272 7 33 356 1 38 0 0 0 00 0 e6 0 12 0 0 0 E2 78 320 5 36 336 141 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 15 0 0 e 9r> 79 452.1 39 39'* 152 8. O. 0 00 0 e6 0 18 0 0 e 10'd ee 571 9 42 416 1ee e e e a0 e ee e 2e 0 e 0 12< R1 674 7 42 440 152 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 23 e 0 0 11m 62 703 1 43 464. 210 0. 0 0 00 0 00 0 25. O e 0 14'y 83 7e6.1 44 445 201 0 0. 0 00 0 00 0 23 0 0 0 15n84 B?1 7 48 52e 226 e e e ee e e0 e 31 e 0 0 n-e5 890 e 49 517 213 0 0 0 00 0 00 0. 34 0 0 0 17'86 933 7 44 d83 196 18 72 0 e5 0 00 5 35 15 -19 0 17.87 eSa 1 41 479 190 28. 166 0 20 e 80 32 33 34 -1? 0 id88 755 7 35 440 194 31 259 0 39 0 00 56 ^3 53 -11 0 li89 703 9 32 die 164 31 292 0 49 0. 00 62 22 59 -5 0 19u

-

*0 699 2 21 4e4 it5 30 288 0 50 0 00 84. 17 56 -3 0 1?,91 695 0 3t 413 166. 27 275 0 44 0 02 74 13 56 -3 0 IN92 f.79 8 30 198 154 25 250 0 43 0 16 62 11 51 -2 0 te.93 659 6 29. 384 152 23 230 0 43 e 16 78 9 46 -1. 0 im*4 668 4 28 364 143 21 211 0 44 0 11 90 3 42 -1 e 15e95 7e1 2 2e. 346. 134 19 194 0 42 0 02 77 ? 39 -1 e 15'96 677.9 27. 331 128 19 1 76. 0 39 0 02 68 7 35 -1. 0 it97 621 6 24 313 122. 19 179 e 37 0 04 61. 6 35 - 1. 0 IF98 560 4 22 268 111 19; 181 0 38 0 3? 64 6 36 -1. 0 12?99 529 5 20 268 103 16 165 0 36 e 45 62 5 32 -1 0 lie0 492 9 19 248 95. 15 150 0 35 0 51 59 5 29 -1 0 i L* -TOT 16261.2 872. 1ee71. 4029 347. 3089. 5. 64 1 86 966. 433 618 -67 0 3t6
NET OENE M TION 35357., BILLIONS KWH
t:EWELIZED FLE1 CELE COST. MILLS /thei

1.994 9 107 1. 235 9 494 & 643 8.379 9 001 0 000 0 11.9 0 053 9.076 -e 000 e ees 4n
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SECTION 3 P90JECTED COSTS FOR MRTERIPLS fND SERV!CES
(IN MILLIONS OF 1975 DOLLAR 5)

SIVEOLPPO PLM T-2 RLT III - CRSE 36 - LCW OPOWTM - 70' CF - 1979 REP - 1981 PEC - NO FBR DATE- 25-MAV-77 TIME: 12-33 41
YERR MININO UF6 ENRICHMNT U FUEL SPENT REPRO PU INC# PU MGM INCR P ENT WASTE Ftf SALES SPENT TOTALMILLIPC CONvR FMS FUEL TR.8W TPANS STCRAGE FAO FUEL Sf0R . DISPOSAL FUEL D15P

M.'O PU75 224 7 22 267 87 0 e 0 00 0 00 0 6 0 0 0 60676 296 2 36 359 127 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 10 0 0 0 81877 325 2 49 4 ?O 167 7 0 0 00 0 00 0 15 0 0 0 98579 401 3 46. 446 187 15 77 0 00 3 97 0 iS 16 0 0 120379 Ser 5 51 572. 223 22. 153 0 00 12 19 0 19 31 -18 0 1653ee 7.92 5e 646 295 22. 229 0 14 21.11 18. 18 47. -23. 0 212181 954 6 6.1 709 244 26 229 0 39 15 35 61 18 47 -24 0 234192 1109 1 67 799 370 30 268 0 61 0 00 99 IS 54 -21 0 2?8383 1396.7 79 866 393 34 306 0 48 0 00 94 20 62 -17 0 323484 1723 2 95 1146 497. 34 344 0 54 0 00 90 <1 70 -16 e 4004OS 1859 2 106 1217 511 43. 344 0 62 0 29 104 14 70 -9 0 4271e6 2100 6 112 1267. 50* 53- 439 0 77 0 46 144 27 e8 -7 0 481 -97 2716.0 125 1455 5 71 65 553. e 99 0 38 165 :0 110 -6 0 SN88 2M52 134 1574 645 65 663 1 10 0 OO 171 L 132 -6 0 6hi.H 69 3167 6 145 1734 664 74 662 1 14 0 00 211. 25 132 -6 e 68N$ 90 3343.0 153. 1826 734 84 752 1 41 0 06 234. 23 150 -6 8. 732 nr- 91 3518 2 150 1949J ??9 95 P62 1.71 0 74 298 41. 1 * 2. -6 0 &M 92 3709 2 1E9 2061 015 105 976 1 92 0 41 231. 44 194 -e.. 0 63 ,93 3675 7 I?7 2196 867 116. 1970 2 14 0. 29 373 45 213 -6 0D 94 4195.6 179 2294 900. 126 1178 2 43 0. 24 423. 46 234 -6 0 991
8%:-

- a5 4755. 0 187 23e2 913 127. 1291 2 f,1 0 41 482 47 256 -7 0 104?.W *6 5021 6 199. 2509. 958 142. 1291 2 67 0 00 4?8 51 256 -7. 0 10 W97 %A65 4 20e 2593 949 15& 1453 2 e2 0 ee 4e7 2 287. -7. e its,
m 9e "M0 5 199 2$503 1009 158 1613. 3 31 3 90 544 51 319 - 7. 0 11591n 99 5209 2 2^2 2656 1015 158 1615 3 53 5 44 604 53 lie -7 0 11833S O 5326 3 208 2707. 10?0 159 1618 3 68 6 17 632. 56 lie. ~7 0 12 esc; TOT 69774 6 3204 39242 15508 1918 ii906 35 81 71 11 6044 836 3575 -225 u 15796..

S'
> SECTION 4 (>ISCOUNTED PROCESS COSTSy UN MILLIONS OF 1975 DOLLAf67
* O SfWEGURPD RUN T-2 RLY III - CR5E _36 - LOW OPOWTH - 70' CF - 1978 REP - 1991 PEC - NO FBR DATE: 25-MAY-77 TIME- 12:33 41D15 COUNT PRTE =0 100

'

| YERR MINING UF6 ENRICMrNT U FUEL SPENT REPRO PU INCR PU MOX INCR SPENT WASTE PU SALES 5FENT T0 h 4MILLING CONvR FRB FUEL TRAN TRANS STOF90E FA8 FUEL STOP OISPOSAL FUEL DISP? '

WO N j
-4 75 224. ? 22. 267. 67 0 0 0 00 0 00 8. 6 0 0 0 60em 76 260 2 33 326 115 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 9 0 0 0 74aP 77 268.0 33 356 138 6 0 0 00 0 00 0 12. 0 0 0 81 1s 78 301.6 34 333. 141 11 58 0 00 2 99 0 13 12 0 0 W-e 79 401 3 IJ 391. 152 15 104 0 00 8 33 8. 13 21 -12 0 11M~ B0 477 6 34 401. 183 14 142 0 09 13 11 11 11 29 -14 0 13W$ 91 538 9 34 4ee 138. 15. 129 0 22 8 67 34- 10 26 -14 0 13282 568 6 35 405. 190 15 137 0 31 0 00 51 9 28 -11 0 14Xw e3 651 6 37 404 101 16. 143 0 22 0. e6 44 9 29 -8 0 150): e4 730 0 40 406. 211 14 146 0 23 0. 00 38- 9 30. -7 0 itis -65 716 9 41 469 19? 16 133 0 24 0 11 40 9 27 -1 0 164/86 764 3 39 444 178 19. 154 0 27 0 16 58 10 31. -2 0 16C87 865. 4 40 464 182. 21. 176. 0 32 6.7 03 51 10 35 -2. 0 1641es 956 0 39 456 187 19. 192. 0 32 0 00 49 9 38 -2 0 184169 634 1 38 457. 175 19. 174 0 30 0 00 56 9 35. -2 6. 17%*O 600 3 37. 437. 176 20 100 0 34 0 01 56 9 26 -1 0 175e91 765 7 34 424 16S 21. 180 0 37 0 16 65 9 37. -1 0 1 71 /92 733 6 33 40a 161 21. 193 0 39 0 09 65. 9 38 -1 8. 1(C93 697.1 22 395. 156. 21. 192 0 38 0 05 67. 6. 38 -1. 0 16W94 606 0 29 373. 147 21. 193 0 40 0 04 69 8 38 -1 0 156-95 706 9 28 3Se 136 19. 192 0 39 0 06 ?2 7 38 -1 0 155196 678.6 27 339 129 19. 174 0 36 0 00 65 7. 35 -1. 0 197397 622.3 25 319. 123. 13 179. O 35 0 00 60 6 35 -1. 0 138796 569 4 22. 291 113 it 100. 0 37 9.44 61. 6 36 -1 0 129599 528 9 21 279 103 16 164 0 36 0 55 61. 5 32. -1. 0 12010 491 6 19 258. 95. 11 149 0 34 0 57 58 5 29 -1 0 titiTOT 15741.2 842. 9919. 3966., 414 3673. 6 55 35, 35 1126. 228 734. -88. G. 36593

NET OEERMTI M 35357.. SILLIMS Dei
LEVELIZED FUEL cvCLE COST, MILL 5MO N

1.938 . e.183 L 216 & 486 &M t.456 E 881 & 804 & 139 9 029 8.090 -6.Oli t. 800 4 457
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TABLE A3.4 FUEL CYCLE FLOWS AND COSTS WITH UPGRADED SAFEGUARDS - ALTERNATIVE 5

SECTION 1. PROCESS FLOW

SAFE 00RRD PUN T-2 fqLTEPNATE Y - CHSE 39 - LOW OPOWTH - 70' CF - HQ FBR - 1986 REIT X.ESSDATE: 2541AY-77 TI C 12.34.18

YEAR nlN!M3 UF6- ENRICHnNT 'O FUEL SPENT Rf?ROCE SS PU INCR PU n0W INCit SfEW 6ASTE PU SALES SPENT
T TRANS STORAGE FAB FUEL STAR DISPOSAL kG FISS FUEL DISP

n r-+,RfwntLLim3 CONve 1000 FAB FbEL
i nT4e1 vo-r0T vo-tot nT-sn +w nT 44n nT-Hn

1eee si ieee nTU nT-Sw., nrU
W PU

75 10.5 62 3. 6 919. O. 0 0 0 0 tie? 0 O O

76 13 4 10 4 4 8 1337 0 0 0 0 0 1X2 0 0 0
77 15 0 11 5 57 1750 0 0 0. 0 0 2917 0. 0 0
78 17.8 13 5 6. e 1972. 0 0 0 0 0 4014 0 0 0
79 21.8 16.i 7. 8 2345 0 0 0. 0 0 5236 & 0 0

OO 25.3 19 1 09 3101 0 0 0 0 0 65e'6 0. 0 0.

et 29.4 21 3 10 4 2826 0 0 0 0 0 6140 0. 0 8.

82 32 2 24 1 12 1 4310 0. 0 0 0 0. 9C0 0. 0 0
83 38 0 27.1 12 7 453< 0 0 0 0. 0 12iy_ 0. 0 0

84 44.9 32 6 16 6 5603 0 0 0 0 8. 14e34 0 0 0
85 46 7 36 4 17 9 5820. 1348. 0 0. 0 0. 17M5 0 0 0

06 49 3 37.5 18 8 5949 3397 1348 0 0 0 19?23 0 0 0

e7 52. 7 40 6 21 7 6704 5443. 3397 0 0 0 2642? O O O

8R 55 0 41.9 P3 0 7503 7245 5843 0 0 0 19192 0 0 0

09 58. 0 43 9 26 1 7877 7049. 7245 8. 0 0 1( m 9. 0 0
'*G 62 7 47.2 28. 0 8'0? 8249 7849 0 0 0 1441.- O. 0 0

91 67.8 50 9 30 7 9444 8241. 0249. a 0 0 121') 1340. 0 0

*2 72 8 54 7 32. 6 9964. 824& 8241 0 0 0 10 3397. 0 0

93 77 8 59 1 34.8 10f92 024a 8248 0 0 0 9. 2 5943 0 0
94 82 1 62.2 36. 7 11242. 8248 8248 0 0 0 9M 7245 0 0
95 06 2 65 3 38 4 11634 8248. 8248 0 0 0 9412 7849 0 0
a6 89 9 68 8 40 2 12091 9248 8248 0 0 0 101%4 P249 0 0
97 92.2 70. 5 41. 8 12552 10248. 9248 0 0 0. 10*72 8241. 0 0
98 94 3 71 9 43.2 12*0L 10248 18248 0 0 0 10 W 8240 0 0

16? ) 8248 0 0
0.> 99 96. 7 73 9 44.5 13216 -10240 10240 0 0
0 11. > 8248 0 0Y 0 *& 8 75 5 45 5 13492 1024 & 10248 0 0

e TOT 1931. 1 1992.2 613.4 188576 125404. 115156 0 0. 0 2?9;23 66916. 0 0

SECTION 2. PROJECTED UN!T COST

SAFEOURPD PUN T-2 RLTEPNATE v - CR*E 39 - LOW Cs0WTH - 70' CF - NO FOR - 1906 REFR CES5DATE: 25-nAY-77 TINE- 12.34:10
#

YERR U3OR U SEP WORK U FAB SPENT INCR SPENT REPPO PU INCR PU M WASTE Ft1 VALUE SFfNT
AS Bi#NED COtNR FUEL TPAN FUEL STOG TPMN STOMGE F4 DISPOSAL FUEL DISP

$/Ls sero-U 9/5WU $ N O-U $#G-Hn $# 0-Hn-YR t/KG-Hn S/G-r0T s/O-TOY $ A G Hn $/KG-Un t/O FISS 9/KG-Hn
W PU

75 10. 7 3'5 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153. 1 0 03 2 06 236 C 50 0 0 93 100 0

76 10. 7 35 75 0 1'S 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2. 06 2?e r 50 0 0 90 100 0
77 11. 0 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 - 50 0 P 00 100 O
70 12 0 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 i 0 03 2 A6 238 50 0 0 00 ite 0

79 15 2 35 75 e a5.0 15. 0 50 153 1 0 01 2. 06 239 e *e 0 0 00 100 0

PO 19 2 35 M0 *6 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 e- 50 0 0 00 100 0

ei 2e 3 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 236 6 50 0 0. 80 he 0
82 21 3 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 1 3 153 1 0 03 2 06 2?8 6 50 0 3 00 tee 0

83 22 2 35 ;50 *30 15. 0 50 153 1 0 01 2 06 235 c. 50 0 b 00 100 0

84 22 9 35 75 0 M0 15. 0 50 153.1 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 0 t'2 100 0

85 25 0 3. 5 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 0. 00 100 0
.

|

t+6 28 5 3. 5 75. 0 95 0 15 0 5. 0 153 1 0 03 2 P4 2?6 * 50 0 0 00 100. 0 '

87 29 5 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 5. 0 153 1 0 03 2M 238 *. 50 0 0 00 100 0
88 20 5 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 5. 0 153 1 00 2 06 23e 6 50 0 0 00 100 0 i

89 28 5 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 i 50 0 0 00 100 0 |

90 28 5 35 75 0 95 0 15.0 50 153 1 0.03 2 06 238 6 50 0 0 00 100 0 '

91 28. 5 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 C 50 0 0. 00 100 0

92 28 5 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 236 * 50 0 0 00 100 0

93 30 0 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 * 50 0 0 00 100.0
94 33 0 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 *O 153 1 0 33 2.06 238 e 50. 0 0 00 100 0s

95 33 0 3. 5 75 0 95 0 1*, 0 5. 0 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 6 50 0 0 06 100 0
96 33 0 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 96 238 E 50 0 0 00 100. 0
97 33 0 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 7 50. 0 0 00 100 0
a0 13 0 35 75 0 95 0 15 0 5. 0 151 1 0 83 2 06 238 i 50 0 0 00 100.0
99 33 9 35 75 0 95 0 15. 0 50 153 1 0 03 2 06 238 E 50 0 0 00 100 0
0 34.2 3. 5 75. 0 91 0 15. 0 5. 0 153 1 0 03 2. 06 230 50. 0 8.00 100.O
WT

8vE. 28 9 35 75 0 95. 0 15 0 50 153 1 0 00 0 00 0e 50.0 0 00 00
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SECTION 3. PP0JECTED COSTS FOR MATEPIALS AND 5Efs .ES
(IN MILLIONS OF 1975 DOLLARS)

SAFE 00 ROD PLW T-2 ALTE5tNATE V - CRSE 39
- 1.0W 000 NTH - 70' CF - NO F Bo - 19c6 S E" XESSDATE : 25-MAY-77- TIME. 12 34 19

vfM MINING OF6 ENRICHMNT U FUEL SPENT PEPRO PU INCP PU MOV [NCP G i r4T WSTE PU EALES SrENT TOTALMILLING CQNV9 FR9 FUEL TRAN T*ANS STOPW2E FAB FUEL DISPOSAL FUEL O!SP=

75 224 7 22 267 87 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 ~
W PU

0 0 0 fu?( 2e6 2 26 159 12? O 0 0 00 0 60 07? 330 0 40 die 1( 7 0 0 0W ON O 0 0 0 m2
< 0 0 0 316

79 426 6 4? 447 197 0 0 0 00 e 00 0 0 0 0 11 J 479 f(1 9 56 Se5 223 0 0 e so 6N O + 0 0 0 15'

+

PO 921 i F? E.?0 302 8. 0 0 00 0 00 0 . O u O 14 561 115'i 3 74 700 2t9 0 0 e e6 0 00 e a; 0 0 0 2N48? 1370 2 e4 N5. 409 0 0 0 00 0N 0 3 0 0 0 i~1<63 18PS 0 93 954 431 0 0 0 00 0N O 't 0 0 0 ...e84 2e55 3 114 1244 533 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 O O O 4*?1995 2M4 0 127 1340 $5 3. 20 0 e es e 00 0 0 0 0 44t2M 2009 1 131 1409 5t5 51. 206 e es e ee 0 42 0 0 5211f 6? 2004 3 142 1631 63? 09 520 0 en 0 00 0 _ 105 3 0 EL 409 3133 2 14? 1784 713 109 695 u 00 0 00 0 t 1e1 0 0 Fv'. .-4 89 330' 1 154 1958 746 118. 1109 0 00 0 00 0 94 225 0 0 'Tu?> *O ?5?"i 2 1e 5 2103 827 124 1202 0 00 0 00 0f 91 396? 2 !?9 2303 09? 124 1263 p 00 0 60 0
m 244 0 0 :u i
- 2'4 0 0 85*m 92 4147 0 192 2447 94? 124 1262 0 00 0 00 0 "2 ."6 0 e 42793 46(6 9 20? 2613 101C 124 It63 0 00 0 00 0 4* 256 0 6 101*4> 94 5415 4 218 2?54 10e8 124 1263 0 Os o 00 0." 95 5691 6 229 2683 1105 124 1263. O ee 0 ou e i% 0 0 115N
cs. 256 e a 11144

a 96 5930 3 241 3016 1149 139. 1263 0 00 0 00 0 256 0 0 12N 197 60RA 5 24*.
3248 1226 154 1569 0 os 0 00 e "' 318 0 0 12e3:

3133 1192 154 1416 0 es e tM 0 20? O e 125(399 6223 9 2*1m
o 99 6555 9 259 3338 1256 154 1569 0 00 0 00 0 313 0 0 1:-5e10 0 E756 9 M4 3415 1282 154 1569 ' O OO O 00 0 lie 0 0 1?E153 707 82659 7 3?88 46007. 17915 if61 17630 e. Os 0 60 0 1- 35?5 0 0 174952$> SECTION 4 DI5 COUNTED PDXESS COSTS

7> @ (IN MILLIONS OF 1975 DOLLAPSJ
3 O SAFErp WD PUN T-2 ALTERNATE Y - CASE 39 - LOW GPOHTH - 70' U - NO FBR - 1 9 6 Pft " ESSDATE. 25-MAV-77 TIME: 12 34 18DI5 COUNT PATE =0.100

'

YEAR MINING UF6 ENetCHMNT U FUEL SPENT PEPRO F*J INCk PU N04 INCE viniL WASTE Ft! SALES 5ftNT 1GTHLMILLING CONvp FR8 FUEL TPAN TPANS STOPAGE FA8 FUEL ST'e DISPOSAL FUEL DISPb

[ 75 224 7 22 267 87 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 -
W PU

0 0 0 e 0*.m 76 ite 2 33 326 115 0 0 0 00 0N 0 - 0 0 0 744
y'O

77 272 7 33 356 13e e 0 e se O ee e 1 0 0 e e1279 320 3 36 336 141 0 0 0 00 0 e6 0 .5 u O e 84679 452 1 39 394 1*2 6. 0 0 00 0 00 0 19 0 0 0 lede
a

R0 571 9 42 416 188 8. 0 0 00 e OO O 0 0 0 1I37
-
< ?1 674 7 42 440 152 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 $M 0 e e 133282 703 1 42 46* 210 0 0 e A0 0N O 0 0 0 134E

*
u- 83 786 1 44 445 201 0 H 0 A0 0 00 0

.'l 0 0 e 1705
0 0 0 1505P4 6?1. 7 4R 526 2M 0. e 0 00 0 00 0P3 899 9 49 Sir 213 8. B e 00 0 00 e '4 0 0 0 1?2096 ?64 2 47 494 1*9 18. 72 0 90 6. 00 0 |

. " . 15 0 0 1961 I87 957.3 45 520 203 28 166 0 00 0 00 0 34 0 0 1955 Ie8 907 6 43 Si? 206 31 259 0 00 0 00 0 1? 53 0 e 204469 870 9 40 516 19? 31 292 0 00 0. 00 0 54 0 0 ;Ws*O 855 9 40 503. 198 30 289 0 00 0 00 e '' 58 0 0 1M91 841 6 39 501. 195 27 275 0 00 0 00 0 56 0 v 194992 820 5 28 484 19? 24 250 0 00 0 e0 e 51 e e 1e<593 R39 4 3? 4 ?O 193 22 227 0 00 0 00 0 r 46 e u 162294 ee5 5 26. 45e 1?5 20 2ix e ee e ee e e 42 e e 1<295 8+6. 0 34 429 164 19 188 0 00 0 00 0 ?. 38 e J 1 ?l 496 eet 4 33 408. 155 19 1?1 0 00 0 00 0 ? 35 0 0 162997 747.7 30. 335 146 19 1 74 0 e6 0 00 0 f 35 e 0 154490 695. 1 29 362. 137 17 175 0 00 0 00 0 6 3d 0 0 1456*9 665 6 26 339 12? 16 159 0 00 0 es e 5 32 e u 13?.0 623 6 24 315 118 14 145 e 60 0 00 0 29 0 e -1275
"

TOT 183?9.7 969 11186 4414 343 3047 e e6 0 ee e 42 618. O O 29259
NrT GENE *RTION '35357 , BILLIONS VWH
LEVELIZED FUEL CYCLE COST. MILLS /KWH

2.254 0 119 1.372 0 541 0 042 0.374 0 000 0 000 0 920 0 053 0. 076 0 000 6 000 4 6:0

.



TABLE A3.5 FUEL CYCLE FLOWS AND COSTS WITH UPGRADED SAFEGUARDS - ALTERNATIVE 6

SECTION 1. PROCESS FLOW

SAFEOUFRD RUN T-2 ALT VI - CRSE 40 - LOW OROWTH - 70' CF - NO FBR - NO PEPROCESSING OR RED-:LE DATE 25-MAY-?? TIME: 12:34:30

YEAR MINING UF6 ENRICHMNT U FUEL SPENT REPROCESS PU INSR PU NOX INCR $N NT WRSTE PU SALES SFTNT

N!LLING CONVR 1000 Fe8 FUEL TRAN TRAN5 STOR%E FAO FUEL SW DISP 06AL kG FI5S FUEL DISP
1000 ST 1000 MTU NT-5WU NTU MT-MM MT-HM KO-TOT KO-TOT MT-HM MT - ?t MT-HN MT-HM

WOPU
75 10 5 6. 2 3. 6 919 0 0 0 0 0 1; e 0 0

76 13.4 10 4 4. 0 1137. R 0 8. 0 0 19 2 0. 0 0

77 15 0 11 5 5. 7 1758 9. 0 0 0 0. 291? 8. 0 0

78 17.0 13.5 60 1972. 0 0 0 0 0 4e14 0 0 0-

79 21. e 16.1 7. 0 2345- 8. 0 0 0 0 52M e O. 0
0 0. 0

80 25 3 19 1 8. 9 3181 0 0 0 0 0 6566, e e 0
81 29 4 21.3 10 4 2e26 e. e 0 e 0 e1+-

0 0 0
62 32.2 24. 1 12.1 4310. O. 0 0 8. O. 9920
83 38 0 27.1 12.7 4532. O. 0 0 0 8 12143 0 0 0

84 44 9 22 6 16 6 5600 0 0 0 0 0 14% 4 0. 0 0

85 47.1 36 4 17_ 9 5020 0 0 0 0 0 17V5 0 0 0

86 51 7 38 6 10. 7 5949. 3500 0. 0 0 0 1?571 0. 0 3500
87 57.9 44 1 21 0 6704 3500 8 O. 0 0 181?2 0 0 3500

80 63 0 47. 0 23 5 7503 1500 0 0 0 0 19No 0. 0 3500

89 68 3 51 0 2S O 7077 3*@0 0 0 0. 0 20707 0. 0 3500

90 73 0 55 7 27 7 8707. 3500. 0 0 0 0 226?> 0 0 3500

91 79 3 59 ? 30 2 9444 3571. O. 0 0 0. 252:9 0. 0 25?1.

92 e4. 7 64 0 32 2 9964. 4101 0 0 0 0 2?807 0 0 4101.

93 89 8 (19 5 34.5 10692. 4600 0 8. 0 0 30?49 0 0 4600
<*4 94 0 71.5 36 3 11242. 4927. O. e 0 0 3EM 0. 0 4927.

95 *0 2 74 ? 3a 0 11634. 5472 8. O. 0 8. 361 9 0 0 5472.

96 102.4 79 0 39. 0 12041 6131 e. A 0 0 39 '- 0 8 6131
9? 105 9 80 9 41.4 12552. 6669 9. e 0 0 414 4 0 0 (469

98* 109. 0 63 2 42 0 12 % 1 7150 0 0 8. O. 4400 0 0 7150

- 99 111.7 05 6 44 0 13216 7799. O. O. 0 0. 47524 0 0 7799
to 0 ill 9 6? 3 45.0 13492 0401. 0 0 8. O. 50053 0 0 0401

f., TOT 1599'1 1209 0 608 2 108576 76329 0 0 9. 0 558542 0 0 76229

SECTION 2 PROJECTED UNIT COST~
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APPENDIX B

EFFECTIVENESS OF RADIATION DETECTORS

Recycled plutonium emits suf ficient neutron and gamma radiation to activate sensors f'or
indicating its presence. Such detection represents a basic tool in controlling the containment
of plutonium and in revealing its movement through portals leading from material access areas.
The reference safeguards system disce ssed in Chapter 5 uses such a system for searching employ-
ees, vehicles and waste containers for concealed plutonium. The effectiveness of radiation
detection systems in detecting the radiation emitted by recycled plutonium is sunnarized in
this Appendix.

NRC Regulatory Guide 5.27 (Ref. B-1) states that doorway monitors acceptable to NRC must
detect with a 90 percent confidence the radiation emitted by 0.5 gram of plutonium encased in
three millimeters of brass. This requirement can easily be met by commercially available gaana
detectors. In addition, Ref s. B-2 and B-3 indicate that neutron sensors could exhibit detec-
tion sensitivities in the range of 0.3 to three grams of unshielded plutonium.

The major difference between the effectiveness of gamma and neutron detector technologies,
from a safeguards point of view, is in the possible methods cf shielding SSNM to prevent
detection. Gamma radiation is severely attenuated by lead or lead compounds, while neutron
radiation can be shielded by an absorber such as cadmium used with a neutron moderator such as
water or boronated polyethylene. While doorway monitors are expected to contain both gamma and
neutron detectors, the calculations that follow are conservatively based on the detection of

neutrons only.

B-1
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Mathematical models were developed in a supporting study to assess the probability of
detecting the presence of unshielded plutonium as a function of sensor technology, the amounts
of material involved, the operational procedures utilized, and shielding (Ref. 2). Utilizing
these mathematical formulations, Figure B.1 illustrates the effectiveness of a neutron sensor
in terms of probability of detecting an attempted removal of SSNM as a function of the amount
of material involved. This figure is based on representative alarm thresholds of 3 and 4
standard deviations above the mean background count (a false alarm rate of I out of every 740
or 1 out of every 31,560' measurements, respectively) and a representative detector sensitivity
g (standard deviation of the alarm probability function) corresponding to I gram-second of

unshielded recycled plutonium.* (This curve may be adapted to other sensitivities, for example,
g = 0.3, by linear scaling of the abscissa. )
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Figure B.1 Detection Sensitivity of Neutron Sensor

As can be observed, attempts to acquire more than four or five grams of plutonium will be

detected with high confidence by such sensors. In contrast, quantities of less than a gram
cannot tie detected with high confidence by projected neutron sensors if alarm thresholds are
set to make false alarms relatively infrequent (as they are in Figure B.1). If a very small
amount can be taken past such a sensor with some confidence of not being detected, the

4These parameter values are based on the data presented in Ref. 2.
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possibility arises that a diversion attempt might consist of a series of thef ts of such very
small amounts until a sufficiently large quantity, perhaps as much as a strategic quantity
(defined as two kilogram") is accumulated.

Figures B.2. B.3, and B.4 reflect the calculated effectiveness of neutron detectors in
combination with random searches in protecting against such a strategy. These figures were
also developed using the methodologies presented in Ref. 2. In constructing these figures. It

was assumed that employees attempting to remove the plutonium would know the performance of
the sensors and would pass through the portal with optimally selected quantities of SSNM. It
was conservatively assumed for the calculations that the adversary would somehow be able to
shield the plutonium to some extent using a 10-centimeter-thick layer of boronated polyethylene

with a thin cadmium outer shell.

Three cases for an alarm level of 4a are shown in Figure B.2: one employee'with a time

limit of one year to accumulate the desired material quantities; four employees with a one-year
time limit; and any number of employees with an unlimited time to accumulate the material
(which is the bounding case and the optimal strategy for those attempting diversion against
this system). The curve for one employee with a time limit of one year against an alarm level
of 3a is shown for comparison,

'
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Figure B.2 Portal Sensor Effectiveness--Multiple Passage ; Shielded
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Additional curves for an alarm level of 3a are shown in Figure B.3. While an alarm
level of 3e produces higher probabilities of detection against any diversion strategy than
does an alarm level of 4o, it also produces a higher false alarm rate owing to ite 3,eoter
sensitivity to background radiation. The calculations reflected in these figures show that
the chances that one to four people can successfully accumulate two or more kilograms of plutoni-
um within a year are extremely small. However, these amounts can be accumulated with small
probabilities of detection if substantially larger numbers of people are involved or if
accumulation can take place over many years.
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Although such a possibility woulJ seem unlikely, protection against even long-term
accumulation by large numbers of people can be effectively achieved if fixed doorway sensors
are augmented by random searches using highly sensitive hand-held equipment. Figure 0.4
illustrates the result of using a 4a alarm level plus a random search of I percent of those
passing through the portal sensor. The combination of a 4o alarm level and a random search
produces a detection capability equivalent to the 33 alarm level, but with a substantially
reduced false alarm rate. Thus portal sensors, particularly when coupled with random searches,
are an effective means of detecting the unauthorized removal of all but very small quantities
of plutonium from a plant, whether in a single passage or in a series of multiple small thefts.
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APPENDIX C |

THE ACCURACY AND PRECISION OF MATEh!AL BALANCE ACCOUNTING ,

I

The purpose of this Appendix is to summarize the results of analyses conducted for NRC
(Refs. C-1. C-2, C-3, and C-4) to estimate the precision with which material balance inven- ]

'

tories could be measured in future M0X facilities.

Within an item control area (ICA) and some process areas, material is either in controlled ,

containers or discrete forms. Since the integrity of these containers and forms can be
maintained, actounting for individual items can reliably determine if any have been removed.
With material in nondiscrete form, however, there can be uncertainties in flow measurements,
inventories, and hold-up. When an ir.ventory is taken for a material balance area (MBA),
measurement uncertainties can caute inventory discrepancies (material unaccounted for (MUF)).
The calculation is based on material measurements at the beginning of the material inventory
and additions during the accounting period minus the ending inventory and removals. The MUF
can be either positive or negative, and can be expected to have a normal distribution about its
mean value with a standard deviation, o, which depends on the type and quantity of material

processed, the type of process, and the accuracy of the measurements performed.

A diversion might involve an attempt to remove all the material desired in a single period
between material balance inventories or in a series of small diversions over many accounting

periods. An analytical model was developed to estimate the likelihood that either of such
actions would be detected by material balance inventories (Ref. C-1).

It was assumed that discrepancy limits were set at twice the standard deviation (2n)
of the material balance discrepancy calculated on the basis of process measurement
uncertainties. This is in keeping with the " limit of error for MUF" (LEMUF) defined in
10 CFR 70. With such a threshold, false alarms would normally occur in 1 out of 44 inventories.

|

:
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Using this model, figure C.1 indicates how precise the material balance must be to
achieve a specified confidence of detection of an attempt to accumulate two kilograms of pluto->

nium. The three cases shown assume that two kilograms are accumulated by diversion in one,
five, or an unlimited number of accounting intervals. The curve relatcd to diversion over an
unlimited number of intervals assumes that the person attempting the diversion is aware Of the
accounting accuracy and removes the fractional amount during each accounting period that
maximizes his overall probability of accumulating two kilograms without causing the inventory
balance discrepancy to ever exceed the alarm threshold. As such, this curve depicts an upper
bound on the probability that a diversion will remain undetected.

The figure shows that, for accounting to provide a high confidence (defined as 90 percent)
of detecting that a diversion has occurred, a 2a accounting period process measurement uncer-
tainty of no more than 0.28 kilogram of plutonium is required to protect against diversion of
small amounts over numerous accounting periods to obtain two kilograms, and an uncertainty of
no more than 1.2 kilograms of plutonium is required to detect the removal of two kilograms in
one accounting period.
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Estimates of the actual process meisurement uncertainties achievable under various circum-
stances for future M0X facilities were calculated in Refs. C-2, C-3, and C-4 Tables C.1 and

C.2, obtained from Pers. C-2 and C-3, summarize material balance uncertainties for various
areas of reprocessing and fuel fabrication facilities. The computations utilized model facilities
based on the process lines proposed for the AGNS reprocessing plant and the Westinghouse fuel

fabrication facility and the best methods and measurement technologies expected to be avail-
able.* The results of these computations show that for most MBA's in a fuel fabrication plant,
but only the analytical laboratory in a reprocessing plant, a weekly (nr less) material balance
could reliably detect a diversion of two kg of plutonium during that period. If the two kg
were accumulated over several inventory periods, the diversion would be reliably detected by

,

material balances in only a few MBA's.

Measures to increase the accuracy of material measurements in fuel fabrication facilities
Thisby fundamentally altering the material processing methods were examined in Ref. C-4.

study involved an evaluation of the feasibility, advantages, disadvantages, and costs asso-
ciated with a concept of providing large homogeneous batches of input material for the production
requirements of future plants processing plutonium. Of primary importance was the impact on
measurement capability of using thoroughly blended isotopically homogeneous plutonium, which
would improve the accuracy of material measurements, in particular, th,at of calorimetric assay
measurements. The study indicated, however, that only negligible improvements in the accuracy

of the material balance would occur.

|

|

1

|

Mhese technologies and procedures are included as part of the reference system discussed in
Chapter S.
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TABLE C.1

MATERIAL BALANCE UNCERTAINTIES FOR,THE
LWR FUEL FABRICATION PLANT (2a)

Inventory Interval

Material End of Weekly MonthlyBalance Area 8. Hour Shif t After Runout After Cleanout
(kg) (kg) (kg)Pu0 Unloading. Blending,2

and Storage 1.36 1.60 2.38
M0X Blending and Storage 2.09 3.74 2.31
Pelletiring 0.64 0.79 2.05
Green Boat Storage and
Pellet Sintering 0.10 0.55 2.02
Sintering Pellet Storage
Pellet Grinding 0.43 0.77 1.95

Pellet Inspection and Storage
fuel Rod Loading 0.45 0.67 1.89

Fuel Rod Repair and Dismantling 0.21 0.37 0.13
Clean Scrap Recovery System 0.52 0.49 0.44

Analytical Services Facility 0.283 0.283 0.283

a
from Reference C-2.

TABLE C.2

MATERIALBALANCEUNCERTAINTIESFgRTHE
LWR REPROCESSING PLANT (2c)

bInventory Interval
Material

One Two SixBalance Area Daily Month Months Months
(kg) (kg) (kg) (kg)

Separations 21.9 10.7 15.2 27.3

Pu Nitrate Blending and Storage 6.8 9.5 11.7 18.9

Pu Nitrate-to-Oxide Conversion 26.8 5.8 8.7 18.0

Analytical Laboratory 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.4

a
from Reference C-3.

b
Daily inventories tabulated involve estimates for in-process Pu. For other inventoryperiods shown, a cleanout is presumed prior to inventory.

C-4
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